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The thesis begins with an explanation of the Piegotian background to 

the research together with a survey of a number of training experiments. 

After relating the alas and methods of the research to a simple plan of the 

curriculum an examination of the possible relationships between history, 

history as taught in schools, and the Piagotinn framework is outlined. The 

major part of the thesis is concerned with an attempt, through empirical 

work in classrooms, to develop the logical thinking of primary and 

secondary pupils. Using criteria derived from Piaget's developmental 

theory of intelligence children aged 9-10 years and 13-14 years were 

assessed through the clinical technique on their responses to a number of 

questions on historical passages at the beginning and at the end of a 

school year. In each age range two classes were taught history for one 

school year by the investigator, one in a "traditional" manner and the other 

in an "experinontel" manner. There were non-taught control classes for the 

two ads ranges, one for the primary and two for the secondary pupils. In 

order to make the numbers at each a"e level comparable the final samples 

consisted of fourteen boys and fourteen girls in each of the primary groups 

with thirteen boys and thirteen girls in each of the secondary groups. 

Each pupil was also assessed individually before and at the end of the 

school year on two Piogetian experiments, equilibrium in the balance and 

the combination of colourless liquids. 

Analysis of covarience was used to discover whether the teaching 

techniques had made any significant difference to the nature of the 

children's responses on the passages after the year's teaching. The 



stability of the lerela of response across the different historical 

passages and across the historical passages and two Piagotion experiments 

was also analysed. The rececrch further involved a consideration of the 

children's moral judgments on certain selected questions and an examination 

of some variables which may be asscaiated with children's thinkin3in 

history auch as reading ability (primary pupils), measured intelligence, 

social class and personality characteristics. Some spoken replies of the 

secondary pupils were analysed against written replies. Using the Oagood 

Differential technique an assessment was made of the secondary pupils' 

attitudes towards concepts associated with the teaching of history. The 

data obtained from these and other measures were submitted to factor 

analysis for each of the two age groups. 

The major results are as follows 

(1) The primary boys in the experimental group reached significantly 

higher levels of thinking after a pear's teaching than did the boys 

in the traditional and control groups on (a) the "tauchte story and 

(b) the three stories used as criterion passages,, two of which were 

not taught. 

(2) Tho primary girls in the experimental group reached eirnificantly 

higher levels of thinking after a year's teachint than did the girls 

in the traditional and control g'roups on the *taught* story. A 

similar result occurred only against the girls of the control group 

when the average scoren on the three stories were used in an analysis 

of covariance. 

(3) The only significant gains made by the aeooWary pupils occurred 

(a) when the scores of the boys in the experiaontal group on the 

"taught" story were covariated against the scores of the boys in on 

of the two control groups and, (b) when the average scores of the 

three stories for the boys in the traditionally taught group were 



covariated against tho scores of the boys in the other of the control 

groups. 
(ý) Friedman's two way analysis of variance showed that the stories 

presented similar levels of difficulty on the first occasion of 

testing; this was true for both the primary and the secondary 

groups. On the second occasion, however, at both age levels the 

subjects in the taught groups tended to answer the "taught" stories 

at a higher level than the two "non-taught" stories used in the 

initial assessment. 

(5) Kendall's coefficient of concordance indicated that the pupils at 

both age levels maintained similar positions in relation to each 

other more across the historical passages than when the pupils' 

average scores on the historical passages were analysed against 

scores on the two Piagetian tasks. There were, however# moderate 

degrees of consistency across the three measures, that is, history 

and the Pisgetian tasks, for both the primary and tho secondary subjects. 

(6j The Osgood Semantic technique seemed to ahoy that the pupils in 

general remained favourably disposed towards history, with a 

significant improvement for the boys in the traditionally taught group 

on "History in School" and "Visiting historic Places". 

The thesis concludes Frith a discussion of the results at the two age 

levels together with an examination of some possible implications of the 

findings for the teaching of history and further research, 
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PART I 

THE PIAGETIAN BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER I$ SOME FMAME ITAL CONSTRUCTS 

to Th" process of assimilation and accomaodation 

Puget conceives of life1 including the development of logical thinking, 

an a continuous creative action between the organism and the environment. 

All living natter has to adapt to its environent. Such an adaptation takes 

place through the operation of two general processes, assimilation and 

accommodation, under the control of an internal self-regulating mechanist 

equilibration. (Bailin in Hischel 19719 pp. 88-89) Assimilation is the 

incorporation of environmental data, through physical or mental activity, 

Into existing cognitive structures. The data is incorporated only to the 

extent that it is acceptted by the organism. This developmental process 

starts with the infants innate reflexes. These provide the original base 

from which experience is assimilated. Accommodation is the process by which 

the organism adapts its structures to the particular environmental reality 

with which it is confronted. Bailin (ibid, p. 89) explains that this can 

occur independently of the demands of the external environment as in, say, 

the kind of thinking that occurs in mathematics, so that it can occur in 

response to the data generated by the thought process itself. 

Assimilation and accommodation initially are opposed to each other 

"since assimilation is conservativo and tends to subordinate the 

environment to the organism as it is$ whoroas accommodation ... bends 

the organism to the successive constraints of the environment" (Plaget 19559 

p. 352) The role of mental operations is to inter co-ordinate these initially 

antagonistic functions, especially as they are also essentially dependent on 

each others every assimilation involves an accoemdation and vice versa. 

The basic unit of analysis is thus the organics within its environment. 

"A response is always the response of a living organism, always something 
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constructed in part according to detst,, inants that are intrinsic to its own 

structure. A stimulus, ton, is ... something that can be 'assimilated' by 

the structure". (Furth 1969, p. 13) It it could not be assimilated in a 

uo ningful way by the organism the stimulus would not exist conceptually for 

that partLuulnr orgonisr*, although it might be used in rota fashion. Furth 

gives the example that four sticks In a series does not �exist� for a child 

who fails to perceive that an ordered arrcn ccont is different from one 

without order. "To lnov is therefore an activity of the subject" (v(. uE", p. i5ý 

Parents and teachers are often reminded that children nither have not the 

necessary structures by which they can make sense of new information or they 

are rondy to �parrot" words and ideas without underatandina. Childrtn must 

play an active role in creating knowledps. 

2. rnowled2o 

What in this ''knowledge� of which Furth cud Plaget write? The problem 

of "a ow1edge" could bo considered as much a philosophical as a psychological 

question. Peters (1967, PP. 6-7) argues that being educated implies the 

possession of knowledge. This is not more knowledge aeon in, say, the 

recapitulation of dates in history but "some understanding of principles, of 

the 'reason why' of things" is required. To be educated, for Peters, is to 

travel with a different view derived fron understanding such knouledpo. It 

would seem a fair analogue to any that to be Itnowledgoablo in Piaget's sense 

is also to regard the world with a different view. 

Logoll (1971) considers "knowledge" from two aspects, general and 

particular. The forayer way of knowing may be defined as "the totality of 

the action co-ordinations which are available to the individual at a given 

stage of development, the actions being physical ones at first$ these later 

being internalised with the aid of language as implicit mental actions". (p. 140) 

Thus, a child at the sonsori-motor level, through his organisation of actions, 

will not forget that he con use a stick to obtain an object otherwise out of 
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reach for the wcheiw involved it 'now part of his general objective knowing�. 
oý. ttt. 

(ibf-dj p. 2) H. many, however, forget whore his mother keeps some opocific 

object if he has been absent from the house for some time; this is wl 

exoaplo of particular knowing. Again% at the concrete operational level, 

through actions porforted on objects or from the form of conversations 

with other persons, new structures ere developed so that the child will never 

again be unsure, say, as to whether a class cin be smaller or not in extension 
OP. 

than its sub-class. ( atU, p. 243) Once an adolescent has reached the level 

of focal op©rations he will appreciate that the facts In front of him are a 

subset of the possible transformations that have actually come to pass. 

Cjcýh 
p. 246) Those are all ca=plos of ways of psneral knowing. Particular 

knowledge, on the other hand, results frog r. ecial experience within the 

physical, social or educational envLro=nt. "Thus specific opportunitius 

are necoaaary, generally in school, to learn of the physical features of the 

local envlronaont .. 0 or of soße of the cotauquences of the Nomeft Conquest�. 

(ibid, p. 246) Dut it seems that it is "the general ways of knowing which 

determine the level and quality of understanding of the particular knowledge". 

(ibid, p. 246) 

The essence of general knowledge, then, is the operatl n. , sots of 

reversible actions, soen, for example, in auch structured forms of thought as 

classification and seriation. An operation enables the knower to "got at 

the structures of the transformation". (Piagat in Ripple and Rackcastle 1964, 

P. 8) The understanding of number is not achieved simply through verbal 

repetition of "ono", "two", "three" etco by the child but by actions which 

demand the construction of the basic operational structures of classification 

and seriation. The term "construction" is used here as it seess to convey 

the sense that the structures are brought about through the interaction of 

the organism and the environments "a thing in the world is not an object of 

knowledge until the knowing organism interacts with it and constitutes it 

as an object". (Furth 1969, p. V) 
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These operational structures for Plagst are "the basis of knowledge ... 

and the central problem of development is to understand the formation, 

elaboration, organisation and functioning of these structures". (Ripple and 

Rockcastle 19649 p. 9) Structures or schemes are abstracted from experience 

but Plaget thinks it necessary to distinguish between two kinds of 

experiences a physical experience that abstracts from the physical things 

themselves and a logico-mathematical experience that abstracts from the 

knowing activity itself. He suggests that operational schemes cdorive 

principally from the second kind of abstraction. (Furth 19699 p"65) This is 

evidently so because such �abstraction, " express laws of general co-ordination 

that are implicit in all living structures. (. , p. 66) Piaget also uses 

the term "reflecting" abstraction since he conceives the organism as 

reflecting on its own co-ordinating activity in a self-regulatory sense. 

As an internal enrichment it becomes the principal source of growth of the 

operative structures. (jp. 65) Presumably, Furth is here referring to 

the crucial concept of equilibration. Furth illustrates an operational 

structuro by contrasting how an infant and an adult might react to the 

stimulus of a thrown ball. An infant would react externally to the ball 

whereas an adult would assimilate the stimulus to existing operational 

structures, for instance, by classifying it as a particular example of 

thrown objects or balls. In history, perhaps, the stimulus of the word 

"democracy" might be asssmilated by an experienced adult to his operational 

scheme of democracy based on knowledge of democracy in Ancient Athens, in 

Britain today, on thoughts of how far were democratic principles in the 

U. S. A. compromised during 19739 and so on. On the other hand, a child of 

thirteen years with no such developed operational structures available will 

have to bring to bear such possibly rudimentary schemes as majority, vote, 

government to his understanding of the term. This example possibly shows 

that earlier schemes are suborned ink and are necessary fors later operational 

thinkino. 
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3" Memory- 

Aa happens in the study of history in schools, mesaory played a part 

in the present research* For exaap1a1 there were annual rxeminations at 

the secondary school in which memory of facts end historical connections were 

tested (Apr. =dix K ). Piagot cnalyses memory in two wayss in the narrow 

sense as shown in rote monory of an arbitrary character and in the wider 

sense soon in the understanding of laaicai cnnnections. (Furth 1969, p. 163) 

Piaget links the forger type with figural aspects of memory seen in perception, 

imitation &nd images whereas the latter is connected with logical thinking. 

A normal adult in Vostorn socioty does not, for exttimple, "forget", as n 

young child night, that if A>U end D>C then A>C because he has fully 

interiorisod the particular structured for that problezte lie 'knows� the 

"nswwr5 " 

Piapet suppcrtu hin contention that 1mmfing jig always present in 

operative xuýiw. #ry b; quoting empirical rce*nrch. The majority of a group of 

Genevan children c&god 6 and 7 years could reproduce accurately one hour 

later the horizontal lino of the top of wino in a tilted decanter. 

After the lapse of a woek, however, while the children could still remember 

the drawing, they drew the level of the liquid incorrectly, r result which 

could be expected from children of that ago. Their figurative memory had 

become weaker and could not coczpensate for their lack of operativity in this 

e eriment. (off "c "ti, pp. 152-153) Toachars are well aware of this occurrence 

when children "swot" formulae, causes of wars, figures of speech - and 

promptly "forgot" them after an examination. Another experiment of Piaget's 

showed that children, evidently at the transitional stooo between having and 

not having the structure of seriation improved over a period of six months 

in their remembering of a picture of a "ember of lines presented in series. 

(ibid, p. 153) An their operative knowledge increased, so also did their 

saemory performance. 

What is the relationship of tha two types of memory? For Plaget, moms 
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system of operative schemes subsumes and controls all figurative knowledge. 

Even rote memory works within an operative schemo. A striking example of 

this was given in tho present research when a girl aged 13 $9 years in the 

"A" stream of a grammar school failed consistently to make the different 

weights reach equilibrium on a simple typo of balance experiment (pp. M"3e) 

This is how she tried to got 5 on one side bslanco. 2p on the other. 

The girl's remarkae 

2g at hole 2OR tight) 

5g at hole 6L Caft) 

"What do you think? " 

"It i' too heavy" 

"Can you do anything to make the bar stay 1ovo1? " 

"5g at hole 8L (" 40) It still seems heavy on the right 

2g to 19 R (  38) That is bettor� 

Yet she could ropeat the rule perfectly. "The load times the load's distance 

equals the effort times the effort's distance. That's the rule we've been 

taught". 

The girl had some understanding of the principle of moments; this was 

shown in her trial and error procedure. Within this rudimentary scheme, 

the rote learning had taken place. With increasing age, practice, and 

possibly a more simple explanation such as 'multiply the weight by the hole' 

she should have proceeded towards an operative memory of the principle of 

movements. But one year later she still did not completely understand 

metric proportion. This is her second answer to the question on the 

rule about the experiment. "If the weights are equal and (each) one is 

on either side, they have to be the same distance away from the fulcrum. 

But if one weight is heavier than the other it will be nearer the fulcrum 

than the smaller one". At least she was capable at 14 s9 years of showing 

that she had some general knowledge of the balance experiment; this seems 

a more operative answer than her previous rote reproduction of the rule. 
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Buch an example seems to provide support for Pi. p. t'r wnn+. r when he 

was asked whether exercising the memory would accelerate children's thinking 

skills (Ripple and Rockcastle 1964, p. 20) "In exercising perception and 

memory, I fool that you will reinforce the figurative aspect without touching 

the operative aspect - not the analysis of states, but the understanding of 

trtnoformitionan. One wonders, however, whether the exercise of figurative 

memory might provide additional data for children and night help to develop 

rudimentary structures into more sophisticated forms. 

For oxemplo, it in necessary for young ciildren to operate on number, as 

in discovering that four groups each of three objects yields the same total 

as three groups of four objects. (Lovell 1971, p. 34$) Doan the rote-learning 

of tables also help in developing their grasp of the number systomt If a 

teacher deems rauch repetition useful, then it would seam a more logical 

procedure to teach in succession those systems which more nearly relate to 

etch other, such as 2x2 followed by 4z4, and then 3x3 followed by 6x6, 

rather than simply proceeding from 2x2,3 x3 to 12 x 12. As in so many 

other uroas of educational research, however. the relationship of memory ex- 

poricnco to operative knowledge still neoda thorough investigation. 

isstil: $ 
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CHAPTER 21 IrIM STAGES OF THOUGHT 

Operations derive from sensory-motor actions through the progressive 

interiorisation and structuring of co-ordinating action schemes. As a 

result of development, operations eventually form a coherent system, the 

most characteristic attribute of which is reversibility. "Reversibility 

of thinking action thus becomes Piaget's observational criterion for 

differentiating operation in the strict sense froh preoperational activity". 

(Furth 19699 P43) Plaget usually employs the term 'preoperational$ to 

cover the period from d years to 6-7 years when thinking is no longer merely 

sensory-motor yet not fully operational. The period of operational thought 

is normally divided into concrete operations (7/8 years to 11/14 years) and 

formal operations (11/15 years onwards). The criteria for these three stapes 

will be used to analyse answers in the present research, but it must be 

remembered that children's thinking on historical passages is likely to lag 

behind their thinking on more immediate concrete data. 

to The Preoperational stag. 

The child moves into this stage when he can differentiate a signifier 

such as the word for "dog" fron the actual animal. Thin capacity is called 

the semiotic function by Plaget. Lovell (1971, P e243) explains that the 

ability to reprosont reality not present can be interred from at least fire 

behaviour patterns which emerge at more or less the nano timet 

(i) Imitation which takes place after the model has disappeared, 

(ii) Symbolic play 

(iii) Drawing 

(iv) The mental image 

(v) Oral lengucgo, which is "but one aspect of the semiotic function 

which in turn depends upon intellectual development�. (ibid. p. 21i3) 
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Preoperational thought can be characteriaad as "seat-logical or 

inconsistent". (? ý"t;. k, p.: 44) This preoperational child iss unable to locus 

on another's point of view in urJar to contrast or co-ordinate it with his 

own. Its will also centre on one aspect of a situation and not take into 

account features which balance and compensate. Transductive thinking is 

often involvod, this iss the ctiild proceeds from one olamant to another 

without there being any necousarily logical relationships between the 

olcionta. Ito thus tends to sake asuociutivs "and connections" rather than 

true implicative and causal relations Ina chain of reasoning. In the 

earlier research Walla= 1966, p. 104) the fnlloving answer was judged to be 

showing signs os tranaductive thought. For the last question of a series 

the pupils were asked if they had any co=ents about Mary Tudor after they 

had read a short passage about her. A boy aged 13 13 years with an IQ of 

113 gave the following reply. 

"(she) likolhaving fancy clothes and ... site thought all English 

people were einnern for going after Henry VIät's religion which 

was a rebellion against.. tho Holy Catholic Church�. 

""Why do you say $aho lfl ed having fanner clothes'? " 

"With being a r+ Ober of the Catholic Church the priest had very 

expensive vestasn: a and she liked very cxpensivo clothes and also 

to have jewels and varicue other decorations on her. " 

The preoperational child is also syncretic in his thought, that is, 

everything in a whole can be related but there need not be any logical 

reasoning behind auch relations. He is also likely to focus attention 

upon successive states rather than on transformations between states. As 

was noted earlier, the azpcta of knowing which doll essentially with such 

fixed states is the figurative function (imitation, mental imagery) whereas 

the aspects of knowing which focus on transformations between states in 

known as the operative function. Pieg, t dcrcxtstratos how children at the 

preoperational stage are limited to the figurate function in tht following 

experiment. (Ripple and Rockccatle 1964, pp. 25.26) 
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Glass Glass Glass 
A8C 

The child Is asked to predict how much water there would be in glass © and 

then glass C if the water was poured from glass A into each of them in turn. 

Piepst states that between the ages of 5 and 8 years three types of reaction 

are found. 

(i) 4-6 `_s Children tend to may there would be the am* amount to 

drink but they predict that the height of the water would be the 

sane in B and C as it is in A. Plaget calls this a pseudo- 

conservation; the children have conserved the level as if the 

level on its own were the criterion for quantity. 

(ii) 6-7, =t Children will usually predict that the water in B 

will go higher because that glass is thinner but they will say 

that there will be more eater in 8 and less in C. Here the image 

is simply a result of previous experience through drinking, say, 

silk in different tumblers. The child) ho ever, cannot imagine 

a system of compensations involving two dimensions. 

(M) sarst The child should have reached the operative function 

where be can predict that the level in B will be higher and that 

B will also contain the sane quantity of water as in C. He can 

contract two feature., height and width, and also reverse his 

thinking so that he realists quantity in A" quantity in B" 

quantity in C9 provided none In spilled. 

2. Th. concrete operational stage 

The typical Piegetian conservation problem mentioned above shows that 

the child from 7 to 8 years of age can envisage complete and reversible 

compensations. Thought has become systemised, logically or internally 

consistent. (Lovell 19689 P109) 
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"By concrete operations we moan actions which are not only internalisod 

but are also integrated with other actions to torts general reversible 

systems". (Inheldor and Plaget 1958, p. 6) In Piaget's original conservation 

experiments such rovoruiblo, integrated mental actions are limited to 

intuitable data, that is, imageablo or perceptible data. Concrete operations 

"function only with reference to observations, or representations of 

observations, reckoned as true, and not with data that I. merely hypothetically 

(Lovell 1972, p. 75) Lunser (1965) has crguod that the essential achievement 

of concrete operativity has in the definability of its concepts. 

"Operational - operationally definable", for example, to define number we 

place objects in a one - one correspondence, to define length we put things 

end to end. More recently (1973) mazer has decided that while this 

characterisation is correct, it is not explanatory. ilia new definition is 

that the child is aware of the criteria of his own actions in relation to 

alternative opposing criteria, seen, for example, in the classification 

experiments. He considers that this is a more powerful analysis than that 

offered earlier (1965) because only a single model is suggested and the use 

of stable criteria precedes their recognition, that is, a child may use 

different types of classification before he realises that others are existing 

while he Lu using just one type of classification. 

The more recent experiments devised by Inholder and Plaget (1958), 

two of which are used in the present research, demand that children reason 

in respect of scientific and mathematical problems. In relation to the 

Pendulum experiment (ibid, pp. 67-79) Lovell (1972, p"75) explains that when 

asked to discover which factor affects the swing of the pendulum, the 

concrete operational child can only introduce or eliminate a variable to see 

what role it is playing. its pushes or does not push to see if the variable 

of "push" is causally effective. But the child at the concrete level 

cannot consider withholding a push each time he changes the length of the 

wire in order to determine the effect of the variable of, says length. 

The crucial turning point for the beginning of concrete operations shows 
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itself in a sudden mobilityg a feeling of coherenc. l the child does not 

lall into contradictions and perplexity as happens at the prooporational level. 

Picyot believes that certain logico-uathoinatical structures make very 

good models of the actual organisation of concrete oporations but Its does 

emphasiao that "logical axicxnatica schematize tho coal work of the mind 

after it has occurrod". (PLt of 1950, p. 31) Those atructuroa, therefore, 

are sorely intended to model procossoc of thought. Ha maintains that the 

mother structures of the Dourbnki group correspond to the natural, 

spontaneous development of children's thinking. (Ripple end Rockcaatlo 1964, 

P"33) The Dourbaki came to the conclusion that thorn are throe fundcentwl, 

irreducible structures. 

(i) algebraic structures: combing a direct operation with an invorao 

operation, thus negating it; this iss revorsibility by invorsion or 

negation will result in a null product. This can be seen in 

classification, for example, brown bends (A) And white beads (A1) " 

beads (B); beads (D) minus white beads (A1) " brown beadall white 
A 

beads (A1) - beads (D) minus brown (A) beads. 

(ii) ordering structureas based on relations such as A>U7C and 

CL II < A. 

(iii) topological structurest based on the concepts of proximity, 

continuity, limits and so on. 

These logico-matheciatical structures of classes and relations have been 

used by Pingot on the basis for the nine groupings which are said to describe 

cognitive structure in the concrete operational subporiods one minor, 

preliminary grouping and eight major ones. The preliminary grouping is one 

of the addition of pure equivalences if A"B and D" Ce then A"C. 

Groupings I to IV concern operations performed on logical classes; Groupings 

V- VIII involve operations performed on the relations existing between two 

or more individuals or two or more classes. The following table is composed 

trgq Shayer (1973) and Flavell (19639 Pp"175-195). 
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TJ. 3UI 

An explcnation of the e1 fht froupitifo of the concrete operational level 

The Groupings 

Operations porformd 
upon logical classes 

Comments taken from Shayer (1973) 

Account given Aspects invectigatod 
in in 

nraity do The Early Grovth o 
Lorique" Loric" 

Examples of 
questions used 
in the history 

text 

I FrtmRry_ P Mition_of 
1A re 

The op©ratien performed Setting up ßnd Mostly involved Passage 1 
on simple hierarchies of decomposing; from with all aspects of (p. 3 App. A) 
classes an, for examples a set such an the reversible 
trout included in fish, "The Sciences" relation and 0.1(a) Can you 
included in animals, a classifactory the inclusion tell me some 
included in living beings system of the principle. people who 

formt lived in 
of Fsge e1 (p. 3 App. L) Maths Pure (A) Concrete examples Ancient Creece 7 

(D)" and Applie (Al only of animals 
equals Maths (B) and flowers DaC+ (51.231) 

People livinp, in Greece 
--- --- ----I +A 

In in in 
Athens Sparta Corinth 

(C) (B) (l) 
I 

I 
slaves not tlavea 

(B1) (B,, 

-- 
II Tot nnr'cryr 

C-eeltlc+n of clns"s 
(D) 

People living in Greece 

In Athens Not in Athena 
(C) (C) 

Scas 
N 

Not in Not 
of Gone apart a in 

rich of (B) Sparta 
parents rich (In) 

(0ý pare nta 
(c1) 

Sieves Noti 
(Di) Slave a 

(Si) 

In Not in 
nwwlw4 , /ßw.. 1.4{. 

Setting up and 
decomposing a 
set of 
alternatives 

Tested with fruits 
and flowers only 
with the intention 
of setting up the 
notion of "the 
complementary 
class" 

Passafe 1 

Q. l(b) Were all, 
the people who 
lived in 
Sparta Creeks? 

40 DB+B 

BB1+B1 

DB (B1 + 111) 

"" Bl lived in 
Greece arxi in 
Sparta but it 

all deponda 
whether they 

; were Greeks. 

VVLÜito" VVi'1jiYU 11 

(A) (A) 

xj The we of Q, B ate* seemed helpful here but this type of notation is 

not used by Plaget. 
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The complementary clauses 
C, B etc* refer to an 
unspecified number of 
classes of the same renk 
As the corresponding primary 
class C, D, etc. 

That iaq C refers to 
everyone living in Greece 
except people in Athens. 
Therefore, one can writer 

C+C"D and also 

13 +D 

Piepet refers to such 
equations as vicariances 
(Flavell 1963, p"177) 
because of the invariant 

rule that given C+C 

and B+ 13 one can always 
substitute C for D provided 
that one also substitutes 

C for D in the same 
equation. 

Note also that one of the 

classes in C is D and one 
of the classes in -F is C 
(that is, the non-Athenians 
include Spartans and the 

non-Spartans include 
Athenians) 

i(c) fiere there 
more Spartans 
than anyone else 
in Ancient Greece? 

D0D+B 

D includos At C 
and B-D1fB1 

.. it all depends 
if Di were Spartan 

Crocks and If 
DMAfC) 

Iý 

I 

i z 

I; 
i! 
ýý 

III Di-univocal multi- 
plication of classes 

Flavell gives this 
examples 

Grouping IV in 
"Traite do 
LogIquo" 

This grouping is 
seen by Piaget as 
the bridge to 
propositional 
thinking for the 
intersoction 
(A1 A2 etc) is 

already part of 
the way to 
removing the 
classified 
elements of 
their 
contiguities 

No abstrac- 

tions used 
in the teat 
material 

Passage t 

Q. 1(b) Were all 
the people living 
in Sparta Greeks? 
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Da (same class of people 

Al 

D white 
(A 

spoc- 
ß1 

ified black 
group 
of C 
peo- 
ple yolloW 

A2 B2 

Urban Sub- 
urhAn 

as Did 

C a1 
Rural 

Al A` Al D3 Al C2 

D1 A2 1, D1 D3 Di C3 

CI A2 CI D2 Ci CY 

Piagot calls this bi-univocal 
multiplication to indicate 
that each component class of 
the : irrt series is placed 
in multiplicative 
correspondence with each 
component class of the 
second series. Ono can 
include a third series such as 
A3 short people, D3 a medium, 
C3 s tall and reach 27 

combinations. 

IV Co-univocal multipli- 
cation of classes 

Paaaage 2 (p. i 

Henry VII of Englund 

Henry VIII Margaret 
married married 

Anne Boleyn James IV 
of 

Scotland 

Elizabeth I James V 
of England married 

a French 
princess 

Mary 
Queen of 

Scots 

C1a38ifi- 
cation is 
structured 
so that each 

, member in 
'placed' in Irelation 

to 
the others. 

Living in Sparta 
(BI 

Not 
Greeks Greeks 

DD 
Not I 

Living slaves i 
in (0) 

Sparta 
pi 

slaves 

Di D D! D 

D1 D D1 D 

This cannot be 
answered unless the 
children lnnow 
whether D! D and 

D1 D are correct 

(for exampla, 
there might be 
foreign traders 
who were not slaves 
but who lived in 
Sparta). 

Not Investi- , 
gated at all. j 

Passago 2 gyp. 

Q"2(c)l(d)t(a) 

"Looking at the 
family tree (the lines 
and implications of 
which were explained 
to the children), 
can you tell me the 
relationships of the 
following people? 
(c) Henry VIII to 

Harpaaret 

(d) James V to 
Elizabeth I 

(c) Mary, Queen of 
Scots, to 
Elizabeth I. 
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This is a type of 
relationship which is 
called co-Univocal 
(one to many) in which 
one member of a series (eg. 
Henry VIII) is set in 
correspondence with 
members of one or more 
additional series. 
Hence, Henry VIII is 
a brother of Margaret, 
uncle of James Y and 
great uncle of Mary. 

Operations performed upon 
the relations which may 
exist between two or more 
individuals or between 
two or more classes 

following Flavell 
1963, PP"i80-i87) 

V Addition of Called 
a etrical relations seriation, the Parallels TL Passage 2 (p. ) 
(A "is smaller than" qualitative in the setting Q91(a)niiho died 
B or "A" is the father setting up of up of a when harr was a 
of B" etc. ) a series seriation but 

week old? " 
without none of the "Can you find his 
equality of abstract name for sm7 'steps' being algebraic 
impliede relationships Q. 2(a) The 

investigated relationship of 
Elizabeth I to 
Henry VIII. 

Q. 2(b) The 
relationship of 
Elizabeth I to 
Henry VII. 

VI Addition of This is Not investi- Passage 2. (p. ) 
symmetrical relations Grouping VII gated at all. 
seen, for examples in Shayer's Qe2 

within a genealogical table. This 
hierarchy as in the is very much 
passage on "Mary the same as 
Queen of Scots". Grouping IV 

except that 
the vertical 
relations 
are of equal, 
one genera- 
tion steps. 
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VII Bi-univocal Grouping VIII in 
multiplication of Shayer's tablet 
relations which The matrix of involves the one- two seriations. to-one multiplication A hint towards 
of two or more series. proportionality 

and a step 
towards 
reciprocity. 

Leaves 

Colour Size 

all quit ýe 
very 

larp arge 

pale ý 
green 

medium 
green 

green 

dark 
green 

VIII Co-univocal multi- 
plication of 
relational 

the multiplication 
of the various 
symmetrical and 
asymmetrical 
relations which 
define the classes 
in hierarchies as in 
Grouping IV - 
relations like 
"father of�t 
"first cousin of" 

Only the 
colour and 
Size of 
leaves tested. 
No testing 
on the 
significance 
of equiva- 
lence or 
reoiprocitioa, 
such as 
"Which could 
you get the 
same amount of 
green out of7I 

Not tested 

Passaga 2 ip; Arr%3 

Q. 2 

Each of these groupings Brust satisfy certain conditions which rake for 

logical consistency and completeness. (Peel, 19679 pp"94-95) These are the 

well-known conditions defining a mathematical groups composition, 

associativity, identity operation, inversion with the added restriction of 

tautology. "These five conditions ensure that the concrete operations are 

- 
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consistent and that no operation is unco-ordinated with the system to which 

it belongs". (OCiC pp. 101-102) In the example khith follower the properties 

of Grouping I are described using illustrative material from the passage on 

Ancient Greece. 

1. Composition Two elements of the system have as their result a new 

element of the systeae. 

People living in Corinth (A) + People living in Sparta (0) 

+ People living in Athens (C) a People living in Greece (D). 

Similarly A+ (B1 + B1) +C"D 

2. Associativity The svm of the elements to independent of the way 

they are grouped. 

A +B +C"C +A +B 

g. 
- 
Identity The result of an element and its inverse *ld" the identity 

operator (o). 

Greeks - Greeks aO 

When this identity operator (0) is applied to any element, that element 

does not change. 

Greeks t0" Greeks 

4. Inversion Every element of the system can be annulled by an inverse 

element. Thus 

Greeks - Greeks a0 

When Class B (living in Sparta) is separated into two sub classes B1 

and B1 and one of them taken out, one class remains. Thus 

B- Bi s B1 

5. Tautology Combining people living in Corinth with people living in 

Corinth results in people living in Corinth 

A+A"A 

As A is a sub class of D (people living in Greece), addling more people 

living in Corinth does not extend class D, namely, A+D"D. 
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Flavell (1963) is not satisfied in general that the nine groupings 

are a thorough explanation of children's thinking at the concrete operational 

stage. He coamonts: "a Plaget nearer to one's heart desire would no doubt 

have gone far beyond a simple assertion that the logico-mathematical structures 

are intended to model thought structures. ! fie would have indicated clearly 

and unambiguously how each model component is translated isomorphically into 

a specific behaviour component". (ibidg p. 188) Dut Plaget seeds to have 

examined the nature of logical class and relation operations on their owns 

"the approach is distinctly logical rather than empirical"; "the groupings 

were not wholly derived from watching children think". (ibid, p. 188) 

Piaget comments in the foreword to Flavell's book that research on group 

structures is far from being complete "and its course so far does not support 

his (Flavell's) criticism". p. viii) Parsons (19609 P"75), however, 

states that the only sense in which the groupings "are a complete description 

of concrete logic is that a number of further operations and principles are 

sharvn to appear only at the formal level". He explains that the groupings 

of relations cover only those which satisfy certain equivalence or ordering 

relations but relations which do not fit into these structures occur uunstantly 

in ordinary life. If Piaget is claiming that the groupings offer a complete 

model of thought at the concrete level$ "the claim is obscure and doubtful�. 

The grouping structure also seems to be used to help to describe values 

at the concrete operational level. "As the child grows older his goals and 

values, initially unstable and momentary, begin to becose organised into more 

or less stable hierarchies". (Flavell, 1963, pp. 200-201) Understanding 

moral concepts and the notion of moral obligation supposedly develop in 

parallel with logical thought. It is also postulated that there is a 

liaison between the logical groupings structure and interpersonal relations. 

Frequent encounters and discussions with peers lead to a movement from static 

egocentrism to multi-perspective reversibility. But, organised interchanges 
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among people require in turn something like grouping structures in the 

individuals concerned. This is the classic dilom=a of �Which comes first"t. 

Piapet'a anaver to this will be examined later. (itt Fu, l: i7 
, 1, 'it-1b' 

3. Some differences between the concrete and the formal operational stages 

The child at the stage of concrete operations can merely postulate a 

result from the evidence available; he cannot begin with an hypothesis and 

then discover if the evidence supports that hypothesis. Lovell explains that 

the child at this stage structures only the reality on which he acts. 

(Green at al 1971, p. 82) The following answers to a question on the passage 

"Mary Tudor" (Hallam 1966,1972) possibly exemplify the distinction between 

concrete and formal thinking in history. The children were asked whether 

the people of England would have preferred not to have had any more queens 

after having lived through Hary's reign. 

A boy aged 15 1 10 years$ IQ 110, used the data in the passage in a 

sensible fashion but he did not qo beyond that date,. "Tea, I think they 

would. Not many of them really wanted to become Catholics and she burnt 

some of those that wouldnIt. Through giving in to her husband they lost 

the last British possession in France and that was a blow to Dritain". 

On the other hand, a girl aged 14 $ 10 years, IQ 120, put forward 

elementary hypotheses during the course of her answer (ibid 19669 p. 81) 

... the common people probably wouldn't even think about Lt (the Salic Law), 

they wouldn't know about it. Mary vaa not a good queen, but it wasn't 

necessarily so that all women should make a uess. Yet - was she the first 

one? They would then accept her as the example of what would follow". 

A contrast between concrete and formal thinking for Inhelder and 

Piaget is that concrete operational children can use reversibility either 

by inversion (N) or by reciprocity (R) but they cannot synthesise the two 

jbrms of reversibility. The characteristic of inversion or negation "in 

that the inverse operation combined with the corresponding direct operation 
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cancels the whole thing outs fA-A" 0". (Inholdor and Pi. of 1969, p. 136) 

Reciprocity is the form of reversibility vhich characterires relational 

groupings. (Ot , p"137) "Both kinds of reversibility exist at the level of 

concrete operations. Lengthening can be negated by shortening or compensated 

for bjr thinning". (ibid, p. 137) At the formal level these two forum of 

reversibility become integrated into a single system. Thus, in the balance 

experiment, if +W is regarded as the basic operation of increasing the weight, 

the formal operational pupil can co-ordinate -W (the inverse N) with -L 

(decrease the length, which is the reciprocal R of Me The two forms of 

reversibility become synthesised in the INRC group (pp. 1 -3o) 

The concreto operational child can deal only with first order operations 

derived from the co-ordinations of action an reality seen in numbers length 

and temperature. (Love11 1972, P"78) A child at the formal level, however, 

can structure relations between relations as in metric proportion which 

involves recognition of the equivalence of two ratios. (ibid, p. 78) 

"In this sense proportions presuppose second degree operations, and the same 

may be said of propositional logic itself, since interpropositional operations 

are performed on statements whose intrapropositional content consists of class 

and relational operations�. (Inhelder and Plaget 1958" p"254) Thus the 

typical 11 plus verbal comprehension item ("toe is to foot as finger is to - �) 

is only pre-portionality for Piaget since there is no equivalence between 

crossed products as there is in, for example, 317 %e 91? (Lovell 1972, p. 82) 

Lovell (t. (. ts pp. 82-83) quotes an experiment by Piaget (1968) which seems to 

show the development of children's understanding of proportion. Three "eels" 

Al B and C, respectively 5cm, 1Ocm and 15cm long, are to be fed "balls of 

meat" (discontinuous units) on the assumption that the strength of each "sl's 

Appetite will correspond to its length. The �eels� also have to be fed with 

nbiscuita" or little lengths of cardboard on the same principle of appetite 

(continuous units). The children were asked various questions such aal 

"If eel C gets 9 balls of seat, how many should A and B be given? It is 

said that the children's responses fell into four broad stapest 
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(a) Just "more" or "less", any number sufficing provided DA and 

C7 DO 

(b) Numerical quantification in an elementary form. For examples 

D1 (food) for Eel D should equal 

Ai (food) for Eel A plus one more 

and C1 (food) a D1 +1 

This stage c= o rather earlier in the case of the discontinuous 

compared with the continuous units. 

(c) Pro-proportions when the children comparekthe intervals between 

A end D as �more" or 'less" than the difference between U and C; 

the equality of cross-products is missing. 

(d) True metric proportionality. 

4. The formal operational stage 

Formal thinking constitutes "the realm of pure thought", the crucial 

aspect being an ability to construct and test hypotheses{ a readiness to 

go outside the limits of the subject matter. "Rigorous testing of hypotheses 

entails an awareness of alternative hypotheses and their implications. 

The subject must be aware not only of the relations between the hypotheses and 

their consequences, but also of the second-order relations between the 

various hypotheses. Therefore a first characteristic of formal reasoning is 

the construction of second order relations". (Lunzor 1968, p. 267) 

Since verbal statements - propositions - are substituted for objects, 

the adolescent has available a much greater number of operational 

possibilities than the simple groupings of classes and relations. "Formal 

operations ... consist entirely of 'implications' .. * and 'contradictions' 

established between propositions which themselves express classification, 

seriation etc. " (Piaget 19509 p. 149) Propositional logic is a "logic of 

all possible combinations" where the propositions are regarded as 

hypotheses, some of which will be confirmed and some denied by subsequent 

investigation. 
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This hypothotico-deductive natura of formal thought swans that 

"reality ... is now socondary to possibility, " (tnholdor and Pispot 1958, 

p. 251) Instead of boing dependent upon the capirical evidence available, 

the child is able to postulate an hypothesis and then rigorously deduce the 

consequence. The promises of this hypothetical reasoning need not 

necessarily be consistent with comon"sense experience. This reversal of 

direction between roalitp and possibility "is w turning point in the 

development of intelligence, at least in so far as intelligence may be 

thought of as an organiaatioci that is both stable and mobile". (ii-Lots p. 20) 

Inholder and Piepet doclere that these features of tormal thinking can 

be seen in all types of problems; "we soo concepts of proportions and 

especially combinatory considerations appoarinp at the same level in the 

most diverse areas. It is as if the system of possible operations were on 

internal network along which a given thought contents once it had engaged 

the network, spread out imediately in all directions at the sage time". 

(c )U, p"265) Lunzer (1965, pp"23 45) and Lovell (Green st al 1971, 

Chapter 5) point out that the Piapetian experiments described in "The Growth 

of Logical Thinking" (1958) seen to fall into two broad groups. One group, 

including the pendukm and combination of colourless liquids experiments, 

requires pupils to provide proofs of hypotheses by the experimental manipu- 

lation of variables. The second group asks the children to solve problems 

necessitating the understanding of reciprocity in physical systems and to 

discover relationships involving direct and inverse proportion. Lovell 

(ibid, p. 83) remarks that �the difficulty has been to see the relationships 

that exist between the thinking skills involved in these two groups of 

problems". He gives empirical evidence to show that the test scores obtained 

on the two groups of tasks do show sosse tendency to cluster together, 

referring to work by himself (1961), Hughes (1965) and Shields and Lovell 

(1967)" Lunzer (1965, pp. 23-45) at first decided that the two groups of 

problems are related in the sense that they require second order relations 

v 
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or relations between relations. Hore recently (1973) he fiucia thin 

definition "woefully inadequate", (ibid, p. 4) and concidora that the "complex 

of interpretations" contained in "'rho Growth of Loiical Thinking" cannot be 

assimilated as an adequate theory of more advanced thinktnr since "it is 

neither sufficiently precise to function an a model, nor to it onnsistont 

with all the facts". (op. cite p. 9) He does not attempt to put forward a nov 

interpretative model which he thinks would be "speculative" in the }scent 

state of knowledge. Rather, he supcests two key features which appear to be 

entailed in thinking at the formal level. 

Acceptance of lack of closure (Na) seems to be a necessary but not 

a sufficient condition for most forma of advanced reanoninr. This refers to 

the realisation that the initial information offered does not permit of an 

unambiguous inference about a relevant variable, "but instead permits a 

reduction of alternatives so that the final determination can only be maw 

at a subsequent stage, when more information has been obtained". (op. cit., p. 5) 

The following comment by a girl of 13 s6 years on whether William of Normandy 

was cruel or not seems to show l. L. a. 

"In the last one (the devastation of the North) he seemed to have no 

mercy, but in the first one (the battle of Hastings) he aeemid to have a lot 

of mercy - by rerorte, of course". 

Any child who took part in this present research and who commented that 

there was not enough information in the passages by which one could make a 

sound judgment would presumably also be accepting a lack of closure. On 

the other hand, the child who decides William wes cruel "becau¬e he killed 

the English" has not shown that he possesses A. L. C. A more developed answer 

would have to reveal that he possesses not only A. L. C. but also the pretence 

of multiple interacting systems (M. I. S. ). 

Comer defines M. I. S. (op. cit., p. 10) as the prosence of multiple, interacting 
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systems. In the combination of colourless liquids experiment the action 

of any one factor is a system "and the task of the subject is precisely to 

disentangle the actions of the several systems involved". (o'. c 9 p. 13) 

Possibly the answer quoted on p. 3% demonstrates both A. L. C. and N. Y. B. 

In a verbal context. Lcmzor warns that one cannot deduce that the subject 

who possesses A. L. C. and H. I. S. is thereby a "fornal reasoner". Other 

important factors are familiarity with the content of thetask and the 

credibility of the exporinont. In the experiment involving sliding bodies 

on an inclined plane, for instance, logical necessity and initial belief 

go together, whereas in the pendulum experiment they do not since initial 

belief suggests that weight must be a relevant factor. Lovell (Green st 

al 1971, p. 88) considers that it is not possible to say for certain whether 

operational schemata are just not available in certain situations or whether 

it is necessary to posit some kind of analytic not (Bailin) which activates 

the individual's cognitive apparatus and allows him to analyse the data 

inherent in the situation. 

The recent work of Inheldor and Piaget has been concerned with trying 

to find a "psycho-logic" which will mediato between psychology and pure 

logic as mathematical physics relates physics, concerned with the real world, 

and mathematics, where the criterion of truth is the internal consistency 

appropriate to a rigorous deductive system. (Plaget 1953, p925) Plaget 

argues that the system of 16 binary propositions can be used to describe the 

underlying structure of adolescent thought. Ne does not expect that the 

child of twelve to fifteen will establish the relevant laws of logic. "But 

it is remarkable that at the level at which he becomes capable of combining 

elements by an exhaustive and systematic method he is also capable of combining 

ideas or hypotheses in affirmative or negative statements, and thus of 

utilising propositional operations hitherto unknown to bims implication 

(if - then), disjunction (either - ors or both); exclusion (either - or) or 

incompatibility (either - ors or neither - neither), reciprocal implication, 
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etc". (Inholder and Piagot 1969, PP"135.13G) 

Following 4odors symbolic or algorithmic logic, which to much closer to 

the real working of thought than the syllogistic logic of Aristotle" (op. cit, 

p. 13i), Inholdnr and Plaget use 'p' and 'q' to express two propositions so 

that "the pis and q's with their negations p and q stand for the observation 

that a given variable and its result is or is not found in the experimental 

situation�. (Inheldor and Plaget 19389 p" XYIII) Here are 16 types of 

combinations which Inhelder and Piepet claim *-a revealed in one subject+e 

answer. (op. cit, pp. iO2-101. ) 

1. Disjunction pvq (p " q) v (p . q) v (p . q) 
2. Its inverse, conjunctive negation (p . q) 

3. Conjunction (p . q) 
4. Its inverse, incompatibility (p/q) " (p *-q) v (p . q) v (p . q) 

5. Implication (p) q) 
6. Its inverse, non-implication (p . q) 

7. Converse implication (q) p) 
8. Its inverse (p . q) 
9. Equivalence (p - q) 

10. Its inverse, reciprocal exclusion (p vv q) - (p . `q) v (p . q) 

It* Independence of p in relation to qp C93 

12. Its inverse }L qJ 

13. )_ 
Independence of q end q in relation to p to q [p') and q 

[, p 

15. Cooplete affirmation (p e q) 

16. Its inverse1 complete negation (o) 

The formation of propositional logic depends on the establishment of a 

combinatorial system "which is manifestod in the subjects' potential ability 

to link a set of base associations or correspondences with each other in all 

possible ways". (op. cit, p. 107) The experiment used to examine this conten- 

tion in the present thesis is the combination of colourless liquids (ibid, 

pp. 107-122 and the present study pp. Z4 f) In this experiment children 
har" to 
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combine liquids from five bottles labelled to 2,31 4 and ß in order to 

discover the relationships existing among them. A mixture of If3+0 

produces a yellow solution, 2 contains water, 4 thiosulphats, a bleaching 

agent. Inholdor rnd Piepet state that at the sarge time as the subjects 

combine the liquids, they form their judgments according to a combinatorial 

system having the same ford, "that of the sixteen binary propositions 

(combinations ono-by-ono, two-by-two, three-by-three, four, or zero of the 

four base possibilities p. q. v p. q v p. q v p. q n. (ibid, p. 118) These are 

the actual cobinations availrblo. 

Combinationa Labelled linuith 

41 +G, 2+Go 3 fG� 4 +G 

61 +2+G, 1 +3 +G, 1 +4 +G, 2+) +G, 
2 +4+G, 3+4+G 

4 1+2+3+G, 1 +2+4+Go 1+3+4+G 

2f+4+G 

I 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ ß 

I zero 

Such combinations do not s"am to need to be expressed in terms of four 

bass possibilities; in the experimental situation the use of propositional 

logic seeßs to complicate the experimental findings in an unnecessary, 

manner. But Inhelder and Plaget contend that when these subjects combine 
6 

factors in the exporimcnt, by the aaao tokon they gcnerate a combinatorial 

system which corresponds to the observed facts. (ibid, p. 118) "This is how 

they (the subjects) deterfaine the links of conjunction, triplication, exclusion, 

etc., by means of which they interpret the experimentally established 

observations. }ioreover, this fact explains the progress ... which is noted 

.. * in the formulation of verbal statements�. (ibid. p. 118) In particular, 

they argue that this reasoning bears on bottle 2 and bottle 4. For the 

possible influence of liquid 2 on the combination# let p" the presence of 

colour end q- the presence of liquid 2. The subject at the formal levels 

works out that 2 has no effect on the colour (complete affirmation) for one 
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cmn have (p. q) v (p. q) v (. g) v (" q) " (p 0 q) all possible coarbinetionr, 

thus abaenco of particular links. 

On the other hands between colour (p) and liquid 6(q) there to 

f^co4a'*tlbility$ (p; ) v ("Q) v (j.; ) " p/Q p. 119) 

Attar hAvinp seen over : AO' children "ttesapt to solve this problea, 

each child on two different occasicns, it woes that the successful 

subjects obviously need the . bi: ity to ersviscpa oll possible combinations 

but they are not always able to discover the effects of 2 and I. once they 

have worked through the tG possible cccbinations. The simplest and neatest 

way of discovering the effects of the. e bottles soss to be for the children 

to produce the yellow solution (1 +3+ G) and then to Add liquid from 

either bottle a or bottle 4. With 'pl as the presence of colour, the adding 

of 2(q) sapears to de=mstrat" Independence (p Cq)) rather than complete 

affirmation (p " q)j -whereas adding 4(q) to another combination of i+3+G 

shows incompatibility, as Piaget states (p/q). Looking at the experimental 

results "s a ibole, it to not iwediataly obvious that the successful 

children's answers contained the 16 binary proposition.. According to 

Dynwa, Thou rund eLtz (1972), *h w*v*r, the one protocol anrlpsed in detail 

by Infielder and Pirpet (19589 pp"1O3'104 and�ear1ier, p. 1'L ) doss not , shav 

evidence of the 16 binary operations. They found evidence of only 8 of the 

16 operations and claim that the other 8 rnalyaea were foultr. (l972, p. 129) 

Dynua of al, thereforov query whether a fully developed tormal operational 

thinker uses all 16 binary operations of truth-functional logic( I p. 132) 

What the answers of the present subjects did seem to reveal at the formal 

loyal was the ability to achieve multiplicative correspondence. 

The difficulty ono has in relating the combinational system with 

propositional logic is increased uhsn one tries to exs*ine In logical terse 

how tar this systca is coteriainous with that other great schiev. esnt of the 

formal operational stage, the fusion of the two forms of reversibility, 

Inversion and rociprocltyl into the I. N. R. C. group. Infielder and Plaget do 
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this by assorting that tho integrated structure for adolescent thought has 

both lattice and group structures. They suggest that while the coubinatorisl 

operations express some of the laws of totality found in the lattice, in 

contrast "the proportional scheme effects the transition between the 

schemata originating in the lattice and those which are integral with the 

(I. N. R. C. ) group structure�. (1I , POW 

The I. N. R. C. group can be explained by reference to a balance experiment 

devised by Inhelder. (cj, cE, pp. 173-181) To balance different weights on two 

arms of a balance, adolescents have to use both reciprocity and negation at 

the same time, this ability to combine two tepees of reversibility being 

impossible before the formal operational level. 

p"a statement of a fixed increase in weight 

qaa statement of a fixed increase in distance 

p"a statement of a corresponding diminution in weight 

.a statement of a corresponding diminution in distance on the 

same arm. 

Propositions )i q1 pi äi correspond to statecents that the am* actions are 

occurring on the other arm. 

Formal level subjects are said to understand the following relations 

of inversion and reciprocity, the I. N. R. C. group, but with pq chosen as the 

identical operation I. 

I (p. q) u to increase simultaneously weight and distance on one um 

N (p v q) - to reduce distance while increasing the weight, or to 

reduce weight while increasing the distance or to diminish both 

Re (p1. q1) a compensates I by increasing both weight and distance on 

the other arc 

C (p1 v 
2) 

. cancels R In the sane war that N cancels I 

Parsons (1960, p. 80) cm, ants that the t. N. R. C. group is too simple to 

describe the balance problem fully but it dfseribes the situation where two 

of the variables are fixed. In a more recant work (1969, pp"142 Note 5) 
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Inhaldor eine! PinFot oxplain tho I. N. R. O. croup in thin snunnor1 

incronoinp voiFht on one arm (+ u) I 

docroaaing wifht on one arm (- W) =N 

coraponnatinf; "W by, decreasing the length (- L) uR 

increasing the length to the original position (+ L) =0 

Therefore$ I$RaC$ 11 (or by crossed products IN a RC). In actual 

practices, this equation does not loom to work unleso the veifht (W) can be 

placed on the fulcru2. Parson's (1960, p. 81) criticism that the connoction 

between the logical croup I. N. R. C. and the isomorphic croup conmot©d with 

the physical system is not very clear arA seems rather tenuous" would still 

coon pertinent. 

Irrholder and Plaget extend their use of the I. N. R. C. croup by stating 

that throtch the lattice era group structures the adolescent is able to 

reason formally in many different fields euch as the follovings 

proportions, notion of probability, notion of correlations, multiplicative 

conpencatives eIx forms of conservation which ro beyond direct empirical 

verification. Tor proof of the last, for exp1e, they use the following 

propositional calculus in an experimtnt with a balls 

p= the statement that the ball loose motion 

q, r, a ... = statements that give any reason such as friction, 

distance, etc, for the ball stopping 

The adolescent can use theses p) qvrv it ... 

but can also invert the propositions, thus: qvv... ) p and 

reach the notion of inertia. (Molder and Piaget 1958, pp. 32g-329) 

Inhelder au Piagot expect that the achievement of the combinational 

system and double reversibility viii affect also the verbal manipulation 

of propositions and hypotheses. (19A9s p. 145) One wonders Whether it is 

possible to see come reprecontation of the I. N. R. C. group in the following 

answer to Question ?. Passage 5 (Appendix A. pp. 10-11). There certainly 
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Booms evidence of what Faul has described as the ability to "think in torms 

of appooin& and balanced forces and in torms of m collation of forces ate 

their compensation by other forces". (19A7, p. 1f2) 

y^n think Willi of ?r nt r yne a ert'l nzn1 

"It depends whet you call cruel* If the c! ofinition of cruel is to 

kill and ravish and burn for any, Furpoao whatever, William was cruel. 

On the oth, r hand# if one is prepared to accept political necessity, 

William's cri alty was juntified. Compared with many other feudatories, 

(knithtc at cetera) he was eamontially a kind man. They ravaged generally 

for their own advantage and without care for the common folk or their land. 

Duke William, if the common people vent with himg he seems to have been 

prepared to protect the common people from ravages. If, bovever, they 

vent against him he Seems to have treated it as a deliberate breaking; of 

faith and acted accordingly. So, by the standards of his ova day, for va 

cannot really jucke him by our standards, he was probably not a cruol man. " 

This ansrsr also illustrates the formal thinker's wie of conditional 

conjuncticnsi "if", "on the other hand", "compared with". Inhelder and 

Plaget refer to these (19A9, p. 13Y)s "(the formal thinker) is also capable 

of combing ideas or hypothecea in affirmative or negative statements, and 

thus of utilising propositional operations hitherto unknown to bims 

implication (if - then), disjunction (either - er, or both), exclusion 
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(either - or)" and so on. When children start answering questions on 

verbal passages it is often striking how the more advanced thinkers begin 

to use conditional conjunctions early in their answers. 

Thera has been serious and continued criticism of Piaget's use of 

propositional logic since the days when Isaacs (1951, p. 107) stated that 

the use of a logic which recognises only truth and non-truth leaves out "all 

the vast field of uncertainty and probability, problematic truth and 

speculation" and "a11 the world of degrees and intermediate states and 

cases". These remarks are undoubtedly appropriate for any research into 

historical thinking. Parsons (1960) comments that Puget "vacillates" in 

his use of the standard notation of propositional calculus, his use of it 

obscuring some features of inferences made by the subjects which logicians 

call logical. "This vitiates the claim that propositional logic provides 

the essential structure of the final stapes of logical development". (ibid, 

p. 75) Furthermore, "Piapet's methods would make hash out of any attempt 

to give a formal criterion of logical implication, equivalence or validity". 
C1. 

c-r# p. 78) Flavoll (19639 p"428) Mains of "Piapet's bent towards 

theoretical over-elaboration retten bordering an the pretentious" and of the 

lack of co-ordination between the "imposing system of logical propositions .. ' 

(and) Piaget's body of ccpirical data on cognition". Wallace (i9G5, p" ) 

also thinks that "Piaget's theories stretch particularly far beyond his 

observations". 

Lunzer (1973) considers that post of the Piagettan experiments in the 

exporimental control of 'variables do not feature the I. N. R. C. group. 

Furthermore "there is little warrant for (Piaget's) a priori assertion that 

advances in thinking are a function of advances in logic�. (ibid, p. 17) 

Lunzer would regard �logical and mathematical proof as an activity sui generis, 

fairly removed from the business of everyday reasoning and even from most 

scientific reasoning". (o(; tý,, p. 22) Probleas of logical inference 

constitute a special class and should not be taken as a touchstone for the 
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quality of thinking in general. "At the very load, we hevo to recogniso 

that the principle of material (logical) implication plays only a very 

limited part in everyday thinking or in scientific thinking, yet it in 

crucial ... to most logics". (op. cit., p. 29) Within logic, though not 

outside it, a proposition in oasninrtul if it Is either true or falre. 

(op. cit., p. 30) Logical or matorial implication is mcningful because it 

corresponds to a precise eat of rules. Hence, within a logical calculus one 

could have this workable assumptions "That Yieget is a psychologist implies 

vino in intoxicating". Wason and Johnson-Laird (1972, ) also point out that 

subjects will be affected by the degree of reality in statemnts. "The 

ordinary mortal passes into a looking glass world when confronted by a 

problem which is abstract, or sybbolic, in nature". (ibid, p. 83) Lovell 

(1973, p, 2) also thinks that the follovini contention by Irhelder and 

Piaget is *plainly not the case in practice"t "In contrast with the 

preceding (concrete) level, the operational form is entirely dissociated 

from thought content, " (1959, p. 265) Lovell comments that many studies 

have shown that the difficulty of reasoning problems is increased when 

the content is abstract or clearly false, for exnaple, reasoning involving 

the premise "trout are larger than sharks". (1973, p. 2) Vasen and 

Johnson-Laird (1972) are disenchanted with propositional calculus an a 

criterion for logical ability. "r*uch of the individual's thinking lies 

outside the realm of the calculus, indeed outside any branch of formal logic, 

since it concerns questions of causality. " (ibid, p. cfi) They ask how is 

the logic of the ordinary conditional statement to be represented within the 

propositional calculus since the conditional takes on the colouring of its 

surroundings; "its meaning is determined to some extent by the very 

propositions it connects". (op. cit., p. 92) They give the follouinL as an 

example for their contention that "it is clear that no conventional notion 

of logical form is viable for the analysis of ordinary deduction". (op. cit., p. 93) 
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Statemcnt it "it I keep animals") in my flat, then I'm liable 

to . viction". 

Statement 2$ "I keep an alligator 
(b) 

in my bath, therefore I'ra 

liable to eviction" 

The native spsakor appreciates that (b) is a special case of (a) 

and it is therefore unnecessary to have separate premises to establish this 

point. They are convinced that "the only viable notion of logical tore, 

for the analysis of everyday inforence, is one which takes the meaning of 

the statements as fundamental rather than the purely superficial 

disposition of words within the pr+emises". p"94) 

Empirical research zooms to show that even intelligent adults cannot 

handle abstract propositions in purely logical terns. Mason presented 

university students with four cards, showing the following spmbolst 

EX47 

(P) GO (q) iq) 

Each card has a letter on one of its sides and a number on its other 

side. The students were then given the following rule which refers only 

to the four cards. (ki-At p"173) 

"If a card has a vowel on one side, then it has an even number on the 

other side. 

Tour task is to name those curds, and only those cards, which need to 

be turned over in order to determine whether the rule is true or false. 

Wason and Johnson-Laird state that even professional logicians have 

been known to err on this problem "and only the rare individual takes us 

by surprise and gets it right�. (ibid, p. 173) One wonders if "only 

those cards" is an explicit enough instruction in that it does not 

necessarily specify the minimum number of cards. The difficulty seems to 

be in the subjects' wanting to verify the rule of "if p then q" instead 

of falsifying it by selecting cards 9 and 7 (p and q). These are the 

results for 148 subjects. (ýýc r, p. 182) 
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p an' q 59 

P 42 

P, q, 9 

Pq 5 

others 13 

129 

They commant that the theory of formal thought assumes that adolecconts are 

capable of thinking in terms of propositions which take account of the 

possible and the hypothetical, They should be able to isolate the variables 

in a problem and subject them to a no-ibinatorial analysis which nicely 

exhausts the possibilities, "But this, of course, is exactly what moot of 

our subjects conapeicuously fall to do. " (op. oit., p=1C9) Piatet claims 

(1966) that the adolescent will ask whether tact x implies fact y, and 

frequently do this by formulating a proposition in the form or 'if p than q'. 

In order to test this proposition# he will search for a counter-example 

such as 'p and not q'. "Such a description reads like an account of what 

our subjects do not do. " (op. cit., p. 190) One answer to the divergence 

between their results and Piaret's is that formal operations may be 

elicited only by familiar tasks and are not cognitive skills which can be 

applied to an problem whatsoever. Some support for this solution was 

provided when the card experiment was presented in a familiar guice. The 

condition rule vas, "Every time I go to Manchostor I travel by train". 

The frur cards shoved respectively, 'Manchester' (p), 'Leeds' (1p), 'Train' (q) 

and 'Car' (q). Far more subjects were successful with this problem than 

the other card problem. This result, together with the results on an 

'envelope experiment' (op. cit., p. 182), loads Wasen and Johnson-Laird to 

conclude that, "rho conditional rule, which proved so recalcitrant 

when its terms and conditions were arbitrary, has beeomo almost trivially 

easy when it in embodied in a real task". (op. cit., p. 193) Their final 

decision is that "content is crucial, and this suggests that any general 

theory of human reasoning must include an important c mantic component". 

(op. cit., p. 245) 
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The provocative and ctiuulotic nature of Piogot'c thooriec continuo 

to exercise mono minda and it would be basardoua to ignore completely 

Piaget's account of propositional logic at a model of formal thinking. 

Although realiainr its limitations, the evidence at Meant, however, would 

seem to vo1Fh against any thorough-going acceptance of that model, eopeoially 

for a basically verbal subject such as history. For this research, as in 

the earlier (Ballaa, 1W), the verbal criteria for formal thinking dovicod 

by Piaget na early as 1924 will be used t "reasoning from premicaa that are 

merely aacuaod"s "a sort of detachment from one's own point of view" 

(19219 English translation, p.? l and passim). Feasibly the most ucoful 

"short-hand" description of formal thinking for this purpose is that given 

by the translator of "The Growth of Logical Thinking" (1959) : the adolecoont'a 

thinking might be impressionistically chcractericed as a curt of mental 

scaffolding so that the agile subject can move vertically and horizontally 

from one point to another without reachitc impasse. (ibid, pass) 

Inhelder and Piaget do state that $psycholocy io not logic" (op. cit., 

pp, 1332-333) and that y bolia logic must alvays be regarded morely to a tool, 

a me aas of analyaies "the empirical reality behind the oyrrbolic translation 

is the field of co-ordinated behaviour". They extend their investigation 

of adolescents' thinking into a discussion whether "logical transformations 

fit the general modifications of thinking. which are generally creed -_ 

sometimes explicitly but often implicitly - to typify adoleccenoe". (op. oit., 

p. 335) Loleccence in considered as synonymous with the assumption of adult 

roles. This development "varies considerably among societies and even among 

social milieus". (op. cit., p. 3$) Therefore, the are at which formal 

thinking begins "must be extremely relative, since the logic of the so-called 

primitive societies appears to be without such structures". (op. cit., p. 337) 

They point out (1969, p. 151, Noto 10) that the attitude of adult society is an 

essential factor in the progress towards formal thoughts "Negligible in 

conservative societies, the adolescent is the man of tomorrow in countries 

in the throes of change". UNIYERSITX 
LIBRAR1 
LEEDS 
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Thus, while the dovoloptent of formal structures is linked to maturation of 

cerebral structures, their realisation depends "on social as much as and 

more than on neurological factors". (1958, P-337) 

Mille psychoanalysts like A. Freud and Eq Erikson have stressed 

"Successive identifications" with elders who serve as models, Inheldor and 

Piaget affirm that these investigators have neglected the role of cognitive 

constructions that pave the way for in anticipation of the future. (1969, p"150) 

"The essential difference between formal thought and concrete operations is 

that the latter are centred on reality, whereas the former grasps the 

possible transformations and assimilates reality only in terms of imagined 

... events". p. 149) They consider that while the adolescent's 

theories may be awkward and stereotyped' they are his bases for the assumption 

of adult roles and are vital for the assimilation of social values. 

Adolescents begin to consider themselves the equal of adults and think of 

ways of changing society, whether in some limited way or co=pletely. The 

egocentric aspects of thought are recapitulated in adolescence as the youths 
t'ýs 

try to adjust the environment to their oft "the adolescent's egocentrism 

comes out in a sort of Messianic form". (1958, P9344) 

As the adolescent increases in knowledge, so he is able to "cure himself 

of his idealistic crisis" and this leads to the true beginning of adulthood". 

The adolescents they continuo, "becomes an adult when he undertakes a real 

job. It is then that he is transformed from an idealistic reformer into an 

achiever". (195aß P"3! 5) It would seem that Inhelder and Plaget axe 

thinking of a particular typo of adolescent since they mention in "the 

Psychology of the Child" (1969, p. i51) that the adolescent wishns to choose 

a career "that will pozmit him to satisfy his need for social reform and for 

new ideas". A great many of the average children in English schools do not 

show overtly that their desire for a career is based on any altruistic 

motives. Inhelder and Piaget seem to expect that adoloscents become adults 

when they learn to conform with the prevailing mores of their society; than 
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idealism is "cured", This would be an interesting area for further study. 

Horn far are pupils who leave school at i6 years more realistic in their aims 

and ambitions and moro ready to adapt to society than those who remain LQto 

the sixth form? Do university students show more desire to change society 

than students learning to become teachers in the Colleges of Education? 

And if this is nos how far is that difference caused through the latter 

having to adapt during their training to a fairly conservative school society 

in which they expect some respect to be shown to them as teachers? 

:: e t::: i 
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CHAPTER 31 DEVELOPMENT T mOUGN TR STAGES OF THINKING 

Inholdor's criteria (Tnholdor and Ttnnor 1956, Vol. I tnd Kessen and 

Kuhlman, 1962) for the different stapes postulatod by Pingot na an iii to 

the analysis of cognitive development remains a good basis from Ichich to 

approach this controversial areas although a groat deal of recent research 

work casts some doubt on the neatness of this framework and the boldness 

of the early claims. t3eilin (Green of al, 1971, Chop. 9), for txamplo0 

begins his recants very thorough account of developmental stages by citing 

some of the main criticisms! the stage construct is a false issue incapable 

of being empirically tested: it is only a reflection of a taothoJolopical 

problem that results from the way developmental data are treated; and it 

diverts energies from more important problems which are both solvable and 

asoaningful. Inholdor and Piepet, honorer, still affirm that the theory Of 
6'r CcAcf, 

different stapes has psychological meaninpt 
^ 

"its persisting importance lies 

in the implication that it pertains to real cntitios". (ibid, p. 173) 

1, Each stage Involves a period of formation (genesis) end n period of 

attainment 

The period of formation in each stage is characterised by instability. 

Attainment reveals tho progressive organization da caaposite structure of 

mental operations "a "structure d'ensexble". Ono can then interpret ti 

broad and diverso rango of behaviour in terms of each structural *to1s 

relevant to each particular stage. According to Plaget the typical 

operations of a given levol are not simply juxtaposed but are organically 

interconnected by ties of implication and reciprocal dependence that group 

then into total structures. For instance, at the concrete operational 

stage "for a given concopt, the (eight) possible groupings appear to be 

constituted at about the same time". (Puget 19+1, quoted in Pinard and 

Laurender/ V69, p. 138) 

This seams somewhat of an extreme claim since the type of concept is 

not specified. Furthermore, F1ave11 argues that capirical evidence has 

not been discovered for all eight groupings. Dodwell (Sigel and Hooper 1968, 
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pp. 104-112), found with a group of 60 children aped between g12 and ß$ 

years that the understanding of the nature of hierarchical classification 

appeared to develop to a large extent indopondently of the concept of 

cardinal number as measured in tests of correspondenco. (ibid, p. 112) 

This is contrary to Piapot's expectation that the child must develop basic 

operations on classes and serial relations before he is able to develop 

correct operations on number. This type of asynchronisation at the 

concrote lovel has boon found by a numbor of rosearch vorlc®rs (Uzpiris (1964) 
Elk('d 

in Flavoll and r, 1Jtirtd i968, p. 53, Tuddonhcun in Groon at al, 1971, Chap. 41 

Smedslund 1964; Kofeky and Shantz in Sigol and 1(oopor, 1968) Lovoll and 

Ogilvie (1961) oven found that children employed different approaches to 

the same conceptual area. Sigel and Hooper (19GOt p. 443) consider that 

the question of the inter-relationship between responses to different tasks 

involving the same operations "may well turn out to be something of an 

Achilles heel in Piaget's system�. 

The inconsistences noted in children's responses at the concrete level 

foreshadow similar differences at the formal loyal* ttuphes'(19G5) thosis 

using five Piagetian experiments showed that cognitive development in 40 

boys studied from the ago of 11 years to 15 years varied according to both 

its field of application and the individual concerned. Performance in a 

Series and Numerical Analogies test, for example, was not closely related 

to performance in the five Piagotian experimental one of which was the 

problem of equilibrium in the balance. Dart (1971) tested 90 adolescents 

from Chipapo schools on four Piegetion experiments. lie also gave them 

three formal operational reasoning tests based on a sot of logic items which 

required for their solution the choosing of a correct solution from six 

alternatives. Factor analysis revealed that there was a large general 

formal reasoning factor and a factor that distinguished the Piagetian 

experiments from the formal reasoning tests. Davies (19G5) examined 25 

boys and 25 girls aged between 14 s8 and 15 1 10 years on verbal reasoning, 
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verbal comprehension and non-verbal tests such as the balance experiment. 

An analysis of variance showed that individuals had marked preferences for 

non-verbal or verbal tests and also preferences for particular tests. 

Davies' criteria for formal reasoning on the verbal passages might cast 

some doubt on this conclusion, though (sea inter, pp. lAi-Igtf. ) . Loiwiek (1972) 

gave three short, simple passages on popular history and four traditional 

Piegetian experiments like the pendulum pr, blr to four groups of children 

aged 9,11,13 and 15 years on average (6!. children altogether). Ills 

results indicate that the ability to reason at a particular level in one 

area of thinking does not imply the ability to reason at that loyal In 

other areas. While the verbal comprehension questions belong to one group 

of tests and the scientific and mathematical experiments belong to another, 

there was, however, a significant degree of agreement between the responses 

to the verbalcomprehension questions and the scientific and mathematical 

Piagetion tests. 

There have been a number of explanations for this �rather inconsistent 

inventory" (Pinard and Laurender'i 1969, p. 141). Possibly factors foreign 

to the very nature of structures d'onscc ble are playing a part. How far 

does perception have an affect an the undorattnding of, say, molted and 

solid butter compcrcd with the conservation of pltaticine rolled into 

different shapes? Would people answer these problems at different levels? 

Do verbal answers hinder children's thinking compared with their non-verbal 

manipulation of material? How far does the novelty of the situation 

determine the type of answer? Vohlwill (Sigel and Hooper 1968, p. 481) 

ooti cnts that "even in the thinking of adults we most frequent instances of 

failure to apply or generalise a concept or principle which is presented in 

unfamiliar ways or extended to novel situations". Thin was shown clearly 

in Vason's four-card experiment quoted earlier. Wallace (19671 p"119) 

thinks that concrete reasoning has a very limited generality during the 

period of acquisition, seaming to be acquired in one restricted situation 

at a time. This may account for some of the inconsistencies; should not 
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children be tasted at, say, the coos of 10 or 11 years when the structure 

d'enaemblo should have reached some consistency. Testing therm at this 

later age may account for one of Lovell's findings (Sigel and ttoopor 1960) 

that the children kb examined demonstrated a stage type performance on four 

tasks of the addition and multiplication of classes, visual soriation, 

and the multiplication of asymmetrical transitive relations. U1iilo 

adolescents seem to prefer one group of tests to another if verbal and non- 

verbal are presented at the same time (Davies 1965; Lodwick 1973), they 

do tend to reason consistently across tasks. (Lovell in Crean of Al 1971, 

p. 79) Lovell points out that with bright children, once the operational 

schema is available in some areas, it goes rapidly across the field 

"whereas in the dull child, it sort of pokes in this areas and then 

occasionally hero, and there's literally no transfer". (o("tt", p. 00) 

Inhelder states that in Geneva they had found relationships and ordering 

much more stable among some sets of tasks than among others. (; bid, p. 110) 

M. V. Hunt thinks that Piaget is probably correct in assorting that concrete 

operations become "Gestalt-like operational structures" but he suspects 

that Piaget is wrong in asserting that these emerge quickly and all at once. 

Rather, they appear to emerge tentatively froze coping with a given kind of 

problem in one situation, then again with that kind of problem in another 

situation, in another ... and so one Uten from coping with related kinds 

of problems in a variety of situations until the rules for the situation 

become generalised. (Clkind and Flavell 1969, p. 54) 

2. Each structure constitutes at the name time the attainment of one stage 
and the starting point of the next stng a. Thus, each stage has only 
a momentary atnbility 

Inhelder states that this characteristic mars a that Pia ot'a is the 

only theory which links the most basic biological mechanisms to the most 

superior achievements of humr. n thought. )cischoi (1971, pp"333-325) is 

very doubtful about any such claim. Ila thinks that crucial differences 
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between physiological and cognitive "structures" are blurred. fiological 

equilibria are maintained by the causal interaction of specifiable physical 

forces such as chewing and digesting foodstuffs. Dut Piaget (19679 p"101) 

defines psychological equilibriums "very broadly as the compensation resulting 

from the activities of the subject in response to external intrusion") 

characterising this process in ways which make any analogy to the physical 

process extremely thin. (ibid, p. 324) In support of this contention Hischol 

argues that the "external intrusion" is not a physical stimulus. What the 

subject responses to depends on the cognitive schomas to which the stimulus 

must be assimilated. m'hat the subject responses to is his construal of 

the external intrusion. 

Another criticism of the constantly evolving natura of the stages is 

posited by Wohlwill who considers that this characteristic serves only to 

confuse the linos of demarcation which separate the different stapes. 

Pinard and Laurondeau (1969, p*148) ask how finely does an investigator 

examine a child to discover how nzrny intermediary steps there are botsoen 

two stapes. In the research on historical thinking, and also when grading 

the Piagetian experimental there are some answers assessed at the 

transitional level between pro-operational and concretes concrete and formal 

levels. Having three sub-stages at both the concrete (2A, 2AD, 213) and 

formal levels (3A1 3AD, 3D), as well as intermediate stages (i/ZA and 2D/3A), 

me:.. ns that the assessors have to examine with some exactness the criteria 

for each of those sub-stapes. This should man that an answer designated 

in a global manner as "concrete" reflects reasonably well the characteristics 

of that general period of thought. Such an approach to assessing children's 

answers should measure up to Dertalanffy's concept of equifinality which 

specifies phases of relative stability studding the evolution of the system. 

(4Qxt, p. 1'e9) 
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An earlier stage to integratod into a Inter stegel, 
_preco4Ing 

etructu rs. 
become a part of litter structures 

There seems little criticism of this characteristic; concrete operations, 

for instance, serve as a bass for the formal operations of which they are a 

part. Shayer (1973) at present it investigating how Grouping III at the 

concrete level might become the "bridge" to propositional thinking at the 

formal level. 

4. The order of succession of staQee in constiint 

Concrote operations must precede formal operations. Sigel (19(8, pp. 

503-523) in his "Roflectionsn on the previously described experimental work 

states that "the papers presented in this vol=e offer grantor support for 

the invariant ordor of stages than they do for the integrative and hierarchical 

nature of cognitive structures�. (ibid, p. 505) The Invariant succession does 

not, however, mean that 'stage' is synonyuous with a particular ago. 81001 

cc. c; 1 
(! bid, p. 518) explains that, "In affect, chronological ago is a quantitative 

descriptive, control variable with little explanatory power". Of the great 

number of influences which determino a2icn a child roaches a particular staos 

these seem to be the most important. 

(a) Heredity, manifosted in physical growth, especially in the maturing 

of the nervous system. A number of coczacntaters think that this 

might be the most important factor for Piagett "his biological 

orientation and interest in structure leads hin to tike external 

factors for granted and to regard the form which this interaction 

takes as largely predetermined from the start". (Vohiwill, ibid, 

p. 489) A fuller discussion on this characteristic in development 

in given later (pp. 61-11 ai%A ft 7t"li) 

(b) The physical environment seen in nutrition and experience in handling 

objects. Sigels for example, asks whether play might b* not a 

major factor in leading towards conservation, "Can it not be that 

children who ... demonstrate conservation relatively early are 
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children who havo opproachod mAtoriala in ways which havo 

consistently enabled them to test certain physical principles"? 

P"5i4) 
(c) Personality uhoro such traits os oxtravornion - introvoralon, 

attontion - distractibility, rigidity - flexibility# datornino 

how tho child will interact with tho environment. 

(d) The social environment whon, for instance, rational, daatocratio 

discussion might encourage the growth of logical thinking. 

This environment can be considcrod at different degrees of 
4{. "; . generality. Sigel points out (iia±iis p. 510) that "Thu Piagatiun 

system is an expression of a logical, mathematical systo+a integral 

to the scientific thought patterns of Western culture�. Work by 

people like Price Willicis (1962) and Vernon (1965) seams to 

indicate that children from non-European environments do reach the 

stage of concrete operations but at later c ronological ages than 

European children. Lovell (Green at al 1971, pp. 89-90) explains 

that Inhelder and Piaget consider that beyond some minimum ago duo 

to neuro-physiological development it is social attitudes and 

exchanges, cultural conditions, and the effects of schooling uhich 

determine the age of the onset of formal thought. Its cites work 

by Peluffo in Italy and Kimball in Malawi as evidence that 

combinatorial and anticipatory thinking are atongly interfered 

with by an underdeveloped milieu. Within a country, the specifics 

of an environment may also affect the development of logical 

thinking, Sigel considering that "The rural environment, for 

example, offers a far different array of experiences than does 

the urban area". (Sigel and lloopor 1968, p. 510) In a fairly 

small country such as Britain with the ubiquity of mass media and 
1114 

a general similarity of schooling, one wonders whether rural -urbar 

dichotocY would have such an affect. Social class, instanced in 
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such things as the quality of parent-child intercourse, 

availability of cognitively demanding toys and so one might have 

more effect but even here the situation is far from clear or 

consistent. (Goldschmid in Green of a, 1 1971, p. 103) 

(e) Language presents peculiar difficulties which will be considered 

in the next section( UIfl'' l-+\ 

(f) The content to be structured, curtain fields of knowledge boing 

easier to understand than others. Foigenbaum (Sigel and Hooper 

1968, p"521)9 for example, found a difference even within a 

conservation problem. Children found it easier to conserve 

quantity with seven pairs of beads than fourteen pairs of beads. 

Piaget has always maintained that thinking on abstract material 

shows features noted earlier when children dealt with concrete 

material. For example, "Residues of infantile thinking (are) 

found throughout adolescence; they result from a sort of 

overflow of concrete level problems onto a more abstract 

plane". (1958, P-334) Inhelder explains (Inhelder and Tanner 

1960, Vol. 1V, p. 126) that "both the adolescent and the adult 

are far from reasoning formally all the time. The attainment 

of a cognitive stage merely means that an individual under 

optimal conditions becomes capable of behaving in a certain way 

which was impossible to him before". 

As a combination of earlier reasoning and hypothotico-deductivo thinking 

is not really consistent with a pattern of qualitative stages, each 

characterised by a structure d'ensemble, Piaget introduces the concept 

of decalage to explain such inconsistencies. Flavell (1963. p. 21) states 

that this means that similar cognitive developments occur at different stages 

across the ontogenetic span. Vertical döcalage involves repetition at a 

different level of functioning, for instance, a young child can find his way 

home from school without errors but it is much later before he is able to 
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make an accurate plen of his route. 5imilarl% children stay understand 

relationships in a faiily, especially if it is a close-unit one, before they 

will do no in historical ponoalogy. itori7ontal ddrealage rotors to a 

repetition which tales place within a single stage such as the concrete 

operational period. Thera are two typos of horiacntai dicalapo. One 

kind refers to the different raten of the, formation of the structures 

themselves, for instrnca, transitivity legs behind conservation. The 

second kind in concerned with the differential difficulty of the informational 

processing roquirczcnts of structurally equivalent t ka. (Lovoll 1973, pst) 

For example, Clkind's experiment with 4"7 year old children on the conservation 

of number, both of continuous and discontinuous cucntitioa shoved that the 

former type of conservation in more difficult than that of discontinous 

quatity. (Flavoll 1963, p03B1&) Pupet found that Conevrn children tackled 

the problc of clans inclusion more easily with flowers than with birds. 

(Green et Al 1971, pp. 10.11) His only suggestion for auch A discrepancy 

in that the children are able to eakce a bunch of flowers but they are, not 

able to do this with birds. 

A rcccnt study by U. -mal and Ycn dar Year (1972) found a sI n1fic&ntly 

positive relationship for 67 children fron n diddle clcss junior school in 

flol1ind, Aped frors 73.0 months to 87.6 months of e&n aver . gc ability, 

between thoir F. chtovo cnts on multiple classification end multiple striation 

trzics. They do point out that the high correlation could be attributed to 

a single intollig nce fcctor, ni. =aly "matrix-solving ability. (ibid, p. 32 ) 

Yet even dien the influence of genoral intelligence was pnrtiflled out, a 

positive corrolntion still remained, I1 o1 cnd da" Ye, r concludo, however* 

that "it re=ins uncertain thethcr the subject racy solve hasp problc s 

by other ways tlhrn by using operatianul schemes". (Ibid, p. 324) Fiaget 

considers that the f"tisa-1 i' are on* of the mart difficult aspects of his 

dovetop3ntal theory. lie thirks that they are probably due to the interaction 

between eº person's structures and the resistance of the objects, some objects 
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being manipulated more readily than others. Pinard and Laurendosu (19699 

pp. i44-i45) argue that if experimental enalysio fails to confirm that there 

are structures d'ensomble, it will be necessary to find out whether there 

is a regular order of succession for different concepts. They think that 

"any empirically established aaynchronism among the constituent groupings 

of a given concept would seriously joopardise Piagot's conception of stage", 

They conclude that in my case, if a form of docalopa is defined by the 

successive application of the same groupings to different conceptual concepts, 

that this is not an example of horizontal decalage but rather a particular 

form of vertical docalege. (ibid, p. 145) 

Whcn considoring the onsot of fonaal operations Umoll (19731 P"1) 

explains that, "we are in the same or in even greater difficulty�. The 

1953 text by Inholdor and Piaget indicates two broad groups of problems. 

In one group the subjects have to provide proofs of hypotheses by the 

experimental manipulation of variables{ in the second they have to discover 

relationships involving direct and inverse proportion. (ibid, p. i) Research 

indicates that the test scores obtained on the two groups of tasks do 

tend to cluster together. The coefficient of concordance is fairly low 

at about 13 years and increases with chronological age, "again, there is 

less structure than the I. N. R. C. group would suggest. (ibid, p. 1) IIeilin 

is particularly unhappy about the concept of horizontal decalage. "Inferring 

both structural invariance and response variability fron the same body of 

data, ... places the Genevan group in the position of offering either a 

paradox or a contradiction. It undoubtedly accounts for the ambiguity 

of an iccportant aspect of their theory". (1965, P"318) 

Flavell and Vohlwill (Elkind and Flavell, 1969, PP"94-106) consider 

that horizontal decalage is an ad hoc construct in the context of Piaget's 

system and try to present a more systematic modal for the concrete operational 

period. Their hypothesis is that there appears no reason why structures 

d, 'ensemble could not be looked at as a family of separate structures since 
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Piaget has placed a "quite unnecessarily heavy burden of proof upon himself 

by stipulating that all of the ... several groupings develop in unison". 

(ibid, p. 95) Each separate structure such as class multiplication or 

seriation would follow its own developmental timetable. Even if an 

investigation was restricted to such a single grouping, one would still 

expect to find departure from interta. k consistency during the transition 

period as this is the period of maximum oscillation caused through the 

effects of task related variables such as the number of stimuli, the 

content and so on. Starting from this hypothetical basis, Flavell and 

Wohlwill then present the following model of three parameters which 
. r. mot. 

jointly determine a child's performance. , (ttrtd p. 98) Note that this model 

deals only with the second kind of horizontal däcalage which is concerned 

with the differential difficulty of structurally equivalent tasks. 

Pa - the degree to which a given operation has been established in 

a particular child, ranging from 0 in the preoperational period to 

1.0 when the operation has become established. 

Pb e an attribute of the task. The value of this factor also ranges 

between 0 and i depending on a host of influences such as the 

familiarity of the stimulus materials and the magnitude of the 

information load placed on the child. Presumably, "this factor 

is responsible for the horizontal decalages that we find ... in 

et. e; b. 

much Piagetian research". (d, p. 99) 

1-k - the power to vhich Pb is to be raised. This factor corresponds 

to the difficulty that a particular tank carries for a given child, 

the ability to abstract the information that is relevant to a 

particular operation. (ibid, p. 104) k varies from 0 at a relatively 

early phase of the establishment of an operation to 1.0 when the 

stage has become fully consolidated. Flavell and Kohlwill it 

that "the psychological meaning of this parameter is not specified 

in very simple terms". (ibid, p. 104 They give one example where 
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having to deal with a larger number of stimuli such as 10 objects rather 

than 6 may affect the likelihood of success. It ".. *s easier to understand 

this parameter by stating that it consists of factors which will affect 

Pb and hence the final result **, en in the squationi (ibtd, p. 100) 

P(+? - pa x Pb i-k 

This . question shwa the probability of a given child, charsºatarirad by 

particular values P& aid ke solving a task with soss particular value of Pb0 

For example # may 

PA " 0.5 (the middle of the development of the operation) 

Pb - o. S (a task of sodi= difficulty) 

1-k " 0.6 (some degree of difficulty in the contents of the twit) 

then P(. ) - 0.5 x 0.5 0.6 

. 0.5 x 000 a 0.15 

Hence the child is still in the preoperational level for this grouping 

"ed this task. 

Plavell and Yohlvill than suggest that the course of the forsatlon 

of a now coDnittro structure way be describad in tams of a four phase 

process. 

i'haa 11 Pa a 0, the child, lacking " given operation, must fail 

all of the problecu demanding that operation. 

Phase 3$ Pa chanQas from 0 to 1.0 during this transitional ithaa 

wbile k rmaina equal to 0# or close to it (the role of teak-related 

variables are expected to be maximal during the period in which the 

operation is still in process of becoming established). Thus 

P(, ) . Pa X Pb and the child viii fail Dost tasks b. aed on the 

op. rsticn. 1io should manifest tho Lntsrmsdiat7 forms of rsaaoning 

characteristic of this period. 

Main 3' The operation has now became functional, P. " 1.0. 

But succus Will wary according to the dssanda of th" particular 

task. 

Phase 41 The toranal phew in which P P. 1.0 and k"1.0, V aCC. *. 
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Is achieved regardless of the task variables involved unless Pb 

is very low such as in a tank of ordering a series of tones. 

This model by Flavell and Vohlwill shows the interest generated by 

Piaget's theory of developmental stages but even they admit that Pb is 

an intractable variable. (3 d, p. 104) A model such as this takes us 

further into the region where attempts are made to give a mathematical 

exactness to Piaget's developmsital stages but at present it seems 

impossible to specify the variables for even one grouping at the concrete 

operational period, let alone for a whole period of development. An 

investigation of children's responses to historical passages contains so 

many task-related factors including such aspects as the content of the 

passages, concepts used, the underlying logical structure behind each 

passage and the amount of historical knowledge available to each child, 

that one still has to rely for the analysis on the verbal criteria devised 
IýbL 

by Plaget and used in other related researches. (Goldman,, Hallam 1966, 

stones 1967, Peel 1971) 

IaIs'see 
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CNAPM, 
-t__LANC, 

t1A ATHCUCNr 

1. Jmngurpe the concrete oMrntjonpl vel 

One of the more potent variables mentioned above (p. 47), as far as thin 

research is concerned, is the relationship of languago and logical thought. 

It could be argued that this investigation into children's historical thinking 

is merely testing children's understanding of words. A similar criticism has 

often been made of Piaget's work. Berko and Brown suggest that Piagct is not 

necessarily deducing children's conception of quantity from their use of 

words such as "more" and "less"* They think that it is at least as accurate 

to say that his studios are concerned with subjects' understanding of the 

vocabulary of quantity (La Wallace 19A7, p, 6) Children's errors in the 

water jars experiment might be caused through their earlier vocabulary 

training by adults. Parents might have talked about liquid in similarly-shaped 

glasses being "more"# "less" or "equal", that Is, where the variable of the 

containers was constant, Once children are confronted with jars of different 

shapes, they begin by making an inappropriate extension of the semantic rule. 

(op. cit., p. 7) When testing young children of 7 to 8 years on the conservation 

experiments it is, however] often noteworthy to see bow they manage to explain 

themselves without having recourse to an adult vocabulary. 

The argument that words and not thouchts are being assessed seems 

supported by the Russian school's contention that language may enrich 

though (for examples Cal'perin reported in Wallace 1972, pp-4043), am by 

Brunar's eaphasis that as language becomes more internalised, it aaaumes 

greater importance as a set of abstract rules for organizing events. 

(Ripple and Rockcastle 1964, P. 59) Such lines of thought have made the 

Genevan school pay more attention to the relationship of thought and 

language. Plaget stresses that babies develop schemes auch as the concopt 

of the permanent objects "Therefore, before the operations formulated 
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by language, there is a kind of logic of action co-ordination". (Piaget 

in Furth 1969, p"125) The operations resulting from the interiorisation 

of actions remain for a long while relatively independent of language. 

In normal children language appears at about the same time as other forms 

of the semiotic function, that iss the ability to represent something by 

means of a "signifierl. Language thus has the seme roots and, in the 

beginnings the same function as symbolic play, deferred imitation and mental 

images. (Sinclair in Elkind and Flavell 1969, p"320) Language obviously 

increases the range of thought, as do other aspects of the semiotic ! unction, 

since this function "detaches thought from action and is the source of 

representation�. (Piaget and Inholder 1969, p"87) Piaget argues, however, 

that language is not a sufficient condition by itself for the constitution 

of intellectual operations. It is only when and because the child's 

intelligence has reached the stage of concrete operations that logical 

definitions are forthcoming on a typical conservation problem. Plaget 

adduces examples such as the following in support of this contention. 

(a) In the conservation test with clay a child is likely to conserve 

substance at 7 to 8 years, weight at 9 to 10 years and volume at 

11 to 12 years. Yet the child justifies his successive 

conservations with exactly the same verbal expressions "I have 

not taken away anything or. added anything" or "this is longer but 

it is thinner". 

(b) The responses of normally-hearing children have been compared 

with those of deaf-mutes. Vincent and Oleron have shown that 

both types of children understand seriation at approximately the 

same time, with a slight delnt 4ii the deaf, but there is a delay 

of one to two years in the emergence of logical operations in 

respect of conservation. The deaf mutes, however, do reach 

the stage of conservation. Furth (1969, pp"118-120) tested 

children born deaf on Piagetian tests not couched in verbal terms. 
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He did not find the deaf uniformly equal to the hearing but "the 

number of tasks which showed no difference was impressive ... 

Failure seemed to be due to auch types of behaviour as lack of 

intellectual initiative, grasping of instructions, or familiarity 

with similar problems�. (ibid, p. 119) Furth hypotheses that 

those factors may be more a direct result of inadequate social 

experience rather than language deprivation. He suggests that 

it is easy to observe that deaf children can grow up in an 

environment that neither readily accepts their handicap nor 

challenges their intellectual capacity. He tried out similar 

tests on a number of culturally deprived children and observed 

that theytoo, in spite of their lack of linguistic performance, 

showed a similar pattern of failure and succeed. 

(c) Linguistic progress and the development of logical operations 

can be compared in normal children. Sinclair (Elkind and Flavell 

19699 pp. 315-336) divided her subjects into three groups (total 

absence of conservation, intermediary stage and conservation present) 

on the basis of their responses on two Piagetian tasks of conservation 

of liquids and seriation. She then compared their answers on 

verbal tasks which did not touch upon conservation or seriation 

problems such as asking them to describe the difference between a 

short, thick pencil and a long, thin one. She discovered that 

children with conservation used comparatives far more often than 

those without conservation. (ibid, p. 323) In a second series 

of experiments Sinclair tried to teach children without conservation 

the expressions used by the conserving group ("sore", "longer", 

"thinner"). After the verbal training, their operational level 

was again Vested in the conservation tasks. The children found 

it difficult to learn a co-ordinated structure such as "this pencil 

is longer but thinner, the other is short but thick". Even for 
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children who succeeded in learning to use such expressions, 

operational progress was rare. (ibid, p. 324) "On the other 

hand, more than half the children who made no clear operational 

progress, changed their answers in the post-test�. (ibid. p. 324) 

They noticed and described the covarying dimensions but this 

improvement did not load them to the compensation argument and 

conservation. Sinclair draws the following conclusions from 

her experimentst 

(i) A distinction must be made between lexical acquisition and 

the acquisition of syntactical structures, the latter being 

the more closely linked to operational levol. 

(ii) Verbal training leads subjects without conservation to direct 

their attention to pertinent expects of the problem (covariance 

of the dimensions), but it does not by itself bring about the 

a ut 
acquisition of operations. (ibid, p. 325) Inhelder and Sinclair, 

when reporting on these experiments in Huasen at al (1969, p. 18), 

conclude that the "acquisition of appropriate verbal patterns 

does not per as bring about the acquisition of concepts and 

operations". Progress from one substage to another is 

helped if verbal training is combined with operational exercise 

but, while understanding is facilitated by using a system of 

symbolisation such as language, "language ... is but an 

instrument ... (The) learning capacity is not provided by the 
4L 

. 

instrument, but by the subject". ( d, p. 21) 

There appear to be two general conclusions on the language of children 

at the preoperational and concrete levels as far as the Genevan school is 

concerned. Such children can imitate verbally but often with an imperfect 

understanding of what is involved. Secondly, they will confer moaning on a 

verbal situation by transforming the meaning of the words so that they make 

some sort of sense to them. This has been shown so often in childish 
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"howlers" such as "Harold be Thy name". It was also strikingly revealed 

when one hundred pupils aped 11 to 16 years were asked what they understood 

from the following remark supposedly made by a Norman soldier after the 

battle of Nastingss (Hallam 1966) 

"It would have boon Just (fair, correct, proper) if wolves and 

vultures had devoured (eaten) the flesh of these Enfllish". 

Nearly half of the population, ranging from the oldest to the 

youngest, altered the meaning so that the passage made the following 'bense". 

"It loakckjust as if wolves and vultures had eaten the bodies because 

the battle-field was covered with bones". 

Language at the formal operational level 

Plaget (iurth 1969, p. 122) accepts that, "It is quite possible that 

language is a necessary condition for the achievement of logical structures, 

in any case at the level of propositional structures�. Later he comments 

that, "It is hard to conceive how propositional operations would reach an 

advanced stage of develo pment without the use of lanpuapen id, p. 127i 

He reserves his judgement on the question whether language constitutes 

logical structures at this level or whether it has merely an indirect and 

supportive role. But he envisages the influence of language as being less 

the transmission of ready made structures than a kind of education of 

thinking. He also argues that logical operations at the formal level go 

beyond language because they constitute complex structures that are not part 

of language. These are the combinatorial system and the group of four 

transformations that co-ordinate inversions and reciprocals (the I. N. R. C. 

group) which are shown in the adolescent's behaviour by a series of new 

operational schemes such as proportion and combinatorial probabilities. 

One could possibly argue here that these logical systems were initiated 

and developed in action and have been developed through language, thus 

representing the abbreviated end-product of a lengthy process. ' Plaget 
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concludes that the influence of language on formal thinking, however, is 

a psychological question that can be answered only through experimentation. 

Morf and Furth with Youniss have investigated this relationship in two 

separate experiments. 

(a) Morf analysed the spontaneous solutions of subjects at an inter- 

mediate level between concrete and formal operations on problems 

concerned with implication ("if ... then"), disjunctions ("either 

.. o or") and other areas of propositional logic. Then he gave 

them a certain amount of verbal information by repeating questions 

with supplementary detail or by providing them with examples which 

illustrated the logical operations. "+The result of this additional 

help has been systematically negative except with subjects who 

had spontaneously succeeded in solving one or another of the 

questions by hypothetico-deductive methods. Only these subjects 

were able to assimilate the meaning of the supplementary information 

for the successful solution of problems they had initially failed. 

(aý pp"128-129) 

(b) Furth and Youniss (1971, pp. 49-64) investigated whether deaf 

adolescents are limited in formal operatory functioning even 

though deaf children do not seem seriously handicapped at the 

concrete operational level on Piagetian tasks. They had three 

groups of students as is shown in Table It. 
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TABLE I 

Group A Subjects Chronological Acad i_ 
ýW #I 

40 students from a 14 - 20 years Half academically 
residontial school quite poor 
for the deaf 

Group up B 
40 students in a 16 17 years Half above and half 
rural high school below the mean for 

intelligence scores 
for the age group 

Group C 
40 students in a 16 - 17 years Half above and half 
middle class below the mean for 
suburban region intelligence scores 

for the ape group 

The subjects were given three tackst 

(a) After 5 weeks of training, problems in symbolic logic using conjunction 

etc. The number of deaf students reaching Stage IV (formal) was 

significantly smaller than the number of hearing subjects. 

(b) Probability (pulling coloured balls out of a box and assessing the 

probable colour of the next one)* Comparable proportions of A, D end 

C passed this probles. 

(c) Combinations Linguistically deficient deaf adolescents used similar 

strategiesg produced similar results and predicted combinations in the, 

same way as Groups B and C. 

Furth and Younis$ accept that the special interests and the professional 

activity of on individual can lead to formal operations in a particular field 

because of the individual's exposure to a logical symbolic environment in 

that field, and that verbal language is apparently the most common and 

important symbol system. Therefore, it could be assumed that language is a 

pre-requisite for formal operations and that the deaf are not likely to 

reach that level. They argue, however, that the three tasks assessed 

formal operational thinking. It is not clear from the article which 

aspect of formal thinking was being tested. Their results show numerous 
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cases of success on one task accompanied by failure on another task for 

subjects in all three groups. They suggest, therefore, that the stage of 

formal operations should be likened to "a potential that requires personal 

interest and environmental occasions" -a finding that has been suggested 

also by Lunzor (above, p? S ). Their second major finding was that there 

were only small differences between the throe groups on the second and 

third experiments but rather large differences on the first experiment, the 

success rate on this being 28% for the deaf, 53% for the rural and 75% 

for the suburban subjects. They conclude from this result that a special 

environment, including its verbal aspect, is a powerful factor in motivating 

individuals towards selective operatory functioning. Their final comment 

is that the were absence of a conventional language is not sufficient to 

terminate prematurely "the normal operative development that is species- 

specific to humans�. (ibid. p. 64) 

3. Implications for the present research study 

What is the relevance of this work for the present research? Children's 

answers are likely to be determined not by were facility in using the words 

of the passage, from school bookag the mass media and so on but by their 

having the appropriate schemes through which the passages become meaningful. 

Flavell (Nischel 1971, p. 121) comments that, "Linguistic symbols ... provide 

meaningful inputs to a thinking process - they provide it with things to 

think of and about, without themselves constituting the thinking process 

itself, that is, linguistic processes serve fundamentally as cognitive 

carriers, in rather the same way that porcertual and memory processes do. 

The passage on "The Russian hevoiution" (Appendix A) duals with events 

which are mentioned on television, sometimes distorted on the cinema screen 

and often read about in newspapers. Might not the secondary pupils' answers 

simply reflect their acquaintanceship with such data? The questions posed 

tried to demand from the pupils various forms of operations, not merely a 
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readiness to repeat information. In order to be successful in answering 

the quoations as a whole, the subjects n3odod to have what Bruner (1959, 

pp. 364-3$5) considers are the two central forma of operation at the concrete 

operational ttaset 

(a) olaer-inclusion whare a city (1, trograd) is underatood to be part 

of a country (Russia), and a country has relationships with othar 

countries (Evitaerland, Germany eto. ), 

= where people fighting in Russia Include Bolsheviks, White 

Armies, armies from other countries, 

(b) Serial ordering seen in the progressions Tsar as ruler -9 

first revolution --* Tsar exiled-i return of Bolchovika -4 

second revolution --º murder by a group of Bolsheviks. 

They also, in order to gain a global grade at the formal level, needed 

to be able to ahoy some gensral understanding of causation in human affairs 

(Q 2, q. 4)ß comprehension of metaphorical language (p. 3a); and generally 

an ability to go beyond the "observation of empirical correspondences". 

(Inhelder and Piet 1958, p. 279) (for ©zamplo, Q. l(b), Q. 2, Q. 3(b), Q"4, Q"59 

Q. 7, Q. S) Lovell calls this ability a combinatorial power which makes it 

possible for pupils to feed reality, as it were, into a set of possible 

hypotheses which are compatible with the data. (Wall cnd Varma 1972, p. 77) 

At a level somewhere transitional between concrete and'formal thinking, this 

answer by a youth of 13 s3 Yearn, I"Q"1 I seems to exemplify an ability 

to go beyond the "observation of empirical correspondences". 

Q. R CRn ynn think of sOT eftectm or results that the Buselan 

Re inn of 1917 has haA In the world? 

"The ideas of Communism have spread to China and the war in Vietnam 

the Lmericans are tryinf to atop Communism taking over and all the troubles 
in Paris . have been because Communists have 

been getting atudants to riot and people to po on strike. " 

"htyth! nr sloe to sSY abtut thjpM 

"If Communism spreads into Vietnam it will be nearer to America and 
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por)iapn sproad to k orica and than to Australia and the rest of 

the world if Axorica was dofoatod because America is the chief 

aourc" of power today". 

A History teacher from the school attended this boy's interview and 

said afterwards that the boy had merely been repeating what he had heard on 

television. Tharovor he had garnered those ideas, however, they had become 

meaningful to hiia, although not at a vary sophisticated loyal - "America Is 

the chief source of power today". Ito was able to use what he had soon or 

read in order to answer a stranger's question on a passage which he had not 

not previously. His answer contrasted greatly with many given by children 

in his class who could state only that"Russia is now Cacnunist". This 

can be considered to, show an ability to forecast a result from the evidence 

available or eeroly to repeat a fairly well-known piece of knowledge 

whatever the cause, such an answer is graded at the concrete level. 

After having been taught for a term on the history of It aria, and one 

year after tho first testing, this youth's answer to the sew question on 

the same passage was considered not as advanced as an the first occasion. 

It was graded at 2AD to 213 (going towards advanced concrete) since he 

was merely forecasting a result from the evidence available and not handling 

as many variables. 

Me - it'a caused Comunism to spread to China and Vietnam". 

"Anything eIRo to may on this on.? n 

"The Vietnam vag" 

"You - ýn]ºthini else! � 

"No" 

It to important to note on both occasions, that iss on the first and second 

testing, his global Grade on the whole paceage vas 213/3A (transitional 

between concrete and formal thinking). Lack of attention to one question 

out of a total of ten did not modify radically an over-all impression of his 
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thinkinr" Why wo there such a tIccrcrrncy b, ºtwan thv two answro? Tho 

boy ai ht hrvri boon bored by the repeated qumction, it use the last on* of 

thirty put on the three different pent areal be mi. rht have been ready to 90 

boo; on tiro first occasion he dicht have teen or read so! nthing about f: uirin 

before the tntorvi*v. Thin Blicht differonco in ancuors to one guettinn Own 

iacliceto to force of Furth arri Younica' r, Qark (1971, p. 62) that ttao etc 

of oparati'na coached should be likened to "a potential that requires piroonol 

intorect cr onviroc ntal ocaauiona". 

M '. i ' ur5ý "iI 
IT 

i1 

Ccccat3ionally, rooplo have argued in ccumootion with the earlier reconrch 

(Ha11am# 11Y-A) that it the children taking part had been more notivatecj by 

the m atoricl, they mifiht have s naunrad at a bigh3r level of thinung. riacot 

would posciblp ep roach this problem of motivation froax another unilos 

For Picg; et, the cti: uli which affect a subject's behaviour are not "oxt,, tr=l 

fcctors" that can be identified aper ' from the nub ject'c cche aa. (lU rchel 

1971, p. 329) The child's needy depend on his level of developn, lntj co he 

acquires new cornitivo atructt a to be alto acquires mu intereate which 

htd not e, riatec before he bed those atructuree (Piarot 1959 in Mitchel 1971, 

p. 32)). Thin berm the quecticn for the moment of bow thoce structures am 

acquired ("a Psrt II, pp. 79-6) but it teams in line with co on"c*nre 

e7pariance. Aa %n acquire now levels of thourbt co "felt lacunea" are 

"xperiencee ufirf us on to feather ditcoverioe. This "aged to undoratena" 

(comp ro Uhite'e theory of co tenco) Motivates behaviour from the 

ansori-rotor period onwards. Therefore, it to "not neceecary for ua to 

bcve rocAurv% to coprrate facioro of totivation in order to explain loarnin1 

(r ectt b17 rerzorel) ..... because they are inclur1cd fro= the start in the 

global conception of assimiletion". (Pia eti op. cit., p. 330) Cuch a 

functional used to explore and understand motivates intellectual behaviour 

tbroufh co native conflict. A child will Qurrenller earlier, pcando- 

colutiona of a problem boonuce his cognitive aaaimilatione keep 
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runnin1 into difficulties since they conflict with the "facts" available to 

the child or with his other beliefs or with what other people any, (op. cit., 

p. 331) And the child's recognition of this "disequilibrium" motivates him 

to resolve the conflict i "When the difficulty is not too groat, does not 

seem insurmountablo to him", the child is motivated to apply his schemes 

because "the obstacle itself creates a valuation in the form of a need to 

conquer", that is, there is "a zone of optimal interest for that which is 

neither too known nor too new". (op. cit., p, 332) Whatever falls within that 

zone is found "interesting"" Mischei comments that on this interpretation 

it in easy to see vhy one cannot divide into two the affective and cognitive 

aspects of bebavicur, 'what we have ,.. is a form of cognitive consistency 

theory in which intellectual activities are motivated by the "need" to 

establish "the accord of thought with things" and the "accord of thought 

with Itself"* (op. cit., p, 333) 

Why is such inconsistency motivating? Mischei states that to say 

cognitive conflicts need to be reconciled (equilibrated) is to say that 

norms like consiotencyi coherence etc, govern directed thinking, Piaget 

discusses the "process" of equilibration as if he were presenting an 

ecpirical model about the workinpe of the mind, Mischel suggests that it 

is not so Huch a theory to be confirmed by facts but an analysis of how 

we think in accordance with the norms that govern directed thinking. (op. cit., 

p. 3b3) 

Außubel interprets the need to cope intellectually with ideational 

problems as constituting an indepondent motivational factor in cognition 

(op. cit., p. 357), as a cognitive drive which is the need to know, to 

understand, to obtain tenable solutions to problems. But he does not agree 

that this cognitive drive arises dimly because 'there is an intrinsic need for 

cognitive structures once genorated by funotirning to perpetuate themselvos 

by more functioning". (op. cit., p. 351) Aucubel thinks that cognitive drive 

is derived in a very general way from curiosity tendencies but is given 

direction both as a result of successful, exercise and the anticipation of 
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futuro satisfying consequences from further cxorcieo "Far from boing largely 

endogenous in origin, therefore, specific cognitive drives or interests are 
d 4{C. 

primarily acquired and dependent upon particular experience�. (i tl, P-359) 

For Ausubol, then, motivation in studying history would be a result of 

satisfying and successful experiences at school and home. Ausubol seems 

hero to be concentrating on particular knowledge. An attempt was made to 

assess the secondary pupils' attitude towards History in this research by 

the Osgood Semantic Differential (see pp. '1til-1qO and their general 

academic motivation by Entwistle's Aberdeen Academic Motivation Inventory. 

(19689 pp. 181-188) This inventory is claimed to cover "attitudes to 

school, aspirations, work habits and the determination to do well in school 

work�. (ibid, p. 186) These two means of assQS sent provide descriptive 

measures of the motivation of the secondary children. There was no attempt 

to assess the effect of other motivational factors on achievement and 

thinking skills such as differing types of ego needs (self respect), 

differing social needs (praise, achievement) and different anxietiest 

these obviously need a wide-ranging, em*ical investigation of their own. 

(Hischel 1971, p. 347) Plaget claims that he ignores such factors because 

they fall within the area of the "psychology of differences" which lies outside 

the "general psychology" of intellectual development which he has taken for 

his domain. Perhaps the present research might also be allowed to fall into 

the field of general psychology. The aim, taken broadly, was to follow 

Piaget's motivational model by posing problems which, it was hoped, would be 

tar enough ahead of the children'a general level of development to prove 

interesting and make appropriate intellectual demands on their cognitive 

schemes. 

This major aim perhaps needs emphasisinpt the whole exercise was aimed 

at the children's understanding of historical atterial, Such aspects of 

history teaching as enriching the pupils# visual imaginations, using history 

in an expressive war through drama, painting, Costumes, discovering history 
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in the icmodiatc locality and so on, did not enter into the writer's plan. 

It woo hopod that the children would find history presented as an 

Intellectual challenge a worthwhile and rewarding exarciee which would 

deepen their involvement in the subject, but all other alma were subsumed 

to the central one of aoki ; thew to think logically about the content of 

their lessons. 

As well ee following the syllabuses presented by the schools, the 

retearch had to be conducted within the schools' systems of incentives, 

For example, at the secondary school a "brit" grade was given to any 

particularly vcrthy piece of work, The practice was resisted for half a 

term but eventually had to be followed since so many of the girls ware 

disappointed that their hard work seemed unrewarded, The secondary school 

had annual examinations for form reports; the primary schools gave marks 

for written work; verbal commendation vag often given in the course of a 

lesson at the two age levels, Both the experimental and traditional forms 

at each age level wore treated in the same way as far as such incentives 

were concerned. It is questionable whether they affected the thinking 

levels of the children, although they mt'ht have had some influence on the 

amount of knowledge they acquired. Ausubel, indeed, considers that "no 

amount of motivation would suffice to effect the change (in intellectual 

skills) ... in the absence of the necessary genic potentialities and of the 

supportive cognitive growth and experience". (op. cit., p. 361) And he 

conaludea his eiination of motivational factors with the comment that 

"on balance, it would appear that cognitive determinants of intellective 

development are much more salient than motivational factors". (ibid. p. 361) 

:::: t: s#$ 
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CHAPTER 6t PIAGET'S THEORY IN RELATION TO OTHER THEORIES OF 
COGNITION 

1. Introduction 

The equivocal borderline between Piaget's theory and those of other 

schools always had to be kept in mind during the series of lessons which 

lasted for a school your in both the primary and secondary sectors. 

Obviously, a research worker as a teacher in a classroom and faced with all 

the demands of that situation, is not able to control all the experimental 

variables as rigorously as would happen in a psychology laboratory. how 

far is a simple phrase such asp "Please got on with your work" an example of 

a stimulus which may result in the pupils merely putting symbols on to paper 

or how far will it cause them to interact positively with the historical 

data in front of them? Did the primary children in the experimental 

fora understand in a me ningful way the relationships between members of a 

genealogical table or had they merely learnt the responses required to give 

the correct answers on questions about the Tudor royal family? 

The whole research was full of euch difficulties. Smedelund, in 

respect of Piagetian experimontslwishes to refine the methods used until 

all variations of the data due to extraneous factors such as previous experi- 

ence have been removed* Vallace (1967, P"137) considers that those adopting 

this approach "seem doomed to narrower and narrower situations and a greater 

and greater degree of specificity ... in pursuit of the chimera of exact 

relations". The only hope, according to Vallace, of reaching auch an 

objective would appear to lie in studying the course of the acquisition by 

a single individual of a single inference pattern as represented in a single 

object. Any conclusions reached "would be of such specificity as to be of 

little utility. In addition, the task of determining the extent to which 

these conclusions could be generalised to the myriad other possible solutions 

of this straitened type would take several aillenian. (ibid, pp. 137-138) 

No such chaige of needle-point specificity could be laid against the present 

research. There was always an awareness that the type of teaching might be 
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encroaching on other fields of cognition. That Piapot's dovelopmcntnl 

theory ham been confounded at various times with other conceptions of 

cognitive growth would seem to indicate that confusion is possible even on 

the theoretical level. 

Ogilvio (19699 pp. 1-5) explains that tho phenomena of cognitive 

development are open to a variety of interpretations, many of which may 

be traced to tho conflict between the classical schools of philosophy known 

as F: ipiricism and Rationalism. The Iiapiricists, Ogilvie statos1 argue that 

there is nothing in the mind that is not first in the senses; the 

Rationalists that the structures of the mind are imposed ""by necessity" and 

develop indopendcntly of experience. Ito quotes Dugelski's (1959) equation 

that D"IXE or Behaviour is a rsultiplicativo function of innate (I) X 

environmental (E) factors. Ogilvie asks what weight out to be attached to 

each of these two factors and instances different theories which have tried 

to resolve this equation. Each of the theories has been related to Piaget's 

work. (Sigel and Hooper 19689 pp. 266-269) 

2. Nativism 

Nativism claims that differences in logical thinking are more apparent 

than real, that even very young children think like adults once they have 

sufficient knowledge. Plaget denies tho nativist viewpoint, stating that 

nativists do not explain the details of tho mechanisms at work in cognitive 

development; it is a �lazy� way out of solving important problems. (Nischel 

19719 P"93, footnote) Sigel and Hooper comment that Piapot'e findings 

seem to have cxiuded nativism as a serious rival to his theory since young 

child. still show illogical behaviour oven when they have alltho facts 

(1968, p. 268) - though a philosopher might like to examine what is meant 

by "have" and '"facts" in this context. 

3. Maturation 

Maturation as a theory demnnda more significant consideration in relation 

to Piagot's work. ? taturationista postulate that time and normal physiological 
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processes load to cognitive dovolopaaent, Doilin1for ox&mploI arguing recently 

(©p. Hischol 1971, p. 90-92) that Piepet is at least by implication a 

naturationiet. Ilia reason is that the course of cognitive development 

delineated by Plagot is that of a fixed sequence of stapes. This invariant 

sequence is immune to environmental influences, although the onset of a 

stage varies with social and cultural conditions. "A fixed developmental 

sequence which is impervious to environmental influence must be in large 

measure under the control of some type of species - specific genetic 

progrczsaing ... The transaction with the environment that Plaget emphasises 

so strongly is, then, only facilitative. It provides the data from which 

knowledge is constructed, but the structuring is in accord with rules 

specified in the genetic programme that controls intellectual functioning�. 

(ibide p. 90) Bailin thinks that it is perfectly reasonable to hold that 

experienco ooroly furnishes suitable occasions for arousing an innate capacity 

and that Pinpet's position can be incorporated within such a theory. (I Ld, 

p. 92) do continues that the process of equilibration itself is biologically 

determined, although Deilin gives no reference to support this assertion. 

Elsewhere, Bailin speaks of n... a pro-programmed rule system (that) controls 

the transactions with reality�, "innate programming" and "prewired 

structures operative at birth". (Green et al, 1971, p. 178) liis general 

conclusion is that innate systems of rules regulate the manner in which 

ideas are generated by the mind. (Mischei 1971,9.92) 

Beilin would socros to be overstretching Plaget'a acceptance of maturation 

as a force in cognitive development. Inholder explains that Piaget's 

biological orientation makes him refuse to admit that a structure emerges 

ex nihilo. (Green of al 1971, p. 150) "Every structure is based on an 

anterior structure, not only through logical derivation, but, tar more 

profoundly, through biological growth". (ibid, pp. 150-151) The specific 

cognitive structuros, however, are not pre-programed, -as Deilin suggests. 

There must be interaction with the environment. "Maturation certainly 

makes certain transformations possible, but the further development of schemes 
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is understood almost entirely in terns of earlier schcm; s and experience ... 

Maturation is a necessary condition for development but does nothing to 

determine its direction". (Taylor in Nischel 1971" i. 398) Indeed, rtc. V 

Hunt states that oven neural maturation and the development of brain 

structure appear to bo influenced appreciably by environmental encounters. 

(Eikind and Flavoll 1969, p. 34) Such a possibility is derived from Piaget's 

observation that reflexive systems decay without use. llcV Hunt cites two 

pieces of empirical evidence to support this contention. Rabbits roared 

in the dark results in the anatomical apparatus of the visual system failing 

to develop. Conversely, there is repeated evidence of the central brain 

structures of rats increasing in size when they are placed in extra-complex 

circumstances. (ibid, p. 34) 

F1svo11 has an interesting cossaant an the controversy whether Piaget's 

10 a tzaturAtionist theory or not. Ito wunders (Green et al 1971, PP"190-191) 

if)in the course of dovelopment, the constraining role of maturation decreases 

rather than increases. Co tends to think of infancy as the critical period 

for cognitive development. But it is far more biologically guaranteed 

that a child is going to achieve sonsori-motor acquisitions than it is that 

he will achieve formal operations. "The evidence suggests that whether or 

to what extent you gat formal operations will depend much more upon the 

specific encounters the child has with his milieu than would be the case 

for seasori-motor operations or even concrete operations�. (ibidt p. 190) 

Flavell's imago of development is thus that of a cone. "The circumference 

of the walls represents the constraints on what the child can develop into 

at each age period - thus, there are tighter constraints in infancy and looser 

ones towards adulthood". Ho suggests this imago because of his impression 

that the major cognitive changes in childhood must have a biological growth 

process as their substat© sinco they are largely inevitable, directional and 

uniform. (ibidl p. 191) Adult cognitive changes appear to lack these 

properties. This interesting image might have implications for the results 

of the present research. 
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Pinpot, howovor, firmly refutes any idea that ho is a naturationist. 
Or"4t . 

Horn does one explain novelties? (ib1d, p. 192) "Now structurosg not 

protormod ... In genetic structure are constantly appearing". 131o1o01cally, 

a phenotype is tho genotypo'a response to environmental prosauro and this 

response is now. Psychologically, maturation simply determines the range 

of possibilities at a given ago but does not cause the actualisation of 

those structures. Piagot, thoroforo, does not uphold maturation nor 

"physical preformation in the external worlds "all my efforts are concen- 

tratod on going beyond both of them in order to explain the formation of 

novelties". (3brd, p. 194 ) 

4. !. earning Theory 

It crn be argued that children acquire, "ay, the concept of conservation 

through repeated external reinforcements from physical experience and social 

experience seen in such instances as training in the rules of language. 

Gagne (quoted by Boilin in Green et al 1971, p. 183) offers a learning theory 

explanation of cognitive development as an alternative to Piagetian theory* 

tie posits a hierarchic organisation of development in terms of a series of 

stages derived from the additive combination of simpler processes. Stages 

of development in this theory are not age-related but specific experience- 

related and evolve from the operation of the basic behavioural processes 

of discrimination, memory and generalisation. Gagne assumes that two or 

more learned sequences add together to form a more complex thought unit. 

"The cumulation of elements involves no assumptions other than those of 

learning and addition". (ibid, p. 183) Gagne argues, therefore, that 

conservation is acquired by the successive addition of constituent abilities. 

Langer comments (Husson 19699 p. 22) that such an approach assumes that there 

is no qualitative discontinuity - structural or functional - in development. 

PJ ho-logical growth is therefore nothing but the increasing quantitative 

and continuous accumulation of behaviour. 
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Picot refutes all such behavioural attempts to interpret the Oevolopmant 

of logical thinking. Even if a child demonstrates indopondent knovlodgo of 

the comroncnto of cczaervation, if he is a "non conoerver" he will be unable 

to inteprato those Independent capacities into the appropriate reversible- 

compensatory operations that make conservation possible. (Greet at al. 

1971, p. 183) For Riagot, in order to receive and understand information a 

child must have the appropriate structure which enables him to assimilate 

that information: "a stimulus is a stimulus only to the extent that it is 

significant, and it becomes significant only to the extent that there is a 

structure which permits its assimilation, a structure which can intograto 

the stimulus but which, at the came time, veto off the response", (Ripple 

and Rockcactle 19'h, p. 15) Boyle (19A9, p, 119) considers that Piaget here 

"misooncaivea the nature of contemporary learning theory", He continu u 

that leasninR theorists do not ignore the question of what constitutes a 

stimulus; "much of the current research into operant learning is concerned 

less with responses than with discrimination". (ibid, p. 119) 

Piaget supports his standpoint by bis comments on the apparent success 

of Sredslumd (1959,1961) in teaching the conservation of weight by means of 

external reinforcements for example, by weighing the deformed substances. 

He argues that whereas Szedalundto experiments were successful in 

accelerating the devälopment of the notion of conservation of weight, 

learning did not occur with regard to the transitivity operation (if A=B 

then then or and CO Learning by 

reinforcement was effective only In terms of "physical experience" and the 

nathenaticological aspects remained untouched. Piaget, therefore, eoneludeo 

that the fundaoonta1 relation involved in all development and all learning 

is not the relation of "association" but that of "assimilation". Assimilation 

is the integration of any sort of reality into a structure as a result of the 

learner's activity. (ogilvie 1969, p. 10) 

plaget agrees that one type of stimulus response theory can be included 

within his explanatory system, that postulated by the noo-aasoeiationict 
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Derlyne. Durlyn (1965) has tried to dhow that the com.. lox structures of 

internalised actions Vhich constitute the honrt of P1got's account of 

intolloctuol dcvoloient can be doncriboal to 3-R terns. (Vs11ace 1967, 

p. 158) Dchmriour, for flarlyno, I. not just on outcome of stimuli passively 

received but the e uo1 to an active process which selectively focuses on 

portions of tho stimulation coming in from the cnviroment. Derlyno 

introduces trrnaforraotiortnl thoughts (0) vitich occur between the cavort 

acnsori-rotor proccacaon within the brain and which 1. a1 to a "e y. tc i of 

balencing intorchnngca". (3M(1, p. 166) Although only one of a sot of 

tautually cxclusivo responses can bo evoked by a particular stimulus 

situation, all of tho other sets of responses are, instigated. Hence, 

through tho transforciational thoughtaq irnodiatn navcnont to cny part of the 

particular thought structure is avatlabla. Piaget will cccept this 

intorprotation provided that two major modifications are introducedt 

(1) 71m classical roaponsos or "copy" rosponsos mat bo diatinpuished 

try L%o "trtnsfonantion" r©sponsea, which ore what Picnot calls 

opcrations. 

(it) ? ho notion of "internal" roinforcemonto has to be introduced. 

Thoio arlso in the "liainatLan of contradicticna, incoipatibilities 

and conflicts and aro tihat Piapot calla oquilibration. 

Those aoditLcatiana to Darlyno'a interpretation seoa to ctko it 

auspiciously similar to Piaget's own theory. In fact, Longer (}Assen st 

al 1969, p"22) censidora that Derlyno's original exposition, insofar as it 

involves equilibration between habit structures "is nothing more than a 

reinterpretation into behaviouristic ton*inology of soso of Piagot's 

organismic ideas on the equilibration process". Even after the partial 

acceptance, Piigot still does not secs happy about any reduction of his 

theory to the S=R standpoints "I think the stimulus-response schema, 

while I won't say it is false, is ... entirely incapable of explaining 

c, o, gnitivo learning�. (Ripple and Rockcastlo 1964, p. 15) For Plaget learning 
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in a limited procica, limited to a single problem or a single structure 

whereas an operation such as variation is a reversible action and is never 

isolated. Such operational structures as variation und classification are 

the basis of general knowledge. Eikind (Green at al. 1971, p. 169) coromenta 

that all associative learning presupposes a cognitive organisation within 

which the associative elements are fixed. For example, learning a list of 

, words presupposes an organised schema of the form A]B7ß, All of 

Piaget's work has emphasised auch mental organicationa within which 

associative learning can take place,, For Piaget learning, is only poaaiblo 

when there in active asaimilationt "All the emphasis is placed on the 

activity of the subject himcolf, and I think that without this activity 

there is no possible didactic or podagogy which significantly transforms 

the subject", (Ripple and Rockcastle 1964, ps18) 

Piaget'e approach to the problem of the relationship between development 

and learning is crucial to the school situation, If, as he asserts, the 

development of goneral knowledge is a spontaneous proce®c, "a total 

developmental process which we must ro-situate in its general biological 

and psychological context", (op. oit., p. 6) then the data which is prevented 

in the claccroom can be significant only insofar as the children have the 

rudimentary Bcbemea which will enable than to assimilate that material. It 

might be considered, for example, that the primary children in the experimental 

group learnt in a rote manner the events surrounding the death of Risaio 

(see Appendix A, Passage B and Appendix B, pp. 114-119). According to the 

Piagetian stance, however, the children of lE could not have used the 

information presented during the lessons in a meaningful way at the occasion 

of the second testing unless their cognitive schemes had been able to 

assimilate the contept and the way in which it was presented. There had to be 

an appropriate interval between their existing schemes and the cognitive 

demands of the new information. This interval might or might not be bridged 

during the leLrning experiences. For Piaget, "9 -R training will inevitably 

be unoucceesful beoauce it provides only external reinforcement ... the rein- 
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forcement must itself be in the nature of a structure". (Boyle 19699 p. 118) 

This implies that there are possibly ways of presenting now information 

which might help to make it more readily available for the children's 

oognitive schemes; teachers should not wait for sooe almost mythical 

state of "readiness". "The fundamental difference between Piaget's 

approach and the S-R approach, as Plaget conceives its is that the S-R 

model is of learning by association, whereas Plaget holds the fundamental 

relation, involved in both development and learning, to be one of assimilations 

that is to say, the integration of experience of reality into an intellectual 
uP"4E 

structure". (iMd, p. 119) For Piaget, therefore, the development of 

cognitive structures occurs both through embryogenesis (the development of 

the body, the nervous system and mental functions) and through learning. 

In essence, Piaget's is an interactionist theory. 

5. Piagat's theory - an intsractionist theory 

Hmlpn (Mischei 1971, pp" 3.15) considers that Piaget's theory of 

genetic epistemology is a "kind of Kantian reconciliation" of empiricism 

(psychologically equivalent to ass(ciationism for Plaget) and rationalism 

(psychologically equivalent to "nativism"). This reconciliation is 

achieved only by the recognition of the active part played by the individual. 

"Piaget's reconciliation between empiricism and nativism comes through the 

idea that experience develops according to structures which are ... a 

function of the human mind in its relationship with the world ... what he 

(Plaget) seems to have in mind is the idea that at any stage, experience is 

determined by what and how the mind relates�. (ibid, p. 15) 

The last sentence seems to have undertones, perhaps, of Beilin's 

argument that Piaget's theory is essentially a geneticist one, "The Well. 

articulated, logically ordered, and invarian6 sequences argue more for a 

genetic, iss a maturational, modes than for either environmental determinism 

or interactionismn. (Green et al 1971, p. 181) Recent biological research, 
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however, seems to indicate that neural saturation itself is appreciably 

influenced by environmental encounters. Connolly (1971, p"99) considers 

that if a population actively changes its environment �then the selective 

value of the genes contained in the gene pool may be changed and therefore 

the population will undergo genetic changes. Genetic chanpos end cultural 

change thus appear to be in positive feedback relation to each other�. 

That a characteristic is hereditary, therefore, does not owsn that it 

-ot_cý" cannot be affected by the environment. (ibtde p. 93) 

This thesis of a close and continuing interaction between heredity 

and environment would certainly seem to be supported by Plaget. He states 

that he is neither a neobehaviourist nor a maturationist. (Green et a1 1971, 

P"192) New structures, not preformed either in the external world or in 

genetic structure, are constantly appearing. His problem is to explain 

such novelties. Plaget does so by adducing both biological and psychological 

evidence, although he does not mention in Green (1971) the possibility that 

D. N. A. molecules can change their composition and thus affect heredity. 

He makes the following points: 

(i) A phenotype is the genotypes' response to environmental pressures. 

The response is now. Plaget says that he refers here to the 

important biological concept of the "reaction norms" of a given 

genotype which gives the range and distribution of all its 

possible variations. "These variations represent all the 

possible reactions which may be constructed through interaction 

with the environsent". (ibid. p. 192) 

(ii) A permanent function such as assimilation and accomeoodation does 

not contain an already formed structure. This structure has 

to be constructed, presumably through the surrounding enviro wont. 

(iii) An early function soon, for example, when the baby rsalis. s there 

is a correspondence between his nose and his mother'a, does not 

already contain all that may in the future be drawn from that early 
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And rudimentary understanding. 

(iv) Maturation simply determines the range of possibilities at a 

specific stapoi "the new reality still has to be constructed". 

(ibid, p. 193) 

'While Plaget hero seems concerned with the effects of long-term and 

continued interaction between the organism und the environment, his 

discussion does indicate that the theory of genetic epistemology need 

not be considered pessimistically deterministic; change is possible 

through external means. Even though development is likely to subsume and 

direct l(Inhelder ibtd+ 
ýý p"153) the interesting question for 

education is whether relatively short term modifications d the learning 

environment can affect children's thinking processes. 

: 'ttt't, 
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PART 11 

THE ACCELERATION OF CHILDREN'S THINKING 

CHAPTER I$ FACTORS CAUSING DEVELOPMENT 

Piopot ham referred to tho desire for children to be helped to more 

more quickly through the various stages as "the American question�, wondering 

if there is any advantage to be derived from such acceleration. "One must 

remember that the higher the tcoolog1cal species, the longer In its period 

of infancy. There is a reason for this, and it may be that there is an 

optimal speed of development for each species�. (Green at al 19719 p. 7) 

Educationally, however, it seems worthwhile to try to specify the possible 

causal agents in development, Kohlberg pointing out that "the prevention 

of ultimate adult cognitive retardation is a vital oducational goal". 

(1970, p. 47) Dovoy has also written that some see no alternative between 

"forcing the child from without, or leaving him entirely alone ... Both fail 

to see that development is a definite process having its own law which can 

be fulfilled only when adequate and normal conditions are provided�. (Ripple 

and Itockcastle 1964, p. iv) Plaget has suggostod that the following four 

majot factors are crucial in the course of such dovolopsent. 

I* Maturation 

For Piaget, the development of general ways of knowing (Lovell 1971, 

p. 239) in based an the whole process of ombryogenoain, that iss the 

development of the body, the nervous system and mental functions. (Ripple 

and Rockcastle 1964, p. 8) This maturational process has a structure, but 

a structure plastic enough to be modified in the interaction with an 

environment. It is not a sequence of maturation in biological terms as 

in the hormonal regulation of physical growth patterns or of sexual 

maturation (Wartofaky in Nischel 1971, p. 144). but rather a reciprocity of 

structure and environment. Plaget explains the inadequacies of 
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maturation as the key force in development in two vsy,. (Ripple sind 

Rockcastlo 1964, p. 10) 

(i) 'Wo know practically nothing about the maturation of the nervous 

system beyond the first months of the child's oxistenc©n. 

That an area of knowledge is unresolved would not seem sufficient 

cause for dismissing it as the vital factor. The second of 

Piaget's orgumonts seems the stronger. 

(ii) The average apes at which the stapes appear vary a great deal 

from one society to another although the ordering of the 

stapes is constant, having been found in all the societies studied. 

Plaget explains, for instance, that in Teheran children reached the concrete 

operational stage at approximately the some ape as in Geneva but there 

was a delay of two years for the children in the Persian countryside. 

Vernon (1965) has also shown the time lags evident in children of 

the some chronological age but different environments. 

Z. Social Factors 

Social factors are obviously important causative agents in dev®lopsnent. 

In some social environments the stages are accelerated whereas in others 

they are more or less systematically retarded�. (Plaget in Green et al 

1971, p. 7) Social experience cannot be the sole factor in development 

though, because a child can understand (make use of) valuable information 

only if he is in a cognitive state where he can accommodate to that 

information. 

3. Eiperips, co 

Plaget, distinguishes between two types of experience which are 

psychologically very different. (Ripple and Rockcastle 19649 p. 11) 

Children act upon objects, which Is physical experience, but they 

also have logico-mathematical experience. This is not drawn fron 

the objects theauNlves but through the actions effected upon the 
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objects. By placing, say, pebbles into many different orders 

a child will discover a property of the action of ordering. 

The pebbles had no order in themselves; it was the child's action 

which introduced the order. Similarly, a child will discover the 

action of sunning objects, the sum being independent of order. 

So it is not the physical property of pebbles which this experience 

uncovered; it is the properties of the actions carried out on the 

pebbles. (op. citp. 12) The subsequent deduction will consist of 

interiorising these actions and then of combining then without 

needing any pebbles, thus reaching the level of symbolisation. 

Despite the powerful effects of experience, Piaget considers that 

this factor is not omnipotent in development. Some of the concepts 

which appear at the beginning of the stage of concrete operations 

are such that Plaget cannot see how they are drawn simply from 

experience. For example, the conservation of substance appears 

before the conservation of weight. No experiment or evidence can 

show the child that there is the same amount of substance. Mere 

... is an example of a progress in knowledge, a logical necessity 

for something to be conserved even though no experience can have 

led to this notion�. (op. citp. ii) Ogilvie (1969, p. 6) comments 

that the were fact we cannot see how experience operates is hardly 

the best reason for postulating its ineffectiveness. Yet it 

seams difficult to explain why children reach an understanding of 

the conservation of substance before that of weight. Wallach 

(Elkind and Flavell 1969, pp. 191-219) examines the bases of 

conservation, deciding that there must be factors other than sensory 

experience but that no viable alternative exists an the basis for 

conservation. (, bid, pp. 194-195) He can only conclude that to 

recognise quantities do not alter under transformation "requires, 

clearly, th4ubility to think in certain ways and the absence of 

complete dependence an iseediate stimuli. (ibid, p. 214) Wohiwill 
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(stipple and Rockcaatle 1964, pp. 95-100) considers that there is 

no specific answer to this problem of certain types of conservation 

preceding others. tie thinks that there must be something in the 

normal course of development by which a new typo of "set" emerges 

which has to do with the symbolic operations that relate to any 

particular concept. uohlwill postulates "a tentative hypothesis 

.... to the effect that the more generalised the experience that 

the child pots it an earlier point, the less specific teaching 

instruction will be necessary Inter". 

Just an there is some difficulty in explaining why one typo of 

conservation precedes another type, so there is a problem in 

reasoning how a child progrosses frets one stage of thinking to 

the next. Piaget considers that there is a "logical necessity" 

for a child to progress towards formal operations once he has 

reached equilibrium at the level of concrete operations. 

HcV. Hunt (Elkind and Flavell 19699 p. 10) explains that concrete 

operations acquire an equilibrium because classifying etc* can be 

generalised to new circumstances indefinitely. "Yet, since they 

constitute thought processes directed entirely by encounters with 

circumstances, they are inadequate to provide a basis for an 

examination of those operations". Once the child begins to 

examine classifications and seriations in verbal contexts, a lack 

of equilibrium occurs. This "lack of equilibrium" would seem to 

be the crucial factor for Piaget in any explanation of the child's 

transmission from one stage to another. 

(4) Equilibration 

Piaget defines psychological equilibrium "very broadly as the 

compensation resulting from the activities of the subject in 

response to external intrusion". (quoted in Mischei 19719 p. 323) 

This intrusion need not be inevitably a physical stimulus. What 

the subject responds to is his construal of this external intrusion. 
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After early sensors-motor development, equilibration becomes a 

matter of compensating for "virtual" rather than "actual" intrusions. 

(op. cttp. 32ti) For example, the acquisition of conservation concepts 

"is enforced by logical structuring much more than by experience" 

so that equilibration here is a response to internal conflict 

between the subject's conceptual schemes. In such cases, 

equilibration is more a matter of achieving what Plaget calls the 

"accord of thought with itself" than it is a matter of establishing 

the �accord of thought with things�. (op. cit p. 325) 

Piaget warns against interpreting equilibration as the operation of 

a causal process and here refers to his series of four "strategies" 

which he says are adopted by the child. It is always the "failures 

or insufficiencies" of one strategy which lead to the adoption of a 

more equilbrated strategy. This series is presumably that described 

by Plaget in 1964 (Ripple and Rockcastle, pp. 13-14)1 "In the act of 

knowing, the subject is active, and consequently, faced with an 

external disturbance, he will react in order to compensate and 
N 

consequently he will tend towards equilibrium. In the conservation 

of plasticine, for instance, there will be four  tagest 

(a) concentration on one dimension such as width. 

(b) concentration on the other dimension such as length. 

(c) oscillation between the two dimensional thus discovering they 

are related. The child starts to think in terms of transformation 

and not only in terms of the final configuration. 

(d) compensation between the two dimensions which defines 

equilibrium. 

"In other words, in the course of these developments you will always 

find a process of self regulation which I call equilbration and 

which seems to me the fundamental factor in the acquisition of logico- 

mathematical knowledge�. (ibid, p. 14) Piaget explsis further that 

"factors of subjective dissatisfaction with continually giving the 
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sane response under changing perceptual conditions, and especially 

factors of perceptual contrast, particularly in extreme configuations 

... increases the likelihood of centring the hitherto unnoticed 

property". (Flavoll 1964, p"248) Flavell (ibid, p. 248 footnote) 

criticisos this explanations "a simpler explanation ... tdight be 

that contring the second property necessarily becomes more probable 

as the number of trials increases". Hiles (1971, p. 49) gives his 

own, helpful account of the possible development towards 

conservations 

(i) there will be no dissatisfaction in giving the same responses 

if the child continually contras on one feature, for example, 

length, or if in alternating between length end breadth the 

child forgets the previous response. 

(ii) there will be subjective dissatisfaction when the child has 

made and remembers both perceptual responses and recognises 

the contradictions. 

(iii) the contradiction (as subjective dissatisfaction) together with 

repeated trials will lead to the search for the conservation 

of mass as the resolution of the problem. 

Hiles considers that his explanation is in accord with Piaget's 

views on this problem since he has said that, "when the child is 

in a structual state of disequilibrium, his assimilatory and 

Accommodatory functions act to establish greater equilibrium". 

(quoted by Langer 1969, p. 24) 

These various formulations on the concept of equilibration indicate 

the difficulty in analysing its exact motive power. Almy (1966, 

p. 21) thinks that Piaget's insistence on equilibration "is at once 

provocative and frustrating�, some of the frustration arising from 

the difficulty involved in comprehending all that Piaget means by 

equilibration. Flavell (in Nischel 1971, p. 125) also is unclear 

as to exactly what psychological phenomena �equilbration" is and is 
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not supposed to denote. Its asks whether equilibration is 

interchangeable with cognitive conflict - which would seeng to be so 

from the present accounts. If they are identical, how does such a 

process "explain" cognitive development? For Flavoll the process of 

conflict resolution could not in itself be the single, necessary and 

sufficient vehicle for cognitive change. The child must be able to 

perceive that there are two potentially conflicting cognitive items 

and apprehend them as conflicting. "The capacity for this kind 

of apprehension may well have its own genesis". (ibid, p. 125) 

Furthermore, the child must be impelled to resolve the sensed conflict 

in a cognitively progressive fashion rather than, for instance, 

clinging even more rigidly to his prior interpretation. Flavell 

points out that to provoke a state of genuine cognitive conflict 

in children is surprisingly difficult, even in the laboratory. 

As they develop, children come to "know" the invariance of substance 

but it seems unlikely that they acquire this knowledge by anything 

resembling Piaget's four-step equilibration process. Flavell 

then refers to Hischel's argument that Piaget's model is not an 

empirical theory of the developmental process but rather a 

"conceptual framework" within which to analyse empirical data on 

cognitive development. Flavell wonders, however, whether this 

"framework" will even prove a useful vehicle, especially if it is 

construed as the vehicle for developmental change. Its concludes 

by declaring that he is "pretty sure" that there must be a number 

of mechanisms responsible for developmental change rather than a 

single one. (op. oitp"126) 

Piaget would probably deal with Flavell's strictures by saying that 

the process of cognitive change is caused through any perturbing 

event, any events that is, which puts a child's current structure 

into a condition of disequilibrium. (Kessen, op. cit. p"301) 

Kessen gives a most useful account of the equilibration model (op. cit, 
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Pp"300"307) but oaphosises that he is explaining only the development 

of tho early mind. Ilia explanation seems relevant, however, to 

cognitive development at all levels. An event is construed as 

perturbing in relation to an available structure. There is an 

"optimal zone of interest for what is neither too we11-known nor 

too new". (Plaget, ibid, p. 303) And equilibrium is r&-established 

through the process of equilibration. "So long as problems are 

posed to oxiating structures which do not permit easy assimilation 

but which are not beyond accomimodation, change will occur and nach 

successive structure will represent a cognitive pain�. (Kessen, 

ibid, p. 304) 

When asked what are the rules of equilibration and how does the 

organism choose the appropriate solution, Piaget gives "his answer 

in several places in several ways, but the heart of that answer 

has two parts -a general strategy and sorge comments on tactics". 

(Kessen, ibid, p. 305) The basic strategy is that of least effort; 

"That equilibrating change will occur which permits a maximum of 

activities and a maximum openness of exchange among structures" ... 

The tactical considerations that determine the selection of a 

particular problem resolution are frankly economic. When ... two 

possible schematic solutions are incompatible, an assessment is 

made of 'gain and loss'. The gain of new mobility and new 

aia: plicity must be measured against the cost of accoaoodatery 

change". (Keason, ibid, P"303) Kassen than quotes this interesting 

passage from Piaget (1959)s 

"one of two schemata produces only a slight cost in accommodation 

but results in only a slight gain (from the point of view of an easy 

success or already acquired knowledge) while the other either produces 

a more difficult success that ... produces a gain in new knowledget 

in this case the question is of knowing if these anticipated values 

sufficiently balance the effort (the cost) of accommodation". 
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Kessen comsents that there is a remarkable assumption here. Is the 

pattern of accoemodation to be determined by the be 1s assessment of 

cost and gain? Or, if Plaget refers to the observer's assessment of 

anticipated values, how does assessment become relevant to the baby's 

problem solution? Kessen wryly concludes (ibid, p. 306) that the 

quotation represents the great distance wo must go before equilibration 

becomes sufficiently subtle and detailed an idea to guide specific 

research and generate specific predictions about the course of 

cognitive development. Such difficulties inherent in attempting to 

define equilbration (see also Pinard and Luarendeau 19699 pp"t49"156) 

are, no doubt, among the potent causes for the contradictory findings 

revealed in the various acceleration studies in recent years. 

'les't, 
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CHAPTER 21 SOW OP 7111 PROSUM3 POSED BY ACCELERATION STUDIES 

It is intimidating to realise how many different types of variables 

have been considered in previous attempts to accelerate children's thinking, 

some of which may obviously account for the discrepancies among a number of 

the studies. Strauss (1972, p. 331)ß for example, contrasts structural 

transformations (development) with structual elaboration (learning), the 

latter being taken to mean that a child learns rules about how to apply the 

structure. Another set of variables is seen in Deilin'  (1970) very 

extensive account of recent acceleration studies which poses the question of 

how specific should investigators be in isolating the operation which they 

wish to accelerate. Bailin examines research work concerned with single 

operations such as identity, class inclusion and reversibility. But even 

when such a neaF' division is made among the diftorent operations, problems 

of definition continue to romain. Evidently the concept of reversibility, 

for example, is "fraught with confusion and a certain mount of vagueness". 

(Strauss 1972, p. 341) Plaget sometimes uses the term "renversibilits" to 

suggest the empirical return of a deformed object to its original configura- 

tion but elsewhere writes of ""reversibilite", which can be interpreted in 

two ways$ 
(a) a mental operation which allows one to cancel the effect of a 

transformation, thus implying inversion or reciprocity, 

(b) a reversible structure which is more embracing and implies the 

internal co-ordination of the system of operations which allows 

one mentally to transform the environment. 

Despite the attempts to reach scientific exactness through isolating 

one particular operation it seems that training for the integration of mental 

operations is more successful than training for an isolated mental operations 

"a research strategy which attempted to train for an isolated mental 

operation would not be thought to induce successfully either structural 

transformation or elaboration since the effect of such training might be 

'tither to segregate that operation or to exercise ii. (Piaget, op. cit, p. 3W 

Alty (1967) comments that experimentation which deals with the processes 

underlying the formation of specific concepts, "only begins to tackle the 

problems inherent in the transition from intuitive to operational thought ... 
(because) the possibilities for transfer to related problems in different 

contexts seems limited. If we understand Piaget correctly, the essence of 

the concrete operational level of thought is the child's ability to solve 
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a variet of problems in a systematic fashion. Consequently, if a child 

who has undergone a period of training responds correctly in a variety of 

conservation tasks, but ... fails to understand the class inclusion operation 

in a classification task, or can only order a series of objects by a 

manipulative trial and error process, he cannot be said to have completed the 

transition from intuitive to operational thinking". (ibid, p. 129) It would 

appear from these co=ents that the studies concerned with one single 

operation, however successful they claim to be, are not following the correct 

path. They are not explaining how a child internalises information and 

co-ordinates his own mental operations. 

Another vitally important aspect of acceleration studios is the type of 

criterion test used at the end of an experiment. Different criteria produce 

different interpretations of results and, therefore, different theoretical 

considerations. Strauss (1972, p. 331) cites the most stringent of the 

various criteria accepted by different researchers - this, perhaps inevitably, 

being the ones devised by Inhelder and Sinclair. A subject should be 

assessed at the concrete operational level for conservation concepts if he 

can satisfy the following demands$ 

(a) make a correct judgement of equivalence 

(b) logically justify that judgment 

(c) successfully resist a verbal counter-suggestion 

(d) produce a successful performance on a related behavioural task 

Subjects at the transitional level should display at least two of 

theme structural functions. 

The ability to perform successfully on a related behavioural task would 

seem to be the vital criterion for Plaget before he will give any credibility 

to an acceleration study of conservation. At least one follow-up test must 

be made within a different content from that of the training study but the 

structure of the tests must be the same. Piaget also sets other standards for 

acceleration studies. Apart from more behavioural responses in post-tests, 

what complex structures has the learning situation developed in the child? 

And how durable is that learning? There must be a reasonable interval between 

the training programme and the post-tests, Plaget seemingly wanting a period 

of about three months. Furthermore, the investigator must be as precise as 

possible in determing at what exact sub-stage the children were when the 

research progromo began. Mort (Kohnsta= 19639 pp"323-32) reports 
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that 7 of 30 children aged from 4 to 7 years gave correct 

explanations on class inclusion questions such w, �Are there more animals 

or horses? " after having been trained to appreciate that objects can belong 

simultaneously to two or more classes. Morf is not ready to declare that 

this was a complete transition from one stage to another since he thinks 

the successful subjects probably hail in principle at their disposal all the 

necessary operations and a nearly completed operatory system before the train- 

ing began. Most studies, indeed, do indicate that it seems impossible to 

train children who are completely pre-oporational in their approach; 

successful subjects have to be at least in the transitional period between 

pre-operations and concrete operations (see later pp. % Ile ). BaedAund's 

interesting experiment (Sigel and Hooper 1960, pp. 277-280) in which he 

"cheated" both natural conservers and those who had been trained to conserve 

weight despite changes in the shape of the material, also direct one's 

attention to the problem of sub-stapes. Smedslund wanted to test two 

predictions on the possible extinction of conservation. Learning theory would 

seem to expect that the notion of conservation can always be extinguished 

whether it is acquired in the laboratory or in normal life whereas equili- 

bration thoory states that a genuine understanding of conservation should be 

practically impossible to extinguish, since this reflects an inner 'logical' 

necessity. Siedslund, therefore, took a group of 3-7 year old children, 

eleven of whom always gave the correct response after the training. The 

control group was a not of 13 children who had always given the correct 

answer at the pro-test stage. 3aedslund proceeded to "cheat" both groups 

on extinction trials by stealing part of the Plasticine when he deformed one 

of the balls. Tho children ansvered that the "sausage" and the "ball" would 

weigh the same and 3aedslund then placed the two objects on the scales. None 

of those "trained" shored any resistance to extinction, they simply switched 

to pre-operational answers, but 6 of thoi3 'normal' conservers continued to 

reason logically, saying to Saedslund, for example, that, "You took a little 

piece away" or "You lost some". Smedslund concludes that the ability to 

resist extinction should render conservers "fairly independent of empirical 
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outcome, ". (ibid, p. 230) There harn boon two recant comments on this 

experiment and its support for the oquilibrntion viewpoint. )fall and Kingley 

(iisilin 19709 p"16) have shown that it is possible to obtain extinction of 

conservation even among college students. Bailin thinks that such a finding 

places the extinction procedure as a strong test of operativity in doubts 

though euch would presumably depend on the typo of conservation test. 

Secondly, Strauss (197aß P"349) asks the pertinent questions "What about the 

54% of normal conservers who did not resist? � Were these only at a 

transitional stage on the pro-test but at that point had managed to give the 

correct answer to Siuedslund? Debate about the criterion on relatively 

simple experimental procedures such as conservation makes one realise how 

complex is the assessment of children's answers on verbal passages. But 

conservation, perhaps, is not a relatively simple procedure, Bailin (1970) 

suggesting that there can be a strong and a weak definition of this concept. 

For example, "same" in relation to "number" involves the conceptual 

attributes of number which require cognitive capacities different in kind 

from those in which "same� is used in relation to the notion of same 

"object" such as water. 

Gelman (ibidg p. 16) has put forward the argument that failure to 

conserve ear be due to inattention to relevant qualitative attributes, or 

to attention to irrelevant factorst "The theoretical basis for conservation 

... is interpreted to be associated with the function of attentional 

phenomena�. Possibly this contention was the basis for the investigation 

by Feigenbaum and Sulkin (1964) who blindfolded subjects before the children 

dropped equal numbers of beads into two jars. Feigenbaum and Sulkin 

interpret their successful results as supporting the eiuilibration theory 

since they think that the decisive effect might have been the active 

experience of manipulating the beads. (ibid, p. 18) After surveying other 

experiments which aim at decreasing the influence of perceptual cues, Bailin 

concludes, however, that "attention is not a sufficient explanation of what 

occurs in co servationg even though it is a necessary ingredient to an 
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adequate explanation�. (ibid, p. 20) 

Various other components of the learning situation have boon 

suggested as the vital factors which might affect the development of 

conservation. Among those can be included the type of reinforcement used 

(see p. lov), the number in the not of elements presented to the child 

(Iij-ima, ibid, p. 35) the typo of language used by the experimenter and, 

most important of all, the actual methods used during the training sessions. 

All experiments have to involve some of the components mentioned hero; 

it is probably asking too much of any investigator that he isolate and 

examine just one crucial factor. Yet some typo of order in an examination 

of the experimental evidence is necessary in order to try to clarify the 

relationships and similarities in the many acceleration studies recently 

undertaken. Possibly the clearest and simplest way of discussing these 

studies would be to consider theca under the following rather global 

headings. 

sell$Its 
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CHAPTER 3t DITF'ERä(T APPROACH 3 TO TU ACCELERATION OR 
CHILDREN'S THINKING 

(1) Dienguilibrium 

Strauss (1972v pp"332-339) considors disoquilibrium as a concopt of 
interaction both between a structure and the external environment (EX'TSRNAL) 

and also within tho structure itself (INTERNAL). Thus, when a structure is 

equilibrated, it possesses stability relative to external information 

(adaptational equilibrium) and lack of actual1 internal contradictions 

(organisational equilibrium). One wonders, however, whether Strauss in 

being a little too exacting in this distinction. How does one distinguish 

between a structure being adapted externally from one being adapted 

internally? If a child demonstrates understanding of conservation with 

reference to an external problem, can one any that the structure is 

equilibrated - at least, for that problem? Strauss (ibid, pp. 337-338) 

indicates that he understands internal equilibration to refer to the structure 

d'ensemble and thus expects a child to have reached equilibrium ins say, the 

concept of classification, whatever the content of the problem. Research work 

seems to show that this almost chimerical internal equilibration can never be 

said to be all pervasive and perpetual. As mentioned earlier, college 

students have been deceived by the extinction technique. (Bailin 1970, p. 43) 

Often students in further education find it very difficult to reason out 

this conservation problems 

RThere are two glasses, one containing 10 ounces ofwater and the 

other 10 ounces of wine. A spoonful of water is taken from one 

glass and stirred into the wino. The same spoon is used to remove 

the equivalent amount of liquid from the wine glass to the water 

glass. Does the wine glass contain more water, the water glass 

contain more wine, or %hat7 

Strauss, indeod, does point out that people ctn revert to a subordinated 

level through stress or the novelty of the task but he contends that such 

regression is local and relatively short-term. He does not agree with Millerts 

(1971) conclusion that the extinction of conservation is ubiquitous, rather 

easy to obtain and that a majority of subjects zoom susceptible to such 

training. 

The whole question of the possible relationship between specific learning 

and structural organisation has been advertised recently in a series of 

articles in "Interchange" (1970). Boreitor began the debate by stating that 
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Kohlberg considers there are two kinds of behaviour change (ibid, p. 26)1 

Type I (Structural Stages) = changes which are not situation specific, tend 

to be permanent and irreversible. 

Type II (Reversible Situational)$ situation-specific changes which are thus 

limited in affect and are susceptible to extinction or reversal. Doreitor 

says that Kohlberg then argues that Type I change should take precedence over 

Type II change and that there "is no particular reason to expect that preschool 

teaching of a reversible situation-specific type can have any lasting effect 

upon the child". (ibid, p. 26) IIereiter thinks that such a comparison pro- 

supposes that the two concepts are of the s=e category; "Basically, however, 

there is no way to compare stages with specific learnings". 

The discussion whether Kohlberg has committed Ryle's "category error" 

seems to depend on iihother Kohlborg inferred that "whatever doesn't quality 

as Type I behaviour change is Type II and whatever is Type II isn't Typo I. 

(Bereiter, ibid, p. 49) Kohlberg in his reply to Doreitor (ibid, pp. 40-48) 

points out that Ryle's category error occurs when similar observables are 

differently grouped and interpreted at different levels of abstraction, and 

are then treated as opposing concepts. Presumably, this could happen if a 

child's correct response to a conservation problem were treated as evidence 

of both adeptational and also organisational equilibrium. Possibly the 

concept of horizontal decalage is also a category error. As Bailin points 

out, "Inferring both structural invariance and response variability from the 

ame body of data ... places the Geneva group in the position of offering 

either a paradox or a contradiction". (Sigel and iiooper 196ßi p. 3G1) 

Kohlberg argues that the Geneva School claims that Type I structural ro- 

organiaation represents a different not of observable events than does 

Typo II specific learning rather than representing a difference of perspective 

on the same events. To moot the criteria of being a Typo I structural 

re-organisation "a given behaviour change must meet a set of criteria that 

are empirical, that iag for which there are clear observations to test 

whether or not the behaviour meets the criteria". (, bid, p. 41) Kohlberg 

suggests that the following should be among these criterias 
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(i) The chango is irreversible. Once it has occurred the change 

cannot be undone, forgotten, or replaced under normal conditions. 

(ii) The chango In ponoral over a field of responses and conditions. 

(iii)Tho chango is in quality of rosponso, not avroly in its 

corroctness according to an oxtornal criterion. 

(iv) The change is sequontia. l, it occurs in an invariant series of 

steps. 

(v) The change is hierarchical, that is, later forma integrate the 

earlier forma of response. 

In contrast, Type II behaviour change is reversible, specific and need 

not occur in a sequential pattern (for examples some studios suggest 

that randomly scrambling a programe yields as effective learning an 

does a 'rationally' sequenced prograwro). Kohlberg agrees that 

quality change as opposed to quantitative increase �mar be legit- 

imately argued to be a difference in perspective rather than a 

criterion differentiating two types of chango". (ibid, p. 42) 

He does say later, however, that cognitive develops talists hold 

that "experience functions in different ways ... when it causes 

structural change fran when it causes content change". (ibid. p. 43) 

In particular, psychologists like Greco and Langer consider that 

certain types of learning experiences of cognitive conflict provided 

to children at a transitional stage will induce Type I structural 

change, whereas types of learning experiences (for examplo, verbal 

instruction and reinforcement) will be ineffective in inducing 

structural chango. iibid, p. 43) Experimental literature suggests 

that creating such conditions of cognitive conflict is more likely 

to induce structural change than instruction which concentrates 

on modelling the "correct" response. "Hoverer, the cognitive 

developmentaliat neither claims, nor has proven, that experiences of 

contont learning have no effects at all upon structural re- 

organisation'. (ibid, p. 4Ie) This is an area in need of empirical 
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research. Experiments on the training of conservation "do 

indicate that a given induced change in response content ... may 

represent either Typo II reversible specific content learning 

or Typo I structural ro-orgrnisation". (ibid, p. 45) Which type 

of change has occurred is determined by toots of irreversibility and 

gonoralisation. Evan with those criteria, however, one cannot be 

sure that the child is evincing signs of Typo I or Typo 11 learning 

since "change in an overt response like 'conservation' ... may be 

composed of various mixtures of Typo I structural ro-organisation 

and Typo II content learning". (ibid, p. 45) Furthermore, the 

criteria of Typo I structural re-organisation may be not in a 

stronger form in some response areas than in others, "content" and 

"structure" being more intermixed in morality than they are in pure 

logico-©athomatical thought. And "it is just those areas of content- 

structure mixture that are, probably the most fruitful areas for 

educational intervention". (ibid, p. 45) t 

Kohlborg zooms to have led himself towards Dereiter's contention 

that all "Typo I changes can, at a more detailed level of 

description, be treated in terms of specific responses and thus as 

Typo II changes". (ibid. p. 49) Bareiter also argues that "the 

level of description represented in Piagotian theory is too global 

to be useful in planning educational strategies". One cannot "teach" 

Type I changes; "the question is whether this typo of behaviour 

change depends upon some other processes than those involved in 

specific learning or whether it in a higher level description of the 

same process of cumulative learning". (ibid. p. 50) From an 

educational and a research viewpoint this distinction will obviously 

have a vital effect on training and teaching strategies. 

Keimt entered the debate between Kohlberg and Borsitor by declaring 

that Piepet has delineated three areas of knowledge according to 

their respective sourcoes physical, logLco-mathematical and social. 
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(ibid, p. 34) The child can acquire social knowledge only from 

people. Two of her examples of this type of knowledge are that 

December 25th is Christmas Day and that Washington, D. C. is the 

capital of the U. S. A. It is clear that this type of social 

knowledge at a Type I level depends upon logico-mathematical support 

as much as information from people and Kamii does comment that a 

child cannot learn facts without a logical structure. (ibid, p. 35) 

Even so, one wonders whether this distinction into three areas is 

sound on epistemological grounds. Bereiter comments that it would 

be "nice if ... the nature of a priori knowledge, could be disposed 

of so casually". (ibid, p. 50) Later in her article, Kcmii 

argues against Dereiter's view that specific learning and cognitive 

stage development are the same phenomena described at different levels 

of generality. She thinks that the issue is one of whether the 

operation in question, such as conservation, is part of a larger 

whole or the isolated result of specific training. V. areagain 

in the area where Lovell ( 1911 

general end particular knowledge. 

) has distinguished between 

For Bereiter the e»ance of 

learning seems to be a change in the child's behaviour, for example, 

if a child can give conserving answers without being shaken by 

trick questions, -Bereiter would conclude that conservation has been 

learned. "Piaget is more concerned with how the internal processes 

become structures because rules that are not rooted in a total 

structure are not likely to lead to the construction of later 

structures". C1970 p. 38) 

This whole debate in "Interchange" (1970) seems to demonstrate the 

difficulty in formulating at an empirical level the criteria which 

could be used to distinguish between Strauss's two processes of 

adaptation to the external environment (adaptational equilibrium) 

end lack of internal contradictions within the structure itself 

(orgtnisational equilibrium). Kohlberg's criteria for Type I 
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structural ro-organisation should prove of help to research 

workers in the future but at present it seams safer to ax=Lno 

recant rasoarch in the area which Strauss has typified an that of 

external, adaptational equilibrium (1972, p. 333) 

Essentially, the adaptational model places a child in a situation 

where a discrepancy occurs between the structures already at his 

disposal and his own actions and/or the environmental data presented 

to him. This "lack of fit" should perturb the a ital structure. 

In a fairly recent experiment, Irrholder and Sinclair (19G9) studied 

preoperational, interuediato and operational children in a 

conservational of continuous quantity (liquid) task. The child had 

to predict the outcome of a transformation, for example, "'What height 

do you think the water will be vfion it is poured into this differently 

shaped container? " The child could then observe what happened. 

The probable negative feedback, in that he made the wrong prediction, 

could provide the conditions for restructuring and progress. Theo* 

are Infielder and Sinclair's results. 

Percentage showing progress 

Initial Aaseaament Transitional Concrete 

Se Pro-operational 12.5 0 

58 Transitional 38.5 36.5 

Inhelder and Sinclair explain that 38.5% were placed at the 

transitional level because they had extended their previous structure. 

36.5% showed a "true elaboration of their reasoning to true 

conservation" while 25% made no progress. Inhelder and Sinclair 

comment that in the training condition "there were many explanations 

with appeals to identity and compensation, but few to reversibility 

by inversion (annulment) that is coadon with natural conservors". 

(Bailin 1970, P"28) "Annulment" was possibly given as an explanation 

by natural conservers because they had achieved conservation of 

liquid through the experience of pouring liquid from one glass to 
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cnothar. 

Frank (1966) induced conflict in a prediction-outcome situation by 

screening the jars from the child's view when water was poured from 

one to the other. Bruner has argued on the basis of this experiment 

that when children "fail" the water experiment, they may have 

attained the conservation concept in their verbal, symbolic 

representation of non-perceived events but are misled in the 

experiment by irrelevant perceptual cues (ikonic). The screening, 

so continues Bruner, forces the child to base his judgments on the 

identity of water, which then helps him to "resist" the affect of 

changes in the appearance. Considerable improvement in conservation 

was reported for 5-6 and 7 year old groups in a transfer post-test 

but the 4 year old children made no progress at all. Strauss 

(1972, P"337) points out that there is a significant difference in 

the rationale behind this experiment and behind that conducted by 

Jnhelder and Sinclair. Frank's experiment presupposes the 

existence of a mental structure, the conflict being between the 

ikonic and symbolic modes of representation of that structure, 

not between the structure and the retroactive feedback as the 

Genevans would have it. But the structure is affected by the 

conflict since the conflict resolution is theoretically followed 

by a relatively consistent dominance of the symbolic mode. 

Piaget (Bailin 1970, p. 8) will not accept that Frank's experiment 

did deconstrato such dominance. Ho considers that the subjects 

reached pseudo-conservation, Bruner failing to distinguish functional 

covariation from operational compensation, and "roveraibility" 

(which is logical and operative) from "empirical return" (which is 

a "physical notion"). Frank's subjects, therefora, achieved a 

preoperational type of identity which can lead only to pseudo- 

conservation. Wallaco (1972, pp. 126-127) explains that such 

a contrast between performanco founded on an empirical basis and on 
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a reversible system of operations is paralleled in the diutinction 

which Piagot n4kns within the cognitive function between the figura- 

tive and the operative aspects. The former deals with static 

configurations and comprises such activities as perception, imitation 

and mental imagery while tho latter includes operations and the 

transformations which lead from one configuration to another. (ibid, 

p. 126) There is constant interaction between these two facets 

"but the operative component constitutes the basic aspect of 

intelligent knowing and, as development proceeds, it increasingly 

dominates and determines the figurative aspect". (ibid, p. 126) 

The pro-operational child puts the emphasis on the static quality 

of states, for example, he concentrates on Jar A or Jar D. 

Piaget contends that a training which concentrates on the perceptual 

aspect will reinforce the figurative component without touching 

the operative component and will thus be unlikely to accelerate 

the development of cognitive structures. "To achieve the latter 

objective the focus should be on the operative aspect, on the 

understanding of transformations not the analysis of states". (ibid, 

p. 126) 

Another experiment by Inheldor and Sinclair (Deilin 19709 p"29) 

investigated the relationship between misleading visual cues and 

the child's activity, although the principal aim of the investigation 

was to discover whether the acquisition of elementary spatial 

measureaentz of length can be facilitated by the child's application 

of numerical operations. Tho subjects had to construct a straight 

line equal in length to a zig-zag line already laid out for them, in 

one case with materials equal in length to the standard and in 

another case with matches smaller than the standard. There was 

extensive discussion between the experimenter and the child. 

35% made no progress at all but 28% gave correct answers with full 

justification. Inhelder and Sinclair conclude that "it is possible 
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to use already acquired numerical operations to lead to spatial 

operations of eooaaurement; however, progress Is very slow if one 

wishos to reach full acquisition ... It is feedback from their 

actions and not from the visual results of the experiment that 

loads to structures of a higher order�. (ibid. p. 29) 

Smedslund's well-known series of experiments not children in 

conflict situations where the deformation of a substance is 

contrasted with an addition and subtraction procedure on the same 

substance. (Sigel and Hooper 1968, pp. 81-295) In one experiment 

Smodslund presented two objects which the child agreed wore of 

equal weight. One was then deformed and a piece was taken out 

of the other object which remained in the original shaper the 

state of ensuing inner corflict, according to Smedslund, may well 

induce cognitive changes. After three practice sessions on three 

successive days, he gained the following results for 13 children 

aged between 5t6 and 6t6 years: 8 were consistently dominated 

by their perceptual schema but 5 adhered to the addition-subtraction 

scheme. Of the latter, 4 changed from no trace of conservation 

to several correct anavera. Smedalund considers that this transition 

occurred as a source of conflict but does not expect it to happen 

very frequently= on previous tests only 5 of 100 subjocts made such 

an improvement. Bailin (19709 pp"22-t3) notes a series of follow-up 

experiments based on Smedslund's findings. Winer (1968), for example, 

found that A/S training aided transition but that 'conflict trials' in 

which A/S was tied to a deforaation procedure were moro effective. 

In spite of this, Winer considers the effect of the conflict 

procedure to be ninistal. Gruen ('1965) considered that subjects 

given conflict training out-performed subjects given direct training 

on the apparatus in which there was no A/S procedure. Ito found, 

however, very little transfer from number training to length and 

substance conservation. Beilin concludes his survey by saying that 
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in spite of the few negative studies (Wohlwill and Love# 19629 

Smith 1968, Hormelstein 1969) "the conflict procedure appears 

capable of leading to improved conservation performance". It is 

more effective with older children and doom not transfer to types 

of conservation not trained in that way. Conservation of 

discontinuous quantities such as number is achieved before other 

types of conservation. 

Another experiment which might be grouped with those of the 

adaptational equilibration model was that conducted by Hort. (1958º 

in IIeilin 1970, PP"32-33 and Kohnstamm 19639 pp. 317-325) Hort's 

subjects at the beginning of the experiment could isolate classes 

but could not cope with the class inclusion questions "Ara there 

more flowers than roses? " Training by demonstration evinced little 

improvement but children's free exploration of the materials, when 

the exploration had something to do with the problem, showed a 

definite improvement; 7 of 30 children aped from four to seven 

years giving the correct explanation. Kohnstae (ibids p. 321) 

considers that learning was interpreted here in a very narrow senses 

"The possibility of first instructing the small child and then letting 

him try to apply that instruction to other problems is not even 

mentioned in a series of publications professing to study the 

connection between learning and logical operations". Horf thought 

that those children who were successful probably already had at 

their disposal all the necessary operations and a nearly completed 

operatory system. 

Wallace's recent research (1972) into the possibility of accelerating 

children's ability to conserve a number of objects included the two 

different approaches of pictorial definition and conceptual conflict. 

He also included a reinforcement procedure, though this aspect of 

his experimental design did not figure largely in his discussion of 

the results. Generally reinforcement procedures in conservation 
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experiments have "been reported both as unsuccessful ... and si 

auccoasfu1'L (Bailin 1970, p. 15) Ono of tho difficultios it that 

different researchers conceive the same training techniques an 

relevant to different mochanimna and as supporting different 

interpretations. 

Wallace (19729 P"35) decides that in view of the important function 

which it performs in both noo-associationist and Piagotion theory, 

an attempt to foster cognitive conflict appears to be an appropriate 

goal for any acceleration technique. Wallace Coos further to 

consider the merits of direct training accompanied by external 

reinforcement as a feature of a treatment calculated to accelerate 

conceptual dovelopciont; that iss there was a foodback for the 

child concerning the accuracy of his responses. Certainly the 

protagonists of neo-aasociationist theories would support such an 

experimental design. How far would it satisfy the Genevan school? 

Wallace thinks that Piaget would agree with the inclusion of direct 

training using external reinforcement in a treatment aimed at 

accelerating intellectual development on two conditional "firstly, 

that it was not regarded as a sufficient feature, and secondly, that 

due attention was also given to features such as the encouragement 

of conceptual' conflict, which would be likely to lead subjects to 

engage in structural re-organisation and which would thus be 

conducive to the operation of the process of equilbration". (op. citt 

P-37) 

For his experiment Wallace selected 90 subjects from an original 

sample of 227 Bristol nursery school children aged between 4t0 and 

6s6 years on the basis that they represented certain typos of nod- 

conservation performance detected by pre-testae for example, 

included among these were subjects who maintained conservation of 

two groups of objects through overtly counting the objects after 

they had born ro-arranged. These subjects thus failed to realise 
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that in the absence of the addition or subtraction of on element 

the number of objects must romain the same. The 90 subjects wore 

randomly assigned to one of three groupst Zxporimontal I and II 

and Control, the Control group not being soon by Wallace for 

training purposes. 

Experimental Group I had a non-verbal training procedure in which 

the children were trained individually for thirty minutes on eight 

successive school days. Among the training techniques was an 

attempt to make children conserve two groups of objects through 

contrasting an addition - subtraction approach when the objects wore 

moved closer together (if an object was added) or farther part (if 

an object was subtracted). "his procedure set the perceptual cues 

consistently at variance with the natura of the numerical change 

and was intended to maximise the degree of conceptual conflict 
o, I 

involved�. (0p. cit p. 70) Correct solutions on all the training 

techniques were rewarded by mini-titles to be found behind doors in 

the apparatus; those were used to coupleto a mini-mosaic which the 

child was given. Wallace does not say whether a completed mosaic 

could perhaps be exbhanged for a possibly more positive reinforcomont 

such as a bar of chocolate. 

Experimental Group II had a treatment based on the work of Gal'perin 

(1961). From his examination of Gal'porin's research, Wallace 

decided that the process of concept formation is greatly shortened 

when a subject is provided from the outset with a precise and 

objective account of the essential features of a concept and is shown 

how to apply them in the clearest possible way. (9P. eitp. 73) As 

written, verbal definition was unsuitable for W'allace's ape range, 

he used a largely pictorial method of presenting the basic features 

of the concept (op. cit, pp. 73-78). The subject was guided to the 

solution of conservation problems with material objects by applying 

all of the aspects of the concept as delineated on the card. (ibid, 
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p. 76) When he had thoroughly assimilated the contents of the card, 

it was withdrawn in stapes. The subject then recited aloud how 

the compononts were applied to the features of each problem. 

Finally he spoke to himself". If a subject gave an incorrect 

reply he was directed to return to the preceding level of the 

process. These verbal training methods proved war* time consuming 

than the non-verbal. 

Post-testa were given immediately after the training and three 

months later. Both non-verbal and verbal tests were given, the 

former proving the more difficult for all three groups. (op. cit. p. 91) 

TADU III Wallace's (1972) results on the conservation of objects 

(a) VERBAL TESTS (derived tros Table 8, op. cit, pp. 87-88) 

Total Scores Experimental Experimental Control 
Groups of post-teats Group I Group II Group 

First Second First Second First Second First Second 

Experimental 
Group I 9.22 11.19 - - 5 N. S. S S 

Experimental 
Group II 11.13 11.41 S N. S. - S S 

Control 
Group 6.50 8.19 S S S S - - 

(b) NON-VERBAL TESTS 

Total Scores Experimental Experimental Control 
Groups of post-tests Group I Group II Group 

.s G".. ad r rst Sacond First Second First Second 

Experimental 
Group I 9.15 12.85 - - N. S. 5 S S 

Experimental N. S. 
Group 11 7.60 7.38 N. S. S - - p- S 

0.067 

Control 4. % 4.08 S S N. S. S - - 
Group p" 

0.067 

S" significant at or beyond the 5 per cant level 
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Wallace points out (op. cit. p. 91) that the proportion of subjects in 

Experimental Group I who attained the pass criterion in the second post- 

tests was significantly higher than in the first post-test on both the 

verbal test (p 4 0.01) and the non-verbal tost (p 4 0.025). Such a 
result did not obtain for Experimental Group II. Thy was there such 

ff 

a 'delayed action' effect fpetf Group I on both the verbal and non-verbal 

teats? Two of Wallaco's throo poasiblo explanations are of intorost for 

the present research. 

(a) The training procoduros had brought soco of the members of 

Group I to a point in developmcnt at glich the additional 

varied esperionce supplied by the initial testing and 

everyday events thereafter, was sufficient to produce 

number conservation three months later. 

(b) A moro speculativ© reply, according to Wallace, 'hinge" on 

the distinction made by Plaget (1959) botvcon the 

acquisition of content and structure in intellectual 

development. (op. cit, p. 104) Thu formor is the province 

of learning on the basis of external reinforcement but the 

latter consists of the active "reorganisation by the subject 

of the logical structures necessary to cope with the content 

derived from experience and is identified by Piaget as 

equilibration". (ibid, p. 104) 

Wallace argues that this was precisely the goal at which the addition- 

subtraction trials in tho training series voro directed; by encouraging 

conceptual conflict it was hoped that this would lead the subjects to 

engago in structural reorganisation. 

Was the effect of the "comparatively passive process of registering the 

physical facts of the situation" of shorter duration than the active process 

of structural reorganisation? If this was indeed soy then the acquisition of 

content outstripped the development of structure$ hence necessitating retro- 

apective structural 
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reorganisation (op. cit. p. 105). Wallace reports that Inholder and 

Sinclair (1969) were astonished in acceleration studies to note how 

several of their subjects who learned quickly and surely showed no 

sign of transfer of what they had acquired to a different fields 

whereas subjects who had seemed to be having difficulties "finally 

showed a true mastery of the learned concept as wail as transfer 

to another field". (ibid, p. 105) 

Wallace also considers why children from Group I were better able 

to generalise their learning to new situations "in which the 

relevance of their training experiences was not signalled". (op. cit. 

p. 121). He again warns that any answer to this question must be 

speculative. He used the distinction made by Schroder at a1 (1967) 

between unilateral and interdependent training environments as an 

approach to the problem. In the first type the agent provides the 

subject with ready made rules and controls his behaviour until he learns 

the required respo se. By over-structuring and simplifying the 

environment-the agent endangers the potent development of abstract 

structural properties. In an interdependent situation, "the learner 

is provided with an environment which affords information as feedback 

or as a consequence of his own questions or exploratory behaviour�. 

(jMd, P=) Hence, there develops a more complex perception of the 

environment and an increased potential for cognitive dovolopownt. 

Wallace thinks that the verbal and non-verbal training sequences which 

he used "can clearly be identified as a unilateral and an inter- 

dependent method respectively. (op. cit. P. 122) 

Inthe former the subjects were from the outset provided with the 

entire structure to be internalised{ in contrast, the latter method 

"left it to the children to derive the principle for themselves". 

(op. cit. p. 123) It can be hypothesised that structures founded on 

externally provided mediation are not assimilated in a meaningful 
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or generaliseblo way since they am not expressed in a child's 

characteristic mediational mode. Structures which are formulated 

by the child himself, on the other hand, are integrated into the 

child's conceptual structure as a whole and are thus rendered more 

flexible and adaptable. (ibid. p. 123) 

Wallace also advances "an alternative, or possibly complementary# 

explanation ... which ... focuses on conceptual conflict rather than 

mediation�. In the non-verbal technique there was an attempt to 

foster such conflict by confronting subjects with trials in which 

the effects of perceptual change were juxtaposed with those of 

addition and subtraction. Any restructuring caused in this way would 

"have the result of placing the addition-subtraction schema in a 

dominant position in any position in which the perceptual mode of 

operation had$ hitherto, been paramount". (ibid, p. 123) The essence 

of the verbal icchnique, however, was "the guided application of the 

definition to the features of the problem situations. (op. cit. p. 124) 

This probably meant that the child was never placed in a situation 

in which rival schemes were activated and that, "at best, the 

internalised definition would become a specialisod structure of narrow 

applicability, divorced from the totality of (a child's) conceptual 

structures and, thus, from the possibility of generalisation". (ibid. 

p. i24) Whether the explanation is that of different mediational 

modes or of cognitive conflict, the non-verbal training technique 

led the subjects on both the non-verbal post-tests to exhibit reasoning 

which indicated that they had formed conceptual structures allowing 

them a greater degree of flexibility and adaptability than was 

available to these subjects trained in the verbal technique or to those 

used as a Control Group. Whether the differences would fail to be 

statistically significant after a period of more than three months 

is a question which another research project might answer. But 
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Wallace's results offer little, if anyq evidence in support of the 

contention that language learning by itself contributes to the 

integration and co-ordination of (informational units' necessary for 

the achievement of conservation concepts. (op. cit. p. 127) On the 

contrary, his results zoom to savour the Genevan position. The 

relative failure of the verbal acceleration technique to produce 

generalisation of the conservation principle supports Piaget's 

contention that I'a treatment, which depends for its effectiveness 

on inducing the child toabandon his dependence on misleading ikonic 

forms of representation by providing him with alternative verbal 

and enactive mediators, will result in a purely empirical recognition 

of conservation based on experience and confined in its application 

to the situations in which this experience was gained". (op. cit. p. 12)) 

ý2) The use of language in acceleration studios 

The artificiality in classifying these acceleration studies under one 

global heading is evident in Wallace's research. While he used rein- 

forcement as a means of motivation, the major findings are concerned 

with differences between verbal and non-verbal techniques. The 

following studies also demonstrate a mixture of different techniquos 

but each is concerned with some type of verbal training method. 

Beilin (19709 pp. 21-22) suggests that there are three approaches by 

which one may study the effect of verbal elements in the process of 

conservation acquisition: 

(a) the role of lexical terms such as $large - small' and Saide - 

narrow' in their relation to conservation concepts, 

(b) the effectiveness of a verbal as contrasted with a non-verbal 

technique, 

(c) the efficacy of verbal rule instructional procedures. 

Reference has already been made to the conclusions 89 Inhelder and 

Sinclair. (1969, p. 21) After an attempt to train children to use 

comparatives they discovered that at the concrete level, "language 
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... is but an instrument ... (and) learning capacity is not provided by 

the instrument, but by the subject". Wallace's results seem to 

reveal that the non-verbal techniques had a more lasting effect than 

the verbal. A recent study by Hamol at al (1972) indicates that 

children must be partial conservers if they are to benefit from a 

relatively short period of verbal training. Itipiity 6 year old 

children were divided into four groupsI 

Group 1 20 conservers 

Group II 20 partial conservers 

Group III 20 non-conserves 

Group IV 20 non-conservers (control group) 

Within two weeks of a conservation pre-test, a pictorial pro-tost 

was given to Groups It II and III. This consisted of 4 items of 

discontinuous quantity (flowers, birds, etc) and 9 atoms of 

continuous quantity (water). Immediately after the pro-tests, the 

subjects in Groups II and III were asked the same questions as in the 

pre-testa, but now the experimenter correctly faulty answers by 

focusing the children's attention on the similarities and differences 

in height and breadth of the water and the glass beakers"(op. cit, p. 188) 

a This was done to teach the subject to abstract the relevant attributes 

of the concepts 'more', 'less' and 'scene' from the stimulus field". 

(ibidl p. 188) The Control Group IV received no training. After 

the relational terms training (the interval of time is not stated), 

groups II and III were post-tested with the relational terms pro- 

tost. Then Groups III III and IV were given the conservation post- 

tests" which were identical with the conservation pretests". (ibid, p. 188 

The experimenters seem to have ignored Piapot's requirements that 

some time taust elapse between training and testing, and that all of 

the post-tests should not be identical with the pre-tests. ltama1 

at al conclude that the use of relational terms is more difficult 

with continuous materials than with discontinuous ones. They also 
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state that the languago-activation training promoted conservation 

reactions for only the partial conservers and not tho non"consorvors 

"who appeared not to benefit appreciably from the short training 

procedure". (op. cit, p. 191) This study would soon to support the 

views of Inholder and Sinclair: the children must have available some 

thinking skills through which the language becomes significant. 

Boiling however, vendors whether the Genevans slight the importance 

of language in conservation acquisition. tie thinks, for excmtplo, 

that Inholdor and Sinclair did not use a verbal rule instruction 

method which paralleled his own approach in 1965. This was a 

complex study involving numbor, length and area conservation tasks 

together with three procedures: equilibration, attentional 

orientation and verbal rule instruction. The most succosaful 

technique used was that which contained repeated verbal explanations 

of the conservation rule. The post-test results indicated that the 

Y. R. Z. treatment had significantly Improved the subjects' performance 

in the areas in Which they were trained (number and length conservation) 

but there was no improvement in the conservation of area in which 

they had not been trained. (Vallace 1972, p. 121) Bailin also quotas 

(1970, p. 22) a study by Smith (1968) which showed the efficacy of the 

Y. R. Z. approach whon pitted against reinforced practice and a 

Smedslund type of addition-subtraction procedure. 

Sincox (1970, pp"69-77) tried to improve the logic of a group of 

children aged 8 years. The experinontal not of 33 children were 

taught games based on logic while a numerically equivalent control 

set had lessons in fabric printing to avoid any "Hawthorne" effect. 

Each child in the experimental group had six ten minuto lessons given 

individually, every child watching the "game" of the preceding child. 

The instructions for the "game" were given verbally. Before and 

after the series of training lessons the children answered Pool's 

Logic Tests, Visual (illustrated) and Verbal (not illustrated). The 
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results are not very easy to analyse an the two tests contained 

irrelevant items and these were both included and excluded in the 

final results. The lack of a docisivo result is soon in this Table 

(op. cit. p. 73), 

TABLE IV Simcox's Experimental Work (1970) 

Analysis of Variance of Gains of Whole Sample 

Summary of Trnatmcnt Effects 

Training Control FP 

Visual + Irrelevant 402 230 7.2 O.! Highly 
significant 

Visual - Irrelevant : ^9 135 2.7 Not significant 

Verbal f Irrelevant 191 114 2.2 Not significant 

Verbal - Irrelevant 172 82 4.4 . 05 Significant 

Thus, the highly significant gains on the visual test of the group 

which had received teaching by the bead and counter games compared to 

the control group disappeared when "irrelevant" items were extracted. 

On the other hand, when gains on the verbal test are compered, it is 

only when the irrelevant items are excluded that significant gains 

were made. (op. cit. p. 74) Simcox contends that the fourth 

comparison in the above table is probably the most important, this 

entirely verbal test illustrating "that significant gains in the 

logical thought of children" aged eight years can be cultivated. 

(ibid. p. 74) Yet this contention has doubt cast on it when one 

notes thats "At the conclusion of those 'lessons$ the original VISUAL 

and VERBAL tests were repeated". (op. cit. p. 73) It is not clear 

there whether there was an interval between training and post-testing. 

The experiment also points to the problem of isolating the crucial 

factors in en acceleration studyt were the successes gained primarily 

through verbal experiences or through concrete experience? Simcox 

mentions in his conclusions (op. cit, pp. 76"77) that the research shows 

there is a need for increased awareness of some children's limited 

understanding of such phrases as tIon1y" and "any" but also concludes 
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that, "if thought is internalisod action, concrete experience ... has 

aided thought". (op. cit. p. 77) It is thus difficult to decide if the 

verbal activities took the predominant role in improving children's 

answers. 

The research work outlined in this section would not seem to give 

powerful support to acceleration attempts at the concrete level based 

on verbal training techniques alone. Inhelder and Sinclair declare 

that "linguistic structures are not acquired uniquely according to 

their own laws. On the contrary, an operative component is necessary 

before linguistic structures cr. n be vtanerelisod". (Bailin, 1970, P"3O) 

Boilin, however, concludes his survey of research findings with an 

opposite viewpoint, that verbal rule instruction leads to improved 

conservation performances "The mechanism that accounts for its 

effectiveness is the algorithmic function of language that enables it 

to serve in problem solving even in those instances in which an 

adequate operative structure is not available to the child". (op. cit, p. 23) 

The trend of research evidence indicates that verbal instruction does 

not lead to transfer effects outside the area in which the children 

were trained; whether it is only or even mainly theverbal rule 

instruction technique which accelerates thinking within any particular 

area such as seriation or conservation of substance would seem to be 

yet another problem which awaits further research. 

(3) Multiple training strategies 

Beilin (op. cit, p. 23) introduces his discussion of multiple strategies 

with the remark that, "the more demonstration of conservation by 

training, in itself, does little to extend knowledge of the machanisas 

of thought or the way they develop and function". Kohnstaem'a 

provocative study (i963, Pp"313-35G) is selected by Beilin as one 

example of those typos of research which contain "so many experimental 

manipulations as to make them of limited value as scientific instruments, 
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although they may be noteworthy as education polemics". (Doilin 1970, 

p. 24) Later, Boilin coaracnts somewhat more sympathetically that 

Kohstamm'a approach, while involving explanations why answors ware 

wrong, using leading questions and verbal and non-verbal materials, 

had virtuosi of flexibility and most aptly approximates to what is done 

o1 c.; 
-L_ in educational settings. ( im, p"33) In essence, Kotumatscna was 

concerned with the skill of class inclusion. Sixty nursery children 

aged on average 5s7 years were divided into three sets as comparable 

an possibly in age, sex and intelligence. Groat success is claimed 

for Group III where the training sessions consisted of the children 

initially working on problems involving logo building blocks of 

various colours and size, followed by a picture series of problems. 

Eighteen children answered correctly questions in a post-test on tho 

blocks cnd sixteen on the pictorial problems. All the successful 

children also obtained high percentages of correct answers on verbal 

problems. 

Kohnstam considers that the training was not equivalent to more 

conditioning since the learning result was too generally applicable 

and too durable. Eight children of Group III were retested with 

the same picture material six months after the learning expcrimont, 

92% of their answers being corroct. (1963, P"354) Kahnstamm argues 

that if the original learning had been a more S-R connection, then 

extinction would have done its work during the long period in which 

no reinforcement was given. lie suggosts, on the basis of these 

results, that Piuget has not given any consideration to the 

possibility of other learning methods outside the scope of both 

passive empiricism and the equilibration theory. 

more have been a number of rejoinders to Kohnstamm's experiment and 

its conclusions (reported Bailin 1970, PP-33-3G)- Pascual-Loone and 

Bovot (1966) think that Kohnstam relies on what they interpret to be 

"figural structures" which do not necossarfly correspond to the 
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underlying logical structuros, tho childron's solutions reflecting the 

acquisition of "empirical schema" (that is, empirical gonoralisation) 

rather than operative structures. Lasry and Laurendeau (1969) 

replicated Kohnstamz's experiment but the post-tests were transfer 

tests on different materials. They also had a control group at 

the operative level to determine whether the experimental subljocts' 

acquisitions were truly operative. nary and Laurendeau obtained a 

significant amount of learning, more success being obtained with the 

material class inclusion problems than with problems using vorbal 

terms. Inheldor and Sinclair (1969) believe there is evidence that 

operativity is achieved, but this remark is qualified by the 
Wilk 

observation that in general the criteria for operativity is too 

vaguely defined to make it possible to judge such achievement. (op. cit, 

POW For their part, Inhelder and Sinclair used Kohnstam's criteria 

and also more stringent criteria for oporativity. In this way then 

discovered two different results with a group of eleven childrent 

using ICohnata®'s criteria nine succeeded, using the latter criteria 

only two succeeded. Inholder and Sinclair, therefore, still query 

"whether an operative structure can be acquired by 'empirical- 

didactivo" methods". (op. cit, p. 35) 

From some other studies on the class-inclusion problem reported by 

Bailin, that of Ahr and Youniss (1970) seems instructive in the present 

context. They developed a training sequence with children aged from 

6 to 8 years in which there were two conditions! 

(i) "expanded question training" in which subjects were asked 

questions such ast-"Are there core pets or more dogs or 

more cats? " This vas designed to overcome children's 

tendency to substitute a sub-class for the super- 

ordinate class. 

(ii) feedback procedure with correction for incorrect responses. 
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Ahr and Youniss discovered that the latter training was the more 

effective, with older children benefitting more than younger. They 

oonsidor that the correction procedure did not promote inclusion 

behaviour do novo but �seems to bridge a gap between not yet stable 

compotence and performance". (op. cit. p. 35) 

Possibly the most extensive of the studios involving multiple training 

strategies is that reported by Almy and Associates (1970). Their 

primary aim was to try to assess the effects of three progrcuauos of 

logical thinking in mathematics and science on children in the 

second grade (aged on average 7-8 years) in various areas of the 

U. S. A. Three programmes were studied in details each of them making 

efforts to help children move more completely into operational thinking. 

(op. cit, p. 59) 

(i) American Association for the Advancement of Science (A. A. A. S. ) 

In the foreword, the aim is stated as developing skills in 

"Observing, Recognising and Using Number Relations, 

Classifying, Cozzunicating, Inferring and Predicting". 

The stress is placed on developing those skills rather than 

upon a systematic presentation of information. (op. cit, p. G1) 

Nearly half of the cognitive responses required related to 

the logic of classes, about 15% to the logic of relations and 

about 209 to number. 

(ii) Science Curriculum Improvement Study (S. C. I. S. ) 

In general, the teacher was asked to experiment with the 

presentation of various activities in the manner of a 

scientist, looking for evidence of "the children's growing 

ability and interest in dealing with objects and events in 

more analytical ways". (op. cit, p. G4) An open-ended 

approach was to be adopted, the teacher being instructed to 

refrain from drawing conclusions from experiments. One 

wonders if this programme suffered from a lack of clear, 
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precise directions as possibly also occurred with The 

Nuffield Junior Science Project in Dritain. (floyle 1972, 

PP"35-Ze0) Indeed, Hardeman comments (Aleay 19709 p. 60) 

for all three American prograamos that there is no way of 

knowing whether any given teacher actually carried out the 

activities in the "precise way prescribed by the manual�. 

Approximately 70% of the cognitive responses required were 

concerned with the logic of classes, about 10% with the 

logic of relations and 20% asked the child to become aware 

of his thought processes. (op. cit, p. 66) 

(iii) Greater Cleveland Mathematics Programme (G. C. H. P. ) 

Through a discovery approach to learning children were to be 

led to an understanding of basic mathematical ideas such as 

the equivalence of two sets. (op. cit, p. 67) About 70% 

of the cognitive processes required were connected with 

number and 209 with the logic of classes. 

Tho control groups in the kindergartens and first grade classes of 

Garden City, New York, were given no proscribed lessons but the 

teachers were handed two mineographod curriculum guides compiled by 

local educators, one for science and one for mathematics. The choice 

of activities and the sequence in which the concepts were provided were 

left to the teachers but they wore encouraged to allow the children 

to find their own solutions to problems. The manuals also gave lists 

of concepts to be taught, with one or two examples of each such as, 

ItThe need to count on a one to one correspondence. Examples We need 

ten chairs, twelve napkins. (op. cit, p. 69) 

From the original number of 949 children, 634 remained for the 

completion of the study over the throe years of tooting$ namely, at 

the beginning of the kindergarten, first and second grades. 
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TABLE V Almy et a1 (1970, p. 21) 

(a) Sex, Chronological Ago and I. Q. a 
at Initiation of Study of Children 

Remaining to Completion 

Program Initiated in Kindergarten 
Program No* of Sex Chronological pj, VT IQ 

Children Boys Girla Ade in 4onths 
mean S. D. mean S. D. 

A. A. A. S. 
(G. C. M. P. ) 94 50 44 64.23 3.61 105.41 17.62 

S. C. I. S. 
(G. C. tt. P. ) 79 43 36 64.42 3.67 100,66 iß. 24 

G. C. M. P. 

only 122 67 55 64.00 3.37 106.76 12.55 

No 
prescribed 
lessons 137 63 74 64.92 3.31 109.20 14.73 

TOTAL: 432 223 209 64.66 3.46 106.13 15.76 

(b) Program Initiated in First Grade 

S. C. I. S. 
(Math) 115 61 54 75.63 3.06 107.87 13.93 

G. C. f. P* 
only 87 45 42 75.24 3.23 104.31 14.96 

TOTAL: 202 106 96 75.46 3.13 106.34 14.45 

RAND TOTAL: 634 329 305 io6. i9 i5.3ý+ 

AT. Qe is based upon Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Form A 

The "pretests" at the beginning of each school year consisted of two 

kinds of tasks, conservation involving number and a quantity of liquid 

and class inclusion questions. In the "post-test� interviews in the 

fall of each year once the progra a had been completed, the same touts 

were repeated and were supplemented by tasks of serial ordering, 

a 

transitivity, matrix tasks and coneorvation of weight. (op. cit, pp. 27-51) 

There were two sets of important rosuitsi (a) the overall performance 

of those children with I. Qs over 89 who had early Instruction of any 

type is better than of those who did not have auch instruction (op. oi%. 124 
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(b) children with no prescribed lessons in the kindergarten did about 

as well an those who had such lessons. "None, of the differences in 

per cent of children who were clearly oporational is large, although 

five of the sown comparisons (among the teaks) favor the group with 

no prescribed program". (op. citp. l2G) Almy wonders whether "a 

relatively unstructured but active kindergarten experience provides 

the loss maturo children an opportunity to develop spontaneously the 

ability to conserve and some degroo of operational thinking". (op. cit, 

p. 12G) 

When a comparison was made of groups matched on the basis of sax, ago 

and six points range in P. P. V. T. I. Q., those findings holds children 

in the programs where there were no prescriptions for mathematics and 

science lessons were as competent in the post-test tasks as their 

counterparts in prescribed programs". (op. cit, p. 123) 

Did the emphasis of the different prescribed prograrmsus have different 

effects on the children's thinking? For instance, the S. C. I. S. and 

G. C. }i. P* programmes emphasised tho manipulation of objects somewhat 

more than did the A. A. A. S. progrause, but observers in the classrooms 

raised the possibility that in the G. C. H. P. programme the children 

observed the manipulation of objects rather than actually handling 

them individually. On an overall basis, and in watched groups, 

the children following both science and maths programmes did somewhat 

better in conservation tasks than those who had only mathematics. 

More children on the A. A. A. S. programme were operational on the 

transitivity tasks. But$ the fact that children on no proscribed 

progronme performed neither batter nor worse than the other groups 

"makes suspect any assertion of differences in specific tasks". (op. cit, 

p. 131) 

Almy suggests a number of reasons for the paradoxica%results of the 

study, that early instruction benefitted children's thinking but 
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specific progrnnanos had no more affect than simply attending a 

kindergarten. 

(a) The groups beginning the program oa in the first grade 

presented a wider range in socio-economic status then was 

the case for the group beginning the programme in the 

kindergarten. 

(b) The morst P. P. V. T. I. Q. of the group that had no proscribed 

lessons in kindergarten or first grAdo was siQnificontly 

higher than that of the groups having the progromes. 

"But in initial conservation status they gave no evidence 

of being advanced overthe other groups". (op. cit, p. i45) 

(c) The Garden City kindergartens gave specific attention to 

science and mathematics concopta, oven though they followed 

no prescribed prograxrae. These Gruden City teachers wore 

also more experienced than the others and knew that they were 

involved in a study comparing the effects of proscribed 

instruction with the child-centred, loosely-structured, 

informal activities customarily included in their curriculum. 

Furthermore, the children in the Garden City classes had 

somewhat bettor verbal ability, end were more homogeneous 

socio-economically. (op. cit, p. 146) 

Possibly, with all theso factors seoming to work on their behalf, if 

is not surprising that the control group maintained progress with the 

other children. Almy proposes, on the basis of the results and 

relevant variables, that "the experience and education of the teachers 

is a primary factor in the outcome in the second grade". (op. cit, p. 147) 

Considering that only a small portion of the kindergarten - first grade 

curriculum was codified by the introduction of prescribed lessons, 

Almy also thinks that it is perhaps unrealistic to expect any major 

effects on the children's thinking. In contrast to the limited time 

available for the groups with specific programmes to follow, the 
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Garden City teachers had more freedom and timo, it they chose, to 

follow tho interests of the children. 

The equivocal nature of the findings may have been caused through 

"the inability to control adequately in a field setting certain 

variables relative to the outcome". On the other hand, the results 

may be a true reflection of "the recalcitrance of the young child's 

thought structures to modifications from without". (op. citp. 167) 

In general, there is no evidence in this study that the proscribed 

lessons led to a new integration or a total re-organisation of 

children's thinking as they began second grade. 

tttttt: I 
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CHAPTER 4: ATTEMPTS TO DEVELOP FORMAL OPERATIONS IN 
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 

(1) Some training studios 

Deilin (1970, p. 36) comments that there hne been little research into 

trying to help children understand the relation between the reel and the 

possible and the "reasoned determination of all logical possibilities". 

Ennis et al (1969) claimed that, while training children from the first 

to third grade on possible conditional relationships resulted in no 

differences between the experimental group and the control group, many 

subjects had already mastered the basic principles of conditional logic. 

Beilin considers that their study did not accurately represent Piaget's 

theoretical position. (op. cit. p. 37) Furthermore, O'Brien and Shapiro 

(1968) carne to a quite different conclusion when they assessed children's 

ability to deal with hypothetical reasoning, only 45% of students in the 

12th grade being able to interpret correctly statements deductively 

derived from ""if - then" propositions. (op. cit. p. 38) 

Anderson (1967) hoped to improve by instruction the logical quality 

of adolescent pupils' reasoning. Eight comprehension passages were 

prepared from a pilot study and given to 128 seconda. g'modem girls, 

half aged 11 to 13 years and half 13 to 14 years. The instructed girls 

were given printed forms which contained information intended to provide 

them with the opportunity to form and test hypotheses. The teacher 

initiated discussion and helped to lead towards the "acceptance of sound 

judgments based on reasoned argument". (op. cit, p. 17) Agreement was 

obtained, not imposed. Thus, the girls were helped to recognise 

inconsistencies, incompatibilities, irrelevances and partialities. (Peel 

1971, p. 118) 

There were three grades given to the answers but those were dichotomised 

into less mature 'II' responses and mature 'C' responses for the purpose of 

statistical analysis. These werd the three original pradost 

A. Prelogical 
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B. Tied to the material of the pewsago and limitod in the 

understanding of underlying relationships and possibilities. 

C. Entailing exploration of oloaants beyond the pisaagaI 

"explanatory and abstract propositions are invoked, and imagined 

possibilities or hypotheses are considered". (Anderson 19679 P"32) 

One wonders, however, whether the following answers really merit the 'C' 

grade which Anderson and his co-marker Boat assign to them. (1967, P-36) 

The children were given the passage concerning the pilot flying a plane 

over the Alps which collided with an aerial cable railway. (Peel 19719 p"32) 

They were then asked: 

1. Was the pilot a careful airman? 

2. Why do you think so? 

"Yes he was careful because it could have been foggy" (Anderson 1967% 

p. 32 No. 31 IAI) The passage gives such information as "This summer ... ll. 

For a mature answer, surely one would expect some discussion of the 

possibility of weather conditions in summer? 

"Yes, because accidents can happen": (No. 789 3DN) - little more than a 

truism? 

Even the more advanced answers (ibid, p. 36) such asp "Can't say, 

because we don't know enough about the airman to say he was not careful" 

(No. 123,3A1) do not explore a variety of possibilities. 

Admittedly, Anderson was assessing whether the girls' responses 

had changed: there was an interval of five weeks between the first tost 

and the second test. He may have kept the criteria steady for each 

individual girl over the intervening period, but he does seem to allow 

a range of answers within the 'C' category. 

From his statistical analysis Anderson gives the following resultst 

(a) The effect of a stream was more powerful than that of agog an 

A stream child being more likely to score higher than aD stream 

child and third year child more likely to score higher than a 

first year child. 
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(b) The effect of instruction was highly aignificant, boing more 

marked with first year girls than with third year, and slightly 

more with A etronm girls than with those in the D stream. 

(2); Acceleration studies in science 

Suchman (1961,19649 reported in Peel 1971, pp. 115-117) usod a 

method of "inquiry training" to help children discover scientific principles. 

Films of simple phenomena in physics which were discrepant with the children's 

previous experience (a bimetal blade bent differently as it was turned over 

in a flenne) were shown to children aged ten years. The pupils were allowed 

to ask questions which could be answered only by 'yea' and 'no'. 

Peel (op. cit, p. 116) explains that on the basis of the answers the pupils 

"build better theories which they test themselves". Each session was 

tape recorded, being followed by a playback and discussion. The effects 

of such 'inquiry training' appears to transfer to other fields, as in 

biology and economics. (op. cit, p. 117) Harlen (1968, p. 8) in his 

discussion of Suchnman's (1960) experiment, states that the children showed 

an improvement in their logical approach to problems and displayed 

characteristics of formal thought, nor normally achieved until adolescence. 

A number of modern science courses stress the need for, and the use of, 

controls in experiments. Kamm (1971, pp. 417-423) designed an experiment 

to determine whether working through the trial version of the programme 

'Microbes Part 11 (Nuffield Resources for Learning t biology - Independent 

Learning) significantly improved the ability of children aged it - 13 years 

to isolate variables and hence appreciate the need for controls. This 

was the design of his scheme (op. cit, pp. 418-420) 
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FIG. I Kamm's (1971) Experimental Design 

Compilation of a test which demanded the isolation of variables on 
matters thought to be within the experience of all the children 

Administration of draft test questions to children . god 11-14 
yours not in the exporimont 

Item analysis and revision of tost questions 

Pre-tost to eight mixed ability classes in 
Year I (11-12 years) and Year II (12-13 years) 

Trial classes Control classes 
(Two in Year It Two in Year II) (Two in Year Is Two in Year II) 

Work through the Microbes progr e Following other parts of the normal 
for thirteen 80 minute lessons science syllabus, none concerned with 

the isolation of variables 

Interval of four weeks 
including tho Christman holidays 

Post test on the sane cuestionnaire 

All the trial classes und two of the control classes were taught by 

the same person who added guidance und discussion to the usual method of 

teaching biology in Ka='s school. This consisted of following duplicated 

worksheets. Taking an arbitrary score of 14 out of a possible 22 correct 

answers as a sign that a child can satisfactorily isolate variables, the 

results suggest that a mean ago of about 13 :5 years is required before 

such a standard can be reached. This result seems to agree with the 
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findings of both rioalings (1963) and Inholdcr and Piagot (1950). Thoro 

was no difference between boys and girls in the ability to isolate 

variables. (op. cit, p. 422) The children who followed the '111crobos 

Part I' programme made no greater improvement in thoir ability to isolate 

variables after completing the course than did the children in the 

control°lasses. 'Mis absenco of cny difforonco in ability (to 

isoleto variables) appiiod to all groupings - by ago, by sex, and by 

Y. R. Q. ". (op. cit, p. 422) Kcumn$ thoreforo, concludon that the draft 

microbes progrcm e appears not to havofulf illod its socondiuy aim of 

teaching children how to isolate varicbles. This could be duo to a 

number of possible reasons includinps 

«(a) That transfer of reasoning from ono particular problem to 

another similar one is only alight, as was found by Lovell and Ogilvie 

(1960), by Barker (1965) und by Harlem (1965) 

(b) That children automatically and progressively attain the 

ability to isolate variables as their mental apes increase and that 

this is not a process which can be speeded up". (op. cit, p. 
I*22) 

It may also be that a teacher cannot hope transfer will occur{ he has 

to teach specifically for the typo of transfer desired. 

Ervin (1960) also tried to train children to isolate variables in a 

scientific context* llarlen (1968, p. 10) explains that Ervin trained 

eight boys and eight girls from the third and fourth grades (8-10 years) 

on an apparatus consisting of a weighted trolley drawn up a slope by a 

string which had weights hung on the end of it. Throe variables governed 

the behaviour of the trolley but in the training sessions only one 

variable at a time was altered. In the testing situation questions wore 

posed which were designed to detect the child's ability to predict 

outcomes when two variables were changed at a time. Training, however, 

did not eradicate error in the test problem. Lrvin concluded that her 

subjects worn not able to make use of tiro training experience because 

they had not reached the appropriate stage of maturation. 
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Coombs' Dim (1969) was to 'lascortain whothar, in tho absonco (sic) of 

the necessary mental structures as outlined by Piaget, it would be 

possible to teach children to arrive at the correct solutions to problems 

by the process of tasting hypotheses and eliminating or rejecting those 

propositions which woro found to be inadequate". (op. cit, p. 26) The 

design of the experiment can be summarised diagrammatically i 

TAB, 
_, 

Lr.. VI Coombe' (1969) Experimental Design 

Pre-testing 

Boys given either Group I experiments (Combination of liquide, pendulum 19 

bending rods) or Group II experiments (pendulum II9 bulb and switches, 

bending rods) 

24 boys 24 boys 24 boys 24 boys 

aged 7-8 years aged 9-10 years aged 11-12 years aged 13-14 years 

12 R 
12 C 12 

R 12C 121, 12C 12R 12C 

Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con 
66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 

Three in each tell of good average ability and three of average 
ability (headmasters' criteria) 

Ra schools in residential areas C= schools in central urban areas 

Training to experimental groups in school hours on the three scientific 

probletas, the length of the training varying according to the problem 

and the age of the boys. 

Interval of eight weeks 

Post-testing on whichever group of experiments was not taken in the 

pre-teat and also on the balance. 

U'hile tho control group showed littlo chrngo in its performance 

over the two attempts bp. cit p. ii4), training significantly improved 

the replies in the experimental group for the pendulum (p 4 0.001), 

chemicals (p C 0.025) and balance (p < 0.01), and this group's answers 

were better on the bending rods problem. The difference in performoncO 
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on the balance experiment may be an indication of transfer of training, 

thinks Coombs. (op. cit, p. 112) One presumes that the boys did not roach 

the level of formal operations on at least one of these experiments since 

Coombs comments thus on the combination of chemicals: "they were uneiblo 

to arrive at a mothod which could be used to cover all possible 

combinations". (op. cit, p. 110) The improvement in answers wes more 

pronounced for 11 and 13 year old subjects than others, the best results 

coming generally from the 13 year old boys. (op. cit, p. 114) Those 

classified as of good average ability by the hoadmastora on the whole 

did better on all the experiments than the groups of average ability. 

On the combinatorial cnd bending rods experiments the boys from the 

central urban schools obtained better results than those children being 

taught in residential areas, but this result was reversed for the 

pendulum experiment. In general, however, the subjects in the central 

area were found to produce bettor average results, Coombs suggesting 

that this could be caused through differences between the two samples. 

(op. cit, p. 112) Possibly, the headmasters, working on teachers' comments, 

underestimated the abilities of the central boys; there was no external 

criterion for selection. (op. cit, p. 20) 

Coombs concludes that it would be reasonable to accept that "training 

has had some positive influence on the subjects, (and) this training has 

been of greatest benefit to those in the oldest ago group". (op. cit, p. 115) 

Furthermore, "the Balance experiment shows that there is a measure of 

transfer to problems which are of a related nature". (ibid, p. 115) 

f 3) The use of progroms ed tochnictuos 

Peol (1971, pp"123-124) first suggested the possibility that the 

actual responses made by people in previous experiments could be used 

in a branching programme as a means of teaching individuals how to judge. 

Gray (1970) produced five such programmed texts for training different 

aspects of judging, each requiring up to 40 minutes for completion. 

The approach, through the medium of the verbal logic of a branching 
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progremne west 

(a) to indulge the child's current level of thinking on the 

particular topic long enough for him to become ewere of his 

limitations; 

(b) to lead the child deliberately into the next higher level of 

thinking by challenge$ arguiient, the production of further 

information, end scion; 

(c) to encourage, at the hypothetico-deductive stage, a consideration 

of all possibilities end the subsequent discarding of those 

unwanted; 

(d) to encourage divergent thinking - yet also to provide opportunities 

for the convergent thinking involved in carrying an argument to 

a conclusion". (op. cit, pp. 12f: -125) 

Randomly selected experimental and control groups of secondary school 

pupils were chosen, given a protest of five problems, then the 

experimental groups went through the five branching prograrmes at a 

rate of one per day for five consecutive days. Both groups than took 

a post-test of six thinking problems; Peel dons not say whether there 

was a longish interval between this post-test and the completion of 

the programmes. The adolescents in the experimental groups obtained 

significantly higher scores on judgment problems (seemingly of a similar 

type to those used in the programmes) but there was no significant 

difference between the performance of experimental and control groups 

on such problem solving situations as Duncker's ropes problem (1945) 

and a divergent thinking test of Unusual Uses. (op. cit, p. 125) Peel 

considers that Gray's programmes appear to be effective in promoting 

mature judgment. Gray also concluded that anilysis of judgment may 

exist independently alongside work on divergent thinking and problem 

solving. 

Renhard (1971) attempted to increase non-verbal intelligence test 

scores (Raven's Standard Progressive tlatricos) through children following 
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a programme on the principles of inductive reasoning. Renhard'n 

definition of this type of reasoning was derived from Cohen and Nogal 

(1934)t "dealing with those inferences which enable us to derive universal 

conclusions from particular ... promises"* From a not of observations, 

then, the common character or property in sought and from this a 

universal proposition is suggested. Induction is, therefore. a general- 

isation from particular instances. (op. cit, p. 10) After having written 

and validated a suitable programme, randomly selected children from the 

first three years of a secondary, non-selective school in a suburban 

residential area wegre divided into experimental and control groups. 

TABLE VII Renhard's (1971) Experimental Design 
(a) Subjects 

Year Ages Numbers 

Experimental Control 

tat 11-12 29 33 

2nd 12-13 314, 30 

3rd 13-14 34 31 

(b) Research strategy 

Time Experimental 
Groups 

Control 
Groups 

One afternoon in Raven's S. P. N. Raven's S. P. N. 
the first week followed by the followed by 

linear programme normal school 
activities 

One afternoon in Completion of the Raven's S. P. N. 
the second week programme followed followed by 

by the retesting normal school 
on Raven's S. P. N. activities 
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(c) Results (op. cit, p. 32) 

sin Scores (diffce. post- and pro-teat scores Level 
of 

Experimental Control Sipnificenco 

Year I + 2.45 + 0.40 1% 

Year II + 2.18 + O. E>O N. S. 

Year 11 + 0.12 + 0.16 N. S. 

The children in the experimental groups classified as being of lower 

intelligence than the others, made an average greater gain in the post- 

tests. 

Renhard admits (op. cit, p. 31) that by working through the matrices 

before tackling the progra=ej the experimental groups may have been 

influenced in their understanding of the progresznmo. One wondera, also, 

how far the post-test scores were affected by there being no interval 

at all between completing the progrcamie and taking the post-teat. Renhard 

did not check for persistence over time by having a retest later. (op. cit, 

P, 39) He suggests that the low gain in the third year might have been 

caused by a lack of motivation in the experimental group since the pupils 

were removed from practical lessons. Ile also wonders whether the scores 

were influenced by a growing rebellion against authority which seems to 

emerge rather more strongly in that ago group. (ibid, p. 39) It might 

also be considered that a progrr ne covering such a short period of time 

is likoly to have but little effect on minds which are possibly reaching 

a cognitive level in which they are less easily affected than are those of 

younger children. 

Olton and Crutchfield (1969) used a sample of 280 children of about 

12 years, with a moan group I. Q. of 115 for both Instruction and Control 

Groups. ()iilos 1971, p. 4ji) Within an eight week teaching period of one 

hour each school day thocontrol group followed activities of �general 

educational value"" while the othor group used two types of self-instructio' 
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materials "a sat of 16 programmed lessons that provided direct 

instruction and a certain amount of guided practice in productive thinking 

and problem solving, and a set of supplementary exercises intended to 

strengthen the skills taught in the programmed lessons". (quoted ibid, 

P044) Two pre-tests were given one week before the programme began] 

six post-tests were taken immediately after the completion of the eight 

week period and were followed six months later by five follow-up toste. 

miles (op. cit, p. 45) explains that these tests were highly diverse in 

content ranging from structured ones with a limited number of Gnawers 

to an open-ended test such as the writing of an assay on poverty in the 

U. S. A. 

The programme evidently "raised the level of thinking skill shown by 

an 'average' student to the level of a student with an I. Q. some 25 points 

higher". The attitude of the instruction group also improved, showing 

a 26 per cent increase in the 'favourable' indox over the control group. 

Olton and Crutchfield contend that, "Considerable increments in thinking 

proficiency can be produced by showing the student how to make more 

effective use of the basic cognitive capacities he already possesses, 

rather than by attempting to accelerate the emergence of basic capacities 

that normally develop at a later age". (quoted ibid. p. 46) Miles gays, 

however, that this conclusion is hardly supported by the evidence cited 

as the test programme contained no assessment of operational levels of 

thinking. "Rather the results were quantitative and do not appear to 

distinguish between concrete or formal operational answers among these 

twelve year old children". (ibid, p. 46) Miles also thinks that another 

conclusion by Olton and Crutchfield is speculative. They consider that 

hence the basic capacities for complex thinking have emerged, training 

may considerably enhance the child's ability and readiness to use 

complex cognitive processes efficiently and effectively". Miles, however, 

explains that the question simply required answers at a concrete 

operational level; thus, a quantitative review of factors at a concrete 
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operational level does not tell us whether a child can think at the 

Formal level. (ibid, p. 46) 

Stones (1967) edopted Ausubol's theory that giving subjects n 

passage at a higher level of generality than the passage to be etudiod 

subsequently would improve both their immediate understanding of that 

passage and also help in long-term retention of the contents. (op. cit, 

pp. 57-58) One hundred end four girls were selected at random from the 

fourth year of 4 schools (two grc=ar, one grammar-technical and one 

secondary modern). Within each school pupils wore matched into pairs 

on the basis of A. N. 4 scores and were then assigned randomly to two 

groups. They were thus paired on a quantitative measure but their 

answers on the criterion passages were assessed qualitatively though a 

six point scale derived from Piaget and Poel. (op. cit, pp. 100-106) The 

experimental group followed a linear programme of instruction of sixty- 

two frames on concepts such as trade, transport, imports etc. which 

underlay the subsequent history material used in the criterion tests. 

(Peel 1971, p. 126) The other group were given a set of definitions of 

the concepts; these were presented in a random and unconnected sequence. 

The definitions were simple and straightforward but they contained little 

or no material to indicate any relationships between them. (Stones 19G79 

p. 70) Each member of each group worked at her own pace until everyone 

was ready. Then the girls answered a total of 9 questions on the three 

passages concerned with the history of American transport. Tho sum 

total for the nine questions was then used as the criterion score. This 

is how Peel explains Stone's results (1971, p. 126)s I'Me group receiving 

the programmed instruction achieved significently higher scores on the 

judgment tests. The improvement was most marked among pupils of 

higher intolriigenco and lower verbal fluency". Ono notes, however, 

that the passages were answered immediately after the completion of the 

programmo. Once again, Piaget's demand of some interval of time as 

proof of durable learning was not not. 
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(4 Comments 

As with training programmes at the concrete oporntional level, 

the research described in this section does not give a consistent answer 

to the problem diothor thinking can be accelerated at the formal level. 

As might be expected, it seems that the older end the more intelligent 

subjects gain greater benefit than do the loss intelligent and younger 

subjects (Anderson 1967; Coombs 1969; Stones 1967 - but contrast 

Renhard 1971). One of the variables affecting these results might be 

the assessment of the children's responses. Stones (1967) for example, 

did not ascertain her subjects' initial level of thinking, which Inheldor 

declares is of vital importance. (Green at al 1971, p. 113) And Stones 

seems to have found some difficulty (1967, p"107) in differentiating between 

enswers at Grade 4 (causal links) and Grade 3 (circumstantial). This 

appears to have been the crucial area in the statistical analysis for 

distinguishing between the two levels of thinking, high and low. 

(op. cit, p. 123) 

Some researchers state that their training and teaching methods 

produced improved thinking skills (for instance, Anderson 1967s Suchmen 

1964, Coombs 1969): others declare that there was little effect (Kamm 

1971, Ervin 1960). A similar discrepancy in results can be noted also 

for another of Piaget's imperatives - the ability of thesubjects to show 

their improved thinking skills on a task which is similar in structure 

but different from the original test. Suchmen (1964) and Coombs (1969) 

decide that their results indicate success on this criteria: Kamm (1971) 

and Gray (1970) decide otherwise. The temporarily, rather gloomy decision 

is that the general picture seems as inconclusive with regard to 

accelerating formal operations as it does with concrete operations. 

II: t:::: 
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CHAPTER 51 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

! vom the various research studies cited in Part II it would seem that some 

acceleration of thinking based on Piagetian criteria Lu possiblo but that 

such training is subject to a number of limiting factors. Disagreement 

has occurred, for example, because of the criteria used to assess whether 

operativity was achieved or not. Gruen (Sigel and Hooper 1968, p. 495) 

comments that the 1960s controversy between Draine and Swedslund on 

children's grasp of transitivity of length demonstrates "that Draine 

and Swedslund are using quite different criteria for diagnosing the presence 

or absence of transitivity�. Smodslund always asked the children to 

explain the reasons for their answers while Draino deems a child a 

conserver if he simply gives a conserving response; &nedslund has called 

this typo of answer a "symptom response". Inhelder et al follow 

Sznedslund in demanding that the subjects give reasons for their answerst 

itThe operational structure (as defined by Piaget) underlying the 

conservation concepts appear to us to be a complex, co-ordinated system 

that cannot be properly evaluated by rather summary investigation of 

answers to pre-selected questions with no exploration of the child's 

justification of those answers. Nor can such answers be induced by 

training the child to direct attention uniquely to those aspects of the 

situation that lead him to a limited (in terms of the criteria for the 

conservation concept) "correct answer". (quoted ibid, p. 496) Gruen 

contrasted the responses of 45 subjects aged five years who were given 

verbal pro-training to help them discriminate between the concepts of 

? more" and llsr ell with the replies given by 45 control subjects who were 

not given %'. P. T,, but had the name experimental conditions. When Gruen 

used Smedslund's criteria which required a logical or semi-logical 

explanation (ibid, p. 496) there were no significant differences between 

the two groups on post-tests. But using Bruner's criteria (which were -4 

similar to Braine's), the differences were significant. Gruen considers 
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that it is an open question which set of criteria is the appropriate one, 

Smedslund believing that logical operations such as reversibility and 

compensation underlie conservation while Bruner thinks that the state of 

conservation is reached when the symbolic mode of representation dominates 

the iconic mode. (op. cit, p. 500) Gruen concludes with a warning to 

research workers to be very careful about specifying what they mean by 

"conservation" and the psychological processes which they assume underlie 

this concept. It is interesting here to note that Engelmann's claim 

(Green etal 1971, pp"118-126) that he had trained kindergarten children 

to reason correctly on problems involving specific gravity was 

demonstrated by Kamii and Darman (ibid, pp. 127-143) to be no more than a 

claim that he had taught a verbal rule; the children did not have the 

requisite previous and necessary abilities such as class inclusion and 

the multiple seriation of weight and volume through which they could 

assimilate in a meaningful way the concept of specific gravity. 

It is no easy task, however, to tease out the exact structures needed 

for success on any problem of logical thinking. Elkind (Sigel and 

Hooper 19689 pp"460-472), for example, thinks that Piaget's explanations 

of answers to a typical conservation question such as "Does the ball stay 

the same? " are really post hoc rationalisations rather than veridical 

reflections of the processes leading to conservations (op. cit, p. 464) 

(i) "Nothing has been added or taken away so it is the same". 

(identity) 

(ii) "If you made it like it was before it will be the same". 

(reversibility) 

(iii) "what it lost in one way it gained in another�. (compensation) 

Inhelder and Sinclair contend, however, that it is possible to analyse 

children's answers so that such logical operations can be detected. 

For instance, they state that few of the subjects whom they trained to 

understand conservation of liquids used arguments of annulation by 

reversibility which are frequent among children who acquire the concept 
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by slower, more spontaneous means. (Russen at at 1969, p"7) 

The problem of which criteria should be used in assessing operational 

development is reflected in Kohlberg's distinction (19709 PP"40'48) 

between learning characterised as Type I (structural re-organisation) 

and that characterised as Type II (content learning). The Genevan 

school claims that Type I change represents a different not of observable 

events than does Type ITS the former being able to meet an empirical 

set of criteriat (ibid, p. 41) 

(i) Change is irreversible under normal conditions. 

(ii) Change is general over a field of responses and situations. 

(iii) There is a change in the quality of response. 

Possibly this criterion is the "stability" seen in naturally acquired 

responses when compared with learnt responses. (Bailin 1970, p. 41) 

(iv) Change occurs in an invariant series of steps. 

(v) Change is hierarchical, earlier forms boing integrated into 

later forms of response. 

Jensen (1972) also regards as vital a distinction between forms of 

associative &earnijig, whicr'" he this 3Z'. 'r ^s=nj-_, e fiu:: tion of the time 

spent in the learning activity, and the development of more complex 

cognitive structures. (op. cit, p. 184) He comments that some pre-school 

and compensatory programmes have demonstrated earlier than normal learning 

of certain skills but that "the evidence for accelerating cognitive 

development ... is practically nil". (op. cit, p. 187) Udually a 

distinction is not made between sheer performance and the nature of the 

cognitive structures which support the gains in performance. For Jansen 

evidence of the latter is seen in a capacity for transfer of training 

resulting from some specific training. 

In the present research at the secondary level possibly the gains 

made by some children in the examination results represent the 'performance' 

aspects of thetraining situation, while the manner in which they reasoned 

on thetaught and non-taught passages is indicative of any structural 
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re"orgcnisation. At the primary level the pupils were also tested on 

taught and non-taught passages. At both levels, primary and secondary, 

it was necessary to look for more than more "symptom responses" to 

questions. Whenever it was thought to be necessary, supplementary 

questionning tried to discover the reasons for the children's answers 

(Appendix C9 pp. 27-39 ). Examining all the replies on a passage 

usually indicates in a global manner at which level the subject is 

answering (see, for example, the contrasted series of answers onfp. I41.3). 

Vhether certain defined logical structures underpin children's verbal 

reasoning is still a debatable area (Parsons 19609 D)num at al 1972). 

Further research into thinking in history might use passages requiring 

answers which should show evidence of schemes such as classification and 

seriation at the concrete operational level and truth-functional logic 

at the formal operational level. In the present research certain 

questions were asked (see pp. 13-17) which specifically required the use 

of the groupings that Piaget considers lie at the basis of concrete 

thought, while the questions as a whole were attempting to assess whether 

children would view historical events from a present-day or a 

contemporary viewpoints thus demonstrating the ability to use reversibility. 

Answers were judged at the formal operational level if they met the verbal 

criteria for hypothetico-deductive reasoning. (See pp, 15'1 "1S4,1 o& x v) 

In view of the serious criticisms laid against their use of propositional 

lode (see pp. 33-3-7 ), it was not intended in this investigation to 

analyse answers for evidence of the sixteen binary operations of truth- 

functional logic which Inhelder and Plaget state are used by a fully 

developed formal operational thinker. 

As well as this vitally important concern over the criteria used to 

assess answers, another important factor in acceleration studies is that 

cognitive learning depends very much on the child's initial level of 

thinking: nand this is what fev researchers have studied in sufficient 

detail�. (Inhelder in Green at al 1971, p. 113) From her own work 
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Inholdar claims that true progressive development takes place only when 

children are at an intermediate stage in their thinking. Not one of her 

subjects starting at a truly pre-operational level succeeded in learning 

the logical operations that underlie the elementary notion of conservation 

of physical quantities. (Musson at al 1969, p. 6) Dailin also states 

that where legitimately inferred change has been observed it is invariably 

in subjects who are already partially conserving. (Green at al 1971, P"179) 

Wallace (1972, pp. 201-202) thinks that the Piagetian insistence on 

considering the initial level of children is consistent with Flavell and 

Wohlwill'a (1969) account of the formation of co*nitive structures in 

terms of a four phase process in which transitional and stabilisation 

phases intervene between the initial pre-operational and the final phase. 

Hence$ 

Children at the pre-operational level - little, if any, evidence of 

the acquisition of concrete operational concepts. 

Children at the transitional level - variably receptive to influences 

aimed at speeding up the initial emergence of concrete operations 

and, for those that do learn, fairly limited transfer. 

Children at stabilisation - show effects mainly of consolidation 

or generalisation in natures an extension of previously established 

operations to new domains. 

Final phase - cannot give evidence of any learning effects. 

Wallace considera, therefore, that a more precise assessment of the 

subjects' initial levels is becoming increasingly important. In the 

present research a careful attempt was made to assess each subject's 

initial level. -bf thinking before the teaching programme began. The 

results when the same subjects were tested a year later appear to throw 

an interesting light on this question of progress through sub-stages. 

It seemed easier for children to move from the lower levels of thinking 

(intermediate between pre-operational and concrete) to more developed 
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ones (concrete), than it was to move from the advanced concrete/ 

Intermediate formal level to formal operational thought. Although one 

has to quantify the stages in order to make a statistical ana4ris of the 

results, it appears that the intervals are non-parametric, that is, 

development is a longer process in the upper reaches of the Piagettan 

scale of thought. 

The next problem is concerned with the methods used by the 

experimenters to produce acceleration of thought. Beilin (1970, p. 54) 

goes as far as to declare that "a wide variety of techniques and 

contextual conditions contribute to, or at the loast, permit concept 

acquiaitiod: He thinks that the Genevans appear to be on their weakest 

ground in this area. "Even if their thesis is correct that now structures 

are only constructed out of the confrontation of different or contradictory 

schemas, they make no effort to define, even vaguely, the parameters of 

experience that lead to this conflict, except to imply that the clinical 

method will accomplish it. Even so, a paradox exists because the 

clinical method is extensively verbal and the Genevans have been at 

great pains to insist that verbal (i. e. various linguistic methods) 

will not lead to operative achievement�. (op. cit, pp. 47-4O) Beilin 

here does not seem to be taking into account some of the more recent 

training programs. As far as the inducement of conservation responses 

is concerned, it is argued that experimenters should teach the logical 

prerequisites of an operation such as compensation and reversibility 

rather than conservation itself. inheldar (Green at al 1971, pp. 156-155) 

gives empirical evidence to support the value of the former type of 

training. Two groups were taken. All of the subjects could conserve 

numerical equivalences but none could not understand the conservation of 

substance and liquid nor class inclusion on the pro-test. One group was 

given training on class inclusion problems, the other on conservation. 

Almost all the subjects in both groups made progress in the concept 

exercised "no doubt because of the intensive and extended training (six 
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sessions) and the rather advanced initial level of the training group". 

(op. cit, p. 158) Those in the conservation group who progressed clearly 

in conservation showed development in class inclusion tests in but a 

few cases and "even this progress was only partial". On the other hands 

those in the second group showed clear progress in class inclusion 

problems and also remarkable progress in conservation tasks. (ibid. p. i58) 

One wonders if this is the same experiment which is reported in Russen 

at al (1969, pp"12-13) where the numerical differences would not seem 

striking enough to support Inhelder's contention. There she states that 

of the eight out of ten subjects in Group A who progressed in conservation, 

only two showed progress in the inclusion test, their progress being only 

partial. In Group B, eight of ten subjects improved in inclusion 

problems and of these four made remarkable progress on conservation. 

Inhelder concludes from this result (Green at al 1971, p. 158) that 

"appropriate training in a mainly logical field influences the child's 

reasoning in more physical problems despite the fact that these have not 

been touched upon in the training sessions". The second interesting 

finding was that "the lower the child's initial level ... the more (that) 

progress tends to be limited to one specific field or even to one 

specific type of problem". (op. cit, p. 159) Again, this typo of research 

work on conservation possibly points the way for further investigations 

into the teaching of logical thinking. One should, perhaps, define the 

essential logical operations needed to solve the problems posed in a 

discipline such as history and teach those operations. This is easily 

written but it is a highly exacting task to decide which logical 

operations are needed for any one discipline. In the present research, 

for example, (see Part IV) it is argued that one aspect of historical 

thinking is the ability to evaluate evidence, to oppose one statement 

against another, and it was attempted to teach such skills to the 

experimental group at the secondary school. 

Among many variables relating to acceleration studies which are 
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considered by Sigel (1968, pp. 503-523) two important ones stand out for 

the present investigation. Firstly, to what extent is a child's 

personality effective in his understanding of the data of an acceleration 

experiment? Sigel declares that, "Personality characteristics play an 

influential role in determining how the child will interact with the 

environment, how susceptible he is to its variegated influences, and how 

capable he In in modifying them to his own ends. The outgoing, active 

child has greater opportunity for greater engagement with objects and 

people than the child who is withdrawn and prefers the observer role, 

minimising action". (op. cit, p. 509). In an attempt to wake some 

assessment of personality factors the children in the primary and 

secondary schools answered Eysenck's personality questionnaire and their 

form teachers completed the Turman-Merrill inventory for such personality 

characteristics an persoverance, originality and intelligence (see 

Appendix ß and Sigel's second point is that chronological 

age and mental ago may have different effects on children's progress. 

Fie explains that studies into children's understanding of volume show 

that chronological age is a significant control variable, yet there is 

an overlap between groups of different chronological ages "In effect, 

chronological ago is a quantitative, descriptive control variable, with 

little explanatory power. (op. cit, p. 518) The results which embody 

mental age and I. Q., on the other hand, are "equivocal�. The effect of 

I. Q. and H. A. "varies as a function of the task involved. Sinco some 

Piegetian tasks have more counterparts in everyday experience than others, 

C. A. might be of greater significance its such areas, whereas H. A. might 

be more relevant for academic tasks. This may account for the Goodnow 

and Bethon (1966) finding that C. A. was more relevant for conservation 

tasks and M. A. for combinatorial problems". It is a neat question whether 

an understanding of the implications in the questions set on the passages 

in this research depends more on mental age than chronological net however 

that mental age is assessed. Generally, research findings show that when 
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children's answers on verbal passages are judged by Piagetian criteria, 

then mental age is the more salient factor. Yet an awareness of the 

emotions and reasons behind people's actions often comes with advancing 

chronological maturity. Presumably, the oldest and the cleverest among 

the subjects should demonstrate better understanding than the others. 

But the following protocols show that two girls$ one in a primary school 

with a mental age of 13 11 years, the other in a gra ur school with 

a mental age of 14 t6 years# gave answers at quite different levels. 

The younger girl seems able to show an understanding of the historical 

situation while the older is confined to a superficial appreciation of 

the data from a present-day standpoint. Both girls came ostensibly 

from a similar social background, the father of the younger being in 

engineering and th elder's father being manager of a large department 

store. 

TABLE Contrasted Answers from two girls 

Questions from Answers by primary school Answers by Secondary 
the passage girl aged 10 $3 years grammar school girl aged 
"Ancient Greece" with I. Q. 128 13 $0 years with I. Q. 112 

2. Why aren't the Because they're not (It's) not necessary today 
boys in your class afraid of a lot of - there are enough people 
trained like the slaves rising up and in the army and navy to 
Spartan boys? fighting. fight the people. 

Whom? Which people? 
Other countries 

3(a) Why do you Because the people there Don't know 
think the boys were wanted them to learn to 
whipped when they steal and do things like 
had done nothing that because if the slaves 
wrong? ever did rise up against 

them, they'd (the boys) 
be tough. 

3(b) Do you think No - because they'd You - because they 
that the Spartan never known anything wouldn't like to be 
boys would think different* whipped. 
that their masters 
were cruel? 
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3(c) Do you think 
that whipping helps 
to make boys into 
better people? - 
to improve them? 

No - it would make them 
cruel when they grew up. 
Why do you think that? 

Because if they were 
taught like that when 
they were little, they 
might grow up like that 

In a way it was wrong 
but they daren't do 
anything also because 
they were taught to steal 
and pet whipped if they 
didn't. 

Not really 
Why not? 
It would be better to 
make them waste their 
time. 

What do you mean? 

4(a) Vas it wrong 
of the Spartan boys 
to steal food? 

You said, "in a way it 
was wrong" - what sort 
of way? 

You shouldn't steal 
Why shouldn't you 
Don't know 

To give them lines 

Why do you think that 
things like �lines" are 
a better method? 

Don't know 

Yes, nobody should steal 

Such a contrast in answers seems to lend support to Bailin's 

contention that "the logical operational system is under the control of 

a genetically programed mechanism that will permit the development of 

only certain types of cognitive structures through the interaction with 

environmental inputs". (19709 P-48) While Plaget will not accept an 

undue emphasis upon genetic factors, he also stresses internal as opposed 

to exterpal influences on cognitive development. He states, for example, 

that Smedalund's subjects learnt only a physical experience when they were 

trained to realise that two objects weighing the same amount did not 

lose that relationship if one object was deformed. The children did 

not achieve the construction of a logical structure which "cannot be 

obtained by external reinforcement. The logical structure is reached 

only through internal equilibration�. (Ripple and Rockcastle 1964, pp"15-16) 

This is not to say that a particular act of learning cannot help towards 
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the eventual development of the logical structure, but the immediate 

learning is restricted to the specific case of training. (op. cit, pp. 16.17) 

'When you have brought about some learning you can always ask whether this 

is an isolated piece in the midst of the child's mental life, or if it is 

really a dynamic structure which can lead to generalisations�. (op. cit, 

P. 18) This, of course, is the crux in any acceleration study. How 

far can the structure taught such as seriation or classification be 

shown by the child to be meaningfult (a) in contexts other than those in 

which the child was taught (TRANSFER), (b) in relation to other structures 

which theoretically form part of the same structure d'ensemble 

(GENERALISATION)? 

Transfer does not seem too difficult to demonstrates the experimenter 

has to present problems with different materials but which demand the use 

of same structure as the one trained. Thus, for example, if children 

are taught to put coloured rods of different heights into a correct 

sequence, then they should be able to use seriation in other contexts. 

While the comparison is not exact, in the present research the children 

at both ape levels were( taught one historical topic during the year on 

which they were tested both at the beginning and the end of the academic 

year (nMaryl Queen of Scots" with the younger; "The Russian Revolution" 

with the older). They also answered questions on historical passages, 

the contents of which did not form part of the year's syllabus. 

(Appendix ('t ) Could they show evidence of any transfer from having 

been taught in a particular way: (a) to a passage concerned with a topic 

which formed part of the year's syllabus, (b) to other historical 

passages. 

The question of the generalisation of taught structures appears more 

complicated than that of the transfer and has led to a fair amount of 

controversy. First of all, one has to demonstrate that the schemes 

of the concrete operational level such as transitivity, classification and 

seriation are indeed related to fort a pen. ral structure. "If they are 
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not, then these (schemes) involve independently learned skills". (Lovell in 

Green et alp 1971, p. 111) Wallace (197aß p. 204) explains that the 

generalisation criterion of the authenticity of cognitive acquisition Is 

founded on Piaget's contention that all of the groupings underlying the 

stage of concrete operations "appear at the same time without our 

being able to seriate (them) into stages". (1941) One wonders whether 

Plaget still mi. n4ns that opinion today. Pinard and Laurendeau (1969) 

would evidently think so since they "adopt the view that any empirically 

established aaynchronism among the constituent groupings of a given 

concept would seriously jeopardise Piaget's conception of stage because 

it would deny one of its most essential characteristics�. (quoted ibid, 

p. 204) Flavell and Elkind (1969), in contrast, assert that "Piaget 

has placed a quite unnecessarily heavy burden of proof upon himself, 

by stipulating that all of the various concrete operations (that is, 

all of the several groupings) develop in unison. There appears to be no 

reason that the structures d'enaemble could not be looked at as a family 

of separate structures, each following its own developmental timetable". 

(ibid, pp. 204-205) Flavell has recently (1971) concluded that items from 

the same stage may often emerge in an invariant or near invariant sequence 

rather than concurrently, and that a stage theory such as Piagetts does 

not logically require anything but a very loose sort of item concurrence 

at the most. (op. cit, p. 205) 

Thesituation seems as complicatid on the empirical an on the 

theoretical aspects of generalisation. Wallace, for example, cites 

Pinard and Laurendeau's (1969) review of the research aimed at evaluating 

Piaget's assertion that all of the groupings underlying the stage of 

concrete operations appear at the same time. This evidently provides 

"an inconsistent picture with some of the results supporting synchronisatim 

while others reveal asynchronismsn. (fk. cit, p. 205) Hamel and der Veer 

(1972) found a significant positive relationship for a group of middle 
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class children aged 6s6 to 71 31 years on multiple classification and 

multiple seriation. This they interpret as support for the existence 

of a structure d'onsetnble of operational schemes on highly similar 

tasks (ibid, p. 3"24) "Nevertheless, it remains uncertain whether the 

subjects may solve these problems by other ways than by using operational 

schenmes". (ibid, p. 924) Lovell (Green at al 1971, p. 111) explains that 

there is evidence that training can induce a cognitive scheme which has 

durability and at least limited transfer but that, ""the evidence is still 

not al all clear as to whether there is a change in the operational struct- 

ure in a strictly Piagetian sense". Bailin (1970, pp. 55-56) states that, 

nit seems there is a great deal less transfer among Piegetian operations 

than one would expect". Inholder and Sinclair (Russen at al 1969, pp. 19- 

20) give a few tentative conclusions on the question of the interaction 

between such different fields of knowledge as the numerical, logical, 

spatial and physical. The possession of an elementary invariant like 

the conservation of number is a pre-requisite of success in learning 

experiments in any field; logico-mathematical progress is more apt to 

cause progress in the physical field than vice-versa; a great deal 

depends on the initial levels "the lower his (a child's) level, the 

more a new acquisition tends to stay limited either to the particular 

problem or to the particular field". Lovell (Green at al 1971, p. 80) 

adds a comment that once the operational scheme is available in some 

area with a bright child it goes rapidly across the field of learning, 

whereas, as Bruner said years ago, the mentally retarded child has to 

learn everythingifresh, as it were. Obviously a great deal more research 

is needed on this whole question of generalisation, Wallace commenting 

that "ntil theoretical and experimental work produces a more coherent 

picture of the developmental relationship between concrete operational 

tasks any attempt to apply a generalisation criterion appears, at best, 

premature". (1972, p. 205) 

However desirable it might be from a scientific point of view, it 
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is obviously impracticable in schools to try to teach one particular 

structure and then discover whether children can generalise that 

structure. One has to teach in a fairly undifferentiated way within 

a classroom and a number of researchers, indeed, seem to consider that 

this is an appropriate procedure for future research. Smedslund 

(op. cit, p. 207) comes out strongly against laboratory training methods. 

Smedalund asserts "that the fact that various training methods have 

been shown to lead to acquisitions does not prove that similar 

processes occur outside the laboratory. It is very hard to find, 

in children's daily life, any observations, conflicts and reinforcements 

directly relevant for the acquisition of concepts like conservation, 

transitivity, class inclusion and the multiplication of classes". 

Indeed, Smedslund suspects that Piaget's concrete operational tasks 

represent unique and highly a-typicaloxperiences for the children and 

that acceleration studies employing training items closely related to 

the criterion task are on the wrong tack. It seems that the difficulty 

in finding everyday parallels to these structures does not mean that, 

they are not important in the development of logical thinking, but they 

may have been developed "through some kind of generalised changes in 

children's codes and strategies". (op. cit, p. 209) Duckworth (Ripple and 

Rockcastle 1964, p"2) reports that Piaget himself sees little sense in 

intensive specific training on conservation. "Even if the child does 

manage to learn something about this situation, the learning is not 

likely to have a general effect on his level of understanding". 

Modifying a child's effective set of mental operations depends on a much 

wider, longer lasting and more fundamental approach than the "rather 

trivial" type of specific attack prevalent in many training studies 

at the moment. While the present research has followed the broader 

type of approach (for example, Almy 1970, Suchuran 1964, Kam 1971), 

the problem then resides in determining which factors did or did not 
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cause a change in the children's thinking skills. Possibly the discovery 

of causal factors is an insoluble problem within the confines of a 

teaching experiment such as this. The development of knowledge, for 

Plaget, "is a total developmental process which we Host re-situate in its 

general biological and psychological context�. (op. cit, p. 8) Thera is. 

a significant difference between such development and learning, 

development being a spontaneous process, tied to the whole process of 

embryogenesis while learning is provoked by situations and is limited to 

a single problem or a single structure. "So I think development explains 

learning, and this opinion is contrary to the widely hold opinion that 

development is the sum of discrete learning experiences". (ibidl p. 8) 

Inhelder and Sinclair (Museen et al 1969, p. 21) echo this viewpoint by 

affirming that the '"learning capacity is not provided by the instrument 

but by the subject" and that "learning is subordinate to the laws of 

development". 

These comments would seem to support Beilin in bis attempt to 

translate Piaget's developmental theory into a geneticist one. He 

considers that hisoomprehensive review of training studies gives 

"further support to the idea that the logical operational system is 

under the control of a genetically programmed mechanism that will permit 

the development of only certain types of cognitive structures through 

the interaction with environmental inputs". (1970, p"48) Elsewhere 

(Green et all p. 192) he argues that experience provides the content 

for thought (that is, the data for developing the concepts of mass etc) 

and also stimulates "timing genes" which act "to synchronise the 

activity of other genes in developmental programming". There also sees 

to exist "genetic switch mechanises" which are activated by external or 

internal agents. (ibid, p. 182) Such switch mechanisms, although 

responsive to external stimulation, are under genetic control "since, as 

the conservation learning studies suggest, specific training alone will 

not ensure the triggering of these functions". Switch mechanismat 
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however, are well differentiated in their response to environmental 

stimuli, that iss first-grade children can profit from the teaching of 

qualitative length measurement but they will not benefit from area 

training until they reach the third grade (Boilin and Franklin, 1962). 

Bailin comments that "the differential effect of (this) training is 

attributable to a difference in internal programming, and training will 

not switch on a mechanism that is not primed for it. " (op. cit, p. 182) 

Beilin allows that some of the environmental "inputs" may be quite 

specific but widens the general environmental influences to include 

a society's whole attitude. For example, an urban, industrialised 

culture orients people, including children, to respond to their world 

with a disposition to analysis and idea construction, When one, 

therefore, attempts to break away from a narrowly specific training 

situation, then one is faced with a whole range of possible influences 

on children's thinking. In the present research an attempt was made 

to take account of certain factors which might influence the children's 

thought processes. For example, some aspects of intelligence, 

personality, attitudes and social class were investigated as well as 

the pupils' replies on the criterion passages. It has to be stressed, 

though, that the study was primarily concerned with certain teaching 

strategies in a school-based context. This involved accepting the 

general ethos of each school, including its aims, the history syllabuses 

and the pupils' expectations of rewards and incentives. As well as the 

developmental model devised by Inhelder and Piaget which can be used 

for the analysis of children's replies, Piaget's opinions on teaching 
'ht n 4(L 

methods were j. lso a vital part of the research plan. There can be 

usefully considered in relation to a simple model of the curriculum. 

:::: t: t: 
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PA IT III 

I 
"l .. 

-L CIZOO T:: 

, one quite elaborate Plana for analy inr the curriculun 
have been devired recently (for cxarpio, Fcrritt 1972), but the 

prevent section recta on the relatively cir: ple elcrirn known an 

the national Curriculum Plan (Prim- 1972, p. 87). Thic aprroach 

ctudiec the curriculum unc'er the headinrn of Armaa and Ob jcctivec, 

Content s N. othodr- : -, nd -valuation, 

4Ll. l"ý.... 
tý 

1i A1. KC AND 0J 
, 
C'. JV! 

r. 
' 

Print- (op. cit. P. 75) cercriber ainc ar "' encral and abrtract 

ctatericntc of roalr, thr. t are larroly evaluative rather than 

c_oecrirtive". One of Piar-et lc reneral concern: ie %-"ith the type 

of citizen a country wante. Ic it one who tr;,, ncnite I. no ; leC,, we or 

one who is a creator of knowledre, recpondinf; conrtructivoly to 

experience? For F'iaret, the principal air. of oduc: tion is "to 

create on who are capable of doinj' new thinr*c, not cinply of 

repeating; what other renerationc have done - non who are creatore, 

inventors and diccovererc" (. 
. prle and :. ockcactle 1964, p. 5). 

If schools want to produce "intellectual explorere rather than 

more erudition" (Pier-et 10,711 p. 5l) j then they owe it to thcnrelvec 

to c: evelop and direct hypothetical. tynec of thinking. auch an 

approach will lend to "the c'. evolorz-eat of the experimental 

attitude of mind ........ that will enphacice the importance of 

revearch and discovery rather than reiyinr on mcro repetition" 
(op. cit. p. 53). 

The ccond irrortznt coal of educ:. tion for Pias-ot is to 

"forri mindr. which can be critical, can verify j and not accept 

everything- they are offered", (F; ir le and -oc'ccartle 1961fß p. 5). 

Fie continue: that the " rrr: t danr-c " of today jr of r lorr. nrý, 

collective opinions, ready-made trondr of thought. 1. e have to 

be able to resist indiviäual. ly, to criticise, to dictinruinh 

betweon what is proven ancCl what is not. : 'o Leo need pupils who 

are active, who learn early to find out by thencelvect partly by 

t'. eir own spontaneous activity and partly through the risl wo 
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c un .cc, r ; uho Ic, rn to tr1.1. hý t. is vcrifinblo n. 7(" 

i. äi, i.. i: ýýl; " the fir -'. ic'c, z 'o cor: o to thori" (ihic`o n.. `ä). 

he . ccond of fia-et'r ni7: c ivould c>er'a peculiarly 

a-Flic ^'Ae to the ": tcvw ' : tr tory" or ": (u` field "ir, tory" (Jones 1973, 

p*4 ) %,, hich h. c b, (cn advoc., Ite: ', recently. : here the onphacia 

switches fron content to nothodology (coe Part IV9 L. hapter 1))s 

to the cormunic:. tion of the "mode of enquiry" peculiar to the 

discipline (coe Part IV). rho p:; ycholorict foopc'r (1r(, 39 pp. 4; (, - 
429) har tried to build a model which would chow correcrondencp 
between Piarctian conetructe and : social : cionce concepts. 
'c'hic, : or cxar. nlel is an abbroviated version of the fIr t of 

hic pro"o: `cC cro.. c-relationchipc (ibide p. 4,, 
-(). 

Probabilistic reaconinE: 

, he ic'eu the t combination 

of insufficient cau: ec can 

render an outcome more 

probable. 

: 'acial . '. ciencc concept 
's'he fundai cntral uncertainty of 
hictorical prodictiono of out- 
CO OD. 

Hooper co- entr that it would "be a trenendouc rervice to 

children if, as well an historical narratives we could teach 

then the 'uncertainty structure' of rrcrat ariountr of rub Sect 

matter ......... If we can reach then at thin rf riod of re1; "tive 
cot-nitive nobility (late childhood 4nd adoler-cence), they nay 

accoa, 4rodnte cone rubrtantial notion, of probability and inference" 

(ibid. rp. 42(-427). 

Bur: -ton (1972, p. G), 2ioa: ctier, rot2rnth n warnirr note a iinrt 
too cpccdy ru, h toi nrc3ý the nýuir;. " ' ethod. ! 7c cor. cntc that 

"It is now ar("ueC t) f. rup` lo rt : chool rind mite ;, murr ones at 

thc: t 1 rhoulc' be riven core frnini-ir in historical nethod and l by 

the use of source., and other first hand evidence, ectablich or 
'discover' the factr for thenrelvec". <3urr, ton concidero that, 

vinco vourcec need historical kmo%11e ro if tthe,. nre to be 

interpreted, the 'discovery method' cannot be "the tole, or 

perhaps the rain method of teaching history in cehoolc" (ibid* p. 6). 

Other, more traditional, claimo have to be accepted1 namely, "the 

benefitc ti, h: ich acruo fror.: an urCcr: -tancinr~ not of hiotorical 

r cthodz but of iii -toricul fzzctn and cxulanationn". 
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Yc t rte. c-rch work (Part V) r.. ocr.., to inch 
. ic,, tc th t the 

tr, -ditional :., ay., o. to: chine 'iictory are not vtiriui ti. trr the 

modes o3' thin`. inr" which. I'iartnt tLccirer, and vhich have born 

e: cpectc(: in the un,, r r are mnre: of : eeonc cry :. "chooic. Booth 
(l (7), for cxarpie, ýou! iC' that his t anple of 1J; 7 puri1c in the 

fourth year of five Crni r; ar :, ýchoolr, ""wore unu,, -; cc, to thin': inii 

and roaconinr hictoricttl]y (ibid. p. 157) 13ooth ctat(n '. h. ', the 

evi< once of his recec, rch points "ntrox; -3, y to the fact th; t what 
natters for the pupil i: how the topicr are t", urhzt rath, r than 

what in tauf-ht (op. cit. p., '17). If hic cubjectr were to be 

believed, nont lenronn were dull, the otnple fare conaic. tiaj- of 

note-tz'cing, note-naldnr and lccturec1 techniques which rGiroly 
involve the pupils or illuzinato their u.. c'd. cr: t; ndinC (ibid, p. ^17). 

In the lit-ht of such re. -earch evic cnce (see alto : ia11am 1ff ( 
Stones 1967), the primary coal of the prccent rc; carch -o-al- to try 
to put into practice core of the airs rumor ted by Fia ot. 
It was hypotheeiceä that methods whereby children :: {ere ar:: cc' to 
be critical, to evaluate the evidence i . -I front of then, to report 
accurately, to refuge to accent t. Ee i3:,. eci; to unc. the superficial, 
to become aware of possible bias, would lead to an uccel/ration 
of their thinking ckillc on parnagec concerned with history when 
compared with control groups taught by more traditional rrethode, 
An the empirical work was carried out within the three schools 
the project war neceerarily affected by various arpecte of each 
school's life; for example, by the need to give grader on written 
work, by the necessity to rot ho: -ework and an annual examination 
in the secondary school, and co on. such limit. did not allow 
teachinf; progrcaec which would go as far as Piuget ceer in ; ly 

wichen, but it can be argued that within the context of Lnglich 

education in the late 1960c this rocearch study war at the b art 
realistic since t', e teaching took -place within t 'e normal, everyday 
school timetables. 

A global aim euch as "to accelerate children's rcner,, l 
tht. r'-in ; in :. ictory" has to bo translated into cpccific 
behavioural objectives. Thun, the loccon notes in Appendices[ 

and K contain explicit r-t, toi-, cntc of tah^t the nupilc c-'ere intended 
to do in each le! :: on, (cf : agier 1962). Intorectinrly, Colthan 

and : Y'iner (1971), . nilnptin'w the kor'-, of 21ooc and otiero, have 
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given us a rigorous analysis of educational objectives in the study 

of history. Accordingly, an attempt has been made to relate come of 

the objectives and work with the ocoondary pupils of Class 3E to the 

criteria developed by Colth= and Pines (coo Appendix L). 

................ . 

................. 
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11ar .tc, not "rä{. '2 It - rovati C, '71.1 rp, 110-111) two 
recor cnc'tionr OS the Intern. ' ̀  '. ona1 Conference OS : ublic 

. a? uc, tion t' ). e err^hc: -i- c, the ±'u; ": of 
ovc rion»i. n; `-r rchcol re -r. r. rrcc at 'lotl, }', c -rim, ry ^^d 
tie - firone ^rr 1º telo: "It it dcrir^. ble to re-l, nee the 
ene; j ('1oT'e dic contort 1" 1" t; e`"ooi r 'o--r cw r r-co"'! `V21 

ic? e^r'º (ibid. p. 110). in nri car *r. rel. ect t`arco er r. enticl 
ic? ecr the Orctf tint and re ivion o, " r chor l pro, -r, -: n-(, s rhot-10 
be entrurtec' to -., rcinl hod±cr mnr.? -inr- to c"nrcq rreci., UArtes 
in ±"c nrºr*i. cu1r, r c? irciplinc, rrm, cholorirto, -'nº' tc^c'herr Iro, - 
o}h r rielc'"o %, ho crhoxuld he there "in or-, - to , rovic: c liaironcºº 
(op. cit. p. 111). Thir it the tyre of or-°_ýni, -ntion '-hit º at 
: et un in the U. v. A* hon ci-_. nent phycici, -ts ed "the 
tot: 1l discrepancy seining- ', etwo-n the rrn; -rocrri.. ce spirit of 
science it-rolf a; a,. he to: ichini of the ncionceo at all lcvcluti 
(op. cit. p. 53). The Acadc of :: ciencc: orrcnircd a conference 
at ' oo(. r --: all to which were invited nathcaaticianr, phycicictc, 
biolorictc und pcycholo ; ictc. An well runcr'o far ouz 
report (19(D, thic conference a: lco recultcd in profecrioral 
ecientivtc uuac. ertcO für field ex erimontcz in teachi. ar rzethodn 
(ibid. p. 53). 

', ho Internal. Conforcncc race detailed rocor---. cn6.. tio= for 
t': c p1aJiAinr: of procr=:. o^ in c: cconc: arry cciioo10. It atuteü that 
the olio i : i<< : youl c: be trl: on i-: to -count when t>1anu-ir, =~ the 

cur ýcultwz (op. cit. p. 111) : 

(i) the churracteri: tics and riyt2 of c3ovelopent 
in children. 

(ii) the : -ost out.. L. : din- scientific adre ncor achieved 
in the vc riour : iclc: c conLtitutinC the cub joctc 
to be taucht, 

(iii) the tondonciec -overrin- the cultural, rocjnj 
and eco: ioric revele : cnt of t%e rodcrn world. 

(iv) the reru t of the e er . ientc c- rr1e out on 
Ci liar rror'r =res. 
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st, c rrrr"ent rero. -rch c"nr conc'uctc'd in conC it ions Write 
re-roved from Vhc iecal ct: to onvic: b- Vic, Internritional 

Confcrcnco. ii: c : -"a jor air van to tc: cli two croups of pupila, 

thorc -ho ', cro trancitiona1 bete: non prcorrrr. sttonnl c. ' concrotc, 

an(* ''. oco hottoen concr& on nc' 'or-, al, (. t ßw -o( an 

their rcc-'or.:, cr in rc: " -c ct of hictoric. 1 Tn c 

rrcc'o: "ina°: tty rural -rcn two . ant' one r". r, ar rc'tnol 

c : "C't`e to f :: C ^-rt in tho too(-', tn'" n'"", - ctr n' t'1e ent" 

An.: the content o' tho cour^er, , -ta- doter- i-m' in re rr .i `). )" 
t'io~e : choolo" (, '. cc Part JI an' `giert VJI), 

iiiiitiiitiii 
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Poi i'A the 
. or t 'rovoc; 'tive of' ja,, "f^t; #. pronounce : c:, ` 

on oducý Lion have been conc,, rnf d '. ritte ter chin- -et: 'hodr. He in 

an unachened ndvocrite of "kcttvo ne'-hoc'rr"" '"hic- i. ̂  n there 

.. 117 cn recurs throuzwhout hic writinrn, aeon in such as 
"a ""cndy-made truth in only half n truth", and "ver', a1 t'"in'-. n, 
coo .n to be r.. arrinal to real thin! tin^rr. He refern (; ' .n cat 1. ý71, 

p. 27) to an article by 'tutchinn Wit-re . i. r of rimes? the t the 

principal. aim of cduc,,: tion in to dovolon the into 11. i'-once i. t : elf. 
Pia,, -, et anke ghat in the nrocic"o mcnW. n.! - of thin terr and ce !, idere 

that, "the essential functionr o. intell. ireneo cenr:.,., r'. r in r"ac'rr- 

otanra. ing and in invcntinj, in ot}, er %"ordr in huý.?. ctinx° yap etructurca 
by structuring reality" (ibid. n. 27). 'nowlc-ef-c it not a copy of 

reality, despite the "knot. lodre - copy concept" continuinr* to 

provide the inspiration for zany educational netho0ol "oven, 

quite often, for those intuitive rcthodn in which the irnro and 

audio-visual prerentationn ploy a role that certain people tend 

to look upon an the ultir.. ate triumph of educational pror recnrr 
(op. cit. p, 2 8)o Rther in % owle& e derived fron notion : "not 

in the ronco of rimple an^ociativo rccponron, but in the rauch 
doerer cenro of the arcinilation of reality into the nococrrry and 
t-onernl co-ordinationn of action. To know an object it to act 

upon it ans, to transform it .... To know in therefore to 

accinilato reality into ctructurer of transfornationt one these 

are the otructureo that intoll. irence conctructr an a direct 

extension of our actions" (op. cit. p. 29). In eu-gort of ouch 

a rt. ndpoint, Piaret quoten an experirent in the ephero of it x c- 

recali. and neaory. "If are cpnpare the renorier. that c1irtinct 

groups of children rotemn of n rroup! nr of cubs, accorc'in; r to 

whether the grouninr har, bbeen (a) cinply loo'zod at or perceived, 
(b) reconstructed by the child itself, or (c) conntructcd by an 
adult while the child watches, wo find the menorierr, produced by 

care (b) are clearly superior. The demons tr: tion by an adult (c) 

producer no better results than cinplc per ccrtion (a), uhi ch nhoctir. 
once r nin that by ca, rrý ;r out o: perinentn L, the child's prerenco 
in tt, a of r:..; r- the chr. 1d c«rzy ther^ out, one looser, the entire, 
information.: -il ane forrative value offered by action proper an ouch" 
(op. cit. pp. 3 -. -L) . 
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If one verc to or ore ruck n vlt-w oint, cugcoctinr, porhapc 

that eU1cxrcn cane of act on cvcr- thint~ in u r; choo1'r curri. culun, 

liar'ct would n. rr ue t: ia; t active riotho r- are al; n, °v. ro: -: i. la: te in 

thou[-ht. Iic for cxwiplc, turnt i: ith off. (n. - pup lr%q 

"intcl?. ircncc rtill con: ictr, in oxccautin; tine co-or". inatin; 

actionn, t'bou' h in an interiorired ant rcflc-ivc : dorr: " (or. c. ite p"; r ). 

Intel. ir-encc, r; t all levolo, °`ir an ar.: ir:. ilution of the C. -Atui into 

ctructurcr of tray nfornntiono ...... (and) tslrr.. c ntriicturcr, 

conrir-t in an orraniration of rcr. lity, cr'irt°. a r in act or t? hou ^lht, 

an4 not in oinply r.: n'; inr a cop of it". (ibid. p..., °). 

Love ? currortr- this line of arru : ent nt the forte :: J. :1 rvcl, 

cy n- th=; t "the r; rentcr the nerd to quo, Lion ,; z. L: to fir(' euut; about 

the cnvironr. cnt anc. to con it oneoelf to porr~ ibilitiec, the 

Crcat(r chance there is it r, eorr, of forral thought i vel. opinr'l (1973) " 

^3a-et is thus opr. oced to all ncthodc which are r. erely 
"fi; 'urativef9. ".. honevcr it in believe(! thzit an ic: ca hcrr, been 

derive( fron a percer«tion, without any other proccac intervening, 

in ev(-r,; cr.:. e the activity itself has been forgotten" p., -, 5). 

Thus, sethodc which depend basically on ras rive initntion such an 

copying; notes from the blackboard, from the te: -tboow; or the 

teacliers or nerely watching and hearir. ; audio-visual iz., az CJ are 

utterly rejected by riaret: "all a c`ilatior. jr a rectructuration 

or a reinvention" (op. cit. p. 40). Intellectual ceveloprent is 

o centially dependent upon the activities of the subject, being 

the product of successive conetructionn. "And the princiral 
factor in this conctructiviem in an equilibration achieved by 

autorcgulationa that rake it possible to remedy cozentary 
incoherence(, to resolve problem, and to curtount crises or 

periods of inbalance by a constant elaboration of fresh structures 
that the school can cit: ic r ignore or encourage according to the 

met'hodc it employs" (op. cit. p. 'i1). 

Piaret, anrzarontly, i oeü not think that hir chalionr"e applien 

to the tenchir of hintorys "There are core rubjectc, ruck an 

French history or cpel1inr, Thor e eontentr hr#ve been developed, or 

even invented, by adults, nn( the trnnc-irz ion of which raircr no 

problem o°Lnr. r than those relater; to recernirinr the better or 

wor: e ii: orr°c : ion techricucr" (op. cit. p.: (). Fiat"et thus alirnc 

hir.: eelf e: ith hi.. torianc auch at Llton and 1'arec (ccc Fart IV) who 

conziüer that the study 01 'pure history icy an adult rurnuit. 
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But if ire runt chit r'ron to r- alive t. ';; t history in roro thin a 
nonolithic ciah of . io-ornz, tion c e': (srr. inc0 by n ultc, then vo need 
to have t! icr. ,, ctinr in n. 1. o; -icczi. v- on that (`at. n. ''it, trat,; in 

the cla: croon, at - uch nn science, cnn ('orcnc on "a rrt. tiona1 

conr_truc'-ior accecrib1c to any he lth intcl.? irenco"" I'izf of 1c 

scornful unalo+- to t'-rcr of ccierce tcncl, in; ý can be anp1iet Just 

ar fljrcib]y to t, -rcr" of hhirtoztj tcr-chlnr : "a t of ic: ir'nt 

e; -pcrimentni trcLl.: i. a__ war lsc!. icveý'. to h", vc been rrovi{`r-(' roc Tont; 

., r- t''c r-tuecnt haC- been introei; cr(' to the rcauitr of rn. -t c: , ýcriicntc 

or hot' bon allowed to watch denonctrat i. on o: "'rrirter t ." cone ucted 

by hic to -eher, a thous h it were r orr, ih1e to sit in rover on a 
wharf and learn to cwir: rarely by rro:; n-up cvrir.. r crc in 
the water" (op. cit. p. 51). 

ýý1 
Ar hay been noted (coo p. of thin eection) there it an 

inpre rive covenant to&n�y in ^uriort of a or "Nuf: iold 
: 'irtory" where, ar f,, r aw norcible, the pupil confronts Iii: tort at 
firr-t hand (TI^nnaz 19(9, Jonec 1973 j Lamont 1972)- '. Ihre arc 
obviourý cif 'icultien, com ared th the tcachinj of rcicnco, in 

carr tint out auch an ain. %rart fro:: Vie alrio: t metamhycical 

nroblcm of the nature of the hirtorýf taught in : chooln (i art IV) , 
there are more nunc; ane pr oblc.. n of or -ani: ation" tcc1 end 
a for (1573) have recently r rorored "I 'iiiy "ictor, r" ar a ceanc 
by P-,, hick the pupil will be enabled "to handle ant: think about the 

main cateCoricc of evidence ucod by the profeccional historian" 
(ibis:.. p. 7). They have the honenty to ac3:. u. t, thoui°h., that 

c. w' icultiec were met in the clacrroon situation. -he work. had 

to be atructurcd more tichtly than had been expectcd (op. cit. p. 157 

and p. 1G5) anü the children often produced little evieenco for the 

cpecific* le sonn. _". icrefore, occondary material has: to be used 

ach a iurnell' ": ictory of the iirct orld '. ar" and ":; notrledre"g 
leas able pupils Cif- latter rather difficult (op. cit. p. 159). 

It is poccibly worthwhile to reiterate here that the pupils in 
the present research were not beinr ankec to "act an historian". 
In this context, the following rý. thcr tart cori: icnt by -, mock (1970) 
i: ref rc.:. inc. "A nunber of pnychologintc and cciuc-. tor. are 
propo; ink; t: ta chile, can be tau, -ht an: t-iinr if onl, 'ý the ri, ~ht 

thc ri, -,: it tc chin, ® tcchniquec, und the 'rirht' theory of 
1c;: rrin-- arc u: 'cd (: Tuner, ct ei, 1, )(0* ., uch a po: -ition is 

cnbarra. _ýi.: ti; 
to me a., a chic: paycholo$-i t anti acce ,t uce of it 

should be embarrassing to any educator. ..... I anticipate littlo 

lactinC good to come from uncritical acceptance of Tuch n position". 
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(ibid. pp"28-29)., history teachers have been cautioned by 

Burcton timt it 
. 
ire grotty cell :i ron: ibla to have a school 

child actin; `as. an historian in any true sense of the tern. 

For in: tancc, "- ho'state; that if a pupil is trying; to establish 
the historical facts for himself, then all relevant courcee 

must be"used if it is to be a genuine historical azercire 
(1972, P-5)* Depending on-the pupils' are level, the prevent 

research was aimed basically at 

(a) to h ; ndle the historical data prevented to them in 

a"coherent and lo ical manner (concrete or descriptive 

thinhinr; the chronicle level in history). 

(b) to analyse the implications of that data, to 

present reasoned possibilities and to handle a 

variety of factors which affect historical events 

. 
(Formal or explanatory thinking; the analytic level 

in history). 

"MC one of the crucial factors in trying to achieve these goals 

was, the use of the "active" methods propoced by Fieret. (of 

Coithnn 1971, p. 36). 

Piaget's second forceful contention about teachin methods 

was, also followted With the. exxper1nental Groups in this roccarch : 

children should" work in co-operation. : Hic 1932 boos: or. the 

-moral judgenent of the child is permeated with, requests for 

methods which allow co-operation among; peers. or example , 
')It' in only through contact with the judgcmcntc and evaluations 

of others that intellectual and affective oaoMj will gradually 

yield -to 'the pre-sure of collective for ical and moral laws" 

(1932, p. 408) " In 1961+ he stater, that there is a danger in 

school: of "false accor-nodation" by children, false because it 

agree,. with a verbal formula given by the teacher. "There is a 

false equilibrium which natinfiec a child by accommodation to 

words - to authority........ . teacher would do better not to 

-correct a child's schemes, but to provide situations so 21e will- 

correct then himself " (16h1, p. '+). Again, in 1971, - he stressed 
that if teachers want to concentrate on the constructive role of 
action, then they must place "an essential sears of importance 

upon the activities of the student himself" (1971, P. 67). And 

when he says "active" he means it in two sonco. "One is acting 
on material thing:. but the other moan: doing things in social 
collaboration, in a group effort. This lends to a critical 
franc of mind, where children must conmunic _te with each other. 

t 
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Co-operation it indeed co oporation" (quoted in "SiCel and Hooper 
1963, p. 431). : lo rccoyrondo the wicclon of a Canadian cchool 
inrpoctor who divided every clans into two roor c, "yn order, he 

cai. d, that the children choulu have Una "to ' : ior? s", and that the 
teacher would not tal': to all of then together the whol day tong! " 
(1971, p. G7) 

Paget in possibly being deliberatively provocative in 
those affirnational although they do span a long period of his 

published work (Lnglich translations 19.32 -. 1971). Experimental 

research does not ceen to give credence to the superiority of 

group methods over individual work. Sullivan, indeed, considers 
that "Piagot'a prescription of a particular typo of learning 

atmosphere seems ..... a premature extrapolation from hin 

equilibration model. ' Thus the educator who juntifica hic 

particular programme by scattered ctaterontc rack by Piaget is 

deluding himself into a state of false security"", (1967 s P. 33)0 
Evans (1962, p. 7k) states that while moot workers seen to agree 
that there is little difference in the amount learned by students 
under the two methods, children appear to enjoy their work more 
under Croup Methods. In a more recent review of the effects of 
co-operation on pupil learning (the criterion teeming to be the 

amount learnt) Thompson (1972, pp. 28--3G) divide: co-operative 
conditions into two cub-classes: joint co-operative efforts 
whore the Croup is required to produce one outcome for the learning 
tank, and accociative co-operative conditions whore pupils interact 
in tank relevant-ways but each pupil i; required to produce hic 

own outcome (ibido p. 29). Experimental investigations over a 
series of learning situations ihto both types of Croup interaction 

compared with individual work showed no significant difference in 

mean post-tent scores. Thospcon'e general comment in that, 
"icperime ntal evidence would thus appear to chow that co-operation 
between pupils, whether joint or acuociate, results in neither 

greater nor loco learning; than in the care when pupils are working 
individually" (ibido p. 29). Only one study investigated whether 
interaction was actually occurring among the pupils in the groups. 

. +.. c far as the amount learned was concerned, the result was the cruse: 

one of no difference (ibide p. 29). 1-'hon the 'coheoivenecc' of 

groups was investigated, the criterion often being derived from 

cociometric techniques, the conclusion in that, "There is cone 

evidence that the learning of pupils is independent of the level 

of cohesion of the Croup in which the pupils conduct their learning" 
( d" p"31). 
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Critics may reply to thin rather daunting survey that 

qualitative thinking war not mein, investigated : the criterion 

was the amunt learned. In the context of the teaching of 
history Colthan (1971) certainly conon out ctronCly for social 
interaction in the claccroon as "one of the surest ways of 
helping; dcvelop., cnt of higher levels of thin.. ing", always. 

provided that there is a genuine desire by people to examine 

each other's thoughts (ibid* p. 26). Che also supports children 

choosing their own groups. . "Children are more often than not 
the best judges of who will rake the best learning companions" 
(op. cit. p. 26). The concept of social interaction can be 

extended to the teacher-class situation, continues Colthan: 

"a teacher who posen a 'question in initiating interaction''...., 

he puts the answers . whether correct or incorrect, to the rest " of 
the class for an c: acination of its possible correctness, he is 

perpetuatinginteraction and, indeed, acting for more of it". 

(ibis, p. 28). Colthün considers, however, that tho. noot 
favourable situation for social interaction "in that where a 

cra31 croup of children ha: a Well-defined problem to tackle, 

and this isor1: method is poscible pith a variety of historical 

material and at all cta[; en of learnin&" (op. cit. p. 40). 

Zho pointer out that come initial help is needed before a group 

can analyse problems, pocsibly, in giving the children practice as 

a C1ccc. ' "Prcccntation' o£ one , roup'c conclusions either to the 

teacher or to other rroupc can give rice to further c:: chap eo and 

tcctinn of ideao and if the rulca of. tho Cane always require 

evidence to be forthco i. ng to rcupport propocitione, the children 

are-certainly practicing the study of hietory" (op. cit. pp. 1i0»4l). 

In the present research the ncthods used with the e: perinental, 

C; roupa wore not the core extreme types rocoicnded by Plaget but 

those r*. odified approaches supported by a number of writers on the 

teaching; of history (for c. apple, Nicholas and Thompson 1972, 

pp. 231-236) It Iran felt that the pupils had to have role 
franc, or7: as an introduction to any group diccu. cion', and that 
this, frs ot. orl, was best supplied through the tore traditional 

nethodo of teacher c: pocition1 question and anec; cr or reading. 

""""""""""" 
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CHHAIfiER 4: EVALUATION 

The vital ic: ue in the prcccnt study was whether the 

different tcchniquec of tcaching hiotory improved the thinking 

o ills of the cxperincntal Croup at each are level. Pia. -et, 

of source, would ac?: what wan the aim of trying ouch acceleration 
tcchnic_ucc.. He has explained recently that 

, while it 
-rao~y 

be 

po: ciblo to accelerate clovolopnent through the ctareo, "there in 

not rauch to be rained by doing it beyond a certain r. eavure" 
(Pinch 1969 l p. 351 op. cit) . Development, for Piaget, over-rides 

e: -perience. Yet, research evidence has Chown children operatinG 

at lower coCnitive levels in history than one would expect or want. 
The present study, therefore, was an attempt to put into practice 

in school situations a modified version of the two crucial methods 

su-ge^ted by. Piaget with two experinental groupo. The two taucht 

control group: at each ago level received what were considered to 
_ 

be more traditional methode coneisting in the main of cxpocition, 

followed by cone form of written or drawing work. The verbal 

recponcec on a number of passages concerned with history were 

evaluated at the beginning and at the and of a ycar'c teaching 

programme. The criteria for ouch an evaluation wau derived from 

Inholder and Piaret and had been uced in previoum research work 
(Hallen 1.96G). A criticel question, however, to be faced in the 

nc1: t section in how far in that criteria related to historical 

thin! cinG per cc - in fact I ghat is historical thinkinC? 

"""""""""""""" 
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PAPI IV 

THE RELATIO! SHIP OF HISTORICAL AND 
LOGICAL THINKING 

CHAPTER It I- MAT IS HISTORY? 

There in an epistemological problem in starting with a 

model of the structure of thought such as Piaget's and then 

applying that model to children's responses on historical 

passages. Thompson (1972, p. 31) refers to the danger "of 

forcing the analysis of historical thinking into a framework 

which may not meet its requirements and adequately bring out, 

its important elements". After making the comment on earlier 

research work (Hallam 1966) that the predominant influence was 

not the particular requirements and characteristics of history, 

Thompson declares that the preliminary task should be an 

examination of what is meant by historical thinking. The 

earlier study was a specific attempt to try to discover if the_ 

characteristics of thinking postulated by Piaget were evident 

when children answered questions on the typo of historical 

material met in schools. Having established that a develop- 

mental sequence was evident, it is now necessary to try to define 

what is. meant by historical thinking. Before that can occur, 
however, the whole concept of "history". needs to be analysed. 

Holloway (1967, pp. 10-11) declares that the word is 

ambiguous, the came tern being used to refer. both "to what happened 

in the past and to the study of it : history, 'histoire', 

IGeschichtel, mean both man's pact and the knowledge he strives 

to build up about that past". In the present context, we are 

more concerned with the latter meaning, with the study of "c nything 
that has ever happened in the past, however long ago or however 

recently" (Kitson Clark 1967, pol). Elton (1967, p. 8) agrees in 

general with -such an interpretation. His preliminary definition 

of history considers that it is everything that men have said, 
thought, done-or suffered in the past. He then posits these 

reservations on his initial'definition (op. cit. pp. 10.11): 

a) History. can deal only with the present traces of the past, 
that iss where evidence survives. This reservation would 
thus seem to exclude that type of "history" exemplified in 

novels and films which relies completely on the author's 
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interpretation of past events, for instance, un-authenticated 

private conversations between historical personages. 

b) History has-certain habits peculiar to itself.. It deals 

in events, not static situations, the transformations 

linking the situations being causal, temporal or merely 

coincidental. This last adjective seems to open the door 

a little to history being "just one damned thing after 

another", while scientists would surely argue that causal 
transformations link the data they study. The argument 
that transformations rather than static states charactorice 
history would evidently be extended to other structures by 

Piaget (1971; pell) : "All known structures - from 

mathematical groups to kinship systems - are, without 

exception, systems of transformations". The crucial term 

among the three would thus seem to be 'temporal' as far as 

history is concerned: History can be regarded as a process 
of change through time. 

c) History deals with the particular, peoplel'events and facts 

being treated as peculiar to themselves yet made comprehensible 
to us by universal qualities present in differing proportions 

and arrangements. Elton would thus seem to adduce both the 

idiographic and nomothetic qualities of history. Gardiner 

(1961, pp. 40-41) agrees with such-an interpretation* 

itThe historian concentrates upon the event in its unique 
individuality, regarding it ..... as something which is. to 

viewed for. an end in itself". Buts continues Gardiner, to 

call'sonothing 'unique'.. presupposes prior classification. 
Thus, the Normtuff Conquest was unique "in the sense that it 

occurred at a particular time and place" (op, cit" p. 43). 

It was, however# also an example of the invasion of one 

country by another. Gardiner. goes on to contend that the 

historian is not free to disregard "general laws in his work 

of reconstruction", for all his attention to tho individual 

and the unique (op. cit. p. 45). 

Elton's consideration of the three recervations-leads hie to 

rephrasso his initial definition of history no that it reads thus 

(1967, p. 12) 2 
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"(Hictory) is concerned with all those hunan sayings, 
thoughts, deeds and sufferings which occurred in the past and 

have left present deposit;, and it deals with then from the 

point of view of happening, change and the particular". 
While it is not an integral part of this thesis to argue the 

case for or against history as a separate discipline with 

qualities sui generic, one wonders whether this definition, 

shorn of its temporal connections, could be applied also to 

a8pects of psychology. 

The "human sayings, thoughta, deeds and aufferinga'r 

could presumably be classified as the "facts"'of history, 

those nebulous desiderata which have caused so much concern 
to historians since the German school in Hanover sought to 

"eliminate the haphalard and the slipshod, ..... to destroy 

inaccuracy and error, to provide history with. a bedrock of 

proven and verifiable facts" (Thomson 19691% p. 38). They 

transmitted their zeal to scholars like Ranke ("the strict 

presentation of facts in the supreme law. of historical 

writing") and Taine ("the tiny facts, carefully selected1 
important� significant, apply authenticated and noted with 

minute care"). Marwick (1970, p. 37) comments that Ranke for 

one did not confine himself to the treadmill that might be 

indicated by his remark; as all historians must dog he brought 

to his work definite concepts on the structure of historical 

processes. lot it was the "factual" approach to history thought 

to be typified by the ßankean school that Trevolyan felt needed 

attacking in his famous essay "Clio, a Muse" (1903, republished .. 
1913). No one, contended Trevolyan, can ever give a completely 

true account of the French Revolution. "He will give the best 

interpretation who, having discovered and weighed all the 

important evidence. obtainableg has the .... " warnest human 

sympathy� the highest imaginative powers" (quoted Marwick, p. 57)0 

For Trevelyan an historian such as Carlyle reached nearer to 

the truth of occurrences like the French Revolution than did 
those scientific historians "whol with more knowledge of facts, 

have less understanding of man" (ibid. p. 57). Kitson Clark 

(1967, pp. 99-107), however, gives a salutary warning against the 

school of "imaginative" historians ashen he considers Sacaulay"a 

account, of. Jeffreya' conduct after the battle of Monmouth. 

"Between the reader of r: acaulay and the evidence there is 

interposed iacaulay's powerful historical imagination ...... 
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It interprets and illunes. But it is not always cloar what 
evidence has guided the interpretation, and therefore what is 

being illumined" (op. cit., p. 101). 

Croce, of course, was the philosopher of history who 

possibly most strongly opposed the arguments for 'scientific' 

history. Since the past itself has no existence, history 

has reality only in the mind of the historians "all history 

id contemporary history". The historian must not be a =ere 

chronicler of facts but one who "lives again in imagination 

individuals and events". Croce strikingly expressed his 

attitude in the following passage: "Do you wish to understand 

the true history of a Ligurian or Sicilian neolithic man? 
First of all, try if it be possible to make yourself mentally 
into a Ligurian or Sicilian neolithic man" (quoted Gardiner 

1961, p. 233). If this feat of imagination is impossible for a 
historian, then he should merely describe and-"clancify the 

remains of neolithic man, which would be pseudo - history. 

Croce'a ideas were developed by Collingwood who postulated 
that the historian investigates both the "outside" and the 
"inside" of events. He may begin with the "outside", the 

discernible actions, but "his main task is to think himself 

into this action, to discern the thought of its agent" 
(op. cit. p. 252). For Collingwood, the historian is thus not 
like a scientist investigating phenomena, but is a man searching 
for the processes of thought. Indeed, "all history is'the 
history of thought'll the thoughts of the characters being 

discovered by the historian "re-thinking them in his own mind" 
(op. cito p. 253). And history begins only when the historian 

asks a question. 'History' is the answering of this questions 
"the historian does not select, because no past facts are "there" 

before hin, to select from, until he has'put then there by sheer 
historical thinking" (quoted Marwick 1970, p"80). Collingwöod'e 

exaltation of thought as the prime aim of historical knowledge is 

dembnstrated in this remark (op. cit. p. 83): 

"Military history ..... is not a description of weary 

marches in heat or cold, or the thrills and chills of battle 

or the long agony of wounded men. It is a description of plans 

and counter-planst of thinking about strategy and thinking about 
tactics, and in the last resort of what the men. in the ranks 
thought about the battle". 

Marwick thinks that this passage is "absolute rubbish", 
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asking why on earth cannot history be "a description of weary 

marches". Admittedly, the last clause in Collingwood'c 

paragraph is rather oddly phrased, but cannot the passage be 

aeon as illustrating two levels of history: the descriptive 

at the concrete level of thinking and the analytic at the formal 

level when history becomes a 'professional' pursuit (cf. Coltham 

1971, p"35). 

Namier, the scholar selected by )arwick as "the great mein of 
the twentieth century" (1970, p. 90) was essentially a Rankean 

professional: "One has to steep oneself in the political life 

of a period before one can safely speak, or be sure of understanding, 

its language" (op. cit. p. 91). Elton (1967, p. 16) also emphasises 

this aspect of the work of an historian. A professional historian, 

as contrasted with an amateur, truly understands an age from the 

inside, living with its attitudes and prejudices. "The professional 

lives in (history) an a contemporary, though a contemporary equipped 

with immunity, hindsight and arrogant superiority" (ibid* p. 16). 

He knows hic evidence: the rango, how it came into existence, 

what people or institutions produced it, "what it can tell and 

what can never be got from it" (op. cit. p. 19). The historian's 

guesses (7 hypotheses) are supported by a profound knowledge of all 

the sources and "a solid kind of familiarity with the age". 

Elton's affirmation recalls Kitson Clark's dictum (1967, p. 64), 

"Read till you hear them talking". Through this intimate 

acquaintance with the ago, the professional knows the right kind 

of questions to ask of the evidence; he is able to exhaust the 

possibilities of the evidence. . Above all, he must be critical 

and sceptical: "only a full ranging knowledge of what occurs 
in the papers of. a given period or problem will prevent mis- 

apprehension" (Elton 1967, p. 78).. 11hen there is not enough 

evidence, then the historian must admit ignorance and concede the 

limits of rationality. 

:::::::::: ti 
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CHAPTER 2 IS THE STUDY OF HISTORY A 
STRUCTURED DISCIPLINE? 

An historian would thus seem to be one who has read no 
deeply and widely on a chosen period that he can approach its 

problems as a contemporary, but a contemporary who can nee those 

problems in perspective. In order to achieve such a position, 
the evidence has to be scrutinieed minutely, with the investigator 

remaining detached and sceptical, yet at the came time, being 

involved in the liven and thoughts of the people concerned. 

Well might Pares consider that twenty-fivo years in the right 

age to start studying history. 

These distinguishing characteristics of an historian do not 

seem to give us what might be called a readily available structure 

of history :a structure against which we could compare the 

hierarchy of. thinking skills promulgated by Piagot. Recently, 

the whole question of the nature of history has attracted the 

attention of a number of scholars (see, for example, Burston and 
Green 1972, Burston and Thompson 1967, Lamont 1972, Thomson 19629 

Watts 1972 as well as historians mentioned in Chapter Z). Yet, 

apart from. the notable pamphlet by Coltham and Fines (1971), 

few of the studies give that definitive pattern of historical 

skills which would help the peculiar issues of this research. 
Even in the more general field of history itself, it is asserted 
that there continues "an uncertainty among historians about the 

kinds of explanation which they can legitimately give (Bernal in 

Connell-Smith and Lloyd 1972, p. 30). Holloway (1967, pp. 12.13) 

remarks that the study of the past is at prevent in a very un- 
satisfactory state. "Academic history ..... has no systematic 
theory, no accepted conceptual apparatus and no explicit canon 
of interpretation : its only rationale is the research methodology 
brought to perfection well over a hundred yearn ago by Leopold von 
Ranke and handed on virtually unchanged from generation to generation". 
This is the opinion of a sociologist with a platform : "history and 

sociology must become one" (op. cit. p. 13). While this is one 

solution, it is not a radical help in the present research where 

it is vital to delineate those characteristics of history which 

might be said to typify the structure of history. 

According to Whitfield (1971, p913) the atructuro of a 

developed discipline serves both to reveal patterns, rolationßhipn 

and distinctions and also to simplify understanding by permitting 
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a synoptic view of apparently random impreesiona and experiences. 
This recalls Bruner's explanation (1960, p. 7); . 

"Graaping the 

structure of a subject is understanding-it'in a way that permits 

many other things to be related to it meaningfully. To learn 

atructuro, in short, is to learn how things are related". Hirst 

is the philosopher who has boon moot concerned recently-with 
trying to clarify the distinctive features of-all forma of 
knowledge, one of which in history. He defines a fora of 
knowledge an "a distinct way in which our experience bocomea 

structured round the use of accepted public cymbols" (Rogers 

1972, p. 75). Each form of knowledge has these characteristics. 

a) There, are certain essential concepts that are peculiar to 

that form of knowledge, for example, gravity, acceleration, 
hydrogen, protosyntheois in Science and God, sin, 
predestination in religion. 

b) These concepts, together with "other concepts that denote .... 
certain aspects of experience" (ibid. p. 75)9 form a network 
of possible relationships in which oxperience can be understood. 
"Aa a result the form has a distinct logical structure". 

C) Each form of knowledge has distinctive statements , or 
oxpreaciona which are testable againct. experiences albeit in 

an indirect way. 

d) The forms have developed particular techniques and skills 
for exploring experience and testing their distinctive 

expressions. 

Each of these contentions needs to be studies in relation to 
history. 

. 
All concepts which relate specifically to the past are 

obviously historical. Very of-ten, however, the historian uses 
concepts which relate to other areas of understanding such as 
politics, social anthropology and psychology. These are"presumably 

subsumed under Hirst's term "the social cciencec", which ho links 

with history (Hooper 1971, p. 242). Furthermore, when an historian 

is dealing with causation in human affairs he has to use widely 

experienced human characteristics like obstinacy, fervour, 

determination and couraga. Holloway (1967, p. 5) declares that 

historians "imply motives`without basing their statements on any 

general theory of motivation and without taking into account what 

social scientists have written on the subject"*' ubject ". Later, he 

concludes that, "The language in which history is written is 

.. _, 
. 
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ordinary everyday language t and the typo of explanation which 

historians offer in the type of explanation that people offer in 

everyday life" (ibid* p. 8). Blake also asserts "catogorically" 

that "the language of the historian is ... (of an) indeterminate 

eort .... it is cecential to historical writing that it enjoys the 

fluidity and adaptability of ordinary language" (Gardiner 1961, p. 336). 

It thus seems that most of the concepts used in history do not 

possess an autonomy , of the type ragt-in a form of knowledge such an 
the physical sciences where a term like "wave" or "particle" has 

an esoteric or technical meaning (Rogers 1972, p. 77). "In contrast 

with the""phyeical sciences, history is continuous with, not distinct 

fron, general human experiences" (ibid. p. 77). 

If history does not contain concepts peculiar to itself, 

other than those which have a temporal connotation, then can the 

second of Hirst's criteria be substantiated? If there are no 

special concepts, can a network of possible relationships be 

developed? Rogers approaches this quandary fron another angle. 
For hire, the "distinctive logical structure" allegedly apportainine 

to each form of knowledge through a network of "peculiar" concepts 

could hardly be the defining characteristic of a discipline; 

"for the same is true of any form of intelligible discourse what- 

ever" (op. cit. p. 76). Hirst specifically. excludec geography, for 

example, from the realm of disciplines. But Rogers"points out. 
that this "'fields" of knowledge (Hirst's term). has such specific 

concepts as "contour" and "profile". Lhy then, asks P. ogera, 

should history be=treated no a separate discipline on the basic 

of Ilirnt'a second criteria? (op. cit. p. 77). 

"The last two of these (criteria) seem uncontrovercial" 

(op. cit. p. 76). . 
An historical exprossicn, according to Rogers, 

has a distinct character "which makes it what it is and not something 
else" (ibide p. 76). Yet again ono wonders what are the characteristics 
of any distinctly historical statement. The following quotatiahs 
were taken almost at random from books readily to hand: 

"Parliamentary authorisation for the federal army would run out 
in 1871" (Taylor 1961, p. 115). 

"In 1880 rillions of Europeans 'still lived in a thcocentric -ý 
universe, untroubled-by the corrosive scepticism of the Enlightenient 

on which the nineteenth century liberal culture was burred" 

(Roberts, 1967, p. 215). 

r 
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"The peasants were the worst sufferers from the eighteenth 

century changed in the levels of general and relative prices" 
(Goodwin 1963, p. 25). 

These sentences, apart from their connections with the past, 
do not appear to belong to only one specific area known an 'history'. 

It seems difficult to assert that history has distinctive statements: 

what is often said by historians seems to partake of other forms and 
fields of knowledge. IIiret's third charactorintic does not appear 
to be readily substantiated. The crux of the historical approach 

would seem to be evident in the way in which the historian interprets 

and links the statements, in what 11alsh (1967, p"75) has called 
"colligation" : "to colligate iss broadly, to organise". 
Thompson (1967, pp. 87-88) explains balah'a understanding of 

colligation in this manner: "The historian .... * must make the 

human past intelligible and 'significant'. ..... He will bring 

the events of the past together in a particular sort of way, a 

way which demonstrates that the events grouped have a specific and 

internal connection with each other ..... the grouping must help to 

make them intelligible". Hence, the historians unique role, using 

his specialised techniques, is seen in the organisation and 
interpretation of what might appear superficially as disparate 

occurrences - the making of valid connections, soundly based on 

the evidenco available. And the specialised techniques (Hirst's 

fourth characteristic) which make one man a chronicler, the other 

an historian, would seem to be those discussed in Chapter I and 

also those outlined in Table IX (see pp. 189-191). 

Ai erican scholars have also been involved recently in trying 

to define the ctructuro of a discipline. Schwab (Fenton 1967, p. 12) 

uses his own not of criteria, cone of which resemble Hirst*. - A 

discipline's structure, for Schwab, has two parts: 

a) a "body of imposed conceptions which define the investigated 

subject natter of that discipline and control its enquiries"" 

b) "the pattern of its procedure, its method, how it goes about 

using its conceptions to attain its Goals". 

Fenton explains that the body of "imposed conceptions" has been 

defined in three ways (ibido p. 12): 
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i) a body of generalisation 
ii) a cot of concepts 

iii) a group of analytical questions 

Fonton dismisses (i) as "inert" (op. cit. p"13)0 and considers that 

concepts (ii) such as "social class" and "supply and demand" are 
thought to be more unoful in guiding a student in his search for 

data, Iiictorians, however, according to Fenton, "feel more at 
home with questions to put to data than with lists of concepts" 
(op. cit. p. 14). - Some analytical questions Crow out of concepts, 

for example, the concept of leadership lends to a question auch 

an, "What are the attributer of leaders"? Fenton then contends 

that "the more concepts or analytical questions a student carries 

in his head, the more fruitful tools for inquiry he carries. 

Learning to use concepts and analytic questions should be a key 

objective of social studies becau3e structure influences the 

hypotheses one can develop and hence controls inquiry". (op. cit. 

pp, 14-15). Structure also includes, for Fenton, the method by 

which a discipline arrives 'at its conclusions - the proof process. ** 

There thus seem concepts which are recognicable as historical, 

primarily because of their-temporal connotations, but the distinctive 

structure of history-is essentially one of procedures t the 

investigation and evaluation of historical evidence followed by 

the construction of an analytic narrative which shows the intrinsic 

relationships within that evidence. 

"ý Footnote: There is come-disappointment in how Fenton presents 

material aimed at explaining how the criteria for history as a 

structure aro'applied in an eighth grade courseý"Froa Subject to 

Citizen" (op. cit. pp. 79-81). One question to be asked iss '%*hat 

happened to nen's'expectationß of the Now World"? On the evidence 

-presented 
in his book the students do'not seem to have been asked to- 

evaluate an original source on Virginia in 1624. The particular 

account seems biased. but Fenton merely remarks, "Questions help 

students to extract the salient points from the reading" (op. cit. p. 81)0 

:::::::::::::: 
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CHAPTER 32 THE NNATURE OF HISTORICAL EVIDENCE 

All arteiactc are evidence for the historian - architecture, 
tools, paintingc, music - but in the present context the tern is 

reserved for written evidence. And that evidence is suspect, 
oven if the original manuscript is being viewed. ' Elton (1967, P"75) 

argues that all ovidenco can bo divided into two kinds: 

a) That produced specifically for the hictorian'a attention 

such as chronicice, aoaoirc and letters intended for 

publication; 

b) that produced for some other purpose like reports of 

comnissiona. 

The first type obviously must be approached with supreme 

caution but even when the possible bias and misinterpretation 
(concious or unconcioua) of the writer has been taken into 

account, there still remain technical problems. Kitson Clark 

(1967, p. 63) says that we must ask what the words meant to the 

ý° 

writer since the meanings of words change. Furthermore, 
different emphasis are placed at different times on particular 
words and phrases. For example, inflated language was common 
to large sections of the English people in the 1840's through 

the plays, novels and coons of the time (op. cit. p. 64). 

Even the second type of evidence is suspect; parliamentary 

co. -missions could have presented biased reports because they 

did not have time to collect all the evidence (op. cit. p. 79). 

Carr gives an illuminating account (1964, pp. 16-19) of how 

Streseman, the Foreign }sinister of the Weinar Republic who 
died in 1929, rendered a selective account of his conversations 

with the Soviet Anbassador in Borlin. "The docuraenta do not tell 

us what happocd,. but.. only what Stresenan thought had happened, 

or what he wanted others to think, or perhaps what he wanted 

hiicolf to think, had happened" (op. cit. p. 19). Zuck reports 

have to be. compared with other evidence like the. Zoviet Ambassador's 

coanunications: evidence must always be tested against other 

evidence. And the evidence can only be assessed in a controlled 

and orderly manner becauso'the historian has immersed himself in 

the ethos of, the period so that. ho knows how contemporaries think 

and the nature of their life-otylea. 

Demands like, these seem to Live a gloomy outlook on the 
Y 

possibility of reaching any conclusive docisions regarding events 
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or characters in the past. There need not, however, be total 

scepticism about the possibility of historical knowledge. ' 

Both Elton (op. cit. p. 59) and Kitson Clark (1967, p. 41) state that 

there is a large body of agreed historical knowledge on which no 

dispute is possible such aas '"ti-moo was the eldest surviving child 

of Henry 8th"? (Elton 1967, p. 59), or, "The battle of Waterloo 

was fought on Sunday, 18th. June 1815" (I'3tcon Clark 1967, p. 41). 

Yet Thomson (1969, p. 37) explains that "even the seemingly most 

undisputable facts and dates are always open to question. 

E. E. Dance cites the familiar formula : "Battle of Hastings A. D. 

1066". He points out that it "contains at least two mis- 

statements of. fact and one expression of religious prejudice "o. 

The battle was fought at senlac and since Christ was evidently 

born earlier than we suppose, the date should be come time between 

1069 and 1074. "Anyhow, why should a predominantly non-Christian 

world be afflicted with a Christian system of chronology which is 

known to be inaccurate? (ibid. p. 37). This would aeon to be 

taking ccopticisn to the extreme, though. And the detection of 

fallacies in such a simple statement does at least chow that 

historical data can be investigated and evaluated. 

Ile can thus accept that there are events such as accessions 

to thrones, dates of invasions, the position of historical sites 

and so on which are beyond reasonable doubt. Vo can also compare 

less concrete evidence such as reports against the evidence of 

other authorities or against what we know of the period as a whole 

(Gardiner 1961, p. 76). Host importantly, Rogers (1972, p. 113) 

declares that evidence in itself in not history. Even when we 

leave the area of agreed fact, there are reputable procedures 

available which confine disagreements of interpretation within 

the limits of rational dispute (op. cit. p. 119). "The criteria 

underlying the procedures are in part logical and in part 

concerned with the knowledge and meaning of sources" (ibid. p. 119). 

The foregoing discussion seems to lead to the point that since we 

cannot expect school children to have either the technical 

expertese by which they can evaluate source evidence, or the 

experience through which they can "live in an age as though a 

contemporary", if we wish to introduce them in a scholarly manner 

to the study of historical evidence, then it would appear we shall 

have to rely upon the development of logical procedures. 

tiitttiitit2it 
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CHAPTER 4i LOGICAL PROCEDURES IN HISTORY 

There have been a number of analyses of logical thinking 

skills (Bloom 1956; Peel 1967; Colthan and Fines 1971). The 

present research was based primarily on that created by Inhelder 

and Piaget (1950 : 1958). A problem arises immediately in that 
Piaget's can be considered an over-logical model, an, over-rational 
definition of thinking (Watts 1972, p.. 19). Watts (op. cit. p. 21) 

posits the following model which would include those cognitive 
procesces falling outside Piagot's definition: 

Creativity 

Association 

Imagination 

Dream and 

Judgment 
4 

Conscious logical thinking 

Formal ' thinking 

Concrete thinld. ng 

Sensori motor 
day dream 

Primitive perceptual 

and cognitive activity 

One difficulty of this model is the problem of hierarchy involved in 
the two, routec: for example, adults can day-dream whereas they seldom, 
if ever, regress to the sensori motor level. Are the stages in the 
two routes meant to be separated by equivalent intervals? Watts 

suggests that we accept A (associative) and R (rational) - thinking 

as the terms for the two nodes of thought (op. cit. p, 22). 

Associative thinking involves the association of ideas, an element 
in imagination, intuition and creativity. . 

Watts instances the work 

of Guilford in the 1950's as an'examplo of a recent interest in this 

area. Ile thinks that accociational thinking provides the pseudo- 

concepts fror which genuine concepta'aro doveloped (op. cit. p. 27). 

Watt declares that it seems reasonable to suppose that A (association) 

thinking can develop "from the A1, hoines of the baby to the A4 images 

of Kubla Khan". There is an AR (Association - Rationäl) region of 
fusion such as ARS used in that combination of knowledge, experience 
and hunches which is called judgment in adult life (op. cit. p. 28). 

,,. 

r 
ý' 
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Bryant (1970, p. 274) is also concerned with the development 

of images in the teaching of history. She wants history-at the 

age range 8 to 13/14 years saturated with the touch, sights, 
sounds, cmolls and movements from the pant. Any history teacher 

worth his salt would concur with the ideas behind such an approach: 

visits, illustrations, films, plays, stories, models and so on. 
It should be stressed, though, that the present research was 

concerned basically with one aspect of history teaching, and one 
that-could be considered among the moat valuable reasons for the 

teaching of history: the development of logical skills with regard 

to written evidence. "The study of history justifies itself insofar 

as it assists reason to work" (Elton 1967, p. 49). llhile admitting, 

then, the importance of concrete images in history, the criteria 

used to assess children's answers will be based on the R- models 

moreover, even if one irero to try to use the A ". model criteria, 

there would be difficulty in devising appropriate criteria by 

which children's answers could be accessed. "Imagination" is a 

concept used very frequently in the discussion of history teaching, 

but what exactly does it mean? The process can vary from a semi- 

mystical identification with the paßt in evocative surroundings 
(fousesteade, Rievaulx Abbey, York Minster) to the creation of 

hypotheses after tough and powerful wrestling with an idea 

(Duckworth 1971, p. 49). And could not thin latter typo of 

imagination be identified with conscious logical reasoning? . 
Burgton (1972, p. 68) points out that "the process of imagining 

oneself in a, past age can, in the end, be the greatest and most, 

distinctive intellectual challenge entailed by the study of'history". 

Therefore, the request that children "should use their imagination" 

needs to be viewed cautiously. The question has to be asked, 

"At what level of validity is such an experience"? It is fairly 

easy to have children write, say, an impressionictic"letter from 

a Roman soldier stationed in Britannia in which images are 

conveyed but there might be but little regard for the historical 

situation; it in far more difficult for the pupils to give a 

disciplined historical response to such a task. Duckworth 

(1971, p, 49) argues that wise teaching must be content to garner 

what every stage of childhood can yield, instead of striving after 

the unattainable, namely the power of analysis and a grasp of the 

causal nexus of events. Children should catch through feeling 

and imagination something of the glory and travail of the human 

past (ibid. p. 49).. ' He suggests, as an example, that the pupils 

should read an extract from "Mein Impf" and then write a letter 
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by a concentration camp guard justifying his treatment of the Jews. 

Surely, such an exercise, historically, is appropriate only for a 

pupil who is able to handle a number of variables (7 formal, level) 

and has a knowledge of Germany, theories of Aryan supremacy, 

economic tendencies during the 1920'c and 1930'a and co on? 

"Imagination" seems an, intangible kind of concept. 

There seems equal difficulty in devising appropriate criteria 
for accessing "creativity, another of Wattal postulates. 
Creativity is often measured by a type of divergent thinking tost. 

2 ttall (1972) has recently surveyed the field of divergent 

thinking and concludes that "the case for viewing these tests as 

teste of creative ability ..... remains, at best, unproven" 
(ibide p. 2). Vernon (in Royce 1974, pp. 137-138) writes that the 

majority of subsequent workers after Guilford seem to have reduced 

'creativity'. to a single factor, "a kind of combination of 

ideational fluency and originality; and this has proved to be 

. partially, though not wholly, distinguishable from verbal 
intelligence". It would seem that the frames of reference studding 

Vatta', A - route do not in themselves provide precise enough criteria 

for accessing thought, nor do they provide a powerful counter- 
balance to the Piagetian model. 

It can be argued that the Piagetian criteria are inappropriate 

for investigating thinking in history since they are derived from 

children's answers on physical experiments (1958). Experiments 

such an the combination of colourless liquids and equilibrium in 

a balance have an assured solution unlike problems in history where 

one can seldom, if over, arrive at a precise and incontrovertible 

judgment. Bartlett (1958, pp. 23-24) characterises the former type 

of thought as "thinking in closed circuits"9 amenable to controlled 

investigation and illustrated best in numerical or logical form. 

In social problems, on the other hand, as more and more of the 

evidence available is used by the observer, "it becomes the less 

likely that definite issues will be reached" (op. cit. p"178)9 

Bartlett quotes some remarks by-John Sunnerson: "t: athematical 

demonstration, being built upon the impregnable foundations of 

geometry and arithmetic, are the only truths that can sink into the 

mind of nano void of all uncertainty; and all other discourses 

participate more or less of truth according an their subjects are 

more or loco capable of mathematical demonstration". (op. cit* p. 195). 

Presumably, such an attitude can help to-account in part for Piaget's 

attempt to present a symbolic model for the different stages of 
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thinking. Such a model, states Piaget (1953, p"25) "would 

mediate between psychology and pure logic as mathematical physics 

relates physics, concerned with the real world, and mathematical 

where the criterion of truth in the internal consistency appropriate 
to a vigorous deductive system". 

At present, we still seem come way from the realisation of such 

a valuable model which could be used. to analyse thinking in various 
branches of general knowledge such as the physical sciences and 
history. Is it appropriate, then, to adapt the criteria derived' 

from the one to thinking skills based on passages derived from the 

other? IJot if it canýbe proved that the approach to a science 

such as physics is radically different from the approach to history. 

Blake, for example, argues that physics, "the most mature science", 

presents "a formal deductive system ..... built around a logico- 

mathenatical framework" and that this helps to chow the ideal 

structure of the sciences (Gardiner 1961, p"336). Recent writings 

on the physical sciences, however, seen to detract from any such 
Olympian certainty. According to Marwick (1972, p. 99) both 

natural cciencee. and history deal in probabilities: "save on the 

most banal level, there are no absolutes in the natural sciences". 
The most striking difference between the two area of knowledge is 

the degree to which proof can be established of. the various contentions 

made. by the scientist and the historian respectively (op. cit. p. 98), 

The scientist has an explanatory theory which gives testable. hypotheses: 

. 
these can be confirmed or derived through an experiment. The 

-experiment can be repeated, although this will never again be in the 

exact form of the original experiment. ' Furthermore, the scientist 

may remain more detached from the phenomena he is observing than the 

historian s there is a danger in history that what the investigator 

considers is significant will be influenced by hic upbringing or his 

personality characteristics. Sturley (1969, p. 37) writes that, 
"value judgments will be influenced to-a greater or lesser degree 
by personal likes and dislikes, by social, religious or national 

prejudice ..... by views on human nature and on life itself". 

The historian, also, cannot produce a general or covering law which 
it in true for all instances of the observed phenomena. 

It can be argued, however that historical explanation is of a 

general scientific pattern and that it has general laws. Hempel 
defines such a law as "a statement of universal conditional form which 
is capable of being confirmed or dicconfirmed by suitable empirical 
findings" (Perry 1967, p. 28)., Hence, from a general law plus the 
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initial conditions (which refer to the particular instances of 

the historical situation) an explanation can be logically deduced. 

Difficulties inevitably arico, though, when a general law is 

applied to a particular historical situation. The argument that 

a race in armaments will lead, sooner or later, to war can be 

supposed an an example of the covcring law theory (Burston 1967, 

p. 51). "It is to be observed that we could apply this model of 

explanation to the Sarajevo assassination, by saying that whenever 

a ruler, visiting a subject territory, is ascaccinatcd, stern 

reprisals on, the territory will occur - again, a General classification 

of a particular event, and an explanation in terms of a general law" 

(ibid, p. 51). But surely stern reprisals did not occur in Bosnia, 

unless general involvement in World : 1'ar I in that reprisal; 

Austria turned her anger against Serbia. Covering laws in history 

can thus break down. 

An historian, moreover, cannot prornuleate. a law, as occurs in 

science, by which predictions can be made. Even co, P: arwick 

considers that worthwhile inferences-are able tobe made from 

history which have a conditional validity. Possibly an instance of 

this is the "law" that "if a government prints more paper money 

than the etato of the economy warrants, inflation in likely to 

result". In the physical sciences, as is obvious, there are 

laws which differ in scale from such a generalisation., Sturley 

(1969, P"39) explains that even the best informed and most, 

balanced judgment "cannot explain historical events with the same 

degree of satisfaction that Kepler's formula, for e: -ample, can 

'explain' the motions of the planets". 

There would thus be a great gulf between explanation in 

history and the physical sciences if we accepted the above as the 

determining differences. It can be argued, however, that both 

history and science deal in probabilities : there are no absolutes 

in either branch of knowledge. Scientific laws which were once 

promulgated as "true" such as Newton's theory of gravity are now 

seen to have but only a conditional validity. "Natural science 

today ..... deals in probabilities rather than in the certainties 

of the palmy nineteenth' century days". (Barwick 19709 p. 99)" 

Elton also contends that, "The natural sciences have, it would 

seer, virtually abandoned the concepts of truth and falsehood; 

phenomena once regarded as objectively true are now teen to be 

only a statistical abstraction fron random variables" (1967, p. 52). 

Practising scientists,. then, use a phrase such as "more probable"- 
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or "more accuratolyýdeecriptivo" (ibid.. p. 52)., A prediction may 

come close to certainty, but a ecientict will never claim in- 

evitability. 

This line of argument seems to be leading us to a meeting 

point for history and the natural sciences : that they approach their 

data in a similar manner using both inductive and hypothotieo" 

deductive roasoning, and that their conclusions can be but tentative. 

An historian and a scientist both have to examine the evidence and 

induce some conclusions on the basic of that evidence. The 

analogy between the work in the two branches of knowledge should, 

therefore, be reasonably close. "The hictorian'c, first duty is 

careful and expert observation" (Kitson Clark 1967, p. 26). From 

those oboervqtiona, come explanation will follows "and any 

explanation ..... must in effect present come hypothesis about 
the causes which made the sequence of events happen in the way it 

did", (ibid. p. 26). Both the historian and scientist then have to 

confirm or refute any hypothesis through further analysis of the 

evidence. Kitson Clark, therefore, considers that "a reasoned 

hypothesis based on a careful consideration of evidence which has 

been tooted critically and systematically might. be-conidered to 

have a claim to be called 'scientific"' (op. cit. p. 27). We seem 

thus at the stage where it can be argued that any scholar, be he- 
r- 

historian or scientist, operates by observing the data, formulating 

)iypotheses from that data, modifying those hypotheses on the basis, 

of the evidence found, proposing a possible rule which in turn is 

likely to be modified as more evidence becomes available. 

It is conte ted, therefore, that there is no enormous Cap 

betweon the procedures used by an historian and a scientist, and 

that Piaget's developmental scale of criteria, although originating 

from research involving, physical. experiments, can be applied to 

thinking in history. The next question, therefore, is what, if 

any, are the similarities between "pure" history and the history 

that is taught in schools. ' 

:::: i:: s::: s:: 
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CHAPTER 5t THE RELATIOt5HIP BETWEEN HISTORY 
AS SUCH AU]) HISTORY AS TAUGHT III 

SCHOOL. 

Some historians consider that it is impossible to teach 
'pure' history in schools : only a type of 'practical' history 
(6akeshott in Marwick 1970, p. 157) can be utilised in history lessons 
(Elton 1971, p. 221; Paros 1961, p. 4). Stephens (1970) diaaicsea 
the claim of the Newcastle Archive Teaching Units to provide 
opportunities for "historical research in the classroom" as "the 

sort of clap-trap that brines the scholarship of educationists into 
doubt" (in Burgton and Green 1972, p. 219)-. 

Bryant (1970, p'. 272) refutes such a deprecation-of the history 
teacher's work : "wo must teach real history, historian's history, 
and not some'peculiar substitute for it. But not necessarily 
nature history" (cf. Lamont 1972, pp. 168-169; Gorden and Sylvester 
1968, pp. 48-49)-. "Presumably this 'nature' history is that depicted 
by Elton (1967) and others : the immersion of a scholar in a 
period until he regardn'tho evidence from a contemporary's viewpoint. 
'Real' history possibly has analogies with a scholar's approach 
towards historical data, concentrating particularly in the analysis 
and evaluation of. the evidence available. Sf we accent this an 
reasonable stance, that teachers should demand cone competence in 
the okilla of historical enquiry from their pupils, somehow on the 
lines of Nuffield Science (cf.. Jones 1973) then we can probably 
avoid the charge that having children evaluate evidence is an ill- 

conceived'aim which will be futile in execution. 

The difficulty irplicit in expecting children to act in an 
historical manner is perhaps seen in Barracloueh's definition of 
history : the attempt to recreate the significant features of the 

past on the basis of imperfect and fragmentary evidence. "This 
imperfect and fragmentary evidence is the historian's sources. 
An historical work is deemed scholarly and reliable according to 
the-. extent to which it is' based on 'priaary' sources, the baisicl 

raw, imperfect evidence" (Marwick 1970, p. 131). The use of sources 
in the teaching of history has quite a long and a respectable 

. pedigree (Keatange 1910, Happold 1928, Batho 1962). If pupils are 
to be asked to act in an historical manner, then it seems that they 

must be placed in the position of. evaluating the evidence contained 
in original documents. Itecently, however, there have been a 
number of warnings against accepting too glibly that merely presenting 
a document to a class -means that the children arc thereby 'doing' 
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history. All of the warnings are relevant to the present research 
study (coo also p. 160). 

First of all, any "sources" used during the teaching programmes, 

wore not the original documents, nor even on most occasions facsimiles 

of those documents : all that was given to the class was reproduction. 
This reproduction might contain a modification of the language in the 
hope of conveying the meaning more clearly to the children. 
Nicholas and Thompson (1972, p"231) remark that sources "have to be 

carefully selected and possibly modified to suit the limited knowledge 

and thought of the child". Historians would undoubtedly refuse to 

accept such amended versions as true "sources". ' "Any real guidance 
from the teacher has been dismissed as 'removing the genuineness 
inherent in teaching from documents', a genuineness present only 
when the evidence is presented in its crude, unsifted state" 
(Edwards 1972, pp. 2l8-219)" Secondly, as indicated earlier, an 
historian approaches an original document with a richness of 
knowledge about the period and the people involved which a school 
child cannot hope to have attained. "The past does not $speak 
for itself, to strangers. Its voices need skilled reception and 
interpretation, and knowledge of the right questions to ask" 
(op. cite p. 218). U1at teachers should do in this context is to 

get the children on the inside of the operation, "showing them, 
however dimly, how history ticks, how historians work" (Bryant 1971, 

p. 38). 
.A 

third objection to the. "children as historians" argument 
is that the documents used are limited and pro-selected s the pupils 
do not search, select or even chance upon them. Once an historian 

has chosen a main area of study, "he becomes the servant of his 

evidence of which he will, or should ask no specific questions until 
he has absorbed what it says (Elton 1967, p. 62). Children in 

classrooms do not study the past "in its own right, for. itc own 

sake and on, its own terra" (op. cit, p. 65), such a study involving a 
knowledge of all the sources and a competent criticism of theme 

once again, one has to accept this argument. Bryant (1971, p. 43), 

indeed, adds a further caveat that teachers should not concentrate 

on the more comprehension of documents. The children must be made 
aware of the process or events which produced the document. 

Questions of the comprehension typo, while these may be the pre- 
requisite for historical interpretation, must not be confused with it. 

In the present research, an aim with the younger children (9 - 10 
years) was indeed to concentrate on their comprehending documents as 
the extract on the I: urder of Rizzio seems to show.. (Appendix ýj Ii, ) 
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On the other hand, the older pupils. (13 - 14 yearn) were 

required on occasions to think about a document's "reliability, 

about the process or events which produced the documents about 
its form and overall dicclocure&" (Bryant 1971, p. 44). 

(See, for exampleI Appendixý pp,, -L"-3.4-4 ) 

It is accepted, thon, that in the present research children 
were manifestly not being asked to "act an historians", in an 
historian's understanding of that phrase. Rather were they being 

asked to organise and evaluate verbal data concerned with history 

in a logical"way'in the hope that they would gain come understanding 

of the nature of historical enquiry. Nicholas and Thompson 
(1972, p. 232) state that the stress on "new history in schools" is 

'on methods of work which should lead to a greater understanding of 

what history as a subject in, and to the development of important 

intellectual skills, (cf. Fenton 1966, p. 150; Wake 1970, p. 155; 

Watts 1972, p. 38). Yet, they think that this approach should not 
be over-emphasised in schools (op. cit. "p. 

233). If the emphasis 

were centred completely on the use of sources this might mean 
"there could be a syllabus throughout the school which consisted 

solely of local. history, and ..... this would. bo the extent of the 

pupil's contact with the human pact" (ibide p. 233)" Content also 
has to be considered. Furthermore, using sources has no monopoly 

of the development of thinking skills : "for at least some of them 

can be encouraged by the critical examination of secondary history" 
(op. cit. p. 234). They also warn, as most teachers who have tried 

source work with children would probably concur, that too much use 

of sources can lead to boredom: "motivation may suffer". In 

conclusion, Nicholas and Thompson (op. cite p. 235) suggest that the 

use of source. material, if it is to be more than a straight test in 

comprehension, "will often require some teaching of a more traditional 

" kind to give it an historical context". Perhaps, they suggest, the 

place of source material "is best seen as being regularly built into 

a general treatment of a particular topic" (ibid* p. 235). Such a 
treatment would also make use of such traditional methods as oral 

work, narration, the use of text books and group work of various kinds. ' 
The approaches suggested by these authors would appear to have been 

carried out with the children in the prevent research (Appendices E 

If it be argued that aiming to make children thinking hintorical. ly 
is mistaken, that school children's thinking skills are not ready for 
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such an-experionco, then one has to ask when the process would 

start. Piaget suggests that the three significant factors in 

intellectual development are*maturations experience of various 
typea'and equilibration (coo Part III pp. 78-86): experience is 

a crucial component-of such development.. Historically-minded 

students do not emerge simply by entering the Sixth Form or 
University; the ground has to be prepared. A teacher has to 

ascertain skilfully the-gap which exists between a child's mental 

skills and the problems to be solved, thus taking note of the inter- 

related processes of assimilation and accommodation. . 
If the 

gap is too wide there is likely to be rejection or assimilation 

without understanding; if there is no Cap at all, but the material 
fits exactly the existing cognitive skills, there is hardly likely 

to be much development either. Vygots%y (1962, p. 104) discusses 

this aspect of learning: "the only good kind of instruction is that 

which marches ahead of development and leads it; it must be aimed 

not so much at the ripo as the ripening functions". Ilicholas and 

Thompson (1972, p. 232) echo these sentinentc'when dealing with 

methods of teaching history'. "Teaching which is designed to 

develop historical underetanding does not have to wait for the 

naturer mind of the secondary'school. Just as reading readiness 

activities precede reading, co too history readiness, activities 

create the coundect'basis for the development of higher levels of 

historical appreciation": 

SSi: 22SSSStiti 
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CHAPTrR 6t All ATTEMPT TO RELATE THE COGNITIVE 
SKILILA Di IANDED III STUDYING HISTORY 

TO THOSE POSTULATED BY PIAGL. T. 

The foregoing diacuncion has been attempting to argue that 
history as ouch wan not violated in the clanaroon context in thin 

research. The data of history was used in an attempt to lead the 

children into adopting some of the skills which have been designated 

by historians as peculiarly characteristic of their discipline. 

It has. also been contended that the use of, Piagetian criteria as a 

means of accessing children's answers was not treating history in 

an unjust canner : it is at the least arguable that there are limes 

between history and Piagetis model of intellectual. dovelopncnt. 

From the point of view of a teacher in a classroom, it may 

seem that the whole of the foregoing exorcise was somewhat un- 

necessary. There is the discipline of history (described by 

U. itfield (1971, p. 14) as the' framework within which facts and 

experience are made intelligible) and there are children's thinking 

skills. The teacher's task is to mediate between the two, Bruner 

defining teaching as the "interpretation of the structure of a 

subject in terms of a child's. way of viewing" (in Prosser 1971, 
ifatsv i'1 , kf 

p. 484)1, that there are dangers in studying, structuring at a 
theoretical level; "for the writers, even where they are themselves 

teachers, appear to be far removed from the needs and capacities 

of average boys and girls". Again, he writes, "If we are to use 

subjects an an educational means rather than as an and, we should 
define both the childrenä needs and our strategy". . 

By children's 
"needs" Prosser evidently means something like "thinking skills" 
for he comments that, "much of the American science material proved 
to be successful and stimulating with clever children but much less 

so with average and less able children" (op. cit. p. 487). If a 

subject is to be taught in an academically acceptablo manner and 
is to be the means of leading children towards historical thinking, 

then the teacher needs to be aware of the essential attributes of 
the subject and also of the psychological development of his pupils. 
The teacher's peculiar task is to teach at the classroom level so 
that the structure is not destroyed or distorted but the subject, 

matter presented in such a way that the children are able to 

assimilate its essential attributes. 

Piaget's model has been taken as the quide for the different 

stages of logical thins ng in general. Peel (1965,1971) has used 
that model as a means of analysing children's responses to questions 
on historical passages. Historians give their opinions of what to 

,. 
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expect at different levels of historical judgment. Coltham 
and Fines (1971) have devised a valuable guide for the assessment 
of educational objectives in history. While they emphasise that 
the catoCoriec do not follow each other in a developmental sequence 
(op. cit* p. 22) a hierarchy of thinking ckille seems feasible from 
their work. Table IX in thus an attempt to chow that there might 
be come form of relationships between the, thinking skills at the 
concrete and formal levels and criteria suggested by educational 
psychologists and historians for the analysic_of verbal otatemonte. 
If the criteria in Table IX are acceptable (and the quotations used 
admittedly are selective), then a child's verbal response should 
satisfy the demands, in each of the columns. Two answers are now 
given from the 1966 research to try-to show that although they were 
originally graded on Piagetian criteria it may also be possible to 

evaluate them on parallel but different models. 

The following question was set. on a passage about Mary Tudor 
(IIallan 1966,1972): 

"Do you think the. people of England in the sixteenth century 
would have thought that not having women as rulers was a good 
policy after the reign of fary Tudor"? 

* 

Hero is how a pupil aged 15 : 10 Years, IQ 110 * answered is 

! 'Yes, I think they would. Not many of then really wanted 
to become Catholics and she burnt some of those that wouldn't. 
Through giving in to her husband they lost the last British 

poscession in France and that was a blow to Britain". 

This reply teems to exemplify these aspects fron the Table. 

1) Concrete operations: limited to what'is i mediately apparent 
in the text; an ability to forecast a result from the evidence 
available. 

2) Peel's "describer thinking": the logic of classes and 

relations (People in England subdivided into "Catholics" and 
"not Catholics", this latter cub-clasc further subdivided into 
"burnt" and "not burnt"); responses based solely on the given 
content of the passage. 

3) Historians: the ample details of accurate chronology and 
historical geography. 

Footnote: Z'canured by this Otis Gania C and D Intelligence Test. 
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Coltharn and Finest, recalls naaoa'of particular places, 
people or Croups of people associated with specific events; 
comprehension, the result of examination at the literal level. 

Contract the answer at the concrete levol with the following; 

reply from an exceptional boy aged 14 t8 yoara, IQ 127*t 

"I should think so. She had to marry a foreign ruler in 

order to ctabilice her throne, which in turn had caused hor to 
join England in a 

. 
war against-France which brought no benefit to 

England though it was probably a good thing in the long run. 

Further, unlike her father, she had burnt men for being heretics, 

as opposed to her father who had burnt then for being traitors. 

Burningc for being heretics would be opposed by most people since 
they would understand executions for political reasons but not for 

faith - especially the many simple people who were executed. 
post people would. not be devoutedly Catholic or Protestant - 
they would go with the wind, but they would object if things' got 
too violent". 

This response ceers to reflect thew aspects from Table IX. 

1) Formal operations: the separation of variables; rcaaoning 
by implication at an abstract level. 

2) Pee1lc'inaginativo thinking": reasoned diceource in terns 

of cause and effect relations; imagined possibilities in 

which ideas outside the phenomena are invoked. 

3) iiistorianst "the answer lies ,.,. '. in considering the 

probable and possible as well as the obvious"; the weighing 

of evidence; considering "the most that can be said for and 

against any hypothesis, and the relative weicht of evidence on 

either tide, before reaching decisions about-'the truth"* 

Coltharz 'and 'Fines $ interpretation from own fund of knowledge 

and experience; putting forward tenable propositions to fill 

gapo in evidence and framing 
'a 

reasonable hypothesis. 

While Finget has been concerned on the whole with experiments 
having an assured solution, a realm quite different from the often 
probabilistic world of history, it seems that his work may thus be 

used as an acceptable moans of illuminating the types of answers 
often received in history and also provide a model by which students 
and teachers are able to analyse and evaluate the thinking skills 

of their pupilo. 

.. StSSi22ifi2iti 
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PART V 
A PEVIE'l OF RELEVANT RESEARCH YORK 

Z1t STUDIES BASED UPON THE PIAGETIAN 
MODEL IN HISTORY AND RELATED FIELDS. 

, 
Hallam (1966, Chapterll) reviewed various studies which 

tended to chow that children's thinking skills and powers of 
conceptualisation develop relatively late in a verbal subject like 
history (for example, Baceett 1940; Lodwick 1958; Colthart 1960). 
Since that date there have been further studies which seem to 

corroborate the findings of that earlier research. Beil (1965)ß 

for example, replicated Lodwick's study using the clinical interview 

rothod with 40 children aged 7: 0 to 11: 8 years in two primary schools 
in Berkshire. Hic general conclusion is that, "no child in the 

sample could reason consistently at higher than the concrete level" 
(op. cit. p. 78). With one hundred 10 to 12 year old children 
Idcldaughton (1966), read a descriptive etutenent of episodes in the 
lives of African bushmen and then asked questions about then. it 

was found that "simpler (concrete) statements were still in the 

majority at the end of the story" (op. cit. p. 29). ycNiaughton 

concludes that very few of his twelve year old subjects were capable 
of dealing with social studies problems "in the way Piaget has 
described for formal operational' (op. cit. p. 30). McNally (1970) 

accessed the responses of Australian children on Peels "Pilot" 

story and Lodwick's account of King Alfred and Stonehenge. 
These are hic results (op. cit. p. 130). 

Table X McNally 'a (1970) RQcults 

Intuitive Concrete Formal ? dumber 

Grade 6 (average age 
1115 years) 0.7% 96.7% 2.7% 151 

2nd Form (average age 
about 13: 5 years) 97.0% 2.4gß 164 

4th Form (average age 
about 15: 5 years) 0.0% 42.7iý '57.3ßi 157 

One reason for the large number graded at the concrete level in 
the second form, McNally cuggecte, is that that group contained 
a considerable number of migrant children and children of low aocio- 
economic standing (op. cit. p. 132). In the article, however, he 
does not give the mental ages of his subjects and it is possible 
that the subjects' intelligences were determining the levels of 
their replies and al, co affecting their uze of language. 

Ac part of a wider research study, Lodwick (1972) asked 16 
children in each of the age groups 9,119 13 and 15 years a total 
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of 9 questions on three stories. Tho answers wore aacoc od by two 

judges on a scale of five levels of criteria. Lodwick's general 

results are (op. cit. p. 117): 

a) the responses of the 9 year old subjects were predominantly at 
the level where a single reason taken in isolation was considered 
to be sufficient to form a judgment. 

b) the incidence of this form of response decreased steadily with 

ago to the point where 50 per cent of the replies of the 15 year 

old subjects showed an ability to balance possibilities. 

c) while children generally fluctuate in, their reasoning levels, 

individual children show predominant modes of thinking, 

particularly' at 9 years and 15 years. 

, 
Davies. (1965) gave 25 boys and 25 girls aEed 14: 8 to 15: 10 years 

from a Birmingham secondary modern school various written tests on 

verbal reasoning. In one battery they were given promises that were 
likely to be unacceptable to them ouch as, "All children are lazy". 

The premise was followed by a second statement ("All lazy reople 

should be punished") and a conclusion ("All children should be 

punished"). The children had, to decide whether the conclusion was 
true or false and choose one from four reasons for their decision. 

Davies (op. cit. p. 135) explains that-under these conditions the 

children's "preconceived notions, and beliefs ..... nearly always 

win the day. Ifs as Piaget claims, the ability to make deductions 

from hypothetical premises regardless-of the truth value is a =ark 

of the formal thinker, then these subjects for the most part fall far 

short of the required criteria". 

Davies' subjects also answered questions on five passages, two 

of which dealt specifically with historical topics ("The Vikings" 

and "Child Workers"). Grades were given on a five point scale, 

said to correspond to five Fiagetian developmental levels (op. cit, p. 51)9 

On the evidence of come of the answers quoted by Davies, however, one 

wonders whether the answers awarded 5 points should be. graded at the 

hypothetico-deductive level of thinking. . For exaaple, on the 

passage concerning the Vikings (op. cit. p. 141+)ß 

suestion 2. "Worc the trritern of the Church Chronicles honest men? " 

"I should say half and half" 

" t" 

"Well, like everybody, as the story note told morn and more, 
they exaggerate it" (5 marks) 
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Question 4. "ere the English' afraid of the Viking? " (op. cit. p. 148).. 

"I think in the beginning they were but probably. not after they 
had Bettlcd'l. (5 narks) 

Yet the pascago explains that the church records probably exaggerated 
the dreadful nature of the attacks of the Vikings and that documents 

chow the Vikings had to make do with poorer land not already 

settled by the English. Despite this type of reply receiving 5 

points, only 5.5°; of the replies on the verbal passages were graded 
at the formal level. Davies' conclusion is that'"the statistical 

summaries support the view that the thinking of these subjects is 

still typically at the concrete circumstantial level. The boys are 

marginally hotter'than the girls but not 
. 
significantly so" (op. cit. 

p. 215). 

Booth-(1967) examined 147 boys and girls fro= the fourth year 

of five secondary grammar schools in the South of England. One 

of the schools was a large direct grant boys' school. Hic three.. 
testa were based on the schools' history syllabuses for the previous 

years (op. cit. p. 63). 
- The questions set fell within two broad 

catergorios : those relying more obviously on factual information 

and those giving more freedom (op. cit. pp. 69-70). Papers I and II 

seem to have demanded menorication of the work done during the 

previous three years; Paper III required analysis of data. For 

exanpleg on this Paper the pupils had to read two poems on war and 

reflect on the purpose and results of war. Booth comments that in, 

practice the pupils did not seen to aalte a distinction between the 

two types of tests (op. cit. p. 70). The answers were graded into 

three cajor. categories (op. cit. pp. 144-145): 

Historical understanding (ii): powers of critical thinking and, 
"above all, of the ability to work relevantly outside the given 

material-but within an historical framework"., 

Precis comprehension (PC)s comprehension of the material.: 

Precis non-comprehension: little real comprehension. 

Again, one has to question at. timea the grades given to 

individual answers. For instance, two replica are quoted (op. cit. p. 146) 
to this question. I 

"rite two sentences each riving ono reason why Britain was 
the first countr y in the world to undergo the industrial revolution". 

Child 214 (14: 11 years, I. @. 139)" 
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"Britain was a rich country and could afford to start 
industries, There wac. also available coal for the industric&". 

Child 502 (15: 3 years, I. Q. 134). 

"Because the British were the first to invent the means of 
power to drive machines instead of using man-power which wan 
slower and more costly. Also the British were easily supplied 
with coal for steam and wool which was the main boginnings of 
British industry". 

The second.. answer is placed at the Precis Comprehension level 

since the girl is thought to have "merely picked on one or two 
important factors"l while the former is considered to show-"a 

clear historical understanding of the economic state of Britain 

in the eighteenth century". (Ii category). The two answers, 
however, do not appear so strikingly different. Zyhilo neither 
instances the increase in population as a causal factor, the 

second aeons the more developed answer in that the pupil cites the- 
invention of steam power. The question does not really give the 

subjects a chance to put forward a series of possibilities and to. { 
evaluate their offectsl but an II-typo answer would surely require 
such an approach? 

Harvard (1970)_had a random sample of 160"pupila, 40 in each 
age group, drawn from the let, 2nd, 4th and 5th years of a 
secondary modern and a grammar school. They wrote answers to-'12 

questions on 4 passages relating to poverty and man's control of 
the environment (op. cit. p. 107). Each subject received a criterion 

"t 
score on the basis of, hie general performance. The test passages 
were so deviced, that, there was "variant presentation of the 
information" (op. cit. p. 115). Treatment 'at gave the minimum of 
information while treatment 'b' embodied further details from which, 
states harvard# more causative explanations and multiple perspectives 
could be derived. Each age group was divided for treatment in the 
following-ways: 

Table XI(Harvard's (1970) oubj ectc and treatrento in each age 
rF oup. 

Grr Secondary Modern 

5 working class and treataont 'at 5 , working class and treatment 'at 
5 n tý n ti tb 1 5 tt nn It Ob t 

5 middle claims II tt 'a' 5 middle class 'a' 
5 It fý ý1 tt 1b' 5 If .. (. .. 'b " 
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Among his results were thece: 

a) act and 2nd year ago groups showed significant antra-age 

level differences in favour of the 'b' treatment. The 

treatments did not lead to significant differences for the 

older pupils (op. cit. p. 136). 

b) The inter-school difference for the younger subjects reached 

. 001 level of significance. -The "'high age" grammar school 

subjects (4th and 5th years) showed superior performance 

but this wan not sufficient to yield a significant difference 

over the secondary modern subjects (op. cit. p. 137). 

c) The group mean scores indicate that, "there appears to be a 

minimum threshold of performance for formal operational 

thought which appears at the end of the second year and does 

fourth not become complotely stabilised until the-cnd of the 

year" (op. cit. p. 170). Does Harvard moan here that formal 

thought is stabilised or the threshold? 

Brydon (1967 in Peel 1971, pp. 53-54) did not find such a clear 

result as did Harvard when he added extra information to his paaaages. 

Poel explains that if a thinker is really impelled to fit the problem 

into his cognitive structure, then the extra data should lead the 

subject into explaining it and thus the invocation of further 

thinking (op. cit. p. 52). Brydon found "there were no significance 

differences between the means and standard deviations with and 

without added information" for the boys and girls he tested (op. cit. 

P-54),.. Peel considers that] "providing extra information sets off 

further processes of invoking facts and ideas and apparently the 

readiness hypothesis is confined", (op. cit. p. 55). 

" Stokes (1970) aimed to discover the extent to which adult1 

analytical thinking had developed among 40 
, sub jects ý aged from 17: 7 

to 18: 11 years in a College of Art and Design.. For his three test 

passages he chose an editorial on fireworks from the "Observer"r 

and an extract from a speech by. tfao Tae-Tung and the passage on 

William of Normandy (Appendix Al Passage D). Although the students 

said that they did not think the passage on. tjillian as interesting 

as the others, there was a high degree of consistency in the replies 

over the three tests (Kendall's Wu0.87,. E < . 001). Stokes found 

that the "average C. A. for the presence of 'stable formal thinking 

could not. be before 18 yearn" (op. cit., p. 8). In many ways, Stokes 

considers, the "findings in this research are ,... * vary discouraging. 

It seems that many young people are not able to deal logically with 

historical ideas, and by extension political and social ideas, in 
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many caseo Dore than two years after they leave school" (ibid. p. 8). 

Furthermore, many were "not able to make simple rational judgments 

about natters not within their own immediate 'experience" (op. cit. p. 9). 

Miles-(1971) alao'invostigated adolescents' comprehension of 
verbal passaGes by following Goldman's (1962) research. Miles 

used four Biblical stories: the Crossing of the Rod Sea, the 

Prophet Hosea, the Temptations of Jesus, and the Prodigal Son. 

His research project'was to measure come effects of conventional 

grammar school teaching on two ""0" level groupsp consisting of 20 

and 14 pupils, and one "A" level group consisting of 10 pupils. 
Each group was matched with a control group'of pupils for age, IQ, 

-. coxg-religious denomination and church attendance. I-Liles taught 

one "0" level and the "A" level group; - another member of staff in 

his first appointment taught the smaller "01" level group. The 

subjects were assessed for logical thinking on the four passages at 
the beginning and end-of the school year. From his analysis Miles 

concludes (op. cit. p. 383-ti) that "within the field of religious 

studies, a pupil is unlikely to attain the level of formal operational 
thought, given present educational aino und methods, until he reaches 
the sixth form"", giving the chronological age of 18: 0 years as the 

likely one (op. cits p"388). , He considers there were two limitations 

within his subjects' understanding, their quoting of "verbal formula 

which they hope will answer-the qucction&' (op. cit.. p. 151)-and 
"adolescent egocentricity". By the latter phrace, Milea means an 
inability to refer to other interpretations of a problem, a desire to 

relate a problem to their own w cumptionc which they regard as 
"sensible" (op. cit. p. 1%). 

eilest work has interesting implications for the present research 
in that he analysed the pupils$ graden at the beginning and ond'of a 

school year, although no attempt was made deliberately to accelerate 
their thinking skills during that tire, apart fron the effects of 
nornal grammar school type teaching. 

a) Group I consisted of the 20 subjects taught by Niloc. There was 
little evidence of 'transfer of training' from answering the 

taught Now Testament to answering the "unknown! ' Old Testament 

stories at the end of the year (op. cit. p. 233). The effect of 
teaching on thinking in respect of. the taught stories was not 

statistically significant (ibid, p. 233), but the offcct of 
maturation was, considerableg, being significant. at the 1%%S level 
(op. cit. p. 234). However, the effect of. the. course interacting 

with maturation. over ten months was statistically significant 

at the 5r level. Hence, "the effect of teaching on the whole 
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experimental group for the taught stories was significant, 
but had leas effect than maturation alone" (ibid. p. 234). 

-b) Group II of 14 subjects was taught by the assistant master, 

the results providing a "complete contract with Group I" 

(op. cit. p. 234)" Group II returned at the end of the year 

lower scores for the taught stories than did their control 

-group a "it ceemo. as if the course retarded their thinking 

on the 'taught stories"" (op. cit. p. 236). 
" 

Furthermore, 

whereas with Group I I. Q. was one of the main reasons for the 

range of scores in September, I. Q. was not significant at that 

time with Group II. By the following July, however, I. Q. had 

become, a statistically significant factor in the case of the 

Group II pupils. Miles considers that, "The only satisfactory 

explanation is that in the absence of effective teaching, I. Q. 

, 
became a significant factor affecting the logical thinking" 

(op. cit. p. 237). And he makes the wry comment that, "in 

light of. this data and the fact that all pupils failed their 

00' level course, their religious education would have been 

better served without this course" (op* cit, p. 245). It has 

to be remembered, in some mitigation of these gloomy results, 

that-all 14 candidates had previously failed their '01 level 

English language which they re-sat at. the end of the first tern. 

in the. fifth form. In-light of this, they had only, two periods 

of R. E.. a week for that tern compared with the four which Group 

I had. 

c) There were only 10 members in-each of the experimental and 

control groups at 'At level : therefore, "fluctuations within 

the-statistics need to be interpreted' with considerable caution" 

(op. cit. p. 245)" In September the stories and questions were 

of comparable levels of difficulty but by the following Julys 

"small but significant scores were made in the logical scores 

on the taught stories ..... in comparison to the untaught, story" 
(which was "The Crossing of the Red Sea")-(op. cit. p. 255). 

The course presumably had some effect on the pupils' logical 

scores but, in general, "the effect of the course on the 

logical scores of the-experimental group was extremely smal1" 
(op. cit. p. 248). I. Q. was a significant factor at the 

beginning of the course and seemed, to become increasingly 

significant, which was in marked contrast to the Group I result. 

"This is clearly a factor which affects the rate at which pupils 

attain formal operational thinking - attained only by the Upper 
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I. Q. experimental group in July' (op. cit.. p. 256). ! ilea, 

therefore, considers that, "the main factor affecting the'' 

transition from an intermediate developmental level to the 

fully formal stage of operational thinking is inherited 

ability rather than environmental influence of the course" 
(ibid. p. 256). Furthermore, "alone the course made no 

significant difference to the logical thinking of the pupils 

..... maturation etc. on the other hand, wan highly significant 

well above. the one per cent level. However, the effect of the 

course interacting with time was just ctaticticallly, cignificant 

at the five per cent level" (op. cit. p. 259). !! ilea does 

repeat hie warning that any deductions from these results must 

be highly tentative because of tho'nraall samples involved. 

Eilee gives two general conclusions on the results for both age 

groups which are of great relevance to the present research: 

(i) The data may afford some support to the thesis advanced 

by Inhelder and Sinclair (1969, p. 42) that, "the evolution 

of operativity is malleable only within certain limits 

imposed by the laws of development". Juice seen this 

principle acting in his own research in that, "teaching 

may help pupils working at a clear operational level, as 

was true with Group Is rather more than with a group of 

pupils on the threshold of the new level of formal 

operational thinking, an in the case with Group III. In 

the latter case I. Q. as Inhelder-and Sinclair suggest, 

eras clearly a more important factor than the course" 

(1971, op. cit. p. 259). 

The very slight effect of the course can be interpreted 

as affording the pupils an opportunity to become familiar 

with the material and variables used in the questions., 

S. SSSil; ii. i2: 
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CHAPTER 2s CONCEIVUALISATION IN HISTORY 

Peel (1971, p. 129). explain that tho "moat ºaturo imaginativo 
judgments always imply the invocation of more general or higher 

level ideas. It in_the absence of ouch invocation which charactcrioes 
circumstantial thought". It can be noted, for example, how the 

pupil aged 14: 8 years (see Part IV1 p. 188) counter-balancod the 

complex concepts of. 'traitor' and 'heretic' an part of his formal 

level answer on iiary Tudors 

Stones (1967) has put forward an interesting , argument that the 

development of formal thought in history may be hindered through an 

adolescent's inability to handle abstract concepts. "History .. '... 

comprises second order operations with second order concepts" 
(op. cit. p. 38). Furthermore, "It would seers that the capacity to 

reason with abstract terms is very dependent, not only on the modes 
of thinking but also on the existence of appropriate concepts" 
(op. cit. p. 118). She considers that experience of using such 
concepts in adult contexts is essential. In her experinental work 
(Bee Part II, p. 132), those pupils "whose replies fell consistently 
in the higher grades tended'to nage the wideat generalisation and 
ace connections beyond the evidence of the material (op. cit. p. 131). 
The group receiving the programed instruction achieved significantly 
higher scores on the judgment teats than did the group which was 
merely given a list of the definitions of the same concepts. The 
improvement was most noticeable with the pupils of higher intelligence 
(A114) and lower verbal fluency (op. cit. p. 4. ). 

It could, no doubt, be arGued that people could show the ability 
to put forward hypotheses, combine variables and so on without a full 

comprehension of the concepts being used, but at the present we do' 

not really know enough about the relationship between the possession 

of concepts and the ability to reason at the different levels of 
logical thinking. 

_ 
Peel (1971, p. 135) for instance, eorenta that, 

"we know little about the adolescent forration of the more complex 

relational concerts called for in human knowledge". 

Peel (op. cit. p. 142) cites the research of De Silva (1969) to 
indicate some of the difficulties learners meet in forming historical, 

concepts when they are presented with only an unfamiliar name embedded 
in a textual netting. Ten concepts such anytaxation, nonopolyýq N ti 

cold war were each Given a code nave. 160 children aged between 
12 and 16 years from a Birmingham comprehensive school were tested 
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on their ability to work out the meaning of each word from 

contextual cues in ton passages and also from 6 separate contoneec, 

each centence containing the word in a different context. The 

replies on the pascages were graded into four main categörieo: 

(i) Logically restricted responses - inconcistents 

irrelevant guesses. 

(ii) Circumstantial conceptualisation -a very limited, 

trivial response in terms of one aspect of the 

presented data. 

(iii) Lorical possibilities -. "realistic appraisal showing 

capacity to combine two or more pieces of evidence" 
(op. cit. p. 132). 

(iv) Deductive concontualication - evaluation of the 

possibilities against the factc. of the situation. 

Peel (1971, p. 144) gives a uneful table showing the percentage 

of responses in the different answer categories: 

Table XII Percentages of Frequency (De Silva 1969) 

Answer Category Ago 12 13 14 15 16 

No : 20 40 40 40 20 

No reeponce " 4.0 3.5 6.5 9.5 5.5 

Logically restricted 71.0 '68.8 63.0 17.0 40.0 

Circuo tantial 
concoptualication 10.0 9.3,10.5 -15.5 16.5 

Logical poccibility k. 5 6.0 4.3 8.8 3.5 

Deductive 
conceptualisation '10.5 12,5 15.8 19.0 34.5 

One notices the high frequency of responses at the logically 

restricted level; "Only at 16 does there appear to be a significant 

appearance of concept formation at the most mature level" (op. cit. 

p. 145). Do Silva plotted developmental curves for the grammar and 

secondary modern subjects. Until the age of 15 years the two curves 
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ran more or leas parallel to each other, but, after that ace the 

curve for the grannar type took a sharp curve upwards while the 

other curve continued at the same level (1969,, pp. 242-21+3). 

The extracts fron the passages have shown that the language 

of a textbook can be needlessly difficult for children (ace 

Lawrence pp. 110.143, in Lamont 1972 for an interesting discussion 

on history textbook a)* Do Silva comments-that the failure of a 

child to acquire a concept through reading may arise from the 

poor choice of exprcocion by the author rather than from any 

weaIcneco in the child (1969, p. 272). He Gave, therefore$ two 

of the passages to a Poctgraduato Certificate of Education Group, 

of otudentc in their final tern. Twenty-nine of a possible 111 

responses on the "cold war" pacoage were claccified ao logically 

restricted. This typo of result "nay. be taken to scan that the 

choice of expression has been too poor even for them" (op. cit. p. 272)'. 

The work of Waeon and Johnson Laird (1972) Deems to chow the vital 
importance of content for the comprehension of concepts, formal 

operations possibly being elicited only by familiar tasks; they 

need not be cognitive skills which can be-applied to any problem 

whatcoover (coo Part I, PP"3 3? ). 

ilSS2: iS: tt22t 
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CHAPTER_ 3s THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS 
ON CHILDREN'S JUDGMEI4TS. 

Peel (1971, p. 113) considers that the level of adolescent 
judgment "may be quite susceptible to cultural and educational 
influences". He explains that in the homes of the upper and 

professional classes, "ideas tend to be discussed and language 

may be used for purposesof rational discussion in a much more 

prevalent way than in many working class homes" (op. cit. p. 50). 

He does, however, remind us of the possibility that the differences 

between the classes are. in part due to differences in intellectual 

capacity (ibid. p. 50). 

Brydon (1967) found that maturity of judgment (as assessed in 

his research) was associated with the socio-economic level of the 

home. He evidently obtained information of social, class from the 

children themselves. This t says , 
Cherrington (1971) l forms a basic 

weakness in Brydon'c research. He quotes from St. John (1970). who 
has decided that for sixth graders anywhere, "the reports of children 

can neither be accepted at face value nor used with confidence as' 
indications of parental cocio-economic status""(op. cits p. 66). 

Cherrington himself used. Peel's, fivo categories of thinking in order- 

to classify the responses of 160 pupils in a mixed comprehensive 

school on three verbal passages of geographical material (op. cit. p. 34). 

The pupils wrote their answers. The overall trend suggested for the 

years 11: 11 to 14: 9 that, "there is a slow, 'uneven and somewhat limited 

progression in the levels of thinking achieved. The majority of ' 

subjects seems to be progressing towards the consolidation of structures 

at the Concrete Operational level; and a-minority appears to be 

moving slowly towards the attainment of Formal Thought" (op. cit. p. 63). 

, 
He obtained information on the pupils' social background through a 

letter. to-the parents. He found that no statistically significant 

relationship existed between the measure of-social class and the levels 

of thinking. Cherrington, therefore, Suggests that, "the particular 
index of social background is not directly influential in determining 

a child's level of thinking" (op. cit. p. 71). 

Harvard's (1970) results differed from those-of Cheirrington with 

regard to social class. Harvard correlated each child's criterion 

score against social class (Registrar-General's 
scale of occupations) 

and other, variables (see PP-195-196)., He concludes that in general 
there was a marked difference in favour of middle class students 

using the "'b" treatment. The working class groups' performance was 
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considerably below that of the middle class Groups irrespective of 
treatment or ago level. He links this superior performance with 
language usage where middle class eubjecte were able to operate at 
a high level. "If l as it seems to be, this is a function of social 
class - which we have adopted as indicating ownership of different 
linguistic codes which have immediate roprecuccionc for logical 
thinking - it may point. to the primary importance of language usage 
and its close alignment to formal thinking" (op. cit. p. 168). 

A number of investigators have argued that language usage has an 
important offect on children: levels of thinks nF;. Stones (1967, P. 118) ! 
for example, considers that, "the capacity to reason with abstract 
terms is very dependent, not only on the nodes of thinking but also 
on the existence of appropriate concepts, the correct syntax, and the 

grariatical structure needed to express the reasoning sequences". 
There has not been a great deal of research done in this area. 
From his results Bart (1971) considers that language competency is a 
contributive factor in effecting and sustaining formal thought. 
Pool and Bartholomew (Peel 1971, pp. 50-51) used testa of the use of 
language (Lawton 1969 and Flesch 1950) in a preliminary comparison 
between productive writing and maturity of judgment. Using Lawtonla. 
(1969) analysis a marginal positive association resulted between 

maturity of judgment and (a) the use of subordinate clauses, (b) the use 
of uncomcon words. There was a clear positive association with the 

use of impersonal pronouns as subjects of sentences. Flesch's 
(1950) scheme for analysing a personla written work in terms of the 
"Definiteness" of the description (words which tend to be concrete and 
particular), showed a significant negative association between the 

number of "definite" words and maturity of judgment. 

Inspection of answers considered to be at or near the fornal 

level in the present research (see Appendix T) reveal that 

subjects had to have a strong control of language to reason at that 
level and it is likely that language in a significant factor in 

mature judGme'nto. But, as Pool conments (op. cit. p. 51), the research 
to date has only boon of a preliminary nature and we shall have to 

await more extensive investigations before any clear conclusion are 
reached. 

sats: s:::::::: 
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CHAPTER 4t ATTITUDES TO ARDS HISTORY AS 
A SCHOOL SUBJECT. 

Brown (1959) has mado one of the few attempts to assess 

children's attitudes towards history. His major experiment was 

concerned with two classes aged approximately 14 yearal one in a 

girls' (Class A) and the other in a boys' (Class D), grammar school. 
These two classes were selected from his original sample of four 

classes because the girls scored appreciably higher than the boys 

on a Thurstono based attitude questionnaire (op. cit. p. 311). ' At 

first he taught history in a 'conventional' manner for 9 (Class A) 

and 8. (Class. D) periods over a few weeks. During that time he 

strove also to direct attention to the "human reality" of the people 

of the past (op. cit. p. 225). It is difficult to know what precisely 
is meant by that phrase, Booth (1967, p"25) commenting that, 

"Pailocophically, the problem posed by the phrase 'human reality' is 

vexed". The children were tested on their attitudes before and at Esc 
the end of this short teaching period. In general, their attitudes 

wore very similar (Brown 19599 p. 511)1 although Class A still showed 

a significantly more favourable attitude towards history as a subject. 

After this initial period of teaching, each class then experienced 

a. group interaction experiment following different syllabuses, the 

groups being formed on the basis of cociograma. After six weeks of 

varied activities in groups, a third administration of the attitude 

test Save these-result©: 

n) Class A- the pupils' attitude to history significantly 

improved, although there were significant individual differences 

among the girls (op. cit. p. 551). 

b) Class D- Brown claim "tentatively" that the interaction, 

technique was responsible for nodifying the boys' attitudes 
(op. cit. p. 555)" 

Brown concludes (op. cit. p. 615)'that, "the central emphasis of 

the present research is that if history has failed to appeal to the 

middle years of adolescence, it is primarily through a failure to 

recognize that the pupil is the subject, and not history". Although 

this does not appear a "startling" statement to Booth (1967, p. 26), 

it is interesting that we still have similar demands fourteen years 

later: "method ..... in its widest connotation, comes first and 
knowledge takes second place" (Turner in Jones 1973, p. 26). The 

relatively short period of teaching carried out by Brown makes one 

wonder, however, whether a type of "Hawthorne effect" was influencing 
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the scores on the attitude tests. 

Both Stoner (1967) and Booth (1967) gave quentionnairea aimed 

at invoatigating their subjects' attitudes to historical pursuits 

and history in school. Although none of her results on attitudes 

was statistically significant, Stones states that the trend in 

scores indicated that a higher number-of interests in history was 

associated with higher criterion scores (1967, p. 171). Booth's 

subjects generally preferred world to national history but Booth 
contends that, "the treatment of the topic rather than-the topic 

itself is what matters to the pupils" (1967, p. 119)" 

Musgrove (1963) constructed five attitude scales to study 

secondary pupils' interests in different aspects of history. 

700 pupils aged fron 10 + to 15 + years in seven different schools 

completed all or come of the questionnaires. The results` detailed 

below, then, were not obtained from the whole sample. 

a) "The great majority preferred a balance of activity between 

the teacher and themselves" (op. cito p. 427). 

b) There war. "a consistent average preference for hiotory remote 
in time" (ibido p. 427). 

c) The mean score of every class indicated "a very stronu inclination 

towards foreign and away from parochial history" (op. cit. p. 431). 

d). The general trend favoured social history but there was not an 

"overwhelming and exclusive preference" for this type of-history 
(op. cit. p. 432). 

e) While the girls' mean score inclined more towards pacific than 

military aspects of history, the'girlc were not entirely without 

military interectc. 

t. uegrovo concludes (op. cit. p. 439) that hie inquiry "lends no 

support to the co=mon'viow that local and/or recent history make a 

strong appeal to. secondary, rodern pupils - even the less able ones. 

� es The tendency was to prefer history which in distant in time 

and place and involves an imaginative effort at reconstruction". 

If we accept l. ucgrovo c results - and his seems to have been the, 

largest investigation into attitudes in history to date - then the 

content in the present research for the secondary groups seems to 
._ 

have aligned itself in the main with the preferences of Ilucgrove'c 

pupils, namely, for history that was distant, foreign, and included 
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some military and social history. The methods used with the 

experimental group were possibly morn active than come pupils might 
have wished; with the traditional group, more passive than 

certainly the experimenter liked The main aim of giving the 

Osgood Semantic Differential Test to those pupils was an attempt 
to access whether their attitudes altered over the year to 

certain topics in history and to aspects of history teaching 
(Part VII). 

222it22222228: 
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CHAPTER s PE LATIONSITIPS IN TIIIPIKIIIG SKILLS ACf035 
(DIFFERT+T AR1 AS OF) THE CURRICULUI4. 

The previous research (Hallam 1966) had shown that the aubjecta' 

level of thinking remained generally the came across the three stories 

used, Kendall's coefficient of concordance W being 0. $74'(op. cit. p. 127). 

The answers in the present research are accessed in the cane manner 
(Soo Parts VI and VII). In addition, since the model ucod was 

Piaget'a, it was decided to investigate whether the pupils' responses 
on two Piagetian experiments (the balance and the combination of 

colourless liquids) correlated positively with their answers on 

verbal material. 

There have been 'a number of investigations aiming to discover how 

far children's thinking remains stable over various tasks. Lovell 

used five combinations of, ten of Inholder and Piaget'a experiments. 

These were given to different groups of-subjects between 8 and 18 

yearn of-age. The value of Kendall's V varied from . 89 to "52 

depending upon the age and, gbility range of the pupils concerned (in 

Green et al 1971, p. 86). Jackson (1965) found'that'only 12.55S of-hic 

normal subjects (as contracted with E. S. N. children) wore at one level 

of thinking across six Piagetian experiments. Snall detai. 1a or 

apparatus and questioning were found to affect crucially the responses 

and, therefore, the ascessnents. Jackson decides that the ability 

to think at a certain logical level in one situation does not 

necessarily'iriply the ability to think at, that level in other situations*',,. 

Hughes (1965) assessed the thinking skills of 40 boys in a 

secondary modern school; their mean score in a verbal reasoning test 

at'll plus years was, 94.6. For each year of their secondary school 

career (11 to 15 yeaýc) they were tested on 4 Piagotian experiments; 

in the final year an extra Piagetian test was administered. In the 

first form Kendall's 1+ . 394 for thinking on the four experiments 

(op. cit. p. 57). The coefficient of concordance had increased to 

. 57 by the fourth form. Lovell (in Green of al 1971, p. 87) thinks 

that 
. 
thin movement suggests that, "as the move to forrsal thought takes 

place in, respect of these tanks, the level of thinking becomes 

atcadier". He continues that thin evidence "also implies that those 

who are, slow-to, rove towards formal thought in one of the tarka, 

tend to be slow to move in the other taok&' (ibid. p. 87).., 

Hughes also carried out intorcorrelation coefficients for a 
total of 7 testa given to each subject in the fourth-, year of the 

investiCation (1965, p. 95). 
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TabloXIII nughc ' (1965) Peculta, 

Non-vorbal Flexibility Bal- 
intelligence Plano Pendulum of rode Chemicals once., 
quotient 

Non-verbal, (I) 
intelligence 
quotient 

Plane . 414 

PPoadulura . 243 . 155 

Flexibility 
of rods . 

411 . 303 . 487 

Chemicals . 530 "39G * . 498 ** . 428 ** 

Balance . 410 "" . 347 * . 283 . 191 . 425 "" 

Serien and (2) 
Nuaerical . 600 *" . 381* . 158 . 431 ** . 51+0 e245- 
Analogics 

significant at the 5% level 

significant at the 1i, level 

The Hoot interesting of the findings for our purpo: eo appear tobe these: 

(i) The N. V. I. Q. correlated at the 1% level with all but one 

of the other testa. 

(ii) The two non-Y. Lagetian type experiments correlated better 

with each other. than with any of the five Piagotian' 

experiments (op. cit. p. 96) 

(iii) The highest correlation coefficient for the Piagotian 

experiments was . 498 (chemicals vc pendulum). Both 
fJ, 

experimental of courso, demand the isolation and 

combination of a number of specific variables. 

Footnotes: (1) Tr FE R- lion-Verbal Reasoning Test 3 given in the 

fourth year : nenn score 99.6 

(2) Used, also in the precent'reseerch (see Appendix'-B, 
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(v) The surprising result that there was not a 

. vignificant correlation between the rcoultc on 
the balance and on the Series and 2i=erical 
Aaalor, ies teat. 

A principal components ana]ycic of the data yielded a first component 

which accounted for 47 per cent of the variance. All of the tacks 

were found to have quite high correlations with this first principal 

component, ranging from, "57 to . 811. iiughcc thus scene to have 

defined a general component for formal thinking skills, but' it has to 

be rercxibered that he had only 40 cubjecta. 

Butterworth with Lovell-(1966) gave 20 tasks which demanded come 

understanding of proportion to 60 children aged fron. 9 to 15 years of 

age. A principal componenta'analysis revealed that there was a large ý,. 

general component accounting for a little over 44$% of the variance. 

This reflected"sono central intellective ability'enbracing the scheme 

of proportion. j! ollman and Karplun (1973) have also studied children's 

understanding of ratio and proportion. They argue that, "proportional 

reasoning, an an olenont of formal thought, is a highly adaptable 

technique that is used in appropriate mathematical. and physical 

situations regardless of the data ..... or the content" (op. cit. p. l). 

Seventh and eigth grade (13-14 years) students were tented on ail 

problems that required proportional reasoning, each-problen representing 

different degrees of concreteness. Fron a given o amplar, for instance, 

they had. to shade in, tho equivalent fraction in a series of geometrical 

patterns. In two other problems they had to show an understanding of 

ratio in relation to (a), different piles of paper clips and, (b) 

different amounts of candy. The answers were graded into six 

categories ranging fron. no explanation, through guesses, to proportional 

reasoning. (op. cit. pp. 4-5). Four conclusions emerged quite clearly 

(op. cit. p. 16): 

a) i: hore concrete aspects existed, as in the geometrical items, 

more ntudentc answered successfully. 

b) About one fifth of each group at two different achoola applied 

proportional reasoning conzietent1 at the formal, level on 

several taskz. 

c) About one quarter applied this typo of reaconing in an unpredictable 

way on come tasks but not on others. 
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d)' Incorrect additive strategies' (o. l. "20 to 35 is 15 co you 
add 15, to 12 and Get 27") were used by iiany ctudentc on several 
tasks. About 20;, were at this level which suggests a stable 
strategy. Uollaan and ICarpluu cuGeoct that riathoraatica 
teaching may concentrate too such on addition; nultiplication, 
for inctanco, frequently being treated as repeated addition 
(op. cit. p. 17). 

The lack of generality of proportional renconing may be-interpreted 
in two different ways, say Wolluran and Karpluc (ibid. p. 17): 

a) In line with Piaget's theory, since only about 15, per cent of 
the subjects had reached the level of, formal thought, most 
children being transitional between concrete and formal reasoning* 

b) Following Lunzer, who declares that we cannot provide for a 
definite stage of formal thought. "Rather, there are formal 

operations, such an proportional reasoning ..... which are used 
by individuals when they are suitably motivated, have certain cues 
that suggest a-formal rather than an intuitive approach, and/or 

are precscd to justify their conclusion". 

Bart's (1971) research studied pupils' responses across both 
Piagetian and predominantly verbal tasks. His sample consisted of 30 
cCholastically above-average students at each of the three ago levcls1 
13,16 and 19 yearn in Chicago-area cchoolc. They were given 4 

Piagetian tests and 3 formal operational reasoning tests based on a 
set of logic items which provided either abstruse or absurd information. 
In order to solve these items the subjects had to choose a correct 
solution-fron nix alternatives. The tests were set in the content areas 

of biology, history and literature (op. cit. p. 72). The pupils also 
took a test of general intellectual ability. Through factor analysis it 

was found that the Piagetian tests were unifactor and that the three 

formal reasoning testa had a'unifactor quality: these results tend to 

confirn "an alternative bifactor hypothesis" (op. cit. p. 74). 

Davies (1965, see also pp. 193-194) gave a wide range of tests to 
50 boys and girls aged approximately 15 years. These included the AI34 
intelligence test; a test of hypothesis formulation; a verbal battery 

of testa; four verbal comprehension passages; a non-verbal teat 
battery which included experiments on the balance and a combinatorial 
problem (bulbs and switches). With the warning that the sample may 
not be typical (op. cit. p. 363), Davies explains that, "an over-whelming 
preponderance of answers wore at and around the concrete level" (op. cit. 
P, 348). There wan some difference among individuals in'their responses: 
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"the loss able performers on the tests were uniformly poor whereas 
the more able varied relatively widely in the level of their responses" 
(op. cit. p. 349). Rank order correlations between the main items of 
the tests revealed only a moderate level of agreement (op. cit. p. 358). 
Analysis of variance showed. that. individuals had marked preferences 
for non-verbal or verbal testa, and also preferences for particular 
tests (op. cit. pp. 367-368). These results lead Davies to suggest that 
"given suitable conditions pf stimulated interest and 'previous 

educational experience, the level of thinking shown, by the average 
child could be appreciably raised" (op. cit. p. 368). Surely, though, 
it could equally well be argued that the results chow that motivations 

specific abilities and previous experiences lead children to reason 
at different levels on different areas of the curriculum? 

As well an testing 64 predominantly working-class Liverpool 

children aged 9,11,13 and 15 years on three passages of history, 

Lodwick (1972, ace also pp. ill-193) gave them four Piagetian-type 

experiments and other tects, including the till Hill Vocabulary scale 

and Ravens'. Standard Progressive t-Iatricec. With a warning that there 

are limitations in his study through the small number of subjects, 
through subjectivity in allocating responses to particular levels, 

and eo on (op. cit. pp"66-67), Lodwick explains that factor analysis 
revealed that two factors of formal reasoning accounted for the 

communalities between the testa. One had a mainly scientific and 

mathematical flavour and the second was more verbal in nature. Few 

of the tests drew on one of these factors to the exclusion of the other 
(op. cit. p. 3). Furthermore, examination of the results yielded by 

the Kendall coefficient of concordance W revealed the following 
(op. cit. 'p. 214): 

a) Vcrbal. conprehencion questions (refined criteria) lit a "560 
P< . 001 

bi Piagetian tests U= . 642 P< . 001 

c) Verbal comprehension questions and Piagetian, tests 
11 . 625 P< 6001 

Thus, while the verbal conprehennion questions belong to one group of 
tents, and the scientific and mathematical belong to another, there is 

a relationship between the two groups. 

The one experiment which did not correlate significantly with any 
of the verbal comprehension questions was that tootingthe combinatorial 
system (bulbs and switches). Excluding the responses on that, Lodwick 

compared the results on the remaining Piagetian experiments with those 
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on the verbal paccacca. A higher proportion of formal answers was 

scored on the former : 11 this shows that the cub jecto in this study 

had greater difficulty reasoning with verbal material than they did 

with ecientific mathematical material" (op. cit. p. 155). 

:: i::: "s.. """. 
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CHAPTER 6t COITCLMION3 

Are there any general conclusions which can be culled from 
this review of research work? There in certainly some agreement 
that thinking develops relatively late in a verbal subject like 
history. Concrete or descriptive thinking in verbal contexts seems 
to be stabilised somewhere around the age of twelve to thirteen years 
(Bell 1965 9 Mcldaughton 1966 9 McNally 1970) and to last for 'cone time 
(Davies 1965, Do Silva 19691, Cherrington 1971, Miles 1971). Formal 
thought begins to appear during early and mid-adolescence but Stokes 
(1970) and Miles (1971) think that stability at this level'nay not be 

attained until the ace of 18 years. Peel (1971, p. 26) comments that 

` the studios he reviews teem to show that'the "tranoition from content 
dominated to poccibility-invoking answers seemed to be, the predominant 
feature of early and mid-adolescent thinking. Logically restricted 

uncworc do also occur but they are associated with younger, lese 'able 

and more unsophisticated cubjcctn$i. 

How far does the thinking stay consistent over different passages 

and across different content areas? Obviously, the type of passage_ 

used may affect the results. 1. 'hile accepting that thero are differences', ' 
Peel concludes tentatively (op. cit. p. 40)ß "that if the passages do not 
differ greatly in difficulty, sophistication and area of coverage they 

will evoke answerc'frois any one person at not too disparate levels". 

Using Kendall's coefficient of concordance U as an indication of the 

degree of association between a number of sets of-rankingsl Stokes 
(1970) found 11-for three stories equalled . 873 and in Lodwick'c study 
(1972) V1 for. three stories was . 560 (refined criteria), Comments 

and criticisers have been made. during the previous survey on some of 
the answers graded at different levels-of thought. This is one of 
the Host sensitive aspects in assessing children's recponces and Peel 

decides (1971, p. 40) that "usually a reduction to three or four 

categories is necessary". 

Does the level of thinking exhibited dopend upon the amount of 
data in-a. paccage? Conflicting answers to this question have 

resulted from Harvard's (1970) and Peel's (1971) studies. Harvard 
declares that increasing the atount of information led to in proved 
answers, while Peel thinlw ' (1971 9 pp. 52-55) that if the nature 
mechanisms of thought are not cufficiently developed then the pupil 
does not gain a deeper insight into the problem.. 

when thinking on verbal paccagen is co=pared with thinking in 

other areas such as mathematics and phyeicc, there is some similarity 
across the different contents but factor analysis tends to chow a 
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bi-factor formulation (Davids 1965p, Bart 1971, Lodwiok 1972). 

It is interesting to note that at tines scores agreed less well 

among Piagetian tasks than they did between certain of those tasks 

and other tests-(üußhes 1965). 

2 The elusive influences of such factors as parental sooio- 

economic status and language are always difficult to assess. 

McNally (1970) and Harvard (1970) think that such variables affect 

thinking ski11Cherrington (1971), on the other hand suggests 

that social: background "is not directly influential in detezmining 

a child's-level of thinking" (op. cit. p. 71). The relationship 

of'language and thought in general is a highly controversial area 

at the moment., The results cited in this section certainly do 

not give any conclusive answer to the influence of 
language on 

historical thinking. It seems very likely that language will affect 

thought in history! especially at the formal level, but for any 

firm conclusions we have to await further research. 

Againg. there is little conclusive evidence to report on the 

effects of different treatments on historical thinking. Stones 

(1967) affirms that the programme on concepts accelerated-her' 

subjects' thought processes but this was a 'short-term experiment. 

Miles (1971), ' studying the teaching of theology, confirms from his 

experimental data over a school year the leas optimistic proLnosis 

of Inhelder and Sinclair (1969, p". 42) that, "the evolution of. 

operativity is malleable only within certain limits imposed by the 

laws of developnentt". The research programme in the present study 

also extended over most of a-school. year with the results that are 

shown in Part VI for the primary pupils and Part VII, for the secondary 

pupils. 

.- """"""".. ý. """"""ý""' 
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Ffi T? T V TH? R", SWRCH FRnJ^CT 14ITH TIP', PUPT S IN TH" FRIMI+RT_ÜC 

C 11rM Is TH~Fri'fR yRr<mA 

(1) TM- ATMS 

The major aims of the research project were thee,: 

a) To assess the level of logical thinking in respect of passages 

concerned with history, 

(i) at the beginning of the pupils' third year in primary 

education (9 - 10 years), 

(ii) at the beginning of their fourth year (10 - 11 years). 

bý To attempt to accelerate the development of thinking skills 

through the teaching of history with one class of children 

(henceforth to be called IF. - experimental) while adopting what 

will be called traditional methods with another class (IT 

henceforth). As these two classes were necessarily in different 
I 

schools, in order to try to allow for the effect of school life 

in general and also to compare taught classes with a non-taught 

group, the class which succeeded 13 in that school SIC from now 

on) was also tested on the same passages,, but a year later than 

IS and IT. 

e) To compare the level of responses on the passages with those 

obtaining on two typical Piagetian experiments, namely equilibriua 

in the balance and the combination of colourless liquids. 

d) To investigate certain variables which might be associated with 

the levels of logical thinking such as scores on verbal reasoning 

tests; reading ability as measured by the N. F. E. R. Sentence 

Reading Test; socio-economic aspects of the pupils' lives; 

personality factors measured through Eysenck's inventory and 

certain items of the Terman-1"Serrill questionnaire (for all these 

measures see Appendix B); sad the children's moral judgments 

on certain questions (Appendix P), 
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(2) TIM, -CCR nMs arm`C M_ S 
As the research was carried out in a small town in the North of 

England with'a population of. 47,000 people, the choice of schools was 

limited. Two'primsry school headmasters whose one form entry schools 

were near to each other, kindly allowed the testing and teaching of 

their third year pupils. This age group was chosen since it was 

anticipated from previous research that the majority of children 

should be reasoning between the preoperational and concrete levels 

in respect of verbal passages on history. The aim was to try to_ 

accelerate the thinking skills of one of these classes. The two 

classes were taught on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from October 

3rd to June 25th (inclusive) at these timest 

Tuesday IE 1.25 to 2.25 p. m. 

TT 2.45 to 3.45 p. m. 
Thursday IT 1.30 to 2.30 p. m. 

IE 2.45 to 3.45 p. m. 

Each class was taught in old buildings. Class IT was in a Church of 

England school, 'sharing a vastly vaulted room with the fourth year# 

divided only by a movable partition. There was no spare classroom 

apace in the school at all, much of the testing being carried out in 

a corridor near the top of the stairs. Classes IE and IC were 

part of an L. E. A. maintained. achool entered through some dark 

cloakrooms. The classrooms debouched from a central hall where much 

of the testing was conducted. The hall had to be used for drama, 

P. E. and dining. In both schools, therefore, there was inevitably 

some disturbance during the testing sessions. 

The traditional school was traditional in its classroom arrangements 

(rows of desks); competitive approach (at the and of their annual 

examinations, through their teacher's advice, the children 

laughingly made "a snake" to show me who was at the head and who 

the tail of the class); and emphasis upon coaching for the 11 plus 

examination. 
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The other school ostensibly might have appeared more concerned with 

co-operation (desks trouped together), tried to give the children 

an awareness of life outside the school, and laid little if any 

emphasis on preparation for the eleven plus examination. Places in 

the town's rrammar"schools. were allocated on the result of verbal 

reasoning scores in conjunction with the headmasters' recommendations. 

Only three children from the experimental group were admitted while 

ten were successful in IT, eight of them girls. 

It might be suspected that the T school would have had rigid, perhaps 

rather cold relationships with the children. This was not so; the 

hecdteacher knew the pupils and their families very well and developed 

a most happy, co-operative atmosphere in his school. He was always 
4n'Mw- 

ready to stop and talk to the children as they passed him. The 

headteacher and staff at the other school showed a concern for the 

children's progress and welfare, seemed to talk more of educational 

aims and methods, were more involved in new approaches to primary 

work, but the headmaster did not have the same close contact with 

children and parents. He was a more formal type of man. This - 

difference was shown when the headmasters completed a questionnaire on . 

each child (see Appendix B). Whereas the head of IT generally knew 

not only the occupations of e, ch child's parents but also their 

educational history, the headmaster of IS and IC was only rarely 

able to comment on these characteristics. 

Class IE was taught by a young woman in her first post, lively and ''", 

enthusiastic, but without the experience of the woman, teaching IT. 

This teacher was married, in her Fifties, highly competent, with a 

well-developed sense of humour. IC shot*1d have had the teacher of 

IE as their form-mistress for the teaching gears they would have 

thus acted as a control group on her'methods as well as on-the ethos 

of the school. Unfortunately,, from the point of view of this 

research, she moved unexpectedly to another post late in May and the 
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control croup wau taught by a newcomer to the staff. , 

This was a man 
in his late 30'$ or early 40'e -a nervous, energetic person. 

The teachers and the headmasters kindly completed a questionnaire on 
their attitudes towards various aspects of cohool life. In Appendix 

B are certain statements selected from the initial longer list. These 

possibly indicate attitudes which might have affected the childrens 

namely, attitudes towards' challenging the children, towards 
group 

work, and on streaming. In general, their scores usually fall on the 

same side of the continuum. The. teacher of IT seems against activity 

-methods and challenging the children, according to the raw, scores, 

but she noted that her replies were affected by the very restricted 

conditions in which she worked. The general tenor of her replies and. 

those of her headteaeher seem to be opposed to the other school's on 

the qusstion of streaming and selection but again she made a note 

of reservation about streaming. 

None of these tegchers was a history specialist. The headmaster of IT 

would have. taught history to the children of IT had he not agreed - to 

this research project. Fron the evidence of cnq observed lesson his 

approach seemed to be to talk for over half an hour, put a few notes' 

on the board in no particular order, and have the children copy them. 

The form teacher of-IC would have taught history through a mixture of 

exposition and activity methods. In IC the history lessons were 

called "social studies". The. childrents work consisted quite often of 

making notes. For. example, they had to write about Mary and Elizabeth 

in their own words. Generally, this resulted in their copying from 

Unstead (1961, p. 8)., Hence, most books contained such pbrases, ast 

"Mary, Queen of Scots, Elizabeth's cousin, was a clever but foolish 

woman ..... (Elizabeth) was a great queen because she understood her 

people both rich and poor. Sir Walter Raleigh brought potatoes from 

America ..... " The Irritten , work in another lesson consisted of 

copying from the blackboard the family tree of the Tudors. 
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(3) TH'; CHI1.1). N 

Both the taught elassos, 19 and IT, numbered over 3A during the year, 

IE at one point retching a maximum of 43 children. '-'The movement of 

children during the year, especially noticeable in IS, and the attempt 

to equate tho numbers of boya. and girls, restricted the final hample 

to 14 boys and 14 girls in each of the three groups. This meant that 

while every pupil in each class was tested individually on the 

historical passages and-the Piugetian experiments, a number had to be 

eliminated from the final analysis-by the use of random sampling 

numbers (Lindley and Miller 19E i8, pp. 12-13). 

After, having worked with the children for over a year, and from their 

and the teachera. 1 replies on a number of moasures (Appendix B)q the 

general impression was that they were of average intellectual ability. 

Their mean, I. Qb , based on verbal reasoning tests are shown in Table XIV. 

Table XIV MoRn I. A. scores for the Primary Grouýasx 

IE IT IC .. 

I. Q. . S. D. I. R. S. D. I. Q. S. D. 

Boys 103.07 9.95 102.79 10.36 99.6 9.30 

Girls 102.40 7.46 112.04 12.90 103.14 12.90 
k. 4 

As far to this maacurs is concarned, the girls in IT. wore generally a 

more able group. With IT and-IC girls there was a wider dispersion+of 

scores then 'oder 'ed in any other of the cub-groups. The girls of TT 

gained the highest marin score 'ea1the N. F. T,:. R. - Sentence Res, cling lest 

(Appendix B), cnd the bops of IT the lowest. There was, however, a 

wider dispersal of scores in IS for both the boys and the girls. 

Footnote: * Measured by N. F. . R. Prii ry Verbal Test I (IE and IT) 

and Moray House V. R. 86 (IC). ý 
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r.. b A XV M, n Scrr¬ s on thi ?1F"R' ýtAnee. Ro. a6 1 n-P Test 

IT IC 

an S, De , -Dean S. D.. Moan SD Score score Score " 

Boyce 102.7 11.02 96.4 9.70 101 7.35 

Girls 100.4 12.87 109.5 7.96 105.59.51 

E '. 

k 

Most of the children at the two schools lived in small terraced homes 

or council houses with just a few living in semai-detached homes. Thera can 

obviously, though, be considerable differences among families whose houses 

have a sinilcr external appearance. The headmasters' scores for housing; 

standard, childrenss appearance and cleanliness, and the child's speech' 

(suggesting good language+models at home), show that the children of n tended 

to be rated at a lower level than the other two groups. 

TAbllft XVI The Y --nn Scores for the 1T ims sters' A4ss-ssmsnts 
(2ý 

FIousing standard 
Appearance and 'Child's speech (suggest- 

-language. 
cleanliness of - 

ing good lannguage 
�Models l Lß. l 

Boys 2.9 , 3.3.2.9 

Girls 3.2 '3.9 2.9 

Bops 3.2 4.6 3.1 
IT 

Girls 3.1 4.4 3.7 

Boys 4.0 4.6 3.1 
IC 

Girls 4.1 4.9 3.1, - 

Footnote (1) This result was obtained from only 13 girls; when the 

-tests were marked it was discovered that one girl in IC 

had, not conpleted. a, single item. 

(2) IE and IC were rated by the headmaster of one school; 

IT by the headmaster of the other school. - 
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No child in IT received a grade less than 3 , for any of the variables 

in Table XVI. This mijht have been a result of. that headmaster's uncritical 

appraisal, but these children did give an impression of being, in general 

cleaner, more alert,. more spontaneous, and more outgoing than did the 

children, of. Is., Some of the pupils, inIC were. inclined to be rather withdrawn 

and. even, on occasions, a little morose; at times, some, gave the appearance 

of disinterest in the, lessons. ' The headmaster rated a number of the pupils 

in IE low on all three variables (for example, CIF 1: 1 :1 and II(VH 

1: 2 : 1).. 1 certainly noticed at the beginning, of the year's teaching 

programme a friendly competitiveness and eaperneas in IT which was lacking 

initially in, IE. It was encouraging, however, to note a warmer response 

from 19 as the academic year progressed. 

Parental occupations, as classified by the Registrar-Gäneral (1%I0) 

were predominantly in Class III and below, many being in Class V (unskilled). 

Only nine from the total of'84 children in the two schools had parents in 

Class II (for example, ä schoolteacher,, a nurses an engineer in charge of 

laying cables). I asked the headteachers if they would state whether the. 

children's hove lines were disrupted in any sense, for example, through 

parents being d ivorced, 'the child adopted or illep_itimates`since both 

Plowden (1%?, Vol. II `p.; 56) 0-10 Frc er (1959, p. ý2). had founä that 

children's performance in schools w-re' adversely affected by such factors. 

One headmaster decided that he could answer only under the global heading, 

"Emotional tension of a domestic origin". Accordingly, this was the final 

description on the relevant form (Appendix B). Nine children in each of IS 

and IC, and eight in'IT, were described, as suffering in come degree from 

such tensions* 

The headmasters also commented p over a, five point scale, on three 

aspects of the children in schools behaviour, attainment, and'attitude to, 

school cud, learning. 
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Tnhle Y. VIT ThR M p! j Saures of th9 NAtadnaeterýý rredinpar n 

bohayiour. attainnrnt alai , atti 

Behaviour in Attainment 
, 
in Attitude to school and, 

School Schoel learning 

Boys i, 4 3: 5 4: 1 
IE ' 

Girls 3.8 3: 5 3: 6, 

Boys 4.3 3: 3 3: 3 
IT 

Girls 4: 5 4: 1 3: 9 

Boys 348 3: 3 3: 1 
IC 

Girls 4.3 311 3.4 

The headmasters were asked to rate parental attitudes towards education 

under the four headings 'shown in Table XVIII. On a merely quantitative count 

of ticks in each column, IE girls received fewer ticks than any other. group, 

IT girls and IC girls the most. 

Table Will The HaecrmasteratrpraAinpR on-T, arento' attituAeý! 

towArAn education 

Shows 

concern' 
Shows 
kn wleApe 

Mother visits 
School 

Father"visits 
" School 

Total 

Boys 11 ' 7 ' 11 5 34- 
IE 

- Girls' 9, '2 11 " 2 24 

Boys 13 4 12 5 34' 
TT 

Girls 14 10 13 'B 45 

Boys 12 10, 12 9 43 
IC 

Girls 13 11 34 7 45 

The children also completed a qu3stionnaire concerned with literary and 

historic interests (Appendix B) based on the type of items used by Stones 

(1967) and found significant in th© Plowden Report (1967, Vol. II). While 
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some of the ansuors were ucod as part of the assessment of social factors in 

factor analysis (soe Part VI, Chapter III), not too much ©mphasia was laid 

on the children's replioa in view of the notorious difficulties of gaining 

valid answers in this way (Cherrington 1971). 

In any attempt to sum up the impressions fromi those various measures 

the only really telling distinction appears to concern IT girls. -They seemed 

superior on I. Q. scores, verbally, and in their attainment at school. They 

were also rated quite highly on their attitude to school and on their parents) 

involvement in education. Class lies scores were a little depressed in 

relation to the other groups soon, for example, in appearance and cleanliness. 

An far as this research is concerned, it seems reasonable to state that Class 

I.. were certainly not favoured on intellectual or social grounds when 

compared with tho children of the two control groups, IT and IC. 

Pieget has been criticised for concentrating unduly on the cognitive 

aapecta of learning; it is 
, 
obvious that the emotional or conative side of 

human nature also exorts a "trondously important effect on our behaviour" 

(Eysenck 1973, p. 164). While it is Impossible to take into account all the 

emotional variables which might affect the children's thinking,, an attempt 

was made to consider the possible influence of personality factors. While 

"personality" is rather a nebulous concept, all of us terxl, to assess people on 

commonly-accepted. traits such" as foresight, determination and, so on. Shieldsy 

(1968, p. 26) refers to a "number of studies which have shown that ratings made 

by primary school *teachers of the personality characteristics of thoir pupils 

have predicted success in grammar school work. In the present research, 

therefore, an attempt vas, made to assess some aspects of the-children's 

personalities through using two types of ratingst the Terman-Harrill Inventory 

and Eysenok's (1965) qu, 3stionnaire. 

The instructions on the Terman-Merrill form (Appendix B) requ3st the 

rater to compare each named child with the average child of the same age. 

The rater is also warned in 60 many words of the danger of tha so-called 

"halo" effect through the second instructions "Try to make real distinctions, 
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Do not rate a child high on all traits simply because he is exceptional in 

some". The form teachers of Ir and IT completed the forms for their own 

groups but the pupils in IC were rated by the mistress who taught them in 

their second year since they were to have a teacher new to the school in 

their third year. It was explained that the traits would be graded on a 

seven point scale (high = 7; average = 4; low = 1; see Appendix B)., 

Despite the warnings, it might be considered that the ratings for some 

children were influenced by the "halo" effect. Comparing the teachers' 

opinions with scores on standardised tests shows that the intelligence of 

certain children was under- or over-rated, HO (Is), for example, was 

graded as below average (3) but hisI. Q, was 106; on'the other hand, his 

below average rating (3) for 'Permananey of Moods' compares well with the 

rather high score of 20 for Neuroticism on Eysenok's test. Indeed, factor 

analysis (Table XXXV) rives a loading; on neuroticism as contrasted with 

the teachers' opinions of the children's permanancy of moods (Factor-II, see 

p. 269). 

The teachers were not asked to rate every one of the 25 traits listed 

by Terman-Merrill but only those which might have influenced the children's 

performance on the criterion tests and the learning situation during the 

year, Qualities of prudence and foresight, for example, might have 

affected their responses on the history questions, on the Piegetian experimenti 

and their readiness to consider alternative arguments during the history 

lessons. Self confidence, to take another trait, meant that-they might 

not have been affected adversely by having to face a strange person at 

the beginning of the session (see Factor V of Table XYXV). In all, the 

teachers were asked to rate the children on the ten traits shown in Table 

XIX. 
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TnbTn TIX f-% an rRtinre on the Tormatrr%rrill Inventory 

' 
, 
ýPrtr ry cumin) 

', rw r 

IT, 

% 

IC 

Prudence end forethought 

Boys 

3.7 

Girls 

r3.9 

Boys 

3.9 

Girls 

4.5 

Boys 

3.9 

Girls 

"4.1 

Self-confidence 4.0 "309 3.9 
. 

4.2 4.1 4", 3 

Will-power and p rseverance 4.2 3.8 3.3 4.6 305 3.8 

Permanency of Moods 3.9 3.8, 4.4, 4.7 4.6 4.1 

Desire to excel 4.2 -3.9 3.9 4.5 3.9 4.4 

Conscientiousnass 4.1 3.6 3.6 4.5 3.9 4.3 

Desire to know 4.1 3.9 4.3 4.2 3.9 309 
S 

Originality 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.1 3.9 3.9 
° 

Common-sense 4.1 4.1 4.4 4,5 4.2 4.5 

Intelligence 3.9 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.1 .. -4.3 
, 

Compare the moan I. Q. cores for-each group, (seo page 220). 

I. Q. scores 103.1 102.4 102.8 112.0 99.9 103.1- 

It, is appreciated that teachers tend to give "average" scores. to 

children on a questionnaire such as the Terman-Morrill Inventory. With these 

particular children the general trend of each group's mean rating on most of 

the traits was towards or slightly below the average (average score = 4). 

The girls of ITS however, do seem a somewhat superior group on the class 

teacher's reckoning, especially when it is appreciated that she graded two 

of the subjects at well below average for most of the traits. In light of 

the results of statistical analysis (see Part VIA Chapter III"), it,, seems of 
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interest hero to note that Ir boys, IT virla and 10 girls, whon compared 

with the other groups, were generally rated as above average on theso 

charactorictica: will-power and perseverance (not IC girla)j deolr© to 

excel; consciontiousneaa. 

The Junior Eyconck Personality-Inventory was also usod in the present 

research. ' Of this Sybil Eysanck writes (1971, p. 13) that too little to 

known about its validity to make any olaims for its uso, "othor than as an 

instrument for experimentation". Entwistle and Cunningham (1969) also 

deolaro that, "The validity of this instrument has not been clearly 

demonstrated except on clinical subjects with extreme symptoms of neuroticism 

and extroversion"'(ibid. 'p. 37). Eysenck has argued elsouhoro (1972, p. 96) 

that the two major dimensions, affect. children's performance in school at 

different ages. "Neuroticism" has a negative effect on performance at both 

primary and secondary school, with more emotional or anxious children doing 

rather worse than stable ones. Bynnar (1972), how3vor, suggests that there 

is likely to be a U-shaped relationship between achievement and neuroticism, 

in that the pupils in the middlo range of neuroticicm scores should do better 

at an educational took of moderate difficulty than either those with-high 

scores or those with low'scorss (ibide p. 26). The oth3r dimension, 

introversion, has a differential effect, seeming to favour good performance 

at secondary, eohool but not being advantagooua at, the primary level. 

(Eyeenck-1972,, p. 96). Eysenck gives two alternative explanations for the 

' result, at the primary level.. Possibly th3 "free and - casy" r tyle of the 

primary school is better suited to the extrovert child, or, the introvert 

corresponds to the "late developer" rho might rather bo an "early developor", 

disadvantaged at the primary level because of the inappropriately im-natura 

level of thinking expected there. Possibly another explanation is that an 

extrovert child does not maintain his position in relation to other children 

at the secondary level because he tends to give up more quickly in face of 

tasks demanding sustained concentration. After having analysed the results 

of some 4,000 elovon year old children using criterion tests such as two 
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Moray House verbal reasoning testa and examinations in English and 

Mathematics, Eycenck and Cookcon. (1969) lay greater emphasis on the 

extroversion - introversion variable for cuccoca at tho primary level, ctable 

boys and girls doing "only marginally bettor than unntabl© once" (ibid, p. 109). 

A oox differenco-wae. evident,, howevers in that unstable, extravort girls ` 

did unexpactedly well, unstablo, extrovert bogs unoxpected y poorly 

(ibid. p. 109). Both Savage (1966) and Ruahton (1966), however, found that, 

the most succoseful primary children were the otable extrovert© (quoted 

By=er 1972, p. 30). 

It waa thus inter©ating in tho prosent recoarch that the girlo of IT 

had the highest man scor© on thg oxtroversion variable, being significantly 

different from the on scoret/ of IE girls and IC girls (P <. 001 in both 

instances). Tho'moan scorn of IT girls on the nsurctioisn variable, vhilo 

the lowest of the six cub-groups, did not reach significance against the 

mean scores of either IN girls or IC girls. 

Table XX The mean scares for extrovers ion and neurot io1s*a, 

" 

_r 

ir! aryPuDils) 

r ýýrrýýrrrr 
'__ 

Boys (10 years of age) Extroversion S. D. Neuroticism . 
S, D. 

Eysenck1s norms (1973) 17.791 3.331 11.222 
1" 

, 

4 997 

"17.714 2.839 15429 2.952 

IT 16.714 3.509 14.357 3.221 

ýC 17: 714 2.943. 14: 357 4: 529 

Girls (10 years of age), Extroversion S. D. Houroticism S. D. 
, 

Eysenck's norms (1973) 16.808 3.175 12.190 5.032 
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T_ab1A XX The ' moons . oron for extroversion nnA nnuro 1c! Rm 

(Primary pupils) 

r 15.429 4.221 16.214 4.206 

IT 20.643 1.145 13.26 3.554 

Ic 15.786 . 3.649 24.357 3.715 

(4) Tx Assr. ssr tar pcc m 

Tho historical passages to be used with those children had to contain 

accurate data and allow for a series of answers from which a global grade 

could be derived. Moreover, they had to be succinct enough not to weary 

the children. Seven passages were used in a small pilot cchomo with ten 

primary children aged 9- 10 years (individual testing) and the younger 

(11 - 12 years), rather below average ability, forms of a large comprehensive 

school (group testing). As difficulties in the content and vocabulary 

became evident, and after taking into account the children's expressed 

interest in the stories, three from the coven were selected for the research 

projects "Ancient Sparta and Athens", "Mary, Queen of Scots" and "Moving 

Westward" (Appendix A). Thoso upper-red to present historical data in 

relatively simple terms, with the questions allowing for a variety of 

responses. The first of the three was also used with the older pupils in 

this research (Part VII) as one on which the answers from two different age 

groups, could be compared. 

A number of the questions seemed to be particularly revealing of the 

groupings postulated by Pieget an underlying the concrete operational 

period of development, for example, question (1) on "Ancient Sparta and 

Athens"p Quostion (2) on "Mary" and Question (2)'on "Moving Westward". It 

must be stressod, though, that the crucial assessment used in statistical 

analysis (Part VI, Chapter III) was the global grade on each story, that iss 
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where all the child's answora to that story wore considered. Certain 

quoctiona ware cot in an attempt to elicit Como form of moral judgmsnt 

fron the pupils: on3 of those was also used to osceaa logical thinking 

("Ancient Greece". Q. 4(a) ). ' Y 

The three passages werd usod before and after the completion of 

the teaching progranmo. The topic of Mary, Queen of Scots, formed part of 

the history syllabus for all three classes (Iss IT and IC) while the' other 

topics were not taught during the history lessons. The question was 

whether the children would chow evidence of any transfer from having been 

taught in a particular way, (a) to the passage connected with the year's 

syllabus and, (b) to other passages concerned with historical topics. 

On the second occasion of testing a fourth passage which was related to 

the course was introduced ("Henry 8th and Sir Thomas More", Appendix A). 

This gave another measure by which to assess the effects of the teaching 

programs©. , 
The children of IT were the first to be tested. The headmaster 

introduced ne to them and explained that I was going to talk to them 

individually about three stories in history, ask them come questions, and 

also have them do two experiments. He emphasised that these did not form 

part of any school work. Over the next ten school days the children wore 

tested individually on the three passages and the two Piagetian exporicconta 

(see jp.. 3%1). A similar procedure then ensued in Class Z,; during the latter 

part of September. The children of IC were tested initially in June/July 

of the following year, and then one year later. 

The interview with each child normally took this form. A passage 

was read by or to the child. After this reading the child was asked if 

he had any prob1er or questions about the story. These ware discussed, 

then I read the passage while the child followed tho words on his/her copy 

of the story. Explaining that it was not a test or an exanination# that 

they could reply "Don't know" if they wanted s, and that no ono in the 
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school would know of their replies, I asked them the qu3stions, writ 
down their answers verbatim. During the quostioning I reminded them to 

look at the paass o if this seemed necessary* The same method of reading, 

discussion, and so on, fo11o', od with tho n3xt two storioc. The stories 

were always given in this ordert. "Greece", "bury", , ieotward". On the 

second occasion ' ore"'cage last.. The Piar©tian exporimonts might follow 

after the session dealing with the historical stories, or'tho child might 

volunteer to do then during tha lunch hour or it diately after school 

hed finished. The clinical interview technique was necessary because 

supplementary questions often had to bo asked in order to try to discover 

some of the reasons for the replies. Furthermore, with such young 

children, there was always the problem that a pupil might have difficulty 

in reading the texts. In the event, it seemed that only one boy experienced 

real difficulty with reeding. Although his replies were not lower than 

those of äost of his peers, his answero were not included in the final 

cample . 

After the scripts had been transcribed the answers were graded 

separately by a person experienced in this field and uzyself, using the nine 

point scale for logical thinking which had been usod proviously (Kallati 

1966 and s©e Chapter III). ' Any discrepancies or doubts concerning the 

grades were resolved by my cuporiisor. A nine point scale was ua3d to try 

to ensure that there was as auch precision as possible in the grading: 

it also increased the possibility of Roasuring any movement in the levels 

of responses over a year. The answers on the'Piagetian expeririants were 

assessed by two experienced experimenters and myself; again, any 

discrepancies were resolved by my supervisor. In order to try to evoia 

any over-lap botwoen the two scales, one your after the scripts had been 

analysad for logical thinking, the three questions sot on moral judgments 

wore graded`by the same people and in the same manner (Appendix P). 

One year after the initial test " 
Y ing, the children were assessed again 

on four historical passages and the two Piagotian experiments. For 33 and 
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IT, therefore, there was an interval of at least two months (July and 

Aucuct) between the final lessons of the course and the second session of 

testing, IT proceeding F, in the interview situation. There was an even 

longer rap between the teaching of the particular topics, Mary and-More, 

on which, the children wore answering questions (coo Appendix, E). After 

the second batch of scripts had been transcribed, the historical answers 

and moral JudCments were chain'graded by the same person and myself,, my 

supervisor acting as adjudicator. The replies on the Piagetian experiments 

wore also marked by the external assessor and myself, any doubts being 

resolved by my supervisor. Perhaps the following figure will help to 

illustrate the pattern of the research and teaching programmes 

Figure IT 'The Rattern of the 
-testing and- teschinp, prop-ramme 

in the rrimary schools _ 

Testing of IE ar d IT 
on 3 pausagea and 2 Piagetian September 

experiments 

Teaching history to IE and TT from 
October 3rd to June 25th (inclusive) October to Juno 
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 

Testing of IC 
on 3 passages and June/July 

2 Piagetian experiments 

Testing of IE and IT 
on 4 passages and 2 $optomber 

Piagetian experiments 

Testing of IC on 
4 passages and 2 Juno/July 

Piagetian experimonts 

(5) AN' ANALYSIS 0? TH': O1J STICNS' 0N THW: VOTR HISTflUCAL PA SSA ,-S 

As was discussed. in Part IV9 it is necessary that the passages and 

questions satisfy both historical and psychological criteria. Al. 1 the 

passages were checked for accuracy by historians of the Institute of 

Education, Leeds University. The qu3stions were devised primarily to 

Y 
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ascoas whether children's answers foil at the preoperational or concrete 

operational levels (coo Table I, pp. 13-17; Table II2 pp. 189-191; Table 

ZXIV., pp. 2 -2 1). While the individual quoctiono are being examined 
in this section, it is probably no well to emphasiao again that the 

global rrad© on each passage wan the crucial measure by which a child's 

stage of thought was d©terminod.. This is in line with other rocearch 
(cf. Hallam 1966 and Miles 1971) and with the contention of Inheldor and 

Piagot (1958, p. 278) that any assessment must rest upon, "a cubjoot'c 

entire reasoning or a sufficiently systematic series of inferencos". 

Examples of subjects' individual answers, chiefly at the two major levels 

of preoperational and concrete operational thought, are given in Appendix 

C. It is proposed here to examine some of the reasons for posing the 

particular questions on each passage, together with a few examples of 

the replies received. 

Ancient Sparta and Athens 

Question (1) a. b. c. requires the ability to handle classes ens 

sub classes (Table Is p. 13). Pool commonto that "the logic of classes 

and relations seems to account for much of descriptive writing" (1971, p. 23). 

Two other quotations also seem 'tppocite for this quostioat "simple details 

of accurate ..... historical geography (Elton 1967, pp. 59-60), and 

"produc©s ..... with accuracy names and terminology specific to topic 

being rjudied" (Coltham and Fines 1971, p. 19). Question (6) b, also 

required the ability of classification, namelys 

b oye in Greece 

bops In Athens 

eons of other 
rich parents boys 

boys in Sparta 

sons of sons of 
non slaves slaves 
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Question (7) was an attempt to discover if the children ctuld compare 

tho various factors about life in the two cities and come to some simple 

conclusion. 

A number of questions on this passage needed reversibility of 
thought so that events were regarded from a contemporary viewpoint. Qu30tioi 

(2) could be answered neatly with, "º', 1e do not have slaves, " or the child 

could arpus strictly from the moresof the present-day, Questions (3)b and 
(4)a also demanded the use of reversibility of thought. 

Question (3)a required pupils to distinguish between the two types 

of beating m3ntioned in the passage and to realise that one was for, "doing 

nothing wrong", The great majority at both testings concentrated on an 

explanation such asp "They failed to, find food". It was an exceptional 

child who could assess the implications of the first typo of beating, 

Question (3)c was set initially to ascertain the children's moral judgment. 

Since the great majority-simply disagreed with hitting boys since, "It is 

wrong"; this question was disregarded in the final analysis. 

question (4)b demanded that the children should try to analyse 

'variables and put forward theories, this question gave them a chance to 

reason at the formal level, One idea, however, was not enough: they, 

hhad to put forward a combination of theories and pose and counter-»pos© 

arguments, Most of the primary children concentrated on one characteristic 

of the situation, seen in such a remark as this: "He (the master). might 

have known that he had the fox because it would have made his stomach 

fatter" (MI, IT')'- 

The pupils were asked why Spartan parents told their children the 

story of the boy stealing the fox (Question (4)c) to see if they could 

comprehend the underlying inference. This was a difficult question for 

them, as was the interpretation of the inscription after the battle of 

Thermopylae (Question (5)b)ß Most children here either could not answor 

Footnote: x1 refers to tho first occasion of testing; 2 to the 

second. 
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or c©ntred on tho moot conip911ing information in the passage and decided 

that the "laus" ant that the boys, had to steal food. An occasional pupil, 

however,, could' interpret the inscription, for example, $ MI (IT1) s 

It meant, they, did what thay wore told. " 

+ bst, were the 'IRwa'? " 

"To f Ijht until they died ." 

Quastion (5)a was used for moral judpents and will be cohaidered later in 

this chapter. 

Quostion (6)a was an attempt to discover if the pupils could relate 

this progressions 

music in Athens equalled saying poetry, which was laid to a guitar. 

Mnry Queer of Scots 
-, 

Questions (1)a and b, (2) and (5) are basod on Piaget'o, groupin s at. 

the concrote level (sea Table I, pp. 13-17). The answers can also be 

analysed under Peel's "describer thinking" or Elton's "simple details of 

accurate chronology, genealogy and historical geography" (sea Table UP 

PP. 139-191). 

Questions (3) and (4)a were set to discover if-the pupils would 

reason on a superficially acceptable level, or whether they would be able 

to approciat© soio of the inferences suggested by the information. Piag©t 

has rem. rked that children at the preoporational level will consider any 

deed affecting royalty more important or dreadful than if the samo event 

were to happen to any person of lower rank. This was the rationale for 

the not over-subtle Question (4)b. Only one pupil, however, gave such a 

response on one occasion (Appendix C). It was expected in their replies 

that the children would concentrate on such physical things as number of 

knives, size of explosion, and so on. This, ind$ed, did happen, but they 

also reasoned that Rizzio's was the worse death because the Queen loved 

him, or that Darnleyts iraa the worse since he was married to Mary. Some 

replied that they did not know, but none pointed out that it is difficult 
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to distinguish b'tw? on different types of violent death. Probably the 

phrasing of the qugction deterred that typo of answer: Question (ý) oleo 

allowed for a reply booed on the bare facts of the passages ciremiatrntial 

answers for Feel (1971, p. 3/) and comprehension for Finec and Coltham 

(1971, p. 13) - "the result of examination at the surface or literal level". 

It was not expected that these young children would be able to decide that 

there was not enough apparent evidence on which to judge'Mary. 

Moving WBGtwor 

This passage was included in order to try to discover if the 

children's putative watching of "Cowboys and Indians" films would affect 

their thinking skills compared with their responses to events leas well 

publicised by the media. The mean scores (see Table X]VI, p. 260) do not 

seem to indicate great differences between the average global grades on 

each story. It is interesting that on the first occasion of testing, IE 

girls received the highest moan grade. Possibly a visual stimulus such as 

a film was needed on this topic, although a number of questions on the 

passage seemed to relate to what has been called "intuitable data", that is, 

perceived or imaged data. 

For successful answers, Questions (2)a, (3)a and (3)b required the 

ability to handle classes and sub-olassee. (2)a called for Grouping Is 

an operation to be performed on this simple hierarchy: 

Those going westward 

Got ore Bored Running away Missionaries 
land from the law 

Correct replies to questions (3)a and (3)b seemed to demand the typo of 

thought seen in Grouping II. The sentence, "The Sioux wer© the strongest 

and the most intelligent" was included deliberately ianorder. to see if the 

children equated "more Indians" with "strongest" and "most". 
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Quuationa (2)b and (2)c were asked in order to ascoss if the pupils 

possessed Grouping V9 "the qualitative setting up of a, eerios without 

equality of 'steps' being implied" (see Table Is pp. 1? -1? ). Question (3)o 

morely required the correct. reading of the passage but it was set to check 

if the children confused television-presented events with the data of, 

this text. Of course, they could have given sound reasons for, choosing a 

tribe other than the Crow, but they should have montioned'thoaa reaaone 

and possibly. also referred to the fact that the Crow were friendly to white 

men* Questions (3)d and (5)b aimed at probing children's comprehension of 

two co=only ueed terms in the story of the West. In gen3ral, they found 

"frontiersman" very difficult to explain but many gave a credible 

interpretation of "crooked tongues". 

The three sections'of Question (4) needed simple inferences from what 

should have boon visual images. Hardly anyone gave, "There would be dust 

in the faced of the people driving the rear waggdas" as an explanation for 

question (4)b, although there were'some creditable attempts at answering. 

Here is whore actually seeing the convoy of waggons might bavo provided 

the concrete clue. From the evidence of the replies to Quoction (h)c nnY 

must havo soon and assimilated 'the roaeons for the 'settlers placing th3 

waggons"in a circle. question (5)a was posed to teat the children's moral- 

Judgment on the issue and will be considered later. 

Henry 8th and Sir Thornes More 

On the second testing an extra text was added which was related to 

the history syllabus of the third. pear in the two primary schools. The 

composition of this text presented problems since the children's energies 

and interest were likely to be lagging towards the end of the interview 

situation. The"data, therefore, was made extremely sparse. The 'control' 

group, in partionlcr, might have suffered from the lack of descriptive 

detail in the text. In general, however, the global scores did not seem 

lower on this passage compared with the score on the other passpies, 

(Table XXVI p. 26d. 
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Qu3stion (1) icvo tho opportunity for children to chow that they 

could recall and use coherently information learnt during the preceding 

pear: Possibly they m1rht uco that inrormation in an- inferential mannor 

(see AIE. 's reply, Appendix C): Question (2)6 and b could, be answ3red, morely 

with a type of "symptom response" but for accurate comprehension tho"child 

has to understand the class of "Christian Church" and appropriate sub-clasco©. 

"Rome", also; has to be seen as a particular type of city'within a 

particular country. 

Questions (3)a and b required the ability to handle concepts often 

used in history. 
, 
Thsce can be held at different, levels of complexity. 

The meaning of "oath" can range from something like "a promise" to "complete 

allegiance"-while "traitor" can evoke a host of interpretations# These 

may include a simple response like "a spy" or lea to an examination of 

the problems which may arise when a man is faced with conflicting loyalties 

to king 
, or to country cr to church. At the most abstract level a bright 

rdoloscent might contemplate the question of the nature of loyalty and 

the ideas which e, ort the greatest influence on people. ' Questions (3)b 

and (b)b gave the children the chance to discuss the implications within 

an historical context of their definitions of these two words. 

Question (5) wall set to see if the children could interpret this 

famous sentence. A successful reply seemed to require an analysis of "good" 

and "servant" and a type of variation, that loyalty to God preceded loyalty 

to the king. Can question (6) a pupil could forecast a result from the, 

evidence. available and/or put forward reasoned possibilities. question (7) 

allowed the children to give answers based on the content of the passage 

or to bring in external evidence to support their judgments. 

(6) TF? 7 PIS =,, TIAN FXIrMD"L $ 

Since Inhelder and Piaget emphasise the importance of the 

combinatorial cystem and the combination of inversions and reoiprocitios 
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(the I. H. R. C. i; roup) in the analysis of thinking skills (see pp. 23-31), 

both the primary and secondary pupils wore tested on the experiments 

concerned with the combinations of colourless liquids and. equilibrium in 

the balenco (Appendix D). These two experiments were described originally 

in "The Growth of Logical Thinking" (1958) where the children wore alloaiod 

rather free experimentation. Lovell (1961) combined this fairly open 

clinical approach with one whereby a number of common questions were put 

to each child: this was the procedure in the present research. 

The protocols resulting from the combinatorial experiment were 

analysed on a nine point scale which ranges from a completely unsystematic 

approach to one where the subject envisages all possibilities and 

systematically tests his hypotheses (Appendix D). As can be seen from 

Table XXI. (a) and (b) the majority of the children's replies on the first 

testing (9-40 years) were classified at the preoperational level and at 

the second testing (10-11 years)'cost were graded at the concrete level. 

Table XXI The Combina tions of Coleurlesa LiouPo fl 
(a) Re sults on the firs t testing 

Substage 1k 1AB 1B/2A 2A 2AB 2B 2B/3A 3Ä 3B Total 

Quant if icat ion 1' 23456789 

Boys 10 22 L4 
3E 

Girls 3911u 

Boys 13 1u 

IT 
Girls 3 7 4 14 

Boys 
IC 

Girls, 

1 

2 

3 

3 

1 

5 

4 

1 

41 

3 

14 

, 14 

Totals 9 45 13 8 81 194 
Percentages 10.71 53.57 15.47 9.52 -9.5 1.19 99.99% 
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Tcb1e 
_XXT 

Tho CÖmb inRtion3 o#' Col our1e Lim 

(h) Re sult s on thet snernA testint! 

Substage 

quantification 

IA 

1 
. 

lAB 

"2 

1B/2A 

3 

2A 

4 

2AB 

5 

Z3 

6 

2B/3A 

7 

3A 

9 

3ß Total 

9 

Boys 3"542 14 

Girls 49 1' 14 

Boys 12 63 14 
IT 

Girls 1.6 61 14 

Boys 12 83 14 
IQ 

Girls 6 44 14 

Totals 15 25 39 14 84 

Percentages 1.19 5.95 29.76 46.42 16.66 99.9 

Six major cots of criteria were used to analyse the protocols resulting 

from the, balance experiment, but, as so often with Piagetian experiments, 

substages were detected. Hence, the final analysis contained eight 

substages as in Table XXII. 

Teb1e XXII ' Ea uilt briüm in the Aalend 

(re) Re sult s on the firs t tet tih 

Substage 1 1B/2A 2A 2AB 0 2B/3A 3L 3B Total 

Quantification 12 3 4 5.6 78 

Boys 11 1 2 14 

Girls 11 3 llý 

Boys 8 4 2 14 
IT 

Girls 11 21 14 
Boys 2426, 

IC 
Girls 1 10 9 14 
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(aý Results on the first testing (continuos) 

Totals 1 53 17 67 84 

Porcentaýeý 1.19 A3.09 20.23 7.14 8.33 99.99 

h) Kosalts on the sepnnrl tPStinc 

Substsce. 1 113/3A 2A 2AB 2B Z3/3A 3A 3B Total 

Quantification 1 2 3 4 5 67 g 

Bops 2 1 21 14 
IE 

Girls 1 4 3 6 14 

Boys 7 2 3 2 11, 
IT 

Girls 3 4 4 3 14 

Boys 2 2 6 2 2 14 
IG 

Girls 4 2 5_ 2 1 14 

Totals 75 24 19 26 !. 8/ 

Percentages 8.33,5.95,29.57 21.42 30.95 -4.76 99.98 

Once again, there gras a notable shift in the level of responses over 

the year. from 63.09, at 1B/2A on the first testing to 80.9% being graded 

at some point in the concrete' period (2A, 2AB, 28) on the second tasting. 

Four boys were graded at 29/3A (intermediate concrete and formal) on the, 

second occasion of testing. One of these was HAM (Appendix D) and It 

could be argued that his protocol should have been graded as 3A when it is 

compared with ROG's protocol in "The Growth of Logical Thinking" (1958, 

p. 173). But HAM does use a 'trial and error' method at times and fails 

to'reach equilibrium in, the fifth-problem. ' Therefore, his answers were 

considered to lie between the concrete and formal levels. 

The pupils also tackled 10 problems involving series and numerical 
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finnILcies in an attempt to discover what type of relationship existed 

between the ability to cope with proportion in numerical form and 

performance in the balance experiment (cf. Hushes 1965, pp. 94-95)" The 

results were used in factor analysis (Chapter III): it is sufficient to 

note hero that the total correct scores ranged from BRI'e thirteen (IT) 

to DUIs one (ii)i and that despite his developed reasoning on the balance 

experiment H! J4 (IT) managed to answer exactly two correctly. 

t7) MORAL J TCW. NTS IN NI. ̀>TMY 

As an extension of part of the previous research (Hallam 1966) three 

questions were assessed for moral judgments, namelys 

ßnc2ent GreecQ 

Ouestion (h)at "! bona it wronp of the Spartan bops to steal_food7" 

This was set to discover if the children would obey moral 

codes without discussion or whether they would view the 

question in a more dispassionate manner, taking into 

account, perhaps, the social pressures on the boys and also 

the harm done to others. 

guestic+n (5)at "Do-you-think It would-have-been all rirht for Comm Spartans 

to refuse--to-fir--ht in the h att Le? " 

Would the children respond with a "morality of authority 

and duty" or would they allow for particular circumstances 

which might affect individuals? 

Mevinr' Westward 

' Queatien (5)a: "Do you thitük the Indians were_wronp to attack the white 

men? "- 

This question was aimed at seeing whether the children 

would express sympathy with only one aspect of the situation 

or one group in a conflict situation, or whether they would 

realise that different types of "white men" might have 

merited different types of treatment. 

ý, 

,. 

,i 

Y' 



The answers to these questions were assessed on criteria derived 

from Piaget (1932) - (see Appendix? )., From the 1932 research Piaget 

suggests that there are three main stages in the developmont of moral 

ju pments, or rather "the capacity for problem solving in the moral 

sphere" (Williams 1967, p. 254). At the earliest or heteronomous stage 
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children will not consider the motives behind an action but will judge 

it in accordance with inflexible sots of rules accepted from, others. 

An autonomous stage then develops where situations are considered according 

to the principle of equality. Finally, the level of equity is reached 

where allowances are made for individual motives, needs and deserts. The 

finding of the 19-, 6 research (Hhllam 1966 and 1969) led to an extension 

of this three level model backwards towards essentially illogical 

answers and forwards to advanced responses which were chrractericed as 

theonomous. As can be seen from the following table the majority of the 

pupils on both occasions, as might be expected, were at either Stage 1 or 

2, exhibiting an essentially heteronomous approach to moral judgments in 

history, (see Appendix P for examp1 s of answers). 

Table XXIII Mean scores on moral iurlcments in history (primary pupils) 

"Greece" "Greece" "Westward" 
h(a) 5(a) 5(e) 

Occasions 
Testi First second First Second First Second 

Boys 1.93 1.86` 1.95 1.86 1.75 1.86 
IE 

Girls 1.79 2.00 1.79 1.86 1.61 1.79 

Boys 2.18 1.86 2.04 1.75 1.96 1.93 
IT 

Girls 1.93 2.03 ' 1.86 1.79 1.86 1.68 

Boys . 2.18 2.21 1.89 2.07 2.00 2.36 
IC 

Girls 1: 86 1.96 1.75 1.61 1.71 2.03 
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Thoso raw ; cores indicate that IC boys on averaro rave rather more 

advanced anawsrs than the other sub-proupc. There was little change over 

the year for any sub-group. No attempt was made in the teaching programme 

towards accelerating moral judgments in history since it was thought that 

the children would. be too young to appreciate the subtleties of many of the 

moral issues involved in the history studied during the year. 

itiltiti2iSttltt 
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CIIAPI''MR 2s TN' TrýCHT1m, FRMRAMNn- 

(1) P AMRLr. 

Although Pieget has disclaimed the role of an educational practitioner, 
his ccntentions on the development of knowledge have obvious significance 

for the school curriculum (see, for example, Schwobel and Raph 1974). 

Plaget l0 fundamental tenet as for as the teaching of children is, concerned 

lies in the distinction between knowledge and information, knowledge being 

"general objective knowing" (Lovell 1971, p. 242) or that "solid cognitive 

bedrock, something flexible and plastic and yet consistent and enduring, 

with which (the child) can structure the present in terms of the past 

without undue strain and dislocation" (Flavell 1963, p. 165)e Knowledge 

and information are related but only in so far as there is this underlying 

knowledge through which the information becomes meaningful and usable by 

the child. For Plaget fundamental knowledge is acquired through action 

upon and interaction with the envirommc3nt. "Action" is not inevitably an 

action upon physical objects. Plaget has said, for example, that Socrates 

used an active method with language and that "the characteristic of the 

Socratic method was to engage the learner in actively constructing his own 

knowledge" (Kamli in Schwebel and Raph 1974, p. 203). Hence, the teacher's 

task for the Piagetians is to avoid handing out pro-digested information. 

He. should, rather, present situations which result in the active 

recombination of schemes by the children themselves (op. cit., p. 72). ' 

The primary aim in the present research was to discover whether 

"active" learning experiences would accelerate children's responses on 

passages concerned with historical events. It was hoped that there might 

be a movement from the pre-operational to the concrete levels of thinking 

for many of these younier pupils: that is, after the teaching program, 'te 

more children would-be able to show that they comprehended the import of 

the passages and could even discern simple implications suggested by the texts. 
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The approaches cdopted with the two taught olassoa have been labelled 

"traditional" and "experimental". - "Traditional" was chosen since the 

methods used were traditional to the teaching; of history in that school 

and, from reports (Junior History Review 1972) still traditional to a 

great many other primary schools, at least in that region. "Exporimontal" 

seemed a botter. deccription for the other group than, say, "heuristic" 

because, while active, collaborative methods were organised, the chilc? ron 

were not allowed to plan completely their historical experiences for themselves. 

There wan teacher directed structure and guidance behind the lessons and it 

would seem that Picget himself would not oppose such an approach (Kamiiy. ScýwAc% 

op. cit., p. 292). 

A nunbor of research workers have charaoterisod teaching, styloc 

under dichotomies such as "unilateral" and "interdepond©nt" or "expository" 

and "open-ended". The two approaches adopted with these children would 

appear to have resemblances to such dichotomies but neither class was taught 

in such 'an extreme manner as might seem at-first inditated by these terms. 

Wallace (1972, pp. 121-122) refers to a distinction made by Schroder at al 
(1967) between unilateral and interdependent training environments. In the 

former the learner "learns to adopt by, looking for externally provided 

schomata", while the interdependent method provides the learner with an 

environment "which affords information as feed back or as a consequence of 

his own questions or exploratory behaviour". The other pair of epithets 

which could have been used are described in a recent paper qn physics' teaching: 

"expository" and "open-ended" (Houston and Pilliner 1971. ), although the 

following quotations refer to methods at the extremities of a continuum. 

"Expository teachers tend to explain beforehand exactly what has to be 

dono .... * they...... -rarely ask questions and only seldom involve pupils' 

participation" (op. cit., p. 164). At the other end of the spectrum, for 

Houston and Pilliner, are those teachers, "who expect pupils to draw their 

own conclusions based on their own interpretation of results" (op. cit., p. 165). 

Whatever labels had been chosen in the present research, however, the 
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essential difference lying behind the two approaches was that one approach 

was expected to lead to what ringet has described ac figurativ© knowledge, 

the other to operative knowledge. 

(2) TIM MSSnNS WITH TT 

"Figurative" describes actions which are essentially passive, 

whether this entails the children listening or copying some external 

representation such as a map or notes. The lesson notes for IT (Appendix E) 

show that the pupils very seldom had to act constructively on the material 

presented to them. Within the lesson plena the following, terms occur in 

a regular progression, either among the behavioural objectives (Mager 1962) 

or within the plans themselves: 

(a) (Teacher) to describe/narrate/explain/ree 

For example: 

the chief events of Leonardo's life (October 3rd)) 

the main events of More's life (October 24th); 

the story of Mary, Queen of Scots (November 21st); 

the causes and chief events of the Armada (January 11th); 

the basic structure of a three field village (April 25th). 

(b) (Chilc? ren) to carp 

(i) Notp 
. 

For examples 

on Leonardo (October 5th); 

on Henry VIII's youth (October 17th and 19th); 

a simple sentence for each section dealing with the life of 

Mary., Quoen of Scots (November 21st and 23rd); 

on houses and furniture (February lst); 

on gilds (March 19th). 

(ii) mars 
For exanplos Eurore (October 10th) 

(iii) TimRtables " 

For example: 

(a) of an Elizabethan schoolboy (March 21st); 
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(b) of the day in an Elizabethan villarerte life (May 9th). 

(iv) Picturen and sketches 

For example t 

a "manuscript" letter (October 12th); 

Henry VIIIth (October 19th); 

a ruined monastery (October 26th); 

a Tudor worship (January 30th); 

the plan of an Elizabethan village (Ipril 30th). 

The children, as was to be expocted in a school-based situation, were 

not merely passive recipients for surely only the most extrew of toachero 

would demand silent automatoms as pupils? Furthermore, the nature of 

their emotional involvement in the lessons had to be considered. The 

children would have resisted (mentally at least) "expository" methods being 

used for tho whole teaching programme. Hence, the children on occasions. 

did take part in more active lecrning experiences. than those already 

described. For example: 

(n) The children to Aiscusa 

(i) what they considered to be important inventions in history 

(October 10th); 

(ii) relationships within the Tudor and 'Stuart families (May 16th); 

(iii) the results today of the Gunpowder Plot (May 30th). 

(b) To finf out in the atlas places associated with Loonardo's life 

(October 5th). 

' (o) To make their'own notes or write their ownp ccr ount 

(i) on Elizabeth's youth (November 14th); 

(ii) on Drake's early life (November 25th); 

(iii) of the -education of a wealthy girl in Elizabethan times 

(March äith). 

(d) To craw their ovn sk©tch mntis or pictures 

(i) of the major events in the life of Mary, Queen of Scots (Nov. 21st); 

(ii) of the triangular slave route (November 30th). 
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A quoßtion oud answer techniquo was used quite oxtonaivoly (see, for 

©xawp1o, Transcript E, Appondix F). Tho approach was not, thoroforo, as 

extremo as the "expository" mothod described by Houston and Pilliner (1974). 

As one result ofJthe methods used, at the and of the teaching 

progra 3 each pupil in IT had two oxorcico books containing clear and 

colourful information on the Tudor and Stuart periods, Th9se books were 

generally attractive to look at and had useful reference material within 

thor. Thora uas a structure evident behind the written work in that ovonto 

proceeded chronologically and different acpocto of a reign, any tho social 

life of the Elizabethan poriod, wore dealt with at the same period of the 

term. The books, on the whole, appeared more appealing and seendd more 

logically organised thin those kept by the children of 13. This, no doubt, 

resulted fron the children of IT following a precise syllebuc which allowed 

for few diveruions. At -the end of the year IT had studied a larger amount 

of historical data than had Ir.. This did not, of. cours©, reveal how much i 

of the historical information had been internalised in a m©aningfal way 

so that itýbecarne part of the pupils' general ways of knowing. 

ý3) THE ITSSONS WITH I 

While it was necessary at times that the children of 1E should 

listen to the narration of events (March 19th, for instance) and also 

have the occasional opportunity for illustrative work (November 2nd), the 

basic aim with this group was that they should be "active doers", both 

physically and mentally. It was hoped that such an "active" approach 

would lead to operative knowledge: "Fundamantal knowledge is acquired ..... 

through action upon and interaction with the environment" (Schwebel and Raph 

1974, p. 36). One can perhaps make an analogy here with the type of 

development which occurs between the end of the sensori-motor and the 

beginning of the concrete operational period in physical development. This 

can be characterised negatively but Sinclair (op. cit., p. 58) points out 

that prowess is-obviously occurring through the child's "active reactions 
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to environmental action" and through the "active recombination of schemes 
by the child himself" (op. cit., p. 72). Hence, in an attempt to move the 

pupils towards the concrete ßtaje in history, the children were given both 

physical and mental activities. The following categories are by no means 

exclusive but are an attempt at a form of classification of the various 

activities which took place. 

(e) Fhycicnl tctiyit1 p 

As the. preoperational child noeds a physical stimulus auch as 

combining and recombining, different types of flowers to help with 

classification skills, so these children performed physical actions 

as an aid to representation in history. Flavoll (19'3) has remarked 

that, "The student must be led to perform real actions on the 

materials which form the learning base, actions as concrete and 

direct as the materiale can be made to allow" (ibid., p. 3Y7). He 

also says that, "The point ..... is to differentiate the basic physical 

actions related to or engendering a given phenomenon and then getting 

the student to practise them" (op. cit., p. 369). The most obvious 

instance which illustrated Flavell's didacta was when the children 

acted and moved as members of the Tudor royal family in order to 

analyse the various relationships (November ? thy 9th and 11th). Again, 

on March 19th they were esked to exemplify through movement how Mary, 

Queen of Scots, had a claim to the English throne (see Appendix F, 

Transcript A). On another occasion (May 16th) a map of the world 

was drawn on. the classroom floor. Volunteers had to "go on" Drakets 

1577-90 voyage, explaining to the rest of the class what had happened 

at the different places. Similarly, on May 30th there was a map of 

Western Europe drawn on the floor so that the events in the Armada 

could be dramatised and imitated physically. Possibly the most extreme 

example of physical action was when the children represented barley, 

wheat and fallow land and showed through their movements what they 

understood by "the rotation of crops" (Juno 18th). 
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(b) Drnmationlny 

A atop further on'than-mcro physical roprocentation was when 

the children took roles in'hictorical aituationt3. mince the organica- 
tion of this typo of activity Furth has published an account of what 

he did whin serving as a consultant to a school oyatem in tho ü. S. A. 

(Schwabel and Raph 1974, p. 2S1) s 

Ne also talked about dramatic play as a way of encouraging 

thinking . '.... There are many ideno that children can act out which 

they cannot articulate in words or which they cannot write about. " 

In the present research, the idea generally was to have the childron 

imitate and exprecs points of view co historical characters in tho 

hope that such rolo playing would clarify the iscuoa involved and form 

the basis of their written work (and, hopefully, help towardo 

operative knowledge). 

Thust 

(i) January 11th - The four children who imagined they were 

commissioners on 9th January to`give their reasons why monasteries 

should be abolished. 

Two pairs. of children to invent a conversation between Henry Sth 

and Cromwell on-why monasteries should be 'abolished. 

(ii) March 25th - Riming or acting any difficult sections arising, 

from Lord Ruthven's account of the Murder of Rizzio (see 

Appendix F. Transcript B). ý 

(o) Act yity to thought 

"But one will not of course want the child to be limited to 

performing only concrete' actions in-situations providing maximal .... 

support for-these actions" (Flavell 1963, p. 3A8). Much of history 

cannot be represented physically or even visually. The implications 

within a narrative, the realisation of causal factors, the undorstanding 

that no definite conclusion may be reached - all these depend on 

activity of thought. History is permeated with whit might be called 
"the probability concept". Furth has remarked on this in relation 
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to concrete appuratusi "the point nass not to teach the children (or 

the teachers) the probability concept,. but to give there experiences 

. which would allow them to construct the idea" (Sghwebel and Raph 1974, 

p. 2131). Hence, the objectives and lesson plans in Appendix Z contain 

or imply phrases which indicate that the. childron were to be placed, 

within an equilibration - equilibrium situation. Developing the plan 

fron Piagot's explanation for the attainment of the concept of 

conservatipn. (Flavell 1963, pp. 247-8), the children were often placed 

in a situation where they had to hold 
Sand 

balance seemingly 

contracted facts or views. "Cognitive conflict induces a ji 

re-organisation of the subjects intellectual actions1 one which 

proceeds along the linos postulated by Piaget's equilibriun model" (op. 

cit., p. 374). Thus, the following phrases occur within the lesson 

notes: 

(i) To discuss 

To read and discuss the play on the scribe and the printing 

press (Power 1960) (October' 24th). 

To discuss how various opinions can bs hold of the same person, 

relating this to Henry 8th (October 26th). 

To discuss what teelville's report tells us about Elizabeth 

(March 19th). 

(ii) To analysn the text 

To begin to examine the implications of the passage on Glastonbury 

Abbey'(January 9th). 

To examine the implications of the commissioners' statementsy 

(January 11th). 
..... 

To examine the validity of written, stptemapts concerned with 

history (e. g. P. 23 "How do we know that Annals (Boleyn) eyes 

filled with fear? ") (January 16th). 

To discuss how far we can believe such statements as Hgvkins' 

argument that, a bargain had been struck with' the Spanish governor 
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at San Juan (May 9th), followed by written work; 

"Can we believe - how-can wo know - that the Spanish promised 

not to attack the ships at San Juan? " (May 14th). 

Can you find TWO ways in which the nobleman tried to put the, 

blamo for the murder on Lord Darnley? (March Zhth). 

(iii) To onmier ou-otlnns (which demanded more than merely repeating 

the data liven) 

For example, on More (November 23rd and 2! th)s 

Q-(5) What is a traitor? Do you think More was a traitor? 

Q. (8) What does his death tell us about religion in the 

sixteenth century? 

Tho difficult concept of 'traitor' wen referred to erain in 

,. the 1ecgono of January 11th and 16th whore the children were 

asked whether they thought the Abbot of Glastonbury should have 

been exocuted as a traitor. 

(iv) To finA out for thmm? alye 

To answer questions from Unstead (195h) on Princess Elizabeth's 

youth (January 18t h=23rd). 

To answer questions on Raleigh (February 8th and 13th). 

The heuristic work (February 15th to March 5th inclusive). 

a 
t 

4" 

t 

s 

(v) In inncin3 

Imagine you are a-lady or gentleman of Edward IV'o Court and tell 

of your visit to Caxton (October 24th) (see M(R'a answer in 

Appendix G). 

Pretend you went with Raleigh on his second voyage. Write a 

letter back to. England telling a friend of the journey and what 

happened (February 8th). 

Write your-own "newspaper" account of Drake's 1,567 expedition 

(may 9th). 

(vi) To contrast 

At a simple level!, the differences between their own houses and 
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Tudor houses (January 30th), between a coütier's clothing and 

the teacher's clothes (March 12th and 14th) (see BU'c answers, 

Appendix G). ' 

At a more complex level, the views of two imaginary contomporarieo 

of Leonardo (October 12th and 17th) (see HO's answers, Appendix G). - 
(vii) To anR1s e thA menninr of remarks merle in histrnw 

To read IInstead's account of More, discussing the meaning and 

reasons for More's remarks quoted in that account (November 16th). 

(viii) To p-, m nino nlterontivpe 

What were the difficulties facing Drake in each of the routes 

he could have taken to return to England? (May 2lat). 

After the Armada, which religion might people think God 

supported? (June 13th). 

(ix)To caevise auAstions 

Class to compose questions from their own books and Unstead 1956 

on Raleigh, then to question each other (April 4th). 

(d) social cnllaborýstlnn 

As has already been discussed in Part III (see pp. ifO-]! 2) Firmet 

argues that interation with his peers is one of the principal moans by 

which the child is liberated from egocentric modes of thought. "Cue 

can ..... acquire the rationality and objectivity which only a multi- 

perspective view can confer - only by pitting one's thoughts against 

others and. noting similarities and differences. The extension of this 

view to education consists of plumping for group activities in the 

classroom - projects to be undertaken in common, discussion sessions 

and the liko" (Flavell, op. cit. p. 369). Aebli emphasises that teachers 

should accord "an important place to socialised activities in the 

curriculum" (ibid. p. 369). The work described under the earlier 

sub-hoadings all took place in common, either as a class or in small 

groups. The children diccusced their thoughts on the various issues 
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put before them. The most obvious examples of collaboration, 

however, were probably theses 

(i) To write a play about More. and record it (December 5th, 7th 

and 12th) (see the product of DOB's group, Appendix G). 

(ii) To select a topic from the Tudor period, answer questions in 

small groups and report some of the findings to the class 

(February 15th to March 5th inclusive). 

(iii) To write a play based on the events at Holyrood Place in 15A5 

(March 29th). 

questions and answers formed an integral and exacting part of the 

whole teaching programme (see the transcripts, Appendix F). Unlike 

IT, who were also asked questions during the lessons, these oral 

sessions with IE were followed by periods when the pupils had to 

reflect together and answer in writing questions which often demanded 

the ability to examine problems raised by the historical material. 

The results of some of this work can be seen within Appendix G. 

itiititiitttittt 
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CHýF'T~R 3_ i AN ATJAT, YSTS tom' TIM, T, "STTtTS ? 4TTi1 TIP, 
FRIMpRY CCHfOT, CHITX)R1 N 

(1) TH ('RAW^S ArT) CPTT RTA FM THH TTTSTrRTCAL §IM7. S 

All the pupils involved in the research were assessed globally on 

the three stories at the first assessment and four stories at the second. ' 

They were allocated a grade for each story on a nine point scale used to 

quantify their stage of development. It is important to notico that the 

grades do not form an equal interval scale. It does not, follow, there ore, 

that it is as easy to move, say, from 2B/3A to 3A as it is to move from 

1/2A to 2A. This caution will be particularly relevant when the results of 

the secondary pupils. are compared with these results from the primary, ' 

children. 

The following, criteria formed the basic measures on which the answors 

were assessed but it has already been not4d that these criteria possibly- 

may be related to Piaret's model of nins groupings (Table- Is pp. 13-17) and., 

also to the standards which historians consider integral features, of, 

historical thinking (Table IX, pp. 189-191). Examples of individual replies 

by the children considored at various developmental levels are riven in 

Appendix C. 

Footnote: K The stories were always ctOied in this order: Greece, 

Mary, Westward and More. 
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TA e TXIV Criterln UBptl to nrr rt then rstionnl Av4 n hn nuts nct 
onswer 

OunntIfI cntion 
anti within tho 

5_tß c! iffcrent level. s 

Pro-operational 1 
thinking 

1/2A Intermediate 2 
between pre- 
operational and 
concrete opera- 
tional thinking. 

Crit'rin used 

Intuitive thoughts not relating., -, 
the question to the information 
provided. 

Egocentricity: not taking the 
point of view of other people; not 
looking for possible contradictions 
in the thought process; not 
realising other people might not 
understand; not reflecting upon 
the thought processes. 

Isolated centring: on one feature 
only: not balancing two possible 
influences which could mortify and 
compensate each other. 

An unstable, discontinuous cognitive 
life: "(the) cognitive organisation 
tends to rupture and dislocate 
itself in the process of 
accommodating to new situations" 
(quoted Flavell 19A3, p. 151); 
therefore multiple, contradictory 
answers given. 

Irreversibility: not able to work 
back from one point of an argument 
because of an inability to keep 
premises unaltered during a 
reasoning sequence. 

Transduetive reasoning: movement 
from one element to another without 
considering all the factors involved; 
a tendency to make associative 
"and" connections rather than true 
casual relations in a chain of 
reasoning; the juxtaposition of 
elements. 

Syncretic reasoning; "a ý multiturle 
of diverse things inchoately 
correlated within a global schema. " (Flave1119A3, p. 161). 

More than one feature of the 
situation considered but the 
attempts to relate differing, facts 
not too successful. Uncertainty of 
judgements. Attempts at 
reversibility end in failure. Crude 
and faulty elementary systematic 
thinking. 
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2A Cdner3te operational 3 The ability to rive an organised, 
2AB thinking at different 4 answer but limited to what is 
213 levels. 5 apparent from the text. 

Using the information available; 
tending, to judge the verbal problems 
in terms of their own content, 
especially if the material deals 
with concrete "realiti©s". 
Ability to forecast a result from 
the evidence available but not to` 
formulate a mature hypothesis after 
considering all the implications of 
the situation. 

Ability to compensate one statement 
by 'another or to negate a statement 
but not able to co-ordinate 
negation and reciprocity. 

23/3A Intermediate 6 More advanced logical I thinking,, at 
between concrete a more abstract level,, 
and formal Going outside the known data in the 
operational thinking. story to form hypotheses but not 

too successfully. Beginning to 
relate a number of variables. 

3A Formal operational 7 Inhelder's and Piaget's suggestions 
3AB thinking at 6 for distinguishing concrete from 
3B different levels, 9 formal thinking: 

a) study whether the child tries 
to separate out variables, 
b) if the proofs employed "do not 
go. beyond obsorvation of empirical, 

' can be fully correspondences, they 
explained in terms of concrete 
operations. (1956, p. 279) 
Realising a multiplicity of 
possibilities. 
Envisaging all possible explana-' 
tions and finds out through logical 
analysis which are true. Logical 
analysis can be said to be holding 
certain factors constant and 
varying others systematically. 
This is propositional thinking, 
the tendency to try out 
possibilities in a systematic way. 
Hypotheses are postulated and 
these can b' confirmed or not by 
the data. The child "commits 
himself to possibilities", there 
is a reversal of direction between 
reality and possibility (Inhelder 
and Piaget 1958, p. 255). 
Reasoning by implication at an 
abstract level. Thinking about 
thoughts. Realising a multiplicity 
of possible links. 
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(2) FrInAmnnts twn wny pnn1. yf; is of variance was used to ascertain if the 

grades cu. mo fron the sane population of rraciea (Sieg©1 1956, ' pp. 1Ah-172). 

R xxv Tne 

Fi. rrt 1'sýes5mýnt ý, ýteri y_atorien 

IC and IT (combined) . 70 7. P7 . 50 

IC, -IT and IC (combined) . 70 7P-. -050 

cnnri Asr-e sment 

IE and IT. (combined) 
_ . 

10, > P . 05 . 20 >P) . 10 

IE, " IT and IC (combined) . 02 P> . 01 . 05 >P? "02" 

These results indicate that there was little difference in the level 

of the replies across the three stories on the first testing, whether two 

or three groups wore combined for statistical analysis. There was, however, 

a change on the second testing when the three stories-are considered, For 

those results it seems that the null. hypothesis should be rejeated: ý The 

pupils scored the highest grades on "Mary" and the lowest on "Greece". With 

regard to the global grades on the four stories (that in, including the 

passage on More as well), the Friedman analysis indicates that there was not 

a great deal of difference for IE and IT (combined). With IC's scores 

included, there is less likelihood that the replies came from the same 

population since IC found "More" more difficult to answer than did IS, and IT. 

This was probably caused by the relativo sparseness of information in that 

passage which has already been remarked upon. (see p. 237). 

Another, more dewcriptive, method of compalring the children's responses 

is through the mans of the average grades on each story awarded by the two 

assessors. 

Footnoter For E and IT (combined) P equals the probability that a value 

of Xr2 arising by chance lies between one in ten' and five in 

a hundred. 
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0 t 

/ncient Marry, Queen of Moving Henry 8th 
Greece Scots Westward and More 

occasion Of 
tAfatInp- First Second First Socond First Second Second 

Boys. 2.14 3.04 1.96 3.43 2.36 3.18 3.14 
IE 

Girls 2.00 2.71 2.07 3.50 . 2.71 2.96 3.36 

Boys 1.57 2.21 1.57 2.54 1.93 2.57 244', 
IT 

Girls 2.25 3.11 2.36 2.96 2.25 3.04 2"`- 

Boys 2.11 2.50 2.04 2.39 2,13 2.79 2.36 
IC 

Girls 1.79 1.93 1.79 2.57 1.64 2.04 1.96 

Group mean 
(IE, ITS IC 1.99 2.59 1.96 2.89 2.07 2.76 2.70 
combined) 

These group means of the original grades show that there was a general 

similarity across the stories on the first occasion but that on the second 

testing "Mary" received the highest average score, followed by "'Westward". 

(3) KF: h? )ALT, 'S C(FFICIFICI` nF CCTiCMDAM"-, Won 

In order to discover if the levels of responses were stable across 

the stories, Kendall's Coefficients of Concordance were found for each cub- 

group. "" indicates the degree of association between a number of seta of 

rankings (Siegel 1956, pp"229- 239)" 

Footnotes In average score of 3 denotes the beginning of the concrete 

operational stare in relation to these passages. 
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Tebl. n XXVIT KAnrlnll's Coofflcicnt of ConanrOonce 

First Assessment 
(3 stories) Levels of significance 

'M1 

Boys 0.560 . 10 >P7 . 05 
IE 

Girls 0.635 p< . 02 

Boys 0.621 P <.. 05" 
IT 

Girls 0.701 . 02 P . 01 

Boys 0.343 Pi . 50 
IC 

Girls 0.96 . 02 7P7 . 01 

" Second Assessment 
(4 stories) 

Boys 0.477 "P . 05 
IF. 

Girls 0.779 p< . 001 

l'fýý_ A P7, % r< M1 

avys v. Iv. c r wi 
IT 

Girls 0.219 P <' . 001 

Boys 0.625 P< . 01 
IC 

Girls' 0.762 P< . 001 

It seems that two conclusions may follow from these results: 

(a) As the children become older, so the coefficient of concordance 

tends to rise -since thinking skills become more stable with 

advancing years (cf. Lovell in Green et al 1971, pp. 36-87). 

(b) Values as large as the various coefficients of concordance did 

not arise by chance except in the case of IE boys and IC boys, 

both on the first occasion of testing. 

(4) THE ANALYSIS OF CC VPRIPWg 

"Through covariance analysis one is able to effect adjustments in final 

or terminal scores which will allow for differences in some initial variablen 
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(Garrett 105, p. 295). While it was appreciatod that in any analysis of 

covariance the scores strictly should lie on a scale of equal intervals, it 

was decided that this technique of analysis was most helpful in the present 

research. In the following tables F is the variance ratio, which compares 

the apparent treatment effect with the estimate of error. The null hypothesis 

is that the apparent treatment effect is duo to error. This can be confirmed 

or rejected at different levels of significance (P) by reference to tables 

of F ratios (for example, Lindley and Miller 19ti8, Table 7). 

Table 'VIII Annlvsis of covnrience n&justinp the post-seere$_on "Wry. 
Queen of Scots" for the initial scores 

ss d. f. VFP 

V 

(a) IF Y IT 3.54 1 3.54 6.94 <'"05 
12.74 25 0.51 

(b) F. y IC 7.59 1 7.59 16.5 < . 001 
.' 11.42 25 0.46 

(o) IT v IC 0.56,1 0.5A 0.97 N. S. 
14.42 25 0.58 

Girl 

(a) IT 3.45" 1 3.45 4.42' 4"05 
19.47 25 0.78 

(b) IF 'y IC 4.00 1 4.00 5.10 <. 05 
19.63 25 0.785 

(a) TT v IC 0.06 1 0.06 0.08 N. S. 
17.67 25 0,71 

Two conclusions seem indicated by these results: . 
(a) The content of the teaching programme led to a significant 

improvement in the scores of B boys and IC girls compared with 

their contr ol groups in IT and IC. 

(b) 'The general ethos of the "experimental" and "control" school'did 

not affect IC's scores on "Mary" compared with those achieved by 

IE; that i s, acquaintanceship with the content within the context 

of the teaching methods adopted led to a significant improvement, 

in IE's scores compared with IC's, at the . 001 level for the boys 
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and trio . 05 level for the Cirle. 

Further discussion of thcce, and other results, will bo loft until 

Chapter 4. 

As""More" was also a "taught story", an additional criterion score 

was obtained by averaging each child's scores on "Mary" und "more". An 

analysis of covariance was then carried out adjusting the post-test average 

scores for the initial scores on "Mary". 

Table XXIX Analy els of covariance arI justtng, t he Post-test moan acorec 
for "Marv" anti "More" for the intiAl sc ores on "Marv" 

Rovs as d. f. Y F P 

(a) Ir. v IT 2.11 1 2.11 3.59 N. S. 
14 . 9.3 25 0.59 

(b) TV v IC 5.96, 1 5.96. 13.86, . 01) P> . 001 
10.64 25 0.43 

(c) IT vIC 0.59" 1 0.58. 01,95 N. S. 
15.20 25 0.608 

Girls 

(a) mv IT 3.79 1 3.79 4.92 <-05 
19.35 25 0.77 

(b) IF, v TO 6.79. 1 6.76. 10.59. <. 01- 
16. o6. 25 0.64. 

(o) IT v IC 0.62. 1 0.62. 1.17, N. S. 
13 . 28, 25 0.53. 

These results confirm, in general the results obtained from the 

analysis of covariance on the "Mary" scores, apart from the lack of 

significance when the scores of 33 boys were covariated against those of IT. 

Certain boys in IT did particularly well on this passage and moved away 

from the rather low level of the scores of this group. Even coi the F ratio 

still approaches the . 05 level of significance (F for 1 and 25 degrees of 

freedom is 4.21). 

The crucially important criterion scores, in Piagetian-based research 

are those which occur on related tasks, in this case, the other passages_ 

on which the children answered questions. 

V, 
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Table ARAA nn A CAlustinr hA 0-A, nb RA nccTg 

on the thane otorisr for the initial ay©rat e Fcnr, p nn those o_�_ ttorim'o 

Bova a. a* d. f. v F P 

(a) ir, 
-V 0,90 1 0.90 5.29 <'. 05 

4.34 25 0,17 

(b) 17.7 0 2.69 1 2.69 14.94 <. 001 
4.51 25 0.19 

(c) IT y IC 0.72 1 
. 
0.72 3.13 N. S. 

5.77 25 0.23 

cirlc 
(a) IF: v_ IT 0.23 1 0.23 0.62 N. S. 

9.32 25 0.37 

(b) IF v IC 2.31 1 2.31 5.25 4 . 05 
10.89 25 0: 44 , 

(c) TT v 10 0.57 1 0.57 2.11 N. S. 
- 6.75 25 0.27 

With IE boys the approaches adopted'during the teaching*programmo 

wherein the children were challenged on the analysis of passages seems to 

have had a significant effect as far as these scores are concerned. With 

the girls, however, the only significant result is between the scores äf IS 

and IC. It is, perhaps, 'not surprising that-IT's average scores did not 

differ greatly from IE's in the analysis of covariance. This group has 

been noted as superior on a-number of counts (see Part VI, Chapter II). 

They increased their average score. more than-did IF, over the year on "Greece" 

(the difference between the moans of the two sub-groups increased from 0.25 

to 0.40 - see Table XXVI), while they reversed the initial differences on 

"Westward" (from -0.46 to +0.8, in their favour). The girls in I. ', however, 

increased their moan score on "Mary" from 2.07 to 3.50 (+1.43) over the year 

while the mean score of IT girls moved from 2.36 to 2.96 (+0.60). It would 

appear from this analysis that the ability of IT girls was having a greater 

effect than that achieved by the different approaches adopted with the two 

groups. With regard to the girls of IC, these pupils had lower average 

scores than IE or IT on all three stories at the first time of testing. 

There was a significant increase for 32 against this group on the second 

,z 

F 
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testing, but this did not occur with IT. Presumably,, the decrease in the 

difference between the scores on "Mary" for IT and IC led to a non- 

cirnificant recult. 

Another analysis or covariance which was. thought worthy of scrutiny 

was an adjustment of the final scores on "More" to make allowances for 

differencoo in the initial average scores. 

Tahle 3I Analysis of cny ante adiustinr the nn 
-tost scores-on 

"Morn" for the Initial average scores on the three nasaA Res 

Boys s; e. d. f. 
,VP 

(a) 
._v0.45 '1 6.45 0.52 N. S. 

21.5h 25, Q. 87 

(b) ý. vTC3.58 1 3.58 6.07 x. 05 
14.86 25 0.59 

(c) TT v IC 3.27 1 3.27 4.48 (. 05 
18.30 25 0.73 

Girls 

(a) I' v -4.01 1 4.01 8.53 <. 01 
11.74 25 0.47 

(b) iv 10 6.94 1 6.94 13.35 . 01 7P . 001 
12.96 25 0.52 

(c) Iv IC 0.71 1 0.71 1.51 N. S. 
11.87 25 0.47 

The effect of. IT boys' scores on "More" is still being demonstrated 

(cf. Table XXIX p. 253) t no significant difference is found between 19 and 

IT but both these groups score more highly on this passage than IC when, 

the. grades are covariated against the initial average scores on the three 

passages. With tho girls, the superiority of IE's scores on "More" is 

seen when covariated against the initial average scores of IT and IC. The 

difference between the scores of IT and IC girls when compared with their 

initial average scores on the three passages is not great enough to be of 

significance . 

, The final analysis of covariance wts to adjust the_ average scores 

on the three history passages (second assessment) for variations in I. Q. 
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Table XXXrI ' fnalpoio' nf cnynrinncq* n iucti. nr thm nnrt-tobst histo 

ýcorep for ynHatior in T. Q. 

13oy c, s. d. f. V F P 

(a) y IT 4.03 1 4.03 13.25 <. 01 
7.51 25 0.304 

(b) IV TO 2'33 1 2: 33 " 8.32 <. Ol 
7.04 25 , 0.23 

(c) .Tv TO `. 0.30 1 0130 0,81 N. S. 
9.13 25 0.37 

(a) Iv IT 1-. 64 1 1,. 64 3.73 Zl. S. 
1109 25 0: 44 

(b) F. v IC 5.32 1 5-'. 32 ' 11.57 ý. ol 
11: 48 25 ' 0,46 

(ý) Tr y IC 1.25 1 1.25- 2.93 N. S. 
10: 54 25 0.42 

It will be helpful to concider these reaultc in relation to the 

following summary: 

kab le XXXIIS Sum-na ry of Haan I. Q. scores eni the avera ge c'ra(le or 

thr= riet on the se oend testing 

Mean I. Q. Average Grade 

Boys 103.07 3.217 

Girls 102.40 3.057 

Boys 102.79 2.410 
Tr 

Girlä 112.04 3.037 

Boys 99.86 2.560 
IC 0. 

Girls 103.14 2.180 

The boys, with not markedly dissimilar mean I. Q's but with I3 boys scoring 

more highly on the stories, gave expected results: when the final average 

grades are covariated against the mean I. Q. scores there is a signifioänt 

difference in favour of IE as compared with IT and IC. The higher moan -I. Q. 

Footnotes * The stories were Greece, Mary and Westward. 
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scores for IT rirls rii. rht havo been expected to lead to a significant 

difference when compared with IS, but the result in Table XXXII approaches 

only marginal significance (Fc for 1 and 25 degrees of freedom is 4.24). 

Covariating final gradeo against the scores on the I. Q. teats leads to a 

significant difference between IE and IC girls but not IT and IC girls. 

(5) T1P PIp. crTTAN F I, RMNT 

Another area of empirical interest was the relationships between 

the responses on different tasks, in particular, the thinking on`the 

historical stories (the average grade on the three stories) compared with 

that shorn on the chemicals and balance experiminta (see Appendix D). The 

criteria used for assessing the protocols on these experiments are based 

on Inhelder and Pisget (1958), an modified by Hughes (1965) - (see Appendix We 

The following correlation coefficients were obtained through tho 

Product 2: omant method. 

An XXTIV Corro nn ee or the aAe on he twO Paa is 

experiments Ani the nvArRpe rºrtdes on-the-three historical nnassfes 

First Testing Second Testing 

Average grades v., 0.025 0.129 
grades on Chemicals 

Average grades v. 0.173 0.359 grades on Balance 

Grades on Chemicals v. C. 465 C. 326 grades on Balance 

Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance (W), giving a measure of 

stability across the grades on the two Piagetian experiments and the average 
historical grades, resulted in similar values of "'ºJ� on both occasions: 

First Testing W-0.477 p <. 001 

Second Testing W=0.437 p X0001 
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The very low correlation coefficient for the reaulta on the chomicale 

experiw nt compared with the average grade on the throe stories teoao to 

indicate that the trio types of teste were eesoosinr different levels of 

reasoning:. a recult borne out by factor analysis whore the chemicals 

experiment w's found on a different factor than the scores on history (see 

TEblec Y YV an. 1 XXXVI). Irnoring the first testing, thore soonts sow c? egroe 

of correlation between pradec on the balance and the historical stories. 

(pain, this result appears supported by factor analysis (coo Tables XXXV and 

XXxVI). There is moderate agreement between the scores on the two Pioretian 

experiments. Kendall's coefficient of concordance also revealed a moderate 

degree of agreement in the position of the children in relation to their p'orc 

across the three different types of tests. 

(E, ) vA(: 'rr PNAT, YSTS 

The information collected from various sources on the second occasion 

of testing wos submitted to factor analysis. Since the data obtained on 

several of the tasks were markedly skewed, the scores on the variables were 

split cis close to the median as possible and phi-coefficients-calculated. 

A Principal Components Analysis was obtained, the factorisation being 

continued only as long as the einen value was greater than one. The 

Components were rotated to a Varimax solution as shown in Table XXXV. 

Tc'blp YY V V rimax analys is of n ntimher of ftptures obt _inad o n thin ß 'c n& , 

occasion flf_sssassment 

Rotated Factor Loadings 
Tests I II III IV V VI VII 

1. I. Q. . 6153 . 3357 . 4116 

2. Series and . 5709 
Numerical 
Analogies 

3. N. F.?,,. R. Sentence . 6717 
Reeding Test I 

4. Ancient. Greece . 3296 . A922 

5. Mary . 6421 

t 

ý. 
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Teste I II III 
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IV V VI VII 

6. Moving Westward . 6881 

7. Henry 8th and More . 7000 

8. Chemicals . 6491 

9. Balance . 5556 

10. Moral Judgment . 8913 
Question 
4(a) Ancient 

Greece 

11. Extroversion . 7729 

12. Neuroticism . 7839 

13. Prudence . 8196 

14. Self Confidence . 5027 . 6311 

15. Will-Power . 6657 

16. Permanency of -. 4907 
Moods 

17" Desire to Excel . 8393 

18. Conscientiousness . 6565 -. 3200 -. 3449 

19. Desire to Know . 3447 

20. Originality . 5131 . 4324 

21. Common Sense . 7837 

22. Intelligence . 8055 . 3103 

23. Social. . 8096 
Questionnaire 

21. A pass at the . 7405 
11-plus 

25.. Headmasters' . 
6803 

comments 

Percentage Variance 29.4334 5.8777 5.2356 10.0432 6.2759 5.6165- 4.7912 

Factor I accounts for 29 per cent of the variance and would appear to 

reflect' scholastic attainment as judged by the class teachers. 

Factor II is a bipolar factor, loading heavily on nouroticism as 

contrasted with the teachers' opinions on the children's permanency of moods. 

,ý 

f 

i 
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Factor III is largely a specific factor concerned with extroversion but 

it also hau aS& sY"-. L4a` 
. loading on intelligence (cf. Eysenck and Cookson 

1969)" 

Factor IV seoma to reflect the ability to reason on the four historical, 

passages and has also loadinrs on the balance experiment and the 

verbal-reasoning tests score. 

Factor V loads most heavily on the chemicals experiment and the teachers' 

estimation of pupils' colt confidence. 

Factor VI seems largely a specific factor involved in the scores on 

the social class questionnaire. 

4 Factor VII also appears as a specific factor with its high loading 

, on'the moral judgments expressed in response to question 4(a) on "Ancient 

Greece". ' 

As'the comments of the head and class teachers appear to saturate some 

of'the factors, another Varimax-volution was found using only the first 

twelve variables. 

Table XYXVI VRrimgx analssie of twelve feeturps obtein'i nn the ýecniy 

occe ion oý e_rr ent 

Rotated Factor Loadings 
Tests I II III IV 

1. LQ. . 5109 . 6333 

2. Series and Numerical Analogies . 4702 . 4333 

3. N. F. E. R. Sentence Reading Test 1 . 7308 

h. Ancient Greece . 6890 

5. Mary . 6567 

6. -Moving westward . 7493 

7. Henry Sth and More- . 7754 

8. Chemicals -. 5846 . 4748 

9. Balance . 6007 

10. * Moral judgment question . 8713 
4(a) Ancient Greece M 
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Toblp flWI (Continuad) 

Testa z zI III IV 

11. Extraversion . 7263 

12. Neuroticism . 7357 

Percentage Variance 24.3377 15.4976 10.7245 10.3109 

Factor I accounts for 24 per cent of the variance and aeema to reflect 

logical thinking in respect to the historical passages, allied with scores 

on the balance experiment and the verbal reasoning tests. 

Factor II would appear to be a g/v: ed factor with a high loading on 

extroversion (cf. Eysenck and Cookson 1969, again). 

Factor III has a high loading on the chemicals experiment, and'this 

is opposed to the neurotieism variable. 

Factor IV loads most highly on the moral judgments in response to 

Question 4(a) "Ancient Greece". 

iiittiitslitttsi 

.. 

.. 

I 
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CllM'I1 RAt Sri' CrMt ns, nu TN: Rv. sui 

(1) The Prcu en on the hintorlenl rtoriee 

It has already been noted (Part III pp. 137-138) that the initial 

levels of the children's thinking is of increasing importance in acceleration 

studies. -While the children as a whole were at a level between prooperational 

and concrete thinking acrocs'the three stories on their first testing (see 

Table XXVI, p. 260), there were subtleties among the grades of the nub-groups 

composing this sample (cf. the four phase process described by : 1allace, 

p. 138). For example, the mean scores on all three stories for IT boys and 

IC girls were at a lower level than those of the other sub-groups, while IT 

girls seemed to be heading towards the concrete operational level. The 

initial levels of thinking, therefore, were not exa tl the same for all 

stb-groups: this might have affected the results in the statistical analysis 

in that children firmly at the preoperational or concrete levels might 

show less evidence of having benefitted from a year's experience in primary 

school than children at"a transitional level. 

When the "taught" story of "Mary" is considered, it seas that 

children rated at level'1 on the first testing were usually able to move 

into at least level 2 (transitional) after one year. The children rated 

at'the concrete level on the first testing, however, remained within that 

band of thinking whether they experienced the experimental methods or not. 

Indeed; iss can be seen from the following list of those pupils who were 

graded at the concrete level for "Mary" on the first occasion, the two 

pupils front TC who were at that level initially were actually rated lower 

on the second occasion. - 

First Testing; Secnnci Testtn, 2 

IE AND 3.0 3.0 
Doe 4.0 4.5 
ALC 3.5 5.0 
10 A 3.0 3.5 - 

IT GRI 4.5 4.0 
PA 3.0 5.0 
TIL 3.5 3.0 

IC MAC 3.0 2.0 
Lot 4.0 2.5 

L 

,. 
ýý+4 
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Culy five of the children listed above were considered to be at the 

concrete level on all three stories at the first testing and only the 

highly motivated, intelligent PA (I. Q. 133) made much more general improvement 

after one year. And it is conceivable that she might have been under- 

achieving on the first occasion. 

First Tenting SRQnnr Toetinn 

rjr"ci Wry Wes Grp M' We 

D CB 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.5 5.0, 

ALE 3.0 3.5 4.0 2.5 5.0 3.5 

.? 
T GRI 3.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 4.0 4.0 

PA 4.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

TIL 3.0' 395 4.5 3.0 3.0 4.0 

These children might be considered to be showing effects'mainly of 

consolidation (cf. Wallace 1972, pp. 201-202). 

The majority of the sample, who were rated at the preoperational or 

transitional levels on the first testing, did make some progress according 

to the mean scores on the three stories. This is evidenced by the results 

shown in Table XXVI. An investigation of those children graded below the 

concrete level revealed that only two children fromjB and three from IT 

could be said to be remaining at the same level, although eight from IC 

could be included in this category. Possibly the majority of these subjects 

could be said to be variably receptive to influences aimed at speeding up 

the initial emergence of concrete operations. 

On the second assessment there was a more diverse response both across 

the stories and among the sub-groups (cf. rriedman's two way analysis of 

variance Table XXvi .: p. 259). The general picture can probably best be Been 

in tabular form. : 
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TPhln T XVII The renernj 1Pve1n rer hrd on thr rec nr nceryinn of "ý rrý 

tentinr. (rri' n s) 

Sub-group Levels reached 

IE boys Ecrly concrete . on all four stories. 

IE girls Early. concrete on the "taught" stories and practically 
at concrete on "Westward" (mean grade = 2.96) 

IT boys dvancod transitional on both "taught"_ stories and 
"We stvard". 

a IT girls Early concrete on the "not-taught" stories and 
practically at concrete. on "Mary" (moan grade 

IC boys Advanced transitional on all four stories. 

IC girls Transitional on all fir stories. 

One can note that the fact the children were scoring as highly on "More" 

as on, say, "Ancient Greece" appears to discount any suspicion that there 

might have been a "practice effect" an the later scores thrciugh the 

children's having experienced the same passages on two occasions. The 

import of these results, however,, cannot be realised unless they are 

considered in conjunction with the various analyses'of covariance. 

Analysis of covariance indicates that both the boys and girls in M 

Improved significantly against their respective sub-groups in IT and IC 

on the "taught" story "Mary". While the girls in 13 maintained their 

auneriority when the scores on "Mary" and "More" were covariated aiainst 

the initial scores on "Mary" (see Table XXIX, p. 2h3), the boys of Imo' 

lost their advantage against IT but not IC. Certain boys in IT were Graded 

at the concrete level on "More". This type of ansvar helped HAM to gain 

a score of 4 (mid-concrete): 

lß(ß) n'dhpt in a traitor? " 

"He's helping the King and then he goes against him. He helps 

somebody and then he leaves them; he could fight for a country and 

then go against the country. " 
ý ;; ý'" 
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4(b) "fle yrnm think thnt Sir Thmmnn M1r_wa rnttor7" 

"No - becaus© he was - believed in hie own Church - hic own 

Cod. " 

"iitn rn, M Church? Which one? " 

Roman Catholic 

'NJhich was HAnry! sCtrch? " 

Church of England. 

Despite the more summary treatment of More in the teaching programme with 

IT (see Appondix T, lesson notes for October 24th for IT,,, and November 

21st 23rd, 28th for IS), the learning experience may have affected four 

boys in particular in IT. Their scores on this passage could thus have had 

come effect on the statistical analysis. Note, though, that between IE and 

IT boys as a whole the difference between the scores still approached the 

marginal level of significance at the five per cent level (cf. Table XXIX). 

This modified result for IS v IT boys warns against placing too 

great a stress on the statistical results for "Mary" alone* These must 

also be given a deeper examinations Were the answers to Question (2), for 

example, merely "symptom responses" as'described by Smedslund (see p. 134) 

since no supplementary questions were posed 7 They may have been, but the 

crucial grades used in statistical analysis were the global ones based on 

the whole range of answers, these answers often having been elicited through 

supplementary questions. Another area of concern related to the time 

interval between the teaching of the topic and the second testing. Although 

there was a respectable distance of four months between the final lesson on 

"Mary" and the second testing, would the pupils of IE have maintained their 

advantage, say, one year later? Through other commitments with IC and with 

the secondary pupils (Part VII), together with the strong reluctance of 

one class teacher to release the children for more testing, it was not 

possible to test the subjects individually one year later, but such a 

delayed assessment would have been an interesting continuation ofthe research. 
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At this stefe of the discussion the general impression of the results 

on the "taught" story "Mary" would seen to be that the improvement noted 

in IE's ccorec on the oecond testing probably represents a "Type II"form of 

behaviour change, limited in effect and susceptible to reversal. 'Indeed, 

Bereiter (1970) has argued that one cannot teach Type I structural changes 

5 

(see pp. 93-95). But the crucial criteria, of course, have not yet been ` 

considered. How far were the children of IE able to transfer their thinking 

skills to the "non-taught" stories on "Creoce" and "Westward"? ". 

When the average grades on the three stories were covariatea against 

each other, IE boya maintained their lead against both IT and IC while there 

was no significant difference between the average ccoree of IT and IC onthe 

two occasions. IT boys were a lively, friendly, croup, always eager to 

please. Superficially, IE boys seemed far less responsive, yet their 

headmaster Gave them a better score for their attitude to school and learning 

than did IT's head for hie pupils (4.1 against 3.3)" The clace teacher 

rated 19 boys as above average on'vill-power and perseverance, desire to excel 

and. conscientiousness, although IT boys obtained the highest mean score for 

"Desire to know" (see Table XIX, p. 225). ' IT boys might not have been 

challenged in their everyday schoolwork because the girls in their class, on 

the whole, were superior academically and tended to dominate tho proceedings. 

The teaching style of the school night also have favoured those girls and 

not have been to the advantage of those particular boys. 
- 

Yet IF boys also 

showed a significant improvement against IC boys, whereas there was- no 

significant difference over the year between the scores of IT as against IC 

boys. The boys of IE and IC were in the same school and, presumably, were 

susceptible to a similar teaching environment. It seems as though an 

explanation beyond the influence of general teaching style is needed for these 

results. Possibly, a clue lies in the initial levels of responses. The boys 

of IT started the course at a lower mean score on the three stories (1.67) 

than did the boys of IE: (2.16). Both groups progressed but IF. outstripped 

IT (+1.04 over the year to 3.20 for 19 and +0.77 to 2.44 for IT). Possibly It 
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boys from the beginning were slightly more rea'y to benefit from tho mothods 

uEod in teaching history to them. Whatever the reason, the analyoia of 

covariance indicatea that the effects of the experimental treatment was 

superior, the significance being at the 5 per cent level. 

This result did not obtain for the girls. While IE maintained its 

superiority over IC, there was no significance between the mean scores of 

M. and IT. As can be seen on Table XXVI (p. 260) IT girls entered the 

concrete period on the "non-taught" etoriea before the "taught". Their 

reneral development seems to be superseding the effect of the content and 

the teaching methods used with them. It could be arguod, perhaps, that 

the content and methods might even have restrained them: certainly, it seema 

likely there would have been an improvement in. the scores on the "taught" 

stories if the same methods had been used with them as with IE. When the 

superior ability of these girls is considered the result is not really I 

surprising. It was noted in Part VI Chapter'I that they scored the highest 

of any sub-group on a number of desirable measures. Among these weree ' 

Mean I. Q. (Verbal Reasoning) (112.0) 

Mean N. F. E. R. Sentence Reading '(109.5) 

Child's speech suggests good language models at home 

Attainment in School 

Higher scores on items from the Terman-Morrill inventory 

The highest mean score on extraversion and the lowest on 
neuroticism (cf. Eysenck and Cookson 19h9) 

Possibly it is more surprising that a comparatively short teaching period, 

(nine months including holidays) of two lessons a*w^ek had a significant 

effect on the "taught" stories in favour of. IE girls. IE girls 'also movod 

further forward over that period. when the raw average scores are comparedt 

Means on three etories 

First To; jtingº Second Testing Improvement 

IS 2.09 3.07 f 0.98 

IT 2.31 3.06 + 0.75 
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Thus, while tho analysis of covariance indicates that developmont was a more 

important factor than teaching for the Girls in thoce two groups, it does 

look ac though the raothods' they experienced helped IE girls to compensate 

for the ability of IT girls, certainly as far as the "täught" starters were 

concerned. 

It wac thought that "inte11lgenc&" might prove a vital influence in an 

analysis of 'covariance against the average scores on the three history 

passages (second assessment): While the analysis for the boys showed that 

IE boys maintained their advantage (Table XMI), the higher mean I. Q. score 

of IT girls did not load to a significant difference as against Il, girls. 

Are there any tentative general conclusions which can be reached on 

the basis of the statistical analysis? As so often in educational research, 

there tust first be a warning against placing too strong a value on the 

results with these small numbers of children. It has been noted hov the 

investigation of these three claasesof children; superficially similar 

at the beginning of`the research, revealed marked sub-group differences, let 

alone individual differences. These differences can affect the results of 

statistical ahaly'sis, for examples-wo have noted how the four boys in IT 

gaining slightly higher scores on "More" probably affected the analysis of 

covariance when these scores were combined with those on "Mary". This shown, 

how fluctuations in schalt groups can modify results, From the analysis of 

covariance on "Mary" it does seem as though the content and methods of 

preventing that content did affect significantly the scores of IF, boys and 

girls on the second occasion of testing. It could be argued that this could 

have-been expected from the greater time spent on this topic with E 

compared with IT (and, presumably, IC). The more important criterion of 

transfer-to other stories gave equivocal results. Class I' boys' grades 

were significantly better than those of the other groups but such. a result 

did not obtain for ] girls as against IT girls. The superior ability of 

IT girls has already been remarked upon, and in the actual teaching situation 
y yfl 

the differences in overt responses among the girlo was noticeable. IT girls 

were almost over-eager to learn and to please the-teacher, hands quivering at 

I 

.ý 
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the ready, while como IS girls were easily distracted and a few showed 

indifference. 

A guarded conclusion on these results, then# is that for these 

children the more challenging approach helped towards improving the thinking 

skills on tho content of the syllabus and seemed to have some effect on 

the general thinkinp skills on the stories for I'Z boys and for I& girls 

against IC girls. But is the result worthy of the effort since children 

in Britain are likely to reach the concrete level at least by the early 

years of the cocondary school? (cf. Hallam 1966). The more difficult area 
w 4' 

for children to traverse seems to be the one between concrete and, formal 

operational thinking (cf. Flavell in Green et al 1971, pp. 190-191). Possibly, 

having reached the concrete level earlier within the content of the history 

syllabus, the children of IE might have been able to progress more quickly 

over the ensuing years towards the formal level - but this would depend upon 

the lecrning experiences available.. In order to test this hypothesis a 

longitudinal study would be needed, perhaps from 9. to 13 years* It is, 

doubtful, whether such a recearch:. project. could be developed by a single 

person relying-on his own resources since teaching in any one style for even 

one school year can 'place severe 'restrict ions on an experimenter's normal 

teaching methods. It may be that the teaching within a number . of middle 

schools could be assessed, as in the typo of research reported by Houston 

and Pilliner (197h). There "open-ended" and "expository" styles of teaching 

were investigated within a number of schools. In addition to this'approachs 

the investigator himself might also perhaps teach, consciously for the 

improvemont of thinking skills in history' within one of the schools.. 

(2) The Pippetian eraeriments 

Only. moderate agreement was observed between the grixdes on the chemicals 

and balance experiments (r = 0.326), and factor analysis indicated that the 

chemicals experiment did not always load the same factor as other measures 

of the children's thinking., This fairly. 1o, type of interitem correlation 

i" 

Foo tno tet All the references will be to the tests of the second 

occasion. 
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on Ficgetian tucks has been found by other investigators such as 2uddenham 

(Green et al 1971, pp. 6h. 75). Indeod, Flavell (op. cit. p. 80) eomnonto that, 

'there is no real reason to expect relationships among unrelated tacks". 

It has been argued that these two experiments are related (nee p. 23), but 

this result with these particular children does not seem to indicate the 

presence of a-structure dlensemble with regard to the chemicals and balance 

experiments. 

It is interesting that the average grades on the three stories 

correlate a little more highly with the balance experiment (r = 0.359) than 

do the Fiegetian experin-3ats between themselves. There is, however, little 

evidence of correlation between average scores on the-three stories and the 

grades in tho chemical experiments (r = 0.129). Factor analysis (Tables 

XXxV end'xxxvi) seems to indicate that there is something distinctive about 

the chemicals oxperiment.. Possibly, certain children'were disconcerted by 

the array of bottles, since Factor III in TableXXXVI (see p. 270) gives 

opposite-loadings for "neuroticisa" and "chemicals". HUL (I. Q, 130), for 

exemplei coma of whose answers on "Greece" have already-been quoted (coo 

pp. 1h2-143), 'ceened to have no eyntem in her approach, ignoring bottle G 

at times. She could not discover the effecto of bottle 4# although during 

the course of thb experiment she had seen this liquid bleach the yellow 

solution. The teacher ratal HULts self-confidence as "average" on the 

Terman Merrill Invehtory-(Appendix B); this was lower-than any of her 

other characteristics on that scale. Her grade on the chemicals was decided 

to be at substage l/2A while she Was at the concrete level on all the 

hietorical stories. "` 

The Series and Numerical Analogies theoretically should have been 

anressirg; the saino types of thinking skills as equilibrium in the balance. 

but the'raw scores did not appear to show any type of'olose relationship. 

They are better considered, however, under the. factor"analysis discussion. 

"h. 

'- ýý ýý 
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(3) Factor enniysie 

The data was submitted to factor analysis iri order to try to answer 4 

certain questions raised an a result of this and_previoua research (Hallam 

1966). lihile*factor analysis cannot provide conclusive answers it can show 

which variables correlate with each other, Child (1970) stating that a 

factor can be loosely defined as the outcome of discovering a group of 

variables having a certain characteristic in common (op. cite pp. 13-14). 

(a) Doss f sctor annlv sie give v evidence of a connnetinn between 

the scores on the historical otoriee sni any "emot tontj" veriobie ? 

The Principal Components Analysis (not presented in this thesis) on 

two occasions showed the historical ccorec in the same factor as the` 

neuroticism scores: "nervousness", as far as it can be cioasured by Eysonck's 

"neur6tic1cm" scalp doer not appear to be bipolar to the snores on the 

stories. On the other hind, "neuroticism" does appear as opposed to success 

in "chemicals" on Table XXXVI, Factor III. 

(b) Dir there seem anv relstienshin between the children's s, oia 

hackprotin(1 ss maAeureA by Questionnaires (ApnPndix B) anA their n rr n 

the historical ptoriea? 

While it must be realised that there were probably not very wide 

discrepancies in the children's social backgrounds, and that their background 

was measured in an indirect manner through questionnaires, "social background" 

appears as an independent,. specific factor on Table XXXV, Factor VI, and 

thus not associated with the answers on the historical passages. 

(c) Ms`s there a relationship between reed1nr! skill äs rtmesur, A by 

the S, g'eRý Test Rr ecores o13 h 

historical steri_esI 

Scores on the Reading Test appeared, as expected, on Factor I of 

Table XXXV. This factor reflects general scholastic achievement. The 

N. F. R. R. Test does not appear on Factor IVY Table XXXV, a factor indicating 

success on the historical stories., 
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(d) Now far were the measures assessing lorical thinking rP oupad 

to ethe 

If we take the first nine variables as those which reflect intellectual 

abilities, Factor I of Table XXXVI shows loadings on all'except the Series. 

and Numerical Analogies Test, N. F. E. R. Sentence Reading and Chemicala. 

The same result obtains for Factor IV, Table XXXV, Factor II of Table XXXVI 

appears to be a g/vsed factor with loadings on I. Q., Series 
. and . 

Nurnrica1 

Analogies and the Reading Teat. The Series and Numerical Analogies do not 

appear to be as closely associated with "balance" ao do the historical 

stories but have a loading on those factors which seem to reflect general 

intellectual ability. 

(e) Is there any relatj. anshin between morel 1uAýments and 1eýýSea_t 

thinking on historical nassaper? 

When calculating the median from the point of view of the 

phi-coefficient the responses on two of the quastiona not to assess moral 

judgm©nts had to be rejected since the distribution' was so markedly skewed 

towards the lower end of the scale. The responses on Question (4)a of 

"Ancient Greece" formed a more normal distribution and loaded separately 

from the-scores on the historical stories in both analyses (Tables XXXV 

and XXXVI). For this question only, then, the grades on the moral 

judgment'scale stand apart from the grades derived from the scale for logical 

thought. 
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PART VI 

Tifi: Pr, ", W ARCH Mnr- CT 'JT P TH rF 
IN TH: 3 ST: CENTYRY SCHCOIS 

CNAM, TZ Tt TIM FR. ̀ PR1C j F'R A_ 

(1) TIC 
The major aims of the research project were: 

(a) To assoc athe level of logical thinking in respect of passorea 

concerned with history, 

(i) at the end of the pupils' second year in secondary 

education (12-13 yearn), Y 

(ii) at the and of the pupilst third year (13-14years). - 

(b) To attempt to accelerate the development of thinking skills through 

the teaching of. history with ono-class of children (henceforth to 

be called 33 - experimental) while adopting what will be called 

traditional methods with another class (3T henceforth). In order 

to compare taught classes with a non-taught group, clauses of' 

children of the same ore range in co-educational schools were also 

assessed twice at a yearly interval. One class (30) acted as the 

general control group, the other (3C(2)) was the control group for 

the-"taught" passage on the "The Russian Revolution". 

(c): To compare the average level of responses on the passages with 

those obtaining on two typical Piagetian experimonts, nacolyi 

equilibriun in the balance and the combination of colourless 

liquids. 

(d) To examine the level of written as compared with spoken responses, 

3C writing their andre on "The Russian Revolution". 33 and-3T on 

"Slavery" (see Appendix A). 

(e) To investigate certain variables which might be associated with 

the levels of logical thinking such as scorns on a verbal reasoning 

test (Manchester General Ability Test (Senior) 2. ); personality 

factors measured through Eysenck+e inventory and certain items of 

the Tertian-Merrill personality quostionnairo (Appendix B); 
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attitudes as assaased by the Ocrýaod Semantic Differential Tect and 

the itbordeen Academic Motivation Inventory (Appendix H); social 

class as reflected through the fatherfs ocoupatinn (Recistrar- 

Ge neral 19A L) 
, 

(2) Tim: WC14onT S ANT) Tyr, T! ACNERS 

The research into the thinking of secondary school pupils was carried 

out-in the same northern area mentioned in Part VI, For this part of the 

research project pupils were needed whose thinking skills in history at the 

beginning of the teaching programme were (hopefully) at the upper end-of 

the concrete operational range-and possibly intermediate between the concrete 

and formal levels. From previous research (Hallam 19A) it was anticipated 

that most secondary modern pupils would be entering the fourth year of 

school before such a stage was reached and Ithat an investigation with such 

pupils would be impossible since it would interrupt their preparation for- 

public examinations. Pupils in secondary grammar schools, however, should 

be at the advanced concrete stare during their third year in secondary school. 

The headmaster of the only co-educational grammar school in the district 

was therefore approached and he pave his permission for two third year forms 

to be tested and taught for one year by myself. - Before meeting the children 

the headmaster assured me'that the two classes were equal in respect of their. 

moan scores on standardised verbal reasoning tests. Upon inspecting the 

records compiled on their entry to the school, however, it was obvious that 

the children had been streamed on the basis of the eleven-plus marks. I had 

been riven the top two forms out of fogs. In order to try to avoid achy 

results being attributed to the higher measured ability of the children in 

the top class, the less able group was taken as the experimental one (33), 

with the more able group following traditional methods (3T). 

The two classes were taught on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 

September 10th to June 19th (inclusive) at these timest 
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Tuc ay: 32- 2.00 p. m. to 2.40 p. m. 

3T 2.40 p. m. to 3.20 p. m. 

Thursdays 3T 2.00 p. m. to 2.40 p. m. 

3'ý 2.40 p. m. to 3.20 p.:. 

The school expected the pupils in 3'r: and 3T to complete one History homwork 

a week; this was intended to occupy the pupils for about 40 minutes on 

average. 

In so far as any institution can bo called "typical", the school 

coerced a typical grammar school. The timetable was divided into a number 

of subject periods, the academic subjects being; taught by a graduate staff. 

Children or staff moved at the end of every forty minute period. The staff 

were not asked to'describe their teaching methods but the predominantly 

didactic methods used during the research with 3T caused no overt surprise 

while the more challenging approach initiated with 313 seemed to worry a 

number of the girls in that class. Homework was an integral part of school 

life; there was never any trouble over having it presented for marking, at 

the correct time. Extrinsic rewards, chiefly in the shape of "Merit Cards", 

were a regular feature of the school life, as were the annual examinations 

for all the classes. 

The staff were extremely helpful in all respects. They seemed 

interested in the research, provided most convenient facilities for testing, 

and asked at regular intervals about any progress or tentativ© results. 

The two history teachers whom I replaced appeared different types of ran. 

One seemed rather apprehensive and had had troubles with'the boys of 3T 

when they had been in the second form w}iile the other, a younger man, was 

more easy-going and had maintained agreeable relationships with the pupils 

of Y. During the third year both forms followed the same history vyllabuß, 

chosen by the head of department. Three forms of the third year in all 

studied the history of Russia, the O. S. A. and Africa, one form taking 

each country for a term. The 'work of each term was based on one text-book 

(ceo Appendix K), the books being exchanged with the'other forms at`the 

end ' of each term. 
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A control Troup was not available from within the school through 

timo-table difficulties. The appropriate age group from the nearest 

co-educational grammar-typo school was therefore used as the control group. 

This school was in pleasant surroundings in the country and the children 

were most friendly and co-operative.. Most of them had entered the school 

as a result of passing the eleven-plus examination but some were fee-payers 

who had failed that examination.. The headmaster and history teacher, who 

was also the form-teacher, made mo very welcome and provided useful 

facilities for the testing sessions. Class 3C followed a different history 

syllabus from 33 and 3T, studying British history of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries together with aspects of the British constitution 

during the Summer Term. The history teacher, a dynamic person, tended to 

talk to and with the class, then make notes on the topic being studied. 

She believed in project work but this type of learning was limited through 

a lack of resources. She did not do very much group work because of its 

time-consuming nature; hence the children worked mainly on their own. To 

a question on the valuo of posing problems to the pupils, she replied that 

they tended to pose their own. problems. This occurred, she said, in that 

they queried har remarks, especially it she was dealing with more modern 

history. In all, this teacher appeared to have a lively, easy relationship 

with the class using methods which were basically teacher-directed. 

(3) TIP, CIIILT)T7-N 

There were between 30 and 36 children in each clacs but in order to 

equate the numbers of boys and girls the final sample was restricted to 13 

boys and 13 girls in each sub-group. This want that while every pupil 

in each class was tested individually on the historical passages and the 

Piagetian experiments, a nunber had to be eliminated fron the final analyais 

by the use of random sampling nu : -hers (Lindley and Miller 1969, pp. 12-13). 

As was to be expected, these children vro of above average intellectual 

ability when measured on the Manchester General Ability Test (Senior) 2. 

Their moan I. Qs are as shown in Table XXXVIII(a). 
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Tebly TO1VITI(n) MAnn T, O. '_scores forth, Semi dy rrcuTB 

3T 

i. ý. Sens I. Q. S. n. i. . 

............. 
_G 

, 
BODO 

Boys 127.4 7.66 -130.4 8.9'' 116.8 11.15 

Girls 121.8 5.40 133.0 7.69 114.9 9.56 

There were significant differences betvaon, each pair of cub-rroupa au is 

indicated in the second part of thin table. Analysis of covariance (Chapter 

III), however, allows for the adjustment of each nub-group's average ccoroo 

on the historical passages for'variations in intelligence quotients. 

TflblR TflVTIT(b)1i'v'1e of _si _nifi cAnt Mfferenc, between 
the nn ' rA4fýnfýnry Prouns_ 

P 
BOYS 3v 3T <. 01 

v 30 <' 

IT 'v 3C <. 001 

GTRIS 33 v 3T < . 001 

33 v 3C <. 001 

3T V 3C <. pol 

Socially, by far the largest percentage of the pupils came from 

Classes II and III (89.45; x) but numerically 33 had fewer parents in Class II 

(7) then Dither 37-(19) or 3C (17). 

I 

Class 
T 

Class 
II 

Class 
III 

Class Class 
TV V 

Boys 1 
3j 

Girls 1 

4-, 

3 

9 

6 
- 

3 

Boys 9 3 1 
3T. 

Girls 193 

Boys 1S1, 
3C 

Girls 93"1 
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Tnhin YX'YT! (continued) 

Total 1,42 2? 5 74 

Fercentc o. 5.12% 53.84% . 34.61% , 
6.41% 

,. 99.98, 

In, the came mariner as the primary pupils '(Part VI, 'Chapter 'I), there 

secondary pupils were rated by their form touchers on selected items of 

the Terman-Merrill inventory. The ratings took place towards tbe'ent of 

the pupils' third year in secondary cchoola. This meant the teachers of 3 

and 3T had been the form-teachers of thoce pupils for three years while 30 

had had the herd of history as form teacher for two years. While warnings 

were given verbally about a possible "halo offect", and about the rram: nar 

school pupils at least being atypical as far as intelligence was concerned, 

it might bo considered that the teachers of YS and 30 were grading too 

tightly towards the an (Table XL). Certainly, the pupils of 3T were rated 

as well above average on all the traits while the scores of 7. - and 3C centred 

more around the norm for their age group. It is interesting to note that 

the girls of 3 were marginally the lowest of any sub-group on ouch 

"motivational" traits as "will-power 
, 
and perseverance" and "desiro to excel"s 

judgments which seemed borne out during the teaching programme (sea, for 

example, the comments on January 16th, Appendix K, p. 275). 
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Tnb o XT, Averr rntin s nn tho Toren 'nrri ? vnntn sp nr unt r 

3T 30 
. 

BOYS GIRLS B ('YS GIRL» BOYS GIRLS 

Self-confidenco 3.8 4.0 5.3 5.0 40 0 4.0 

Will-power ttnd perseverance 4.4 3.7 5.2 5.6 4.0 4.5 

Desire to'excel 4.8 4,3 5.3 5.5 4.2 
.4*! 

3 

Conscientiousness 4.8' 4.3' 5.3 5.8 44.4 ' 4.8` 

Desire to know 4.9 4.4. 5.5 5.4 4.5 4.5 

Originality 4.8 4.3 5.5 5.3 =4.3 
4.3 

Common-sense 4.9 4*5 503 509 4e2 4s4 

Intelligence 4.9 4,6 5,7 5.9 4.1 4.7 

The Junior Eysenck Peraonality. Inventory was answered. by the cecon xry 
, 

pupils as well as by the primary (Part VIA Chapter I) with reculta'aa in 

Table XLI., 

P end r un s 

BOYS Extroversion S. D. Neuroticiem S. D. 
(14yeraof ere) 

Eysenck'e norms 17.8$ 3.798 10.847 49926 
(1973) 

3E 15.769, 5.181 10.615 5.723 

3T 17.077 3.749 9.692 3.749 

30 17.385 3.476 11.154 5.376 
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Tnb p 1T (continuwd) 

GIRLS 
./1 

Extroversion S. D. Neurotioiom S. U. 

E psenck'c norms 17: 471 3.715 13.920 4: 811 flgM 

3ý 20.231 3.332 13.231 3.945 H 

3T 16.0/7 4.376 13.154 4.564 

3C 17.309 2.919 13,154 3.676 

Despite the small numbers in each sub-group, the moans generally'resemblo 

those obtained by Eysenck (1973)" There was no significant difference 

among the average scores on the nouroticism variable for the two coxee. but 

3s girls scored significantly higher on the extroversion variable than 

either 3T girls (P 402) or 3C girls (P <. 05). It. will be remembered 

(see p. 227) that Eysenck has orvrwl (1972, p. 9c) that it is introversion 

which seems to favour good performance at secondary school. 

The teachorst assessments of motivational traits on the Terman-Marrill 

Inventory seem supported by the results on the Aberdeen Academic Motivation. 

Inventory. Fron his own investigation Entwistle (1968, pp. 181-198) explains 

that the scores on the inventory were found to correlate more closely with 

school attain nt than with reasoning ability as measured by standardised 

verbal reasoning tests. "This result suggests that the inventory is 

measuring a non-intellectual trait independently related to school attainment" 

(op. cit. p. 183)" Furthermore, while academic motivation scores are related 

to social class, this coos not occur "to any great extent" (op. cit. P. 196). 

The results with the pupils in the present research as shown in Table XLII 

reveal that the avcrago scores of all the sub-groups other than 3: girls 

were hijher, or similar to, those found by Entwistle. Within tho"same sax 

groups tho only significant differenc, (P (. 05) was that betveon the 

scores of y girls and 3T girls. 
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TnhtA Xt. TTTho mien jcorc n on On /bnrdeQrr tcaAami 
Motjvntinn Tnnantc, rv 

BOYS Dian Scoro S. D. 
11, vA eofem ) 

Entwistle's norma'l' 15.55 4.54 (u-u yo, ra) , 

3 .. 17.533 
, 
2.679 

3T 19.531 
, 
3.543 

36. c77 30 4.992 , 

GIRL' Mean ; Score S. D. (lß years of age) --- 
Entwietle'a normalt 16.65 "3.91 (11-1' YPnrs) 

33 11.4 1,5,002 

3T 18.30,4 2.761 

3C 16.308 3.969 

+lt 

Entwtctle 1958, p. 183. 

On the measures considered so far in this section it appears that 

the girls of 3 hid characterittics which differeatiatod them from the 

other female sub-groups, especially from 3T. They scored significantly 

Io'. rcr'. on th© verbal reasoning test than did 3T girls (P 4.001), were graded 

lower on the Terman-Merrill Inventory, had more parents in Social Classes 

III and IV of the Registrar-Genoral's ocsle (nin3 in total), were 

significantly more extroverted and significantly less motivated than the 

girls of 3T. The boys of 3'L, on the other hand, did not stand out so 

markedly from their peers. ' They wore Significantly less intelligent than 

3T. (P < 
. 01) and made lower me-an scores, on the Terman-Merrill and 

Abnrdoen Inventorio3 but those were not significant. Their moan snore on 
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oxtroveroion was lower than 3711 o but, rain, there wee not a ßirnificant 

difference. If these results had been known before the teaching prorranrne 

begann, the forecast might have been that the girls of 3 werd less likely 

to appreciate the. expericiontal situation than any of the other three 

cub-groups to be taught during the year. ' 

'hereas the 
. attitudes. of the primary school children wore thought to 

be still too changeable to be capablo, ofuseful measurement j it van 

decided to assess the secondary school pupils' attituwoa on the "semantic 

d ifforontial" devised and developed by. Oagood of al (1957). The 

differential consists of a number of bipolar adjectives euch aä "important - 

unimportant" (Appendix H) against which the subject is'asked to judge a 

particular concept or phrase. In tho present case=cU the words used were 

associated, with history and the teaching'of history (Table XLIII). Osgood 

(op. cit. p. 67) educed 50 bipoler, scales in which three major groups could 
a4 

be identified. These indicated judgmonts of valuo, (ovaluative), strength 

(potency) and activity. The evaluative factor is by far the stronreet, 

Nunnally (1970, p. 439) commentinr, thus: "In some studies it is so strong 

that little common variance is left to define other factors. The 

evaluative is prominent because nearly all adjectives imply negative and 

positive characteristics. Actually, it in difficult-to think of bipolar 

pairs of adjectives that do not hint at evaluation. " In the present study 

thirteen pairs of bipolar adjectives were given to the pupils (Appondix H) 

but only nine evaluative pairs were used for statistical analysis. 

There has recently been som concern over the validity of, the 

cem'antic differential. 2+unnally (op. cit. pp. /. 41.. 442) explains how the 

interaction of scales with concepts places a limit on the extent to which 

individual scales can be interpreted in the sane way when applied to 

different concepts. N'unnally's example is that "tough ..... tender" and 

"valuable ..... worthwhile" cannot be applied aeanincfuUy both to 

"steals" and "sports car". Elüsnally does a? Zow that leas scale-concept 

interaction is likely to occur uhan all the concepts in a particu]iir Study 
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are from the same domain of discourse - which in what happened in the 

present rocoarch. Another problem occurs regarding the internal agreement 

of scoree on various evaluative scales. In a study of ton agoraphobic 

räarried women Presley (1969) hoc shown how there were on oceaaione low 

correlation coefficients between the acaloo on a concept such as t'Chilr? ren" 

(op. cit. p. 111). Despite euch doubts about the semantic differential as -a 

means of measuring attitudes, Nunnallp's (1970, p. 443) final decision is 

that it is "probably the most valid moaßuro of connotative waning, available"s 

"connotative" implying the meaning that the concept has for the pupil. In 

the present research the pupils assessed the concepts shown in Table XLIII 

at the end of their second and third years in secondary school. The nine 

evaluative bipolar adjectives were summed for each concept and a 'tt teat 

carried out in order to ascertain if there had been a significant'ahift in 

the 'children's attitudes over the year. 

ri 

4 
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TFble XT-ITT The ran a nree ho fl r-P not ;; emn ntic DßAn 
-on 

for the twn occnaion5 of teatinn. 

HISTCßY IN TIM. HISVIRY 
SCHOOL .. TEAC1r-R 

Second, First Level of Second First Level of 
TRPtlnp Tustin Si n. f1 ne Actin TAatin Sip t icnnce 

Boys 4.163 3.923 N. S. 3.94A 3.96 N. S. 
3ý r Girls 4.435 4.009 N. S. ' 4.713 4.239 U. S. 

Boys 4.113 3.299 4. O02 3.745 3.188 N: S. 
3T 

Girls 4.505 4.343 N. S. 4.257- 3.899 .'N. S. 

Boys 3.4A1 3.513, N. S. 4.025 3.615 4.. 01 
3a . Girls 3.768 3.993" P. S. 4.025 1.992 

. 
N. S. 

HISTCR! Fm UD JW ANDIUG CLASS DISC USSIONS 
LIFE TSAY IN RISTCRY 

Second First Level of Second First Level of 
Testinn! Toctim, sirnificence Testing Tepttn Sirniftcnnee 

Boys ` 3.924 3.719 N. S. 4.273 4.016 N. S. 

Girls 3. `372 4.078 N. S. 4.503 4.292 N. S. 

Boys 3.975 3.743 N. S. 4.342 4.166 P. S. 
3T 

Girls 4.255 lß. 453 N. S. 4.224 4.307 N. S. 

Boys 3.685 3.46 2 N. S. 3.769 3.650 U. S. 
3c 

Girls. 3.314 3. S64 N. S. 3.863 4. Q43 U. S. 
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HISTCFtICAL DCCUM"NT3 VISITING HISTCltIC PLt! C!! S 
second 
Testinp 

First 
Test np 

Level of 

-SIP-W 
! nne, 

Second 
Testing 

Firnt L ve1 of 

- 
Tastinit- 

Boys 3. R4S 4.152 N. S. 3.992 4.093 N. S. 
ß3r1 x. 453 4A92 <. 05 4.0; 12 4.453 N. S. 

Boys 4.1453 4.0430 N. S. 4: 291 3.776 '. CO2 
Girls 4.043 4.512 N. S. 4.574 4. M0 U. S. 

Boys 3.329 4.256 <. 05 -4.154 4.350 U. S. 
G3r'1D 4. U7 4.085 , N. S. 4.335 

. 
4.110 N. S. 

" 
NON FICTIOUN 

(HISTORY) 
.' 

FICTION 
(HISTýtY) 

Second First Level of Second First Level or Tertinc Tertina SIrnificRnce Testire Teetina SirnifiCRn, e 

Boys 3.625 
3r 

'3.993 N. S. 3.329 3.623 N. S. 

Girls 3.584 3.961 N. S. 3.941 3.867 N. S. 

Boys 4.134 3.99 N. S. 3.188 3.115 N. S. 
3T 

Girls 4.275 4.185 N. S. 3.435,3.700 N. S. 

Bops 3.718 4.009 N. S. 3.478 3.376 N. S. 

Girls 3.531 3.555 N. S. 3.718' 3.821 N. S. 

.......... 

FILZ JND FLAYS (HISTMY) 

Second '. First Level 'of 
TActinp 

. 
Tectinp sirnifican e. 

Boys 4.034 4.222 U. S. 

Girls 4.402 4.308 N. S. 

Boys 3.770 3,702 N. S. 

. Girls ?. 993 4.376 N. S. 

Boys 4.076 4.257 N. S. 3C, 
Girls 4.112 4.026 N. S. 



Table XLIII revoals a genoral look of movement at a statistically 

significant level over the two periods of accessnent. It is true that 

the boys of 3T showed a significant improvement at the . 002 level with 
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regard to "History in £chool". This result possibly reflects the fact that 

it was known that they had a poor attitudo to history in the previous year 

due to an approach unsuited to them. A reasonable conclusion on the results 

of the Osgood Semantic Differential would seem to be that while the pupils 

remained in general favourably disposed towards all the concepts relating 

to aspects of history teaching, the methods deliberately adopted with the 

two taught groups led to little significant difference in their attitudes. 

(1, ) TH ASSF: SSM 17T F rCr,. D TRF 

The historical passages used with the secondary pupils consisted of 

"Ancient Sparta and Athena", "The Norman Conquest", "The Russian Revolution" 

and "Slavery" (Appendix A). Of these, the first had been used with the 

primary pupils, the second in previous and other research (Hallam-, 1966, 

Stokes 1970), while the last two related to the syllabus to be followed with 

33 and 3T. In the same manner as with the primary pupils (Part VI, p. 230) 

the aim was to discover whether the children would reveal evidence of any 

improvement of responses from having been taught in different nays. One 

means of assessment was through the scores on passages connected with the 

year's syllabus and the other was through the average scores on three 

historical passages. Some critics of the earlier research (Hallam 19h6) 

have suggested that the-subjects might have presented higher level answers 

if they had been allowed to write rather than speak their responses. 

Therefore, in the present research the children of 3v and 3T wrote their 

answers on "Slavery" while the pupils of 30 wrote their answers on "The 

Russian Revolution". This meant that the grades given to 33 and 3T on their 

replies to "The Russian Revolution" had to be analysed against a-control 

group which had also talked about the questions. Hence, on that passage 

only, another control group was used, called from now on 30(2). These pupils 
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were in the "A" atrean of a two stream entry country grammar ßchool in the 

North of England following a syllabus which involved-prodominantly British 

history. 

The procedure with the pupils of 3!!, 3T ani 3C followed the linos 

already developed with the primary pupils. The head of history at the 

grammar school and the form teacher-of 30 introduced me to the pupils. The 

children were tested individually on three historical passagea and also on 

the two Piagetian experiments used with the primary subjects. The pnssagee 

were given in this ordert "Ancient Greece". "The Norman Conquest" and 

either "The Russian Revolution" (3:: and 3T) or "Slavery" (3C). The , 

children of 3. - und 3T thus wrote their answers on "Slavery" while the 

children of 3C answered questions on "The Russian Revolution" in that manner. 

Having the pupils write their replies proved a very time-saving method. 

The Piagetian experiments were often tackled during the lunch hour or after 

school had finished. After the scripts resulting from the individual 

interviews on the historical passages had been transcribed the answers were 

graded separately by the same external assessor who had marked the primary 

scripts, using the same nine point scale (Part VI, pp. 257-256). The 

answers on the Piagetian experi©onts were assessed by one of the experienced 

experimenters mentioned in Part VI, and by myself. Any discrepancies in 

respect of grades on either the historical passages or the Piagetian 

experiments gare resolved by my supervisor. 

One year after the initial testing, the children were aaseeced again 

on the same passages and experiments. For 3y and 3T there vaa, therefore, 

an interval of about three weeks between the final lessons of the course 

anä the second session of testing. There were, however, longer intervals 

between the final lessons on the U. S. S. R. '(December 19th for 3.. and March 

77th for 3T), although revision occurred on many aspects of the history 

studied during the year during the final week of the teaching programme 

(Appendix K). After the second batch of scripts had been transcribed they 

were moderated in the same manner and by the same people as on the first 
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The follocd. n figure may help to illustrate the major pattern of 

the research anä teaching; prograc xe t 

-Fipuro III 

The rettera of tho testing cna terchtn r rnmm, 

in tho ceconAory ncheoln 

Testir of 30 on 3 pasaagoo 
and 2 Piagetian experiments. June 14ritten answers on 

"The Rußsian Revolution" 

Testing of 3 and 3T on 3 passages 
and 2 Fiagetian oxperimonta. July 
Written answers on "Slavery" 

Teaching history to 3 and 7'T from 
September 10th to Juno 19th September 
(inclusive) on Tuesday and Jig Thurceay afternoons. 

Testing of 30 on 3 passages 
and 2 Piagetian experiments. June Written answers on 

"The Russian Revolution" 

Testing of 3S and 3T on 3 passages 
and 2 Piagetian exporimonta. July 
Written ansuora on "Slavery" 

(5ý AN ANALYSIS OF THC Ot . STIOMS ON TH! FOUR HISTCRICAL_PASSAC S 

The general pattern in devising the passages with the primary pupils 
11 

(se© Part VI, pp. 232-233) Was also followed with the pacccges intended for 

the secondary subjects. The questions, however, ware aimed at eliciting 

answers at the formal or nearly formal levels as well as the concrete and 

preoperational levels. 

Ancient SrnrtR and Atthens 

These questions have been discussed earlier (see Part VI) and examples 

given ' of, ansuers at the preoperational and concrete levels (Appendix C). 

While most of the secondary pupils were graded globally at the concrete or 

intermediate coneretefformal-levels on the two testings, there were 
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Instances when those children showed that they could not oporato at these 

levels on individual questions. Examples of their encuors are given in 

Appendix I. 

The 1 rrmnn Congtiert 

Question 1(a) and (b) was intended to aeoesa the children's ability 

to handle classes and sub-classea"(of. Question (1) on "Ancient Sparta and 

Athens", Part VI, p. 233), while Question 1(c) required them to put the 

invaders into a series based on come logical criterion, whether from the 

passage or from their historical knowledge. For succunsp Question (2) 

needed a comprehension of the peculiar meaning of "just" within the 

context of the soldier's statement and also some understanding of the 

soldier's emotions. 

Question 3(a) could have been answered at the level of concrete 

operations by detailing the events as described, in the passage (cf. Elton's 

(1967) "simple details of accurate ..... historical geography), or at a 

hypothetical level. Answers at the formal level might have depended on prior 

learning ("referring the phenomena causally to previous phenomena" (Peel 1971)) 

whereby the children instanced such reasons as William's need for a barrier 

of "burnt earth" to stop Scottish invasions or the need to teach the 

English never to rebel again. Question 3(b) appears initially to be a 

question needing only a moral judgment response but it can be answered at 

the hypothetical level. For example, a subject could discuss what is meant 

by "right: from-whose point of view are we judging whether it was "right"; 

did the destruction succeed in its objective, and co on. Here is how iR 

(13s7; I. Q. 124) replied. He started with a possibility, referring 

implicitly to the evidence, and his answers seem to lie within the range 

intermediate between concrete and formal since his suppositions are not 

alwcya based on evidence. 

"Probably he did it in a fit of rage and probably he regretted it a 

bit afterwards, I doubt it, though (that is, vhather. it was right); it 

is not very good to kill ordinary country people who probably did not have 

much to do with it. " 
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"' gl tin you t°ntthtr 

"I doubt if ho would have done it - he waa probably very mad at the 

time or e1c© vcry cru3l with the leaders of the Duna but not tho ordinery 

country pßoplo who probably didn't know about it. " 

Quartion 3(c) also required so=* form of roalictic hypotht, cee; ' CR men!: pe1 

to produce this cugCeotions 

"Hm - he could have rounded up all the loaders of people who reb nod 

cgeinct him crr then executed or thrown them in prison or comothinc. " 

"A r, thinr o1r -ho c ualA hny rinn, 7" 

"No" 
9- 

qu3tition (ý) asked the children to diccuvo the question of bias in 

cont©mporariea' reportat "the veighing of evidonce, the detection of bias" 

4 
(I. A. A.! 4i. in Sturloy 19'9). Queation (5) could be anavercd by extrapolating 

fron the ovicettce available; by attention to immediately observed foaturoe 

such as the fact that auch of Northern tnglcnd vac "xuste" (c'oncrete)j or 

by postulating a number of roacons for the Donocday Survey. 

The children hcd to deduce that it was likely that Tadcacter had been 

spared from devastation by noting the comparative values of Tadacster and 

Leacroft from 1065 to 1056 (Cusation 6(a)). This question could also be 

considered an one requiting the manipulation of a 'whole* (North of 

England) and 'Parts' (Tadcaster and Seacrott). Through undue centration 

on the description of devastation in the north, children eight fail to 

realise there echt have been exceptions. For the second part of thin 

question täoy bad to put forward hypothecoe to explain Tadcaster'c 

inareas, in value. 

Question (7) was placed last, whereas it was the first question in 

the 19'ßb recoarch. The position was altered because it had been cur, acted 

since 1966 that subjects acht be helped in ansvertug this question if they 

worked their way through the passage. Evan soma of thaao intolliCont 

children, hoverer, still centred on on* of th3 two acpocts of William's 

policy mentioned in the pascege, usually on the devastation of the Ttorth. 
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ýSany ware able to compare nti contrast the two piococ of evidence but few 

ware able to hyypothooico at any cclvoncod level (coo Appendix I). 

R»ticlen F vnlirtinn 

The quo tiona on thin passage were net chiefly to diacovar whither 

the children would answer fron the information within the paesafe or if 

they could postulate hypotheses and enviaa£a possible explanations. 

Reference to Table IX (see pp, 189-191) may show that the masers may be 

able to be graded on criteria devised by a number of writers. For e cuiple, 

most of the answers designated at the concrete level in this research can 

be retarded from the criteria devised by Foal (19A5 and 1971) and Coltham 

and Fines (1971). Furthermore, it does not seam to be stretching; the 

proposed relationship too far to too in the concrete answers quoted hero 

and in Appondix I the comment by Kitson-Clark that, "The historian's 

first duty is careful ..... obcarvation ..... to use the evidence to rot 

no nor as is practicable to an accurate account. "(19A7). Anovors at the 

formal level sees to reflect Feel's (1971) "Comprehenaiv®"- Imaginative" 

standarda and Colthass and Pines' (1971) "extrapolation forwards or backyards 

from collected evidence, interpretation from own fund of knovlec1go and 

experience" - though, it has to be stresaod again, Coltha= &12d Mee do not 

calm any attempt uhateoover to place the educational objectives in any 

sort of hierarchy. The quotations selected at or near the formal level also 

seam to reveal soothing of tlton's consideration of "the probable und 

possible as well as the obvious" (19c7) and the LA. A. f'a "weighing of 

evidence ..... the distinguishing of truth from falsehood, or at'least 

the probable from-the impossible" (in Sturley 1969). Since it can be 

argued that children ". rould have performed better if they had been ccquatntod 

with the material-before the interviewe, all the examples given here and in 

Appendix I are taken from the second group of answers which vorm given 

after the children of 33 and 3T had studied the history of the Russian 

Revolution of-1917. 
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Quiation 1(o) could bo answered fully from tho passager, or tho child 

could put forward argumentc, possibly based on previous but assimilated loarn- 

ing, that Russian society was so anachronistic that revolution wan almost 

inevitable, that the only way any form of popular participation in the 

govern. ^nt could occur was with the removal of the Tear, anti no on. 

Similarly, 1(b) could be answered in a simple scanner ouch as "I3tcauzo most 

people lived there", or at a more dovelopod level, cug oating that the 
_ 

concentration of people in a city might increase micory which would fuel 

anger, but also conspiracy is castor in a city than the countryside, rind 

no on. Hero is how OG (13111, I. Q. 129) ancuered on the second titno of tectin91 

"Because it, wau the capital of Russia at that time and coat of the 

factories - most of the workers wont to work in tho factories in Potrorrad. " 

ýhp_analA their- tact ar 1c Pýttrvrryrl th, cortro of Abe 

ýrpvýlttt i on 7" 

"Most of the vorkors wore theroýand unlike t% peasants who had to 

work cite they wouldn't get any food at all, the workero didn't have to 

work for food and they could strike and the peasants couldn't (atriko) in 

villafv8. ". (Intermediate between concrete and formal) 

The subjects could explain in reply to Qu9stion (2) that the Tsar 

and his family were murdered because the peoplo hated they (forecasting 

a ro ult from the evidence available and hence concrete) or they could 

postulate a number of reasons (formal). Karl Marrxts famous slogan in 

Question (3) could be interpreted with concrete-typol-irgery visualising 

the peasante. as "tied" to the landowners. On the other hand, the essential 

metaphorical and world-vide implications might be appreciated. Question 

3(b) enabled the pupils to repeat cometzuiam culled from parental opinions 

and/or. the news media,, or to analysis the vhole conception of private 

property, putting forward an argu 2nt, counter-posing another, and reaching, 

sow norm of conclusion. 
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Tho r, acon for Lenin's return to RunCin (Quoction 4) could bo 

deduced from the pnczare to intended to take trouble or overthrow the 

provioional rovernrnt (concrete) or, the value to Germany in the evont 

of a Rusci. an collapse of firhtinp, on only one front could be roslicod. In 

order to reach the formal level proper, however, oon3 consideration 

of the implications of the Garman policy woro `hooded. Question 5 was able 

to be answered directly by follo-ring the passages , "This wan a bad Inistcke 

for they as most Rurninns ..... " It also gave a chance for the subjects to 

analyse soy? of the implications in the provisional govcrnnont'o decision. 

The ueaninr, of the first two words in Lenin's slogan, "Peace, land and 

breed" (Question 6) could be wined directly fron the text and "bread" is 

a type of intuitable datat thin question an# therefore, marked only at 

the concrete or lower levels. 

quoation 7 could be answered thoroughly by using, the information givan 

but also pave the chance for the pupils to realize the political wA even 

ideological implications of the Allies' help to the 'White Artier". KM, I1 

(14e3i I. Q. 119) seeßed to approachinc or at the formal level with this 

snsvmr: - 

"Didn't want them to ßtop tho war with Gert any: " 

nSý - why Would they help the White Ar ioc pttec'c tha Doichoyik ?" 

"If they =ncod to overthrow the Bo1ahoviks the 'White Arziee would bo 

in power co they could carry on vith the war then. " 

"Any QQthpr reeaony _vbgTrance. _T rtt sintni tho U. S. A. h1 ,^ 

Ahem? " 

"? light not have wanted Karl Murx'o ideas to spread into, euch a big 

place" 

"Jhich Veu7" 

"Everything owned by the State and couldn't inherit thin. ".. 

WJh U c1 Frenen nci hn ate wA t!. c tlen 

toi» 
"France, Britain and America were --er - they had land own ad by rich 

p©oplo. " 
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IN 

"! riy nthmr t4eg yhs' t 'y rur oriftd tb Wh t2- rmitr7" 

"BQccure Russia had cancelled all the money that they o", d and they 

atrbt want it back. " 

While it could be arges ct that th4o boy wes poaaibly taoroly taakim uco 

of material locrnt during they Autumn Term, then if this is what he was 

cloinf*, ho uns doing co in en intellirible tnnnor. Although oupp1er eintm7 

quostion3 had tc be used to elicit the arguminto, hie reply can bo 

contracted with that of an i. ntoUiront, intero tool girl in the same group 

vbo could give only a limited # uncertain ane<ror. La (14 6, I. Q. 129) 

"Bectua® they didn't ecreo with the peasants ovnin land. " 

' t, ntP Wbite Pr . 

then? " 

"They thought they chouid have their own land -a bit of privacy. " 

"fny other eons rr rerefina" 

"tto" (Intermediate preoperational and concrete. 

A defence of question (8) as deeming more than more repetition of 

data from the mass media has already been made (sae Part Is pp"fiJ 2)s 

ibtle a child ruy seen to be only uning "ideas in the air". at the formal 

level he must do so in an informed manner, putting forward ideas nrxi 

referring then causally to previous phenomena and generalisations (Pool 1971). 

It was noticeablo, on the second tasting how many of the children on this 

question either could not su4Cest one toasiblo result or could meroly iterates 

"Russia is Comnunlvt today". 

Slavery 
QuoStions 1(a) and (b) aira3d to discover if the pupils could handle 

classes and sub-classes, or, in Peol'c words (1971, p. 25), rive reaponres 

bused sole]q from the given content of the peesa. ce. QuQction 2 allowed the 

pupils to mtko u: e of a clue in the text where-it was explained that the 

African chiefs hrd slaves who hod certain ruhte cri also to put forward 

their c'. rn theories (see, for example# MUS' answer in Appendix I, p. 222). 

Relevant information trot the passage could be toed in reply to Quaatione 

3(a) and (b); the children could also vivo their own oxplanatione. 
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quaation 4(a) required them to roaliso what mirht appear the "vorka of 

the Lord" to an oifhteonth century captain; vhilo 4(b) needed the ability 

to approclate t3cutcnle atone from an oighteenth century point of view. 

Quoation 5 also gave the pupils the chance to use information derived from 

the passage or to postulate additional oxplanationa. Questions h(a)(b)(c) 

asked the cubjc*ata to nejote the ctatemonta and/or put forward compancctory 

argu^nta. Quoution 7 continued the diecuasion on the defence of alcvory, 

allowinn them to ac j; ert other possibilities. Question 8 1o very similar 

to Question 9 on "The Russian Revolution" anA is open to the aemo criticit a 

and justifications which that qußction raicen. 

(6) TN" P11, . TIAN? ýX R 1fi'NI': ý 

Following a similar pattern to that described in Part VI (pp. 23S-9), 

the secondary school pupils were tested twice on two Piagetien ox erimontn, 

the combinations of colourless liquids and equilibrium in the balanco 

(Appendix D), with results as chown in Tables XLIV and XLV. 

Tab1. A XT, N ThA Con hinat1one or-Colourless Lnuids 
(a) Results nn_the Eirot testir. 

Substage lA lAB 1B/2A 2A 21B 213 3/3A 3A 3H Total 

quantification 123 4 5 6 7- 13 9 

Boys 7 51 13 

Girls 2 1 2 61 1 13 

Bags . 5 51 2 13 
3T 

Girls 1 9 22 
_ 

13 

Boys 1 9 3 13 

Girls 2 2 5 4 13 

Totals 2.2 5 $ 25 5 3 79 

Fercenta es 2.56 2.56 6.41 46.15 32.05 6.41 3.85 99.9°ßr 
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Table XLIV Tho Cnmbinnttnnp nfýurl g Uniitdis 

(b) R 1t 00t oyc , nt t' t. 1ni! 

Substage lA lAB 1D/2A 2A 2AD 213 Z3/3A 3A 3n Total 

Quantification 12345A789 

Boy® 1B121 13 
3t 

Girls 23431 13 

Boys 22351 13 
3T 

Girlo 2533 13 

Boys 2353 13 
30 

Girls 13522 13 

Totale 2 11 22 18 19 61 78 

Percentages 2.56 14.10 29.20 23.03 23.09 7.69 1.28 99.99% 

At the and of their second year in secondary school the great majority of 

these subjects were thus within the concrete level on the conbinaterial. 

experiment (60. f]$). While there wau little change one year later in the 

responses of the pupils of 33 and YT, there was quite a leap forward in 3C 

with twelve children graded at, or entering, the formal level. Not one 

had been so graded at the end of the second year. When one remembers that 

the boys arx3 girls of ?C on average gare of lover ability than their 

respective cub-groups in 3T and 3 (see p. 247)9 this improvement appears 

even more remarkable. No reasons can be adduced for the difference in 

improvement since the science teaching within the schools was not 

investigated. 

Hurbea' subjects (1956) found the balance experiment more difficult 

than the combining of the colourless liquids. As can be aeon, however, 

from Table XLV(a) tirhile more of the present subjects' grades were 

allocated to the lower end of the scale on the balance than the chemicals 

experiment, yet 26.92 per cent of the replies were traded beyond the 

concrete level ducting their second year. Within this sample there is an 
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To a ,V Re uiltbri i, in thi Rn1c+nce .r ýr. +ý. rý nrr. rr r  

(n) RRr ilte+ nn the firnt t rt1nt! 

Substa, a 1 1B/2A 2A 2AB i3 Z3/3A 3A 3D Total 

Quantification 123b 56 76 

Boys 13 22 41 13 
r 

Girls 34 12 21 13 

Boyß 123511 13 
3T 

Girls 13122 13 

Boye 135121 13 
30 

Girls 12271 13 

Totale 2 10 12 27 68 10 -3 
78- 

P©rcentegen 2.5A 12.82 15.38 34.62 7.69 10.25 12.82 3.85 99.999E ' 

interesting difference between the scores of Qý; per cent of whom were 

beyond the concrete level, end the scores of 3T, only 23 per cent of whom 

were rated at that advanced level. Yet both the boys and girls of 3T 

scored significantly higher on the Manchester General Ability Teat (Senior) 

(see p. 237). Furthermore, while the three sub-groups 3T boys, 3 boys and 

3T girls made. a similar total score on the Series and Numerical Analogies 

Tests (173,175 and 176 respectively), the girls of 33 scored only-151 

correct answers from a possible total of 209 for that test. Both classes 

had been taught tho principle of the law of moments during the three weeks 

preceding the first testing session, although by different teachers. From 

their answers it seemed that the teacher of 33 had helped many of the 

children to comprehend the rule through the use of apparatus and relevant 

advice such aa, "Multiply the weight by the number of the bole", On the 

other hand, many of the able children of 3T seemed confused when asked 

questions on the equilibrium experiment. In particular, the concept of 

"ratio" seemed to puzzle them. 
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LIM" YTV 1f l1r ?t in . h" Prlnncl? 

(b) P ti1tr r+a_th, ý r^conA tontin 
. 

Substore 1 1B/2A 2A 2JS 13 2B/3A A 3B Total 

Quantification 123 4 5 A 7q 

floga 2 1 1 3 6 13 
3. 

Girls 1 3 1 2 04 13 

Boys 44221 13 
3T 

Girls 123133 13 

1 oys 1 1 1, 42 1 13 
30 

Gina 12 6 3 1 13 

Totals 2 12 1I3 12 13 19 2 78 

Percentages 2.56 15.39 23.03 15.39 16.67 2/. 36 2.56 99.99 

respite their lower level of measured ability, and the lowor level of 

motivation for the girls of 3? (see p. 291), it can be seen from Tablo TtV(b) 

thtt their pupils maintairrd their advantage over 3T when tested at the and 

of their third goer. It would tYus seem that the teaching, of the principle 

of mom3nto had been more successful with 373. than 3T. Many of the boys end 

girie of 7. appear to have assimilated co m, 3 useful algorithm to use in the 

particular circumstances of this experimont. Vevertholess, some of the girls 

of r. In ptrticular were less successful on the : cries and Numerical Analogies 

problems, a result suggesting that the fensra1 cchoao of proportionality had 

not been elaborated. 

(7) W! *T, imcwtl TN NIA 

In addition to the two questions used with the primary children 

("Ancient Greece", Questions 4(a) and 5(a)) ansuera to two questions fror 

"The Norman Conquost" were assessed on the moral judgment scale with the 

secondary pupils. 
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u' ^II_l(B) ", 4en-it irht t ctºrry nc-t runh n My'r+º(h" 

runs t+h-MjZtIn 

This ceemcd to require various dimensions of moral devoloprn nt auch 

as chilc? ron'a idoea of fairness with regard to tho punishment of mthdeoda, 

older chilc'ren being expected by Pivret to favour incroaeinp, 1y social 

sanctions as a mans of control (1932, p. 197); collective responsibility; 

duty as obedience to authority. 
" 

0»^st1rn 7 "Do vita think Willim mrnnO vrrAna a w+1 m'+nß. 

Ihre these older children wore expected to take account of aitigutth. 

circumstances surrounding William's policies such so the, uncertainty of "., 

his position as a recent, conqueror end, possibly, to proceod beyond that, 

level into an appreciation of William's actions against a context of eider, 

more universal principles. ` 

Kohlberg (1963) has extended Pieiget's ideas on the develops wnt of 

moral ju gments using stories in which acts of obedience to legal-social 

rules or to the co=ands of authority conflict with human needs or the 

welfare of others. From his rQaearch, largely with children aped beyond 

ten years, Kohlberg has developed a scale of three levelo which subsumes 

six stages. The anavors of the secondary pupils were graded both on, that 

scale and on pj get le. It van found, however,. aa evidently occurred also 

with Lydiat (1971, p. 203), that Pia et's ßcale provided a perfectly 

adequate means of asseasm? nt for these questions, and the scores in 

Table XLVI are derived from that scale. 
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t rbl XLYI 1f,, yn c+c r* no M j"Ari int® 

_n 
hirt'rv_(r"cntrltrv runi]n 

Greece 
4(a) 

Greece 
5(u) 

Worm an 
3(b) 

Norman 
7 

Occcnjnn of Oc ani c 
ý First Seco d Firet Second First :: econcl First : oaond 

Boyo 2.00 2.11 2.42 2.19 2.12 2.31 2.59 2.50 
33 

Girls 2.15 2.09 2.12 2.31 2.23 2.38 2.31 2.35 

Boys 2.50 2.35 2. A2 2.39 2. f9 2.69 2.85 3.00 
3T 

Girls 2.31 2.33 2.31 2.31 2.54 2.4 2.58 2.62 

Bopa 2.11 2.15 2.31 2.11 2.42 2.58 2.38 2.4/ 
30 

Girls 2.12 2.19 2.04 2.27 1.35 1.96 1.96 2.46 

The following points "aoen worth mnkir on the baeio of thaw, 

admittedly, raw and imperfect scoroas 

(a) Except for one question on one occasion ("Greece" 4(a)) the mean 

scores of 3T boys tnd girls were always superior or equal to those achieved 

in their respective sub-groups. 

(b) The boys of 3T consistently scored higher than any other sub-group 

but even they only managed to reach the level of equality (score = 3.0) on 

one question on the second occasion of testing. 

ýo) While these groups were ahead of-the primary children, there 

was not an enornoua difference in their mean ecores, IC boya, for exaiple, 

at times achieving a higher mean score than the boys of 35. This wears 

surprising when the differences in chronological ape and moan intollipence 

quotients are considrred. Piajet has Warned, bovover, that the stapes in 

moral development are not neceecarily clear-cut, the appearance of childieh 

features in an adult's mind and adult features in the child's thought 

rendering "arbitrary any attempt to cut mental reality up into otapea" 

(1932, p. 78). 116 explaia8 that although "we could not point to any atagee 
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properly ao called ..... we were able to defino prococeen whote final terms 

werd quite distinct from ono another. Thrace processes might mingle arni 

overlap ..... but they marked nevertheless the broad divisions of moral 

development" (op. cit., p. 171)1 Piaret procumebly waning in the last phrase 

"moral juOrment". 

(d) These results, taken in conjunction with the primary cooren 

(Table XXIIi), seem to indicate a very slow progreoo from the heteronomous 

tovarda the more advanced level of equality. While it aas not a öconscious 

aim of the teaching progrnmma to try to accelerate thoseypupils I, moral 

judgtaento1 what could be. considered an morel judgments in history were net 

on a number of occasions. ThOOP are exampled from the leecons with rs 

October 22nd Introductory discussion on how a king should be 

judged (Appendix K, p. 243). 

February 6th To discuss the type of democracy establichod in New 

Plymouth (Appendix K, p. 26). 

June 3rd (To query) how are ordinary people injured by the 

policy or apartheid (1ppendix K, POWs 

From his role-playing and discussion sessions centred on hypothetical 

conflict situations similar to those uzed in the Kohlborg tests, Turiol (1V19) 

found that only thore subjects exposed to moral jWrments on level above 

their own, rather than two levels ahead, showed any appreciable absorption 

of hie, Turiol1s, moral juc'gm3nta. Evidently, this result was in regard 

to responses on the problem situations used in the actual exporimental 

treatsent. }ecponces on another six situations not diccussed with Turiel 

were not to clearly affected= "the amount of indirect influonco was not so 

great as that of the direct inf1t ncs" (op. cit., p. 102). Tho moral isau's 

involved in the torching of 3E; and 3T might have been too advanced 'for their 

developmental levels,, possibly at a point which Turiel would typify an a 

"plug two level" treatwnt. Certainly# any effect would have been Indirect. 

And it has to be noted that TurielVa post-teat took place after only ono 

weck (op. cit., p. 101) While there was a Treater gap of time with these 

socozx cry pupilo. If the aim of accelerating moral ju! gments is to bo 
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part of a teaching; prorrarmo than probably the tench"r, after having 

ascertained "the moral jw rmonta and idoan actually expressed by iMividual 

children" (Kohlberg 199A), neeto to pots consciously the moral insuos 

involved and teach deliberately for improvement on those moral issues* He 

would still have to remember, though, the crucial importance of the "match" 

between the children's developmental levola and the ju-gmonts to be 

encountered. 

tttttItttttttttt 

ýý ýýri 
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CND 2. t TW TZ-1r. "T :t 1ftrnT! A! f4 

The basic dichotomy botw on tho two approached with tho primary 
R 

children (described in rart VS) wan intended with the two taught proupo in 

the secorxinry school. What could be called "traditional" mothodc of 

tecchin, g hietoryýat the ceconc3ar7 school would seem to consist of a largely 

toucher-diroctcd methodology including auch things an exposition, note-taking 

and note-making, reading textbooks and uaine duplicated sheets of information 

(coo, for examplo, Booth 19A7, pp. 123-130 cnd Bryant 1947 p. 7 and p. 10). As 

with the primary children, there seems a firm link between such "traditional" 

methods and the "expository" approach described by Houston and Pilliner 

(1974, p. 1 h): "teachers) who dominate the classroom environment ..... and 

cncrc ly teach physics as a series of dogmatic statements; ..... expository 

teachers tend to explain beforehand exactly what has to he clone. They tend 

to interact with the class in an expository Way, rarely ask quactiona and 

only seldom involve pupils' participation". At the other end of the 

spectrum for Houston and Pilliner are the "open-ended" style teachers. These 

? 'expect pupils to draw their o'. rn conclusions based on their own interpretation 

of results" (op. cit. p. 1A5). Within the framework of teacher-cboson topics, 

this was the approach attempted with the experimental group, no 

It van hoped at the end of the teaching year that X would shoe a 

developed ability to analyso systematically and an increased roadiness to 

start with possibilities which could then be confirmed or otherwise by the 

data. Vith the pupils of 3T, on the other hand, it was expected that the 

basically passive methods employed would have little, if any, effect on 

their thinking styles OM year later. 

(2) TI-r. VSS INS WITH 3T 

"Figurative" methods were the staple fare of 3T, as occurred also 

with IT. Theca maant that there was a great deal of exposition by the 

teacher and copying by the children. An the teaching programme developed, 

however, there appeared an important difference with these older, more 
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intelligent MUD in that an of them wentcd to portorm in a more motive 

aannor than NA the children of IT. A small, but Influential group of pupiie, 
inrluential on account of their intollirenco, linguistic ability and 

leueerchip qualities, often ackod quuctions on the topic being studied, ar f1 

were ready to initiate discuccionc. In roncral, they tended to eat as a 

rovocative moans of mental stimulation for the class as a whole, if thorn 

lecc vocal timbers were able to assimilate the ideas beine proposed by 

their fellow pupils. Thus, among the lesson plans in Appendix K are comi nta 

: de after particular loceona vhcn certain children had chown a docire to 

develop exposition into diecueaicn. « 

ngtt, b, -r ?It "If Cpoke had Grant with hi a, wouldn't their two opinionn 

be stronger than furton'cT" 

ý"ýr h 13th I. number of bops asked questions about Marx and Communicne 

)! Arch 20th An they copied notes pupils asked auch questions on. "then 

did Ruceia becomo the U. S, C. R7": "Ay vas Ruacia fighting 

Germany? " (eoe also, for instances, December 12th, 'February 

13th, June 10th). 

On occasions, then, although the plan wes to use predominantly "fljuratiao" 

methods, coax of the pupils thOmcelves ensured that a more extended question 

ate answer technique developed which led eoMetimee to what appeared 

interesting discussions. This was allowed since it was thought that few 

history teachers, however "traditional" would prohibit such opportunities. 

Motivational factors also had to be considered: apathy and reaentaint mirht 

have been the result of the teacher's Ignoring or forbidding questions. At 

tizos, therefore, more qusctions and answers occurred than had been envisaged. 

Tho intentions of the lesson ochemos, however# caemid quite specific. Among 

thos3 schemes (Appendix K) the following terms indicating a "figural" 

approach occur regularly, either among the behavioural objectives (M er 1962) 

or vithin the plans thoelvss. ,ý 

Fc, +nmt 0 Th3 prima used her* und in the following payee &t not 

always exact copies of thorc in Lppendix K: ' sometiDs pararhraces are 

used for altrity or brevity. 
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Ca) P l-hw nwr ýw w w, A/ n' wn A 

Tot 

(I) explain Dow of the major hintranceo to devolopment in Africa 

(September 12th) 

(ii) describe Lioin ctonQlc life from 1654 to 1873 (Novombor 7th) 

(iii) road the cane for and crainet apartheid (Sheet VII). Theco 

ergumonta to be copied at home (November ! #th) 

(iv) explain the implications of each of the five main points on 

Sheet X (The Futur© of Africa) (D©cember 17th) 

(v) explain m thoda of analysing an "original document" ("The i'riranry 

Chronicle") (January lAth onwards) 

(vi) road aloud the ! rchbishop'a speech after Feterta funeral arx 

explain what the various phrases moan (Parch 4th) 

(vii) coaa3nt on sonn of the implications of the Archbinhop'o cpeach 

(March 6th) 

(viii) explain some of the major reasons for emigration, relating 

twentieth century reasons with those obtaining in earlier 

centuries (April 17th) 

(ix) describe the settlement at Jamectovn. During the course of the 

exposition to give reasons why or why not the story of Pocohontas 

saving Smith might be true (April 24th) 

(x) describe and explain the beliefe of Puritans and the 104 

Conference (Pay 6th) 

(xi) dictate notes on James Ila reasons for desiring uniformity of 

religious observance (May 8th) 

(xii) make comments on some of the features of the notes on Sheet XXXI 

("The Puritans in New England") (May 13th) 

(xiii) explain how we must consider people's beliefs and actions 

within (the context of) their mm period if wo ask whether the 

Puritans were hypocritical (May 15th) 
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(xiv) read the beginning or the Declaration of Independence and 

comment on come of the remarks therein (Kay 2nd) 

(b) Puniln to en 

(i) Not* 

On the meaning of "civilisation" and reasons why Egypt developed 

an early civilisation (September l ah),, 

Arguments for and against slavery and the slave trade (October 

2nä and 29th) 

The list of features characterising a king's claim to reputation 

from the blackboard (February 13th). 

A table showing a comparison between two different cote of views 

on Peter the Great (March 6th and 11th). 

In rough books the teachers' ideas on points (5), (6) and (7) 

on Sheet XXI ("The Communist Manifesto") (March 18th). 

The notes from Sheet XXV ("Some reasons for emigrating to the 

U. S. A. ") (April 22nd). 

Notes on the teacher's interpretations of aspects of the early 

settlements in Nev England (Nay 13th)., 

(ii) Mrs 

From Hatch (1967) p. 1 showing the main ethnic groups in Africa 

(September 10tä). 

Shbvis the hindrances to developmint in Africa (Sheet I) 

(September 17th). 

Showing Moscow's secluded position from Earl (107) p. 24 

(February 4th). 

Showing Peter's gains in territory (Sheet XVII) (February 27th). 

From the map of Early British Settlements in America (Sheet 

XxvII) (April 24th). 

(iii) T its 

The history of Africa (Sheet VIII) (November ^3th). 

From the blackboard shoving the major events in Russia's history 

(February 20th). 
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(o) Thp ure of the texthecka 

The textbooks were used on occasions as a mane of supplying material 

which could form the basis for the teacher's remsrk or as a weans of 

amplifying the teacher's exposition. Hence those notes occurs 
(i) Critical analysis by the teacher of the parcrraph in Earl (19A7) p. 37, 

discussing whether Ivan was an cruel as the events described there seem to 

depict (February 11th). 

(ii) Class to read Earl (19A7) pp. 4l-42, which describe the baokwardnesa of 

Russia (February . 20th). 
(iii) Read the beginning of the Declaration of Independence (Hooper (19. c) p. 27) 

and take rough notes from the teacher's exposition on certain statomonts 

within the Declaration (June 3rd). 
0 . 61 ................ . 

The lessons were not-intended, however, to be an exclusively unilateral 

progression, again, it was felt that even "traditional" history toaehera 

might introduce a topic by asking the pupils what they already knew about 

the subject or allow them to volunteer an opinion occasionally. Thun, the 

lesson plans also contain the following phrasoat 

Ask the children for their definition of "civilisation" (September 12th) 

Ask the children what they know about South Africa (November 12th) 

Ask for any opinions on whether Peter deserved his title "the Great" 

(March 11th) 

Ask if they can think of people in the world today to vhom-theae 
(Communist) ideas would ceeo attractive (March 13th). 

Ask what is the meaning of "emigrant"z who has relatives who have 

emigrated. (April l7th) 

Both 3s and 3T had revisionary periods and it may be considered that the 

children of 3T were being provoked into more mental activity than a strictly 

figurative approach should have allowed, since questions were posed by the 

teacher, the pupils anawring from memory or through reference to their own 

notes and the appropriate textbook (see, for example, October 15th). Possibly 

under a "traditional" mode the pupils should have revised cioroly through 
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ailent contemplation of Choir boo'ca. Tho pupils of 3, howover, coo mod to 

be naked for more mental activity than Wore y'T during rovialon periods no 

they had to formulate and pone their ovn questions, explaining their reasons 

for accepting or refusing an ancvor. (see p. 324) 

Finally, the proceaa of note-making, wan not alwayo confined to iaore 

copying;. The pupils of 3T had to make their own notes but thin generally 

entailed little more than selectit ; =ani aum arising, from already prepared 

information either in the textbooks or on duplicated cheats. Again, this 

in the to of activity vhich a "traditional" teacher might alloy in hic 

classroom. For examples 

(After an oral description by the teacher) Write a short account of 

what you consider to have been the most important features in the history 

of Inclent Egypt. Ue Hatch (1947) pp. 9-12. (5eptembor 17th) 

After an exposition on Ivan the Terrible'o achievemonta, pupils to uio 

their rough notes und Earl (1967) pp. 3A-39, to make their own notes. 

(February 13th) . 
Using EFrrl (1967) pp. J3-Z4, clang to write their own boten on Peter 

the Greats (e) Peter's youth and (b) The German suburb. (February 25th) 

Pupilo to find (from an atlas) appropriate place-names indicating the 

settlementi of six different nationalities within the U. S. A. (April, 17th) 

i3) T, : I, 7ýSStlir:; WITH On 

is with M. the basic aim with this class of children was that they 

should be "active doers", but the emphasis of that activity now was to be 

much more in the mental than in the physical sphere. Sullivan (19'7, p. 29) 

quotes Duckvorth's (1964) co=vats that the child should b© presented 

with situations in which be himself experiments# "manipulates symbols, pones 

questions, reccneiling what he finds at one time with what he finds at 

another, and comparing hie findings with those of other children ..... 

spooifically$ we are considering the mechanisms for transition from concrete 

to more abstract stages of development as seen in his (Piagetla) theory". 
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Lovell (19A6, pp"54-55) also thinks that childron nod to act on thfl 

environment anr1 verity thoir tindizgoe lie concidore that all iooorulary 

school pupils need opportunities to dicausa with adulto and among themaolves 

vievpointo relating to varied themes. "The, groator the need to quootion 

and find out about the environaont, to otrurp1e for eolutionp to problems 

and to commit onecslf to ponaibilitioo, the granter it zooms the likelihood 

of formal thought doveloping (op. cit. p. 55)" AM later in tho camn article 

Lovell staters "There in every auWgection that rectruoturing of thought 

is more likely to be brought about by the child actively operatin on his 

enviroamont, than by repeatedly carrying out the, inetructions of the 

teacher in a teacher-directed situation" (op. cit, p. 57). Thorn contentions 

seem derived from Piaget's incistence that fundamental knouledfe is acquired 

through action upon end interaction with the environnnt. "rho teacher must 

provide the inctruwnts which the children can two to deeide, thin'c by 

thecaselves. Children theacolvoa must verify, exporiarintally in physics, 

deductively in'mathematies. "A ready-made truth is only half a truth, " 

(Piaget in Ripple ar Rockcastlo 1964, p. 5). Hence, in the history lessons 

with 339 there was nothing of the physical activities described in Part VI. 

Rather vas the type of activity envisaged that described by Kamii (Schxebel 

and Raph 1974s p. 203): "(Fieget) pointed out that the criterion of what 

makes an "active" method is not the external actions of the learner. He 

said, for example, that Socrates used an active method with langua4e and 

that the characteristic of the Socratic method was to engage the learner in 

actively constructing his own knowledje. The task of the teacher is to 

figure out what the learner already knows and how he reasons in order to 

ask the right question st the right time so that the learner can buiU bia 
ý, 

own knowledge "~ 

Before examining the types of methods used with 33 it needs to be 

noted that at times exposition and explanation vere deemed necoosary. To 

take three examples from one term's works 
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%xplanation; with reforenc© to '+1ar1 (107)p on hou then* t, iotora helped 

in the progroca of Mocoows 

(a) the policy of the princoc, 

(b) the fall of Constantinople. (October 10th) 

Description (by th3 teachor) of the boginnthja of tba Dolchovik 

Party. (December 3rd) 

Explanation of the terms of-theTroaty of Brost - Litovsk 1918. 

(December lath) 

Throughout the yesrls course there van teachor organisation and control 

of the content, a policy not forbidden by Fugate "Teaching mane croating 

situations where structures can be discovered; it doesýnot moan tranaUittt 

structures vhich =y bo assimilated at nothing other than a verbal level" 

(Ripple end Rockcastle 19+'h, p. 3). Thus, the lonuon notes indicate that 

there yore certain fairly specific goals behind Croup or clans activities. 

hence s 

Class discus8ion on Question 1 of Sheet V ("The Acceptance of 

Christianity") during which these pointy aunt be elioitoda 

(a) Accuracgs are the monks writing from th3ir own point of view?; 

note the date of the Chronicle; hov far is this extract true to the original 

account? 

(b) Writers prejudiced? - the seemingly biased versions of the three 

religions. 

(a) Invention? - impossible to sap. (October 1st) 

Class discussion on what ockso a king a worthwhile one, a ", good" onop 

aiming to have at ladet three features covoreds justice, the propority of 

the country, the reputation of the country. (October 29th) 

In general, thourh, the major trends running throughout the lesson 

notes can be considered under the two global headin n of activity and social 

collaboration. 

I 
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(a) ißt vity 
(i) Active_intontionp 

To annlyce through discussion the main reasons for exigrntinn. 
(January 7th) 

To discuss the typo of democracy established in Now Plymouth. 
(February Ath) 

Throufih class and Froup diocuacion to analyse some of the 

statements in the Declaration of Independence 1776. 
(February 27th) 

(it) ýckinr_thý, rýl 
'ho r ortninnA en: 

Questions (3) and (4) (Shut V "The Frinary Chronicloe)l which 

are to be developed by discussion and explanation. 
(October 3rd) 

Whet is meant by the word 'dimocracy'. (November 21st) 

Which groups of people would object to the Bolch©vika taking 

power. (December nth) 

i hnt` they ohcnrye t 

About the peopraphy of the U. S. S. R. (September 10th) 

About South Africa in the nova. (April 23) 

For AxTInnsttone t 

Of the tour concepts (Capitaliat, ate. ) in Question (1) on 

Sheet X. (hovember 2cth) 

Why the Americans needed to be united after 1783; what 

differeacea there were among the otates; how those differences 

could be reconciled. (March 4th) 

Of the reasons for British actions is the 1999-1902 Boer War. ' 
(Juno 10th) 

Footnote "All the sessions were permeated with questions end ansuera. 

Questions were also posed with 3T but there were differences between the 

two classes. There were far more questions and answers in 3# the questions 

often coming from the teacher. In 3T,, however, many of the questions came 

freu the pupils. 
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iii} t r1tt n unrk 

Diecuscion on how to plan a "newepoper" contemporary with the 

oventa of 1917 (December 5th), tollcvrod by the writing of a 

"reporter's" account of the-P. ovolution anti an "editorial". 

(Docember 10th) 

In groupz, which had been constituted either by cooiorrnm 

onalys is (see later p. 326) or by chooair a partner directly, 

pupils to discuss' Qu+*etion (1) on £haet XIIis 

"Try to think of four or five reAcono srhy the colonies were 

not successful until 1610. With theta in mind, urito a sot of 

rules which mifht have been useful in a new colony ouch so 

Roanoke or Jamestown. Explain why you have choven thoae rules. " 
(January 9th) 

Write a dialogue between a Northerner and a Southerner over the 

rights and wroz s of slavery. (March 11th) 

The writing of a film script to illustrate the movemont westward 

through the adventures of an imaginary family. (Parch 13th, 90th 

25thS 
Sheet XXXV A British reporter has been cent to the Tranavaul 

after the Boer War of 1999-1902. He is interviewing; one of the 

original settlers who vent ne a boy on the Great Trek of 13Yi, 

discovering a typical Afrikaan's attitude to the events which led 

to the War cnd the firs itself. Try to cover the following 

pointo in the interviev ..... (June 10th) 

(iv) TTFR nff tht toxtbt+ck 

Class diccusaion on Wan, referring to relevant pages in Earl 

(1'$7) when necessary. For example, the reference to his livin¬ 

in an are of "the terror of Bloody Mary" (op. cit. p. 37) will be 

examined. (see Appendix N) (October 29th) 

Selection of the major factorß from Earl (l967) in order to 

put the evonta of 1917 into soma form of historical porspoativo. 
(November Mist) 
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Use of the photostat copy of the Docluration of Indopop anco to 

printed in "The Pennpºlrania Evening rout" (Hooper 1948, p. 25) 

to read and discuss certain words and phrases used in that 

Decimation (nee )ppondix N). (Fobruary 27th) 

Sheet XXIII Reidinj; of pp. 30-31 in tho textbook (Hooper 1V g) 

and the finding of two references to federal authority. Children 

to deccribe in each case hor-r the federal authority, over-ruled. 

the Statata authority in tho 1950x. ()aroh 11th) 

ti 

(v) Thy ' ifn t1vn nnA wallintim or #'rttn 

To help the pupils doduco the influences of rooj-raphioal fectorc 

on tho history of tho U. S. S. R. (cf. frunor 19'0 pp. 21-22) 
September 10th) 

To write answers to these queetionat 

(a) What makes a country backward? 

(b) Why were Moscow and Russia backward in the coventeenth 

century? 

(c) Hov can a country be made more developed? (November 5th) 

To answer questions on "The Mayflower Compact" of 1620, 

including the followings 

Sºxýstion 5. The Puritans were very religious yet they allowed 

slavery. 

(a) What do you think of the law in M. nscachusette which startet 

"There shall never be any slavery among us ..... " 7 

(b) Does this law make you think that the Puritans were 

hypocrites, that iss they said one thing but did soothing 

quite different? 
Qu' ticn A. The Puritans allowed ears against the Indians. 

Jq 

Can you think of atzt reasons why they were ready to kill the 

Indiana? (February Fth) 

After having received an envelope containing Sheet XX cut into 

40 separate sectiono, the pupils are then to classify the pidcee 

of paper (e. g. into dates, settlements) and then place thews . nto 
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the correct formation, thuat 0 

"Fi1 ria Fathers" 1620 flow Plymouth To vorchip-froolY 

Pupils to cey which are the correct solutions and o®ch child to 

check his own arrezi o ent. (February 13th) 

(To) draw a timelino (on th^v history of the U. S. A. ) from 1ýOf1 

to 1900. Pupils to enter the events which they think are the 

most significant in the history studied thin term. (March 25th) 

After havit exumim-d Sheets XXVII. a I XXVIII which contain 

information on the different aoptota of the geography of Africa, 

pupils to try to cnnvor this quoetions 

"'hy has most of Africa failed to develop an quickly no 

Britain, the ü. 9. Ao tu other areas of the world? " 
(April 2d and 24th, 

Pupils to select Berrett's main arguments (contained in an 

Imaginary sp©®ch, Sheet XXXII)s take tho urgu ante in tram and 

ask for rejoinders. (Hay 15th) 

Pupils to examine Sheet XXXIY which contains some headiinos in 

connection with South Africa aimod'at leading to an asceaaaont 

of the policy of apartheid and the attitudes of people from 

outside South Africa, (June 3rd) 

(vii R sie 

This qu©stion to be answered in small groups and with reference 

to the text and exercise bookst w... N 

"that effects has Russia's geograuer had on her history? " 
(October 15th) 

Pupils to be asked for their co monts on euch a remark in the 

test of October 17th as# The mountains are a barrier cn the 

Russians have to climb over then". (October 2Znd) 

Pupils to design fifteen questions on last term's course on 

Russia for a revisionary session on January 23rd. (January 21st) 
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(vii) ' iui1lhrntlom -ectutilbrin 

While all the activities with had the essential aim of 

ctitulating and developint thought processes in relation to 

history, possibly certain losoonc can be listod most aptly 

under the global hoaditr of "equilibration - cquilibriua". 

In those cessions can be coon most clearly an attempt to rive 

opposing views on a chcractor or event an thou to oak the 

pupils to try to make come resolution of the conflict. 

Pupils to select from theet`VII those four char ee of 1 for 

the Croat'o which they consider to have been the moot 

important. Individuals to report on which changes they choco, 

Class discussion on why those were important, were there more 

important ones on the shoot? 

A pupil to recd alotxl the hrchbichopte cpeech Sheet VIII) ... (November 
12th)' 

To try to lead the pupils into forming a balanced opinion of 

Peter by considering opposed contemporary views of his 

character and achievements ... 
Class to divido into Croups of 4 or ä pupils to ooneidor `I 

Question 3-(Chest Ix) awl their opinion of Peter, whether}he 

d®servea to be called the Great*. (November 14th) 

Fupile'to read to themselves the imaginary letter from America 

(Sheet UI), then class discussion on tho queotiona. (For 

instances Queatioa h. - ": Irate a short letter from the imaginary 

character John putting the viewpoint of the anglich Parliaaant 

malm it inaginative, for about the (trading) lava. Try to' 

©xaaple, by sympathising with his victor"). (February 25th) 

Iftor an exa'iination, of the two types of slavery described in 

Hatch (39)7, pp. 3Z-35), to answer the following question (Sheet 

XXSI ) 

"Write a short dialogue between an African captured in war 
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and vorkinr, on an A«mrioan plantation anti nn, of his previous 

African ozptora vho has circa boon mad* into a oluve a1co and 

Bold to the carp plantation ounor. Tiring out tho roacona in 

thin dialevuo why Atrican® wore ready, to seil other Afrioano. " 
(May qth and 13th) 

(b) $ of l collnharnt1 n 

There were numerous attempts to organise the lessons in accord with 

Piaiot'e insistence upon the need for children to diacuoc isaune with their 

peers (see Fart III and Part VI, Chapter 2). During; the first term's work 

on the history of the U. S. S. R. there are thug references in Appendix K to 

Cuch group activitieo as the following: * 

Division into groups (of their own choosing) for discussion of th 

remaining questions on Sheet II. Rough notes to be made of their ideas 

and answers to be written up for hoaetirork (September 12th). 

Groups of 4 or 3 pupils to be forted to dicauaa the features that 

should be taken into account vhan judging a king. (October 22nd) 

Class to divide into groups of 4 or 5 pupils to consider QuQction 3 on 

Sheet II and their opinion of Peter, and whether he deserves to be called 

"the Great". (November 14th) 

In groups, pairs, or on their own, as they wish,, to think of arguments 

which (a) a pro-Dolchevik and, (b) an anti-Bolshevik, would put forward on 

tho value to Russia of the 1917 Revolution. (December 17th) 

"This form would not have supported the Doleheviks". To be diecu3sed 
d 

initially in small groUp3, then volunte3rc to face each other end argem for 

and aiainst the motion. (December 191410 h) 

After tlro rather ad hoe arrangonento of Terra I it was docidod to try 

to organics discussion groups on aooiomatrio principles (cf. Evans 1962). 

The aociogram which resulted fron the pupils' first choice of one child 

with whom they would like to discuss the historical problems is shown in 

Appendix K (January 16th). ' The groups formed according to this sociogram, 

however, did not last long since those chosen often did not want to work 

with those choosisi them. For instance, a boy popular with the girls 
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(Number 1) said that ho much proferrocl working with an all-mole rroup whilo 

a "star" W (t; uub, r 23) refused to work with anybody (saa the comzant for 

January 30th, A radix K). By February 77th the groups, though loocaly 

based on the roculta'of the aooiorran, had boco: ao more teacher organiosd, 
(cee, also, the comz3nt for Fobruary 27th, Appendix IC). 

Group W clava diaourcaion continued thrrughout the final two terms# 

as the following crnaples indicates 

Division into rroupa for discussion and answering of the questions on 

Sheet YTI (an oxrnination of Jamaa I'a r®marka at the Hampton Court Conference 

1604. For exauple, qu3ctioa Wi 

"Find out what 'domoaracy' moans. Do you think that these ideas on 

Church rovornment miiht hcvo lid to eom kind of do ocrecy among the Puritenm? 

Give reasons for your answer. ") (January 30th) 

To discuss the intolerance in Naw EnCl nd in the seventeenth 

century. (February 11th) 

Division Into teacher-organiced groups ..... to discuss these queationnt 

"'What do you think about there points from the Declaration (of I 

Independence): 

(a) -All man ere created equal, 

(b) All cx3n have been riven certain rights by Cock ......... 
(February 27th) 

In small Froupa or individually, to think of some of the results of 

slavery end the slave trade today. (NAY 15th) 

In groups of their own choosing, to anauer tho revicionarq questions 

in Sheet XXXVI, each group reporting back to the class on their su'goationa. 
(June 5th) 
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CFA°. R , ý, ; Ati , NATYC? " M-. Will? Tit: 

ci'; r rtrT. 

hi or! t+torle (1) ß'h2 tars A^s+ "nA hip 

The recpencec of the cecondary pupils were graded on the samn reale 

(Table XXIV in Pert VI, pp.: 57-254) and in the saw manner an the ropliee 

of the primary school children (too Pert VI, p. 25h). 1xcmplee of incRiviAual 

replies considered at various develops ntal levels are given in Appendix 2. 

(2) Fr O ß! f1 two unp_rnn1yni" rr yrrtnnc, º was used to vecertain. if tho 

; racjes coma from the came population of grades (ýioý; e1 195A, pp. 1AAi_172) " 

The croups 3C, and 3T hccl to be considered separately from 30 since tha 

Spoken anzro were given on the different atoriec "The Russian Revolution" 

and "Slavery" (coo Part VII;, Chapter I). 

Tehla ? R, VTT Th'Frlerl; rin turn vCv +tlnnlyyi mfycri n 

nn the hlntorfralpnre r (rAoenAnrgrun1 

Flit ArrAtn ^'rrt r} 

3s aril 3T (combined) .27 P) .1 
sra4n 

IM . 5> P). 3- 

. r7Pc0_rýrj Äýiý_^nt+ 

33, end 3Tp (combined) . 01) P> . 001 

30 . S7 Pß. 7 

Thus results indicate that there was little difference in the level 

of the replies across the three spoken stories on tbo first testing for 

either group as imlicated in Table XLVII. On the oecoixi testing, houover, 

while the replies came from the raw population of replieo'ac far ao the 

children of 3C were concerned, in the case of 7:. - and 3T (combined) the 

null hypothesis has to be rejected. Those subjects answered at a hither 

level on "The Russian Revolution" than on the other two stories, where the 

averare scares were very ninilsr. 

The moans of the average grades on each historical passace (Table ILVIII), 

give the following infornation#' 
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2 hin X1. VTTT Morn r c+rn for cri hkn 

ntnrfrnl,, tcsr ný ý oc nY res ilttl 

Ancient The Norman The Ruraian 
Greece Conquest Revolution 

C'ccaaioa of cocio Prat Cecotx! Firnt second First Second C 

Boys h. 46 4.23 4.23 4.54 4.19 4.96 
33 

Girls 3.65 3.92 3.27 3.73 3.62 4.12 

Boys 4.46 4.73 4.42 4.77 5.04 5.31 
3T 

Girls 4.00 4.19 3.77 4.35 4.31 " 4.62 

Slavery 
boys 4.15 4.46 4.42 4.54 4.50 4.62 

3C - Girls 3.77 4.31 3.50 3.73 3.69 3. I9 

The Ruccian 
Revolution 

Hoye 4.15 4.58 
3c(2) 

Girls 3.00 3.77 

(a) The boys of every sub-group were firmly at the concrete operational 

level at the first assessmont With the boys of 3T being at the advanced 

concrete level on "The Russian Revolution". The mean scores,, of courLo, 

conceal the fact that some individuals were entering the'formal level on 
rik 

core of the stories. 

(b) The Frirls were lagging behind the boys at the first assessment on 

these stories, Only the girls of 3? approached the boys' level of grad®s. 

And 3 girls, although scoring significantly higher on the Manchester General 

Ability Test, scored lover than 3C girls on two of the threo stories. 

(o) There was a slirht but remarkably regular improvocaont in the mean 

scores for all sub-groups, boys ansi girls' oa the second occasion of testing 

Foht K An average score of 3 äenotea the beginning of the concrete 

operational store in relation to these pasnages. An avercge score of 
.5 

denotes the attain! rsnt of the advanced concrete operational_ota1s. 
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boys on "Ancient Crcoc, "). Thoio i: provoc, nta on taught and 

non-taucht stories are procuuub23' reflecting coo capnot of intellectual 

r, rowth. 
(d) Tho boys of 3`. ý chovod a bigger move nt on "Tho Russian Revolution" 

(+ .?? ) than did either the boys of 3T (+ . 34) or 3C(2) (* 943)t the 

difroronco, horacvor, was not cti niticcnt as the analyoio of covariance will 

show (too Table I. 1) . 
(a) The riric of'3C(2) made the 1nrgact Im rovc ont (+ . 77) on "The ßuocian 

Revolution" compared with 37, girls (+,, 50) and 3T girls (+ , 31)1 c pain, no 

differencß was significant acoordinr to tho analysis of covarianco (coo 

Table LI). 

(f) Tho an ccore of 3T boys on "The Russian Revolution" van olirhtly 

hither at the endwof their cecond year in School than vac the ccore of 

boys at the end of their third year; the sam3 vas true of 3T girls when 

compared with - girls, 
w1 

Since both the boys and Cir1s of . 
33 improved on "The Russian Revolution", 

a 't' test for related pairs was carried out to discover whether there was 

c significant improvement for the children of 32 on that story compared with 

the non-taught stories. There was a significant improvenont at the . 02 level 

of significance on comparing "The Russian Revolution" against "Ancient Creoco" 

but there was no significant difference against "The, Norman Conquest". This 

result was no doubt caused by the slight deterioration in the average acorn 

of 33 boys on that passage (sea Table XLVIII, p, 329), 

(3ý K 'r coefficient ofconcertlence "'ýt" 
. 

In order to discover if tha levels of responses were stably across 

tho stories, Kendall's coefficients of concordance were,, calculated for each 

sub-group. "J" indicates the degree of ascooiation between a number of seta 

of ratings (Siegel 1956, pp. 229-239). 
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'Tth]eX1. TT Kon; ni1lr ennffjCj*nt er anncnrcli 

^nt I n nv 1e ++f th n ticnn 
ories 

(3st 

3Z Boya . 801 P< . 01 

Girls . 662 P< . 05 

3T Boys . /99 . 20 7P . 10. 

Girls. . ä8 PG . 02 

3C Boys . 665 P< . 05 

Girls . 850 P . 01 

" (3 stories) 

Boys . 720 P . 02 

Girls . a35 Pc . 01 

3T Boys . 533 . 10 >P) . 05 

Girls . 553 . 10 P >. 05 

30 Boys . 778 P . 01 

Girls 1909 P . 01 

Two conclusions seen indicated by these recultst 

(a) The thinking remained relatively stable across the three stories on 

both occasions of assessment apart fron the boys of 3T (both teatime) and 

the girls of 3T on the second testing. In those sub-groups the pupils 

tended to react somewhat more differently on the various stories. 

(b) Values as large as the various coefficients of. concordance indicated 

did not arise by chance except in the cares of those sub-groups mentioned 

above. 

(4) ftgkea ei to enewro -on 
the eons tzr 

As vas cacntioned in Chapter I of this section (tee pp. 296 ) it 

has been suggested that subjects might gain higher grades if they 

allowed to write the answers rather than talk to the investigator. The 

average grades on the three spoken stories were therefore sma1ycod ajain: t 

the `ritten scores on one story ("Slavery" for an T'Th "The gunman 
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Revolution" for 3C). Tho rosulte ore given In Table L. 

yr 

h1 T, niffornn, no Tn mrfnrr , ncm on rnnkwn 

vor, amn t+rItt n nn 

sennA NM »Vpnt 

Boys N. ä. pG . 001 

Cirln 

Boys 

Cirln 

3C IIayn 

Girls 

N. S. 

H. S. F< . 01 

N. p 4.000 

P< 
. 01 NX. 

N. S. HIS, 

The cpokon and written replies are, of courco, confounded with 

differences of content, Within the 11aito of this confusion there in no 

evidence that the written replies were better than the spoken. Indeed# 

all the significant revulta'of Table L favour an oral reoponce. 'It might 

be by the time of the second occasion of testing that the taught 'pupils# 

apcrt from 33 Firls, had gained in confidence aril ease of , communication 

through having known the investigator as a teacher. The non-taught boys of 

3C, whose spoken replies were significantly better than their written on 

the first but not the second occasion* 1ht have become more self-onneoious 

with ß comparative stranger as they grew older. There ems however, rarely 

speculations. 

(5i The i4Pi nr cryvarl once 

As with the primary pupils, it was decided to use covaricnce analysis 

in order "to effect adjuataente in final or ter©inal Acores which will 

allow for differences in some initial variable* (Garrett,, p. 2 5). While 

strictly cpeakiz ; the date fed into the analysis of variance should compriie 

equal interval scales, it must be said that the use of analysis of variance 

in in widespread use where thee* assumptions are not strictly fulfilled, 

It is admitted that this is the cafe in the present study. With this 

provision in mind, the null hypothesis is that the apparent treatnnt effoct 
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is due to error. Thin can be confirmod or ro joctcd at different lovelu of 

vignificance by reference to tables of P ration. 

Vb1p 1.1 n of mº r, 4jtivtIm hn m t- cep w t+ 

_"Th' 
Rnrninn r yr, "1titjnn__"_t r th' lnlti"l., c+. rý n 

ea dt yFP 

aj r': v 3'T 
, 

0.15 1 0.15 0029 N. S. 
11.85. 23 0.52 

(b) v 3C(2) 3.39 1 3.39 9.69 . 01 
8.97 23 0.39 

(a) 3T v 3C(2) 1.51 1 1.51 3.62 N. N. 
9.59 23 0.417 

r T. 

(a) 33 v 3'T 0.19 1 0.19 0.56 N. S. 
7.99 23 0.34 

(b) v (2) 0 1 0.135 'N. 3. 0 .0 
2 

. 09? 

(e) 3T v 30(2) 0.44 1 0.44 1.13 N. S. 
9.07 23 0.39 

In contrast to the results obtained from the primary children, bore the 

content of the teaching programme did not lead to any significant iwprovos nt 

apart from when 3 boys vere compared against the boys of 3C(2). Further 

discussion of this result will be left until Chapter 4. 

Since the results on the 'Ptaught" passage were not significant,, it 

may be anticipated that the results on the related paosages are not likely 

to be sifnificant. Apart fron one result, this was indeed so, as can be 

seen in Table LII. 

4 

}ý 



TrbIn TIT-* ý nnlvvlp rof cover 1m vi h, toot-tea t 

nvý*r c^_rcrrý Q on thy, three p t, r ' i hý I nitial Hupr ot) 

eac+re rn t 

an dt v F P 

(a) 3": v 3T 0.19 1 O. 1R 1.89 N. S. 
2.21 23 0.096 

(b) 3v 3C 0.39 1 0089 3056 N. N. 
5.80 23 0: 2 

(c) 3T v 3C 1.37 1 1.37 9.79 4.01 
3.23 23 0. u 

c is 
(tt) v 3T 73. 0.2; 1 tl O,: Zfi 1.04 N. S. 

5.81 23 0.25 

(b) 33, v 3C 0.02 1 0.02 0.051 11.5, 
8.97 23 0.39 

(c) 32 v 30 0.05 1 0.05 0110 N. S. 
11.26 23 0.49 

Tho final cnalysin of covariance adjunted the nvera e ccoree on 

the three history passe es (second assoacrosant) for variations. in I. ß. 

As can be neon from Table LIII thi s analyeis of covariance did not load 

to any sirnificcnt results. 

Teble-UTT. of n , n&! ua t the -eia 

h am ccer+ae fmr va riations In 

as df v F P 

R OTS 
?v 3T 1.49 1 1.49 4.2 Rose 

8.11 23 0.35 

(b) 3. s v 30 0.02 1 0.02 0.04 U. S. 
23.17, 23 0.57 

(o) 3T v 3c 0.05 1 0.05 0.11 U. S. 
10.34 23 0.45 

c 
(a) 3v 3T 0190 1 0.90 2.31 N. S. 

9. ü6 23 0.39 

(b} 31- 4 30 0.03 1 0.03 0.04 N. S. 
19.00 23 0.83 

(a) 3T v 30 0.01 1 0.04 0.0 6, N. S. 
20.06 23 0.87 

334 
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(6) The PirpAtien mentn 

Friedman's analysis of variance was applied to the grades on the 

chemicals and balance experiments and the average grades on the three 

historical passages. - The results are given in Table LIV. 

Tnble LN The Frletlmnn two wnv nnalvsis of vsrinnee on the 

two Pis etie oblems Anti the h for igl 
_n -y r sý an ns es (soc o dor u pfl) 

First Assessment 

3E and 3T (combined). 
. 
"P < . 001 

30 . 02)P7.01 

Second fisye s' ent 

3E and 3T (combined).. 
", P <' . 001. 

30 4. P< . 001 

On both occasions the null hypotheclo'for 3'. and 3T (combined)mhas 

to be rejected, sub jecta. receiving higher grades on the- chemicala" than 

the balance and on the balance'than on the historical passages. Tho null 

hypothesis for 3C'also has to be rejected: these pupils also obtained 

their highest scores on the, cheaiicals experiment. 

A. Friedman two-way analysis on the' scores of all 76 subjects for the 

chemicals and balance, experiments alone also resulted in the null hypothesis 

being rejected, -the subjects on average receiving higher grades on the 

chemicals than the balance experiment. 

First Assessment 

3T and 3C (combined) P< . 001 

SSecond Assessment ' 

3E, 
. 
3T 'and 3C (combined) P< . 01 

Kendall's coefficient of concordance wal'also calculated for the 78 

subjects on the two Piagetian experiments and'the average grade on the three 

historical passages. This produced a similar coefficient for both occasions 

of assessment: 

First W=0.120 P' . 001 

Second- W, = 0.422 "P (. 001 

vi 
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These coefficients indicate that there wate only a modest degree of 

consistency across the two Piagetian experiaants and the average historical 

scores: 

That the historical , passages and two Piagetian experimonte are not 

involving exactly the same thinking skills seems supported by the results 

of factor analysis in the'following section. All experience suggesto that 

thinking is likely to be higher in school-based science and mathematics 

than in respect of history, History, in other wordd, is a mature subject 

in which formal or explanatory thinking comps'relativelr, later. In these 

circumstances one would not expect high correlations between the scores at 

the ages at which the precent subjects were tested. ' One would, of course, 

anticipate rauch hither correlations at, say, the ages of, s©venteen to 

eighteen years. 

(7) Factor-analysis 

The data collected from various sources on the second occasion , of 

testing was submitted to factor analysis. -Since the data obtained on 

several of the tasks were markedly skewed, the scores-on the variables were 

split as close to the modian as possible and phi-coefficients calculated, 

Principal Component Analysis was obtained, "the factorisation being continual 

only as long as the eigen value was greater than one. Components werd 

rotated to a Yarimax solution as indicated in the following cables. The 

following factors in Table LV were clearly interpretable. 

Factor I reflects the teachers' estimates of personality* motivation 

as revealed by the Aberdeen Academic Inventory, measured intelligenco and 

performance on the Series and Numerical Analogies teak. In respect of 

personality coo halo-effect is probably at work. 

Factor II is concerned with the verbal passages on hißtory, certain 

of the questions used to assess moral judgments also loading on this factor 

(cf. Finget, 1932, p. 40h where he affir©s that there is. a. "para11e1ism 

existing between moral and intellectual development"). 
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Factor III cupgests the ability'to carry out combinatorial operations. 

Both social class and teacher judgment of self 'confidence have loadings on 

this factor. Loadings on the chemicals experiment and self confidence are 

shown also for the primary pupils on Factor V of Table XXXV (zoo p. 269). 

The remaining factors appear to reflect specific features of the test 

variables; only the more' interesting of the loadings will be considered: 

here. High scores on the'neuroticism variable (Factor IV) seem opposed to 

high scores on the motivation variable. Extroversion is loaded most heavily 

on Factor V. For these pupils at least there dooo not seem tobe any 

loading of intelligence on this factor. The balance experiment has a high, 

loading on Factor VI. 

t 



T, b1'LV mit n, , n, - nn ýºr! 
ýo c+ýýnnjr _f 

r__ nrrýºr ' nt. (! '. 'ý9 nlitnr r ritriini 

Tn nt, r `t nr T! (,. nA I)rf, L 

Tests I IZ III IV V VI 

1. I. Q. . 5900 
2. : erieaý anti HH=errical Analogies A074 . 3979 

3. Extroversion . Eý39 

4. 23ouroticier . 7697 

5. 1"iativation . 4934 -0.4155 
6. Ancient Greece . 6930 

7. The Norman Conquest . 300 . 6732 

I, Attitude to History in School . 5556 

9. Chomiedle . 7263 
100 Balance "1512 

11. N. J. Q. 4(s) Indent Greece . 7492 . 4188 

12. Ancient Greece . 5032 

13. N. J. Q. 3(b) The Norman Conquest . 4422 

14. M. J. Q. 7 The Norman Conquest -0.3509 -0.4327 
15. Social Class A406 

16. Position In Family 

17. Self confidence . 4750 0(97 . 3143 -0.3273 
18. Will power . 7459 

19. Desire to excel . 9031 

; 0. Con cientiouana a . 7702 

21. Desire to know . 7691 

22. Originality . 7487 

23. Coauon sense . 7197 

24. Intellii ence . 9233 

Percentaro Variance 22.5923 8.9933 A. 0912 6.8725 5.4326 5.7729 
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To try to avoid any unduo influ nro of tho teacheral acoonon"nty, 

another Varinax Solution was obtainid from trurto*n verihbloo. 

ýt ,V *ý o rý nx rý nr ýh n Ati en t1l') 

rý rn tý 1, ++ t r+ ýT . tt 

Pot t$. ' _Feo tr t:; t, AIrra 

Torte 11 ni IV v vi 
1. I. Q. . 7992 

2. Cerie o and Numerical J. n1ories ANA 

3" Extroversion 

!.. V©uroticiaa -0.3150 

5. Motivation - . 7641 

6. Ancient Greece . [960 

7: Tho tioraan Comm ut . 7443 

$: Attitrxia to History in School 

9. Chemicals 

10. Hrilcncfl 

U. N. J. Q. 4(a) Indent Greece 

. 7427 

. 6519 

. 64% 

-0.7357- -0.3299 

"9808 

"hi24 
12. M. J. 0.5(a) Ancient Greece . 7137 

13. M. J. Q. 3(b) The tior n Conquest . 5812 . 4507 

14. M. J. Q. 7 The Norman Conquest . 529 

Percentage Variance 1('. 2143 9.900 10.3002 10.92 i6 7.9197 

Factor I show a loading on the verbal passages and three of the 

questions used to across moral Judgments in relation to history (ot. Factor 

II of Table LV). 

Factor II loads on the Aberdeen Academic Motivation Inventory. Geores 

on the verbal reasoning test do not load on this factor, providing; 
, 
eo e 

support for Entvictle's auFgestion (1969, p. 183) that, "the inventory In 

measuring a non-intellectual trait independently related to school 
> .r-rws1 

attain nt". 

Factor III losch high scores on the nourotioiom continuum cnd', alvO on 

attitt a'to history in school. 
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Factor IV retlootu P/vtod components; Factor V aoor©o on tho balance 

anci Factor VI loads most heavily on oxtroveraion. 

t 

sirr: st: ttý:: tst 

6 

x 

i 
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Frlý 'i" fit jt_1 (? -fotii3 (U TIM. RVVTLT 

(1) Thy hintnrtcnl ntflrlwn 

Whila tha a rinontal work with tho primary chilrtren proxtuaac cony 

cuugoctivo rosultc, the fiMIn(n from the coootrarp school pupiin are loco 

optimistic with regard to the accoloration prorracm. All the sub-croups 

had at the least entered the concrete operational p4riod at the titer of 

the first acceoc ont (Table ZivilI) with the boys of 3T at. the advanced 

concrete level on "The Ruccian Revolution". For voce reason, poooibly 

their interest in contemporary events, this eraU 1r oup of thirtoen boya 

veem3d to reEponi particularly well to this paaewwo. Such a roeponee, 

combined with their significantly hither measured intelligence, would mn 

to: have riven the bops of 3T an advantage over the boyo of 3 in relation 

to the topic of the Russian Revolution. While the wan reu grcöea 
(Table XLVIII) show that the boys of 33. did improve their scoren more than 

did 3T boga after the y*ecr's teachiii, this ioprovonnt van not at a 

significcnt level, according to the analysis "of covariance (Table Li). 

Against: ý0(2) boyar however# the analysis of covariance does indicate that 

the scores of 3: boys ire. significantly hirhsr after, oone yvarto teaching* 

Can it 
_ba assummid that the teaching procram had had eomo affect when the 

results cr0 contrasted with those from boys uho'did not study Russian 

history within their history lassona during their third year at secondary 

cra ar cahool't 7 

" Such a recult did not hold for girlo. They did not take czzy 

oignffice. nt process on the taucht story a rainst either 3T or 30(2). Th3co 

girls were at the earlier'otagea of concrete operational thinking on thoir 

first caasaaint (Table XLVIII). The-typo of ' do e1op ont to bo oxjoctod, 

r0otnntiq tx An it happenod, although the history syllabus for 3C(2) did not 

inclice iiuasiun history, the pupils had discussed fortuitously the Revolution 

through an Englich teacher's historical and analytic perspective on "Animal 

Faro",, a cat book for the third year. 
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porhaps, was that of consolidation at tho concrete lovol (of. Walltico 1972, 

ceo p. 13! ). Reco, irch evidence cited in port V (for axw plo, McNally 19700 

Darien 1945, furvurd 1970, do Silva 19x9) shown that at the ere of 13 to 14 

years most children viii be at the concrete level on verbal paoacren. 

Possibly the style of teaching van too for ahead of their thinking, levels 

for a nm-aber of ; ir1o in 33.; that in, thoro van too bid; a gap bntuoon tho 

cchemos they poccoecod and the ochecon domadod by the organisation and 

precentration of the material. In auch circuastancoa, it is likoly that 

pupils will aseicailate with' distortion or turn away in apathy. 
In the ovont, 

a few of the rir1o revealed perplexity, oonrwion ami occasional rociottnc© 

when nskod to produce their own ideas on tho historioal data. Mord than 

once the quory roves "Can't you just give us notes to copy? " As was 

explained in Chapter I of this section the girls of 3C stood out from the 

other female sub-froupo on a number of important manures auch its 

motivation, social clues axx extroversion (coo p. 291). let, despite ceeoing 

dicadvantagea like theco, the girls, of ,3 
did improve their thinking akille 

over the year. Some individuals proereccod very wall on "The Russian 

Revolution" but their nova nt was fron the preoperational to the concrete 

levels. ' Thom included two of the least willing and most vocal of the 

groups 

First Aýaý ^a*trt " SeConA A$m +nt 

CCL 2.0 1.. 0 

FOX 2.5' 4.0 

They acre presu ably lagging behind the developmental level expoctod of 

their age group on the first assessment. At tho least, the teaching 

prograon did not leave them in that position as far as scores on "Ihe 

Russian Revolution' were concerned.. Not enough girls, however, maule 

similar pro rocs, a su er remaining at the sac concrete . 
level on the two 

occasions. Hence, there uns a lack of statistical significance when the 

girls' scores were compared acrpas sub-groups. 
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The rccultu on the tatuht story may# thoroforo, demonstrate tho 

bena£icial but coition ctatictically r, i ; nirioant attooto of tho teaching 

procran. Aa with Milan (1971), the content of the couroo, ponnibly in 

allianco with the : othodo uced, cooca to have had soso slight offoot 
ton 

the rcoponrou of 3ü children but thin was not gufficiant to compensate for 

the natural develop, nt of the pupils in the other cub-groupu. 

On tho Coro important criterion of thinking on roleted tacks, there 

are not even alight grounds for optimism regarding the effects of the 

teaching programs. The boys of JT improved their average scorns on the 

throe ctoriea cgainat 30 boys but not against those of 3i (Table LII). Tho 

boys of 3, r however, did not produce a etatiatically superior porfor nce 

against tho control group. Not one single analysis bran significant 
, 
for any 

of the girls' sub-groups. 

From these results it wens that ve have'to agree with Inheldor and 

Sinclair (19690 p. 42) that, the avolut ion of oporativity is callsab1e only 

within certain limits imposed by the laws of davelopsrnt". It also appears 

that it is morn difficult to advance from the concrete or intermediato 

concrete/formal to the formal level than it is to move from the Fooporntiona. l 

or transitional to the concrete levels in history, Stokes (1970) and Mi1e8 

(1971), have su, geated that formal thinking within verbal contexts is evident 

only after the ara of 16 genre. It may be that a more suitable ago Croup 

with whoa to try' to advencn thinking skills in history its. the fifth yonr 

in Enjlish sacozxicrry schools. The results with theao above-average subjacts 

in their third year at eeoonäery school would ccea to provide another proof 

that the movemnt towards formal thinking in history is uneven, limited and 

gonorally slow. 

(2) 7he im a �y rir nnh nr mrn 

Results from the Fried== two way analysis of variance teve pp. 335-3$) 

aril Kandall'g cooffioiont of concordance (b a 0.420 on the drat oocasionj 

0.22 on the oQaoad) au govt that vhilo the grades on the throe arenn Of 
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"xporimantation did not contradict each other,, there is only a moderate 

degree of zupport indicated for the oxictonce of n atructu o dloncemblo. 

Such a concluzicn would coon to be supported by the roeanrch evidence of 

other inveati4; storc euch as Davies (196 Hart (1971) and Loclviok (1972) 

(case Part V, pp"x-213). 

i3) F; ctrr InAlYr! 1 

Factor analysis of the various features derived from the nccocc: ant 

of the cocondcry pupils sOOQa to land no" confirmation to the results 

disounceci in the previous eoctiona. 

(a) Tho historical pasasCee load on diffaront factors from the cha icilo 

or balanco experiments. 

(b) The chemicals experiment loads on motors associated morn with 

emotional- ant social than specifically intellootual variable. For oxa plo, 

in Table LV Factor III loads chemicals,, social class ark! teaoheret octirante 

of self-confidence; in Table LVI chomicnls is opposed to bii; h acoraa on 

neuroticis u wnrl attitude to history in school. 

(a) Unlike the maulte with the primary pupils (too Table XXXV, 

Factor IV cnt Table XXXVI9 Factor I), the balance experimont loads on 

factors other than those shoving loadings on the verbal comprehension 

pascrge0" 

(d) With those pupils* train in contract to tho primary# the 

Intellectual features such an I. Q. soores tended not to appear on tho came 

factor as ccor©c on the verbal pascegoo. The only other variables loading 

with any regularity on the cams factors as the verbal passcros wro the 

gtstions asaossod on the criteria for moral judgsnts. It has boon argund 

in respect or the previous rscearch (Hallam 1966) that a quoction ouch asp 

no you think William of Normandy was a crt)1 man? " Is not ans®a©ing an 

historical juicaont but simply demanding a moral roaponre. An for na the 

results with there aacondM pupils are concerned, it would app. cr that 

the qu: 3ctione r. rrd'od for moral juc! g ants arQ asking both for moral judawnto 
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and logical rocponcoc, or that the criteria ore not differentiated in a 

clear enough manner, or that Picgot woo correct when he aaevrtvd that, 

"Logic ic'tho morality of thought juast an morality in the lone of action" 
(1932, p. 404). 
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Th* doccriptive tiscffnpc of this rc Groh appocr to support to C. r1urant 

that,, riven the present educational and social c1t to, e0vancod forma of 

thinking develop relatively late inn subject ouch nn history. While there 

was a certain criount of Into tns linty of levels of rn v, rs an betw, on the two 

ape groups atu3tacl (coo, for example, the aontract"d cnavorc in narrt II, 

pagan 14: ß-U)) the s , oral picture rooms fairly clear. On the first occasion 

of a nnvc nt, , in the chi1c rcn of aversre ability ware entr rites their third 

yocr in the prinrry rchool, the ccorea in rennrot mare at the transitional 

cta ;a b®tvian pr-oirrctienal and concrato cporationt1 thinking (coo Tablet 

X1Yi, p. 2 O). Cu tho coco: v occasion, thought while theco psi. ry chilciron 

on average yore mcir ; tcvards the early ataroc of concrete operational. 

thinking, the boys of 11 %mro rrseed at tho early cencrate level on the tour 

criterion passtgea, the pir1s of 1: wire sizflar17 vra4ed on the two "tziurht" 

stories, while the rir1c or IT hui entoreA, that pariod on the two "non-taucht" 

stories. The cecon try pupils tendon to move rr c'! un1ly within the concrete 

Foo ate 

1 When rer it the follovinr discussion it mur+t be re hared that tho 

ca person did the teachizr oncl tho post-testing, although the protocols 

derived from the post-totting voce acseczed by iriiepowlent jur! gea as wall as 

the investigator. In a r3recrch desirn ouch co thin, it ueoms almost 

impossible for a person other than tho teacher-invosticntcr to carry out than 

E. rcluoun tack of tostinF the children urho hr been tauj-ht duriz ± the arg 

ocpccially when clinical-typ interview UO uCt'rl, obtaining than pupi2. c' 

rcplies on the various historical piccSccc took about 15 school days for ouch. 

of the primary nrA cccont? sry groups, cix school Koka in total. Even if 

sow rno hI erred to do this tcstirj, no doubt in return for pcymnt, thoro 

still vould have been tho difficulty or fi. ndinp a pardon with tho nacoecarp 

de e of expertise in thin fielt. 
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period during thoir third ynur et reooneary school, with tho boyo of 37 

roachinF the advanced concrete level on the ^taurht" ctory "Tho Rucaian 

Revolution" on both ooocßiono of testing. 

When the possible effects or the teaahinp rrojrara:, aa with the two or, * 

rroup8 came to be scrutinized, statistical analysis revoalod differences 

between the measured responses of the priuary and secondary pupils. The 

ensuing; discussion will be concentrated on the results derived from the 

analysis of covariance since factor analysis vas ucod moroly as an adjunct 

arxi not to examine the data in minute detail. Analysis of covariance 

indicated that the scores of both the boys and girlo of Chas 1E improved 

significantly against the two control groups 1T and 1C on the "taucht" ctcry 

"Marry" (coo Table XXVIII, p. 2 2), while there was no significant difference 

between the scores of the boys of IT and 1C, and the girls of IT and 1C. 

The improvemmnt noted for the girla of 1E hold egainat the girls of both 
. 1T 

and 1C when the mean scorns on "Mary" and "More" together were covariated 

against the initial scores on "Mary". Such a result did not obtain, however, 

for the boys of 1I against the boys of 1T. It has already been postulated 

that such a variable improvomont in responses on "taught" stories seems to 

denote what Kohlberg (1970) has called a "Type II" change (lies Tart II, p. 93 

and Part VI1 p. V4 ), that is, a atruotural roorganisation did not occur 

since it cannot be claimer that the chaa was general over a field of 

rerponcea, nor van the question of irreversibility tested. This suggestion 

appears supported by Strauss' (1972, p. 331) distinction between structural 

elaboration cud structural transformations, elaboration being teen in the 

1etrntng of rules how to apply a atruoturo (ago Pnrt II, p. $U4. Posaib2y, - 

for example, the chilc! ren of 13 had "learnt" useful algorithm, albeit in a 

meaningful manner, with regard to relationships within the Turior royal 

family, the number of countries of which )Lary was Queen, and so on. This is 

not to ssy that auch "Typo II" chanrec can havo no effect on structural 

transformation, Kohlberg (1970, p. 44) ramarkinp, that the "COPAitivo 
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d. vo1op ntaltot neither olaimo, nor has proven, that ®x rriencoa of content 

learning have no effectu at all upon atructural rocrrcnicaticn". Indeed# he 

thinks that chances in an "ovort responco ..... may be ooaaposod or vcrioun 

mixtures of Type I structural roorranisation and Typo 11 content lorrnin4 

(op. cit., p. 1.5). While maintaininC, that a"topical structure is reached only 

through internal equilibration, Pircot himself r o? n not disavow that 'a 

particular act of learning may help tovards the eventual e®volop nt of 4 

logical structure, although any imdiste learning is restricted to the 

specific case of training (see Fart IT, pp. 143-144)" Hajoribanks (1974) 

also refers to an hypothesis or McCall (1970,1972) that the absorption of 

"early environ-wnts" may produce "unoboorvable propensities which are latent 

until later developonta1 stores" (op. cit., pp, 272«273). Banco, vhilo it is 

safer to sap that the improvomonts noted through the analysis of covarianco 
ey 

wore probably a result of these children baoonfnf more familiar with the 

material and variables used in the questions (cf. Almy 1970 in Part 11, 

pp. 117-1191and Milos 1971 in Part V, pp. 197-199), the reoulto do not coon to 

preclur! e absolutely the posn1bilitp that somv structural reorranisstion may 

have occurred,, especially as Kohlborg (1970) states that "content" and 

"structure" may be more intermixed in eo, content areas than others (coo 
wy 

Pert II, p. 95). 

The problem of the nature of the ohiaren seen in the analysis of 

covariance is mot $$ain when the important criterion of trenctsr or thinking 

is considered. Considering the primary bops' scoroa alone, when the 

average rrides on the three $tcriee of the ceconr oecaoion of accoectent 

were covariated ajainst those of the first occasion, the ccorao of 1T boys 

ware significantly bottar than those of either 1T or 1C, whoraan 1T bops 

did not brzove cgainßt 1C boya (coo Table XXX, p. 264). Could the ahme 

on the part of lE boys be structural in nature? The chances appeared 

general across a variety of passages anO alao seemacl qualitatiro Occordit 

to the rrcdaa given by the ucen5ara on the two occasions. It hna to b© 
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noted, though, (soe Table XiVi, p. 260) that the avoraro scorns of IT boyn Sara 

the lowest of any sub-Troup for two of tho stories on the initial occasion of 

aasesamont. Were there boys lerrinr behind the dovelop: nuta1 level axT"cted 

of their age Croup? If this were too they might have had a more difficult 

task in, devolopint their thinking skills, Inholder (Green of a1 1971) 

remarking that the lower the child's initial level, the more that progress 

tends to be limited to one apoaifio bold or even to one specific type of 

problem'(see Fart II, p. 140). 

Aa bus already boon coccribad, the girls or 1T not only ucor. d higher 

than any other sub-group on all but oai story on the first occasion of 

assessment (Table XWYI, p. 260), but vere also of a higher moaaured 

intelligence than &ay other cub-group. Moreover, they scored the highest on 

a number of desirable motivational, social and personality chcrßcteristico 
(see part 'iii p. 222, p*226 and p. 2. r"9). Hence, while being out stripped by 13 

girls over the yoar on the '"tauiht" rtoriee, their superior abilities want 

that they caintained their load in Cenral. -Interaction with particular, aothoda 

can facilitate improved anc ors only to a certain extent. It would appears 

then, that more developed intellectual structures ware aaeiating the girls 

of 1Tv possibly co btnsd with thoir desire to explore and uaderatand the 

data. This could have led to now fora of cognitive conflict t009 Fart Is 

pp. 63-64)" And this cocnitive conflict is intrinsic, Elk. ind (Croon at al 

1971, p. 25) pointing out that intrinsic motivation resides in the child and 

not in procedures: "It is the child who cost, at any riven point in ti*o, 

choose the methods of learnitu; and the materials that are reinforcing to 

jib, " (ibid. p. 25),, 

An far as the priory results us concerned, it vou1s coon that w have 

reached the conclusion that, while factors outside, the particular context 

of the claacroor and school situation will have p7rveaive effects on 

thinking in Ceniral, teaching, a particular body of knowledge in certain uayo 

may land to improved thinking within that content area and, possibly# in 

certain circumstanced transfer to related taako of a similar structure, 
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}provided that there ure not too jreat divcrepanoivo between the, children on 

such variables an aiotivation1 manured intollitenco and poraonality 

characteristics. Do those ranulta hrme some relevance for the teaching of 

hietcry to rimary school children aged from 9 to 10 yearn? 

During, recont yaara there has been an omphestn placed on the use of the 

local environmsnt as a basis for than ctuzy of history in the primary school. 

Roger. (1968, p. 50)" indeed, considers that there has been "an over-'omphanin 

on the near, the local, , or 'if you will, the parochial". lie quotas Blyth'a 

(1965) reference to local studies being "an opiate of the peanantry"j 

often, "Arcadian and bucolic" in nature (op. cit., p. 45). If there has boon 

this stress on the local onviron ont, no doubt one causa was the teachera'- 

realisation of the limitations in children's thinking. "The syllabuass 

(in history) ..... taut always be based on the clear aosuoption that 

children of junior school-ego are not-logically minded ..... that their 

attention is of the uensuous and not of the intellectual type# anti that it 

can, therefore, be successfully directed only to objects end not to ideas 

cal beliefs" (Strong 1964, quotod in Rogan, p. 35). Rogers attributes the 

rationale for this approach to the influence of Piaget on the primary 

school curriculum, stating that Piapt's finiintºa "coem to have had an unduo 

influence ..... leading to overtly cimplictic, intellectually uneemanding' 

studies emphasising the 'concrete', sAd (therefore) the Nearby, uhile 

consistently putting oft more challenging approaches that mipht begin to 

develop more complex thinkint: strategies and studies at much earlier ago 

levels" (op. cit., p. 40). 

In IlEht4 of Borers' ctomiante, what can be postulated so the e ohiovewnto 

of this research? On the *tauiht" story *Mai7" there wax a significant 

improvement of the experimental group over both control ±roupol 1T and 10, 

This would appear to chow that# on avoraeo, the pupils of 13 were more able 

to comprehend the data or a passage c! aaling with the traditional stuff of 

history cyllabusea, teen in their vraap of rolationchip® vithin a royn2 
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family troop inforancoo drawn from famous events in Coottich history, and 

simple judrwntn on th© chief character (coo, for example, BU 'a ancver on 

Mary in Appendix 09 p. 33). It in cortain]. y not olaimid, though, that the 

children appreciatod the complicated noxua of events end emotions 

surrounding Mciry'e life in Scotland. 

The raw averago scoroc (Table WIC p. lO) chow both the boo and 

girls of L: at the concreto level on the story of More while the boys aryl 

girls of 1T were movin towards that level. Th, tollo iin would aoam to 

be cone of the implioationc of thoco rg ulta. Th3 chi1t ran of 11# on 

average, shoved comprehension of Dimple causation in human atfaiars# for 

example, in anworix the question, 'qhy mtjht Henry fth want a divorce? " 

(too, for instance, AV-Ia answer in Apponclix C. p. 39), or, "'s'hy eo you think- 

Henry vented everyone in En. lanc to swear the oath? " Simple jur'fm*nta wore 

requested on the two main protefoniets in the story. The children were 

asked for explanatieac of complex concepts euch to "oath" and "traitor", 

and had to place their explcnaticns within the context of vixteonth 

century Enrland. Classification clkills had to be demonstrated with regard 

to the Christian Church (Questionc2(a) and 2(b)). Referring to a statement 

euch as, "Farm is the capital of Prance", Furth (1970, p. 7%) commonto 

that the child of Devon years "does not have the spatial, temporal, or 

social perspectives to place (this) new information on a firm operative 

basis". Such knovit to Furth is "firurative ardio t level op®rativa"1 

that iss the child "knaWc ooze contiiurationc about a place (the particular 

numm) but he does not usxiorctenc the nature of the place and its relation 

to other places". Furth root on to contend that if auch a typo of "knowing" 

is unduly strewed, then it ctn be harmful since the child will learn 
, 
to 

talk by rote (op. cit., pp. 76-? 7). Talking by rota, according to Furth, 

should be dircourcred since the cht]A should be encouraged to talk with 
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unc! eratandinc. It in questionable, however, whether it has yet boon 

proved that rote-leerning will inrvitably hendiccp later thinking. In 

relation to what the Plowden Report (W7# p. 230) may have meant by the 

"alphabet" of history, Furth is surely oxnggerattng the dangors of 

"knowing" figuratively about places and people? It in likely that many 

adults function at a low operative level-when listontrARs any, to the nova 

on current events and simply accept that 'Porte is the capital of France" 

without considering "the nature of the place". One wondora also about 

Furth's contention that only at the age of thirteen yoara will the child 

"have a spontaneous intellectual curiosity to renn ber the name (of 

Perin), whereas in the younger child the learning of that nano will 

require strong extrinsic motivation" (1970, p.? %). It may be that younger 

children are more willing than the older to learn about the basic data of 

history - the nacres of kings and queens, places at which events occurred, 

voyages, social conditions - provided that the material is interectinR 

and cuu'e appropriate to their thinking lovels. 

The evident ability of the children in 13 to perform fundamental 

operations auch as classification on historical data would also seem to 

have implications for the never type of history teaching. If children 

of such everspe ability could deal with the complications of family trees` 

divisions of the Christian Church and abstract concepts like "traitor", than 

presumably they sticht also be able to study transcripts of, photo-copies or, 

and, perhaps, even historical documanta themselves, provided those documents 

are relevant to the children's int, resta, readinc levels and general ability. 

In the licht of the present findinj , it would not appear to be asking too 

ouch of similar children aced 10 years to have them eataloninc, listing 

and classifying, say, carefully selected sections of parish records or 

council minute books. They nicht discover, for axavple, the occupations of 
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people living in a certain part of a town at two different periods, 4oduco 

the typo°of living, conditions there at those times, than contract auch 

conditions with those existing, in their day. Or they might list the area and 

caus©©, of deaths in two different parishes, compare and contrast their 

findings, and pocaibly begin to try to find acceptable historical reasons 

for any differences in the death rates. In a concrete manner they would be- 

doaling with present traces of the 'past and seeing the process of change 

through ti*, reflecting two aspects of Elton's (1967) definition of 

history (see Part IV, pp. 164-165). In the latter ©xuple, if the children 

showed that they could hake valid connectional rightly bated on the evidence 

available i- then they might be starting; on the process of historical analyaia - 

"colligation" for tclah (19A7 - ace Part 1V, p. 172). 'Such interesting work 

could obviously provide the basis for further valuable research. 

While no one method or technique could be adduced fron the " present 

research as a means of developing thorn easontial preliminary skills of 

accurate and careful observation, (Kit eon Clark 19; 7, p. 2% the following 

seem reasonable proposals to help to account , for the significant improvemant 

on the "taught" story of 1L'a scores over the year when covariatod egainat 

the scores of IT and 10. 

(a) The* children in the oxperimontal group vero constantly challongd 

to try to find their own solutions to the problems odt. Whether no a class, 

in Ismail groups, as pairs or no individuals, they were riven the answer only 

if all else failed] "all else" in this context inoiuling such devices an 

posing quactions to-other groups or other children, rephrasing the problom, 

having the' children Fo to reference books or return to the perticulcr 
, pc e 

in their own books which contained the relevant information, and oo`on (see 

Fart VI9 Chapter 2 and Appendix E and G), The approach essentially won-to 

try to create conditions or cognitive conflict which might load to 

structural chen e rather than to pravido instruction which conc3ntrated on 

modelling the "correct* reeponce. A eonnoious and oontinu"d effort van "ade 
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to avoid being "unilateral" in the wthods adopted. Thorn moy have bean n 

relationship hero to Moc±fil's (1974) explanation of Piagot's coin onta on 

active m©thoiss "the teacher will be involved in creating situations and 

constructing initial devices in order to present problems to the child" 

(op. cit., p. 273). Further f he will "provide counter oxumploa which compel 

reflection and reconsideration of over hasty solutions" (ibid. p. 273). 

(b) Despite Piaet's affirmation of the importance of social 

co-operation among, children to help in the, dspslop, nt of thought, it cannot, 

be proved that this was an essential factor in the present r©Laarch". Xn, 

view of Thompaoa's (1972) conclusion, admittedly concerned with quantitative 

learning, that co-operation among pupils, whether joint or essociative# 

roculted in noither treater nor lees loarnin;,, it sooon doubtful that the 

co-operative wthoda adopted with 1E in thasaeelven affected the rsoultu. 

Modgil (1974), however, concludes fron come work by Hurray (1972) with 

children of average mental age of 6=7 years on a number of conservation 

tasks, that )Iurray'e data emphasises the educational role of social 

interaction in the transition from egocentrism to operational thought" 

(op. cit., p. 391). }arrays subjects, however, were retested only seven days 

after the group discussion Messions, an interval of tim which Piaget would 

not acnsider sufficiently lengthy. All that can be said on the results with 

tho children of I. azyl 1T is that the children of L ceeod to enjoy 

working together (of. Evans 1962, p. 74), an impression supported by the 

response when the teachers of the two classes asked their pupils whether they 

b&d enjoyed , sttz yinc history during the year* All but one, in L: said that 

they hadi whereas fourteen of the total number in IT (not necessarily those 

in the research sample) dsolarred they had nott a result found embarrassing 

by the teacher of IT who had no ilea of the purpoao of the research. 

(a) Fro* the point of viev of thorn loaoane vlich seotod, to give the 

children of li tho greatest i=aciiata : attßtaatioa, tMaa appoartd aaong 

tho 'ore auaeosafuls 
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Date rgrA x! 

Throu; h discussion on reproductions or sofa 
of hoonardo's paintings, to describe the October 10th p. 50 
chief events in his life, 

and 

To recd the dialogue (Shoot I) and dicouse 
the questions on the cahievom'nts of October 12th pp. 58-60 
Leonardo. 

To discuss how various opinions can bo hold October 2th 
of the ae peroon, roleitinr thin to iienry November ixt pp'6'ý' 5 
Sth. 

Through physical riovement to chow the 
reletionchips among mombore of the Tudor November 7th pp. 65-67 
royal family. 

To write a play about More, cad record it. Dtcembmr 5th 
p. 75 7th and 12th 

To imagine thomselve8 co commiscionern an 
a mans of helping in the explanation of soso January 9th pp. 75-76 
reasons for the dissolution of t'he and 11th ar i Shoot 
monasteries. VI p. 77 

To find out information and explanations February 15th, 
through heuristic xark. 20th, 22nd, pp. 87-110 

29th 

To use illustrations of coatu as a 
concrete moans of shoving some of the 
differences between life in the sixteenth 
century and the present dip. 

To learn about the main evento in the life 
of Yary, Qu©on of Scoto and write a play 
on them, 

To core sind contrast the voyages of 
Drake and Chichester* 

March 7th q 
12th wul 14th pp. 111-113 

March 19th, 
21ut , 26th, PA"1ý'3-119 
2th. April 2nd 
anA 4th 

May 23rd P, 6130 

To loam about tho main events of the May Both aM 
Ar=da through an %action eaap*. Jung 13th PP"131-132 
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While there are »re1y i: Froo®ionc gain d through participating with 

the children in lecrnin r situations, it doon seem possible to observe norm 

00= On e1em; nta among the leauone euch an the appreciation or a story, 

the diecunsion of hiatcrical characters, imaginative works heuristic study 

and physical activities. It ehoulci be "mrhasiced, howver, that all 

activities were eubou d to the over-riding; aim of havin ; tho children oat 

in a logical mannor towards the content of the history syllabus. 

The genoral conclusion from the reeult® of the work with the primary 

children would seem to be that to query, poce probleao, challenge and 

re-phr, aae gwstions within the context of a teacher--orf pt . cad opllnbun and 

teccher-lnitistod Methods does not disallow the possibility of the 

occurrence of cow improvearjnt or thinking skills, at least within the 

context or the history syllabus boing follo d. Wb9ther more spontanaous 

aetivitteo, initiated and developed by the children themselves,, possibly In 

relation to simple primary oourcea, would lead to more profound changes,, 

possibly at the level of structural trans formation,, to another gcsistion 

which needs to be investigated through further reaoarch. 

The results trag the pupilo or secot csy are did not chow such a cloar 

trorxi. Accarding to the analysis of covariance, to only results which 

reached the level of significance were thong in favour of 3 boys against 

30(2) boge on "The Russian Revolution"; and 3T boyo a'athct 3a boys on the 

average grades of the three historical passages (coo Part ßf22, Chapter 3, 

Tables Ll and LU. ). The boys and girls of 3T have been noted as being-of 

a superior, intellectual ability and rather more motivated towards learning 

than any other of their respective sub-groups (see Part VIII Chapter 1). 

The girls of 3T have been shown to be significantly more intelligent sxxl 

care motivated than those of M (too Part VII, pp. 290.291). Sow of the 

pupils of 3? operated in a very active manners querying information in a 

sonsiblo way (seo Part VII, Chapter II). A most poworfui teaching prorram e 

with 33 would have been needed to overcome such initial advant+irde, 
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oapooially within the relativoly short poriod of teaching tiDo. Thorn may, 

also be other pocsiblo reasons for the failure of 33 pupils to ovorteka T 

pupils over the year. It may be that the mathoda adopted with 3' and '3T 
yore not different enough, although the loamon notes in Appendix K Would 

seem to indicate that the children of 3T wore expected# st 
Tlecat 

overtly, 

to be a great deal more passive than were the children of (soe# for 

example, the leccon with 3T on March 20th (Appendix K, p. 399) compared vith 

3Vo planninc of a "nevapapor" (Appendix K, p. ý3i , ao® also Appandix N). 

Poaeibly the egllabua content was more similar with aDi 3T than it hcd 

been vith the pri=ry clascom, and this could be one reason to help to 

explain the leck of significant diffuronce in the rocults. It has to be- 

noted, though, that 3T spent much of the first tors on data which wan 

presented in a figural manner and vac not uaod8acgin either for the annuil 

examination or in the criterion toots of thinking. Certainly, a longer timo 

vas spent studying the topics of i. ary, Quoon of S cote and Sir Thomas ASoro 

with Jr. as compared with 1T than occurred with tho lessons on the Ruscian 

Revolution in the rocondcrp school. Class 3S, however, did spend ®liihtlyº 

1on or on the'"teuCht" topic than did 3T (Docombor 3rd to 19th inolußive 

(Appendix ä# pp"2f3Z-26? ) compared with March lath to 77th ino1U31Vc 

(&ppendix K, PP. 3S8-390)). Furthermore, Jer®ild (1946) cites two pieces of 

evidence which imply that the amount of time spent teaching a topic will 

not markedly affoct the results. For example, in one rececrch two groupo 

of children wore given a test on their ur 1eratanding of time ooncepto at the 

beginning of the sixth grade. Then the children in one group had a good 

deal of emphasis placed on time in their regular c1. acavork while in tb3 

other group time concepts were not singled out for earbaoio. A test of time 

concepts van given at the beginning of the seventh grade. It %ran found 

that the two groups made almost the name average scare" (op. cit., p. 110). 

In another piece of research the vide fluctuations in the achievement in 

social studies of over 10,000 sixth grade pupils is Indiana tires not 
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significantly related to the amount of instruction to which the children 

wore ®xpoaed. Aryl the ohildren'o nchiave +nto had little relationship to 

the amount of time avant on the aooial atwiies duriw, the day or vook 
(op. cit., p. 1121"113). It might be thought that the pupils or 3T were slightly 

favoured in that they stu ied the ovento of the ftuncian Revolution later then 

the pupils of . '. Apart froa the emphacia 1aic« by Ficget aM Inhold®r on 

ghat could be called "operative" memory (for example, 1973, p. 22), both 

classes bad revisionary periods during the Summer Term. On* contrast noted 

with the secondary as anmpared with the primary pupils was that theta vao 

always an awareness of the necessity to cover as much of the nano grownd an 

possible with aril 3T, a situation which did not present itself with the 

primary school children. Another possible came for the differenao botwoon 

the results of the two age groups could be that the teaching atrategieu of 

the schools played a part wince 3? amd 3T were within the aaco school chile 

18 and 1T were in different schools. It heia been noted, though, that. lSov 

cam-on on the "taught" stories wore siinitica. ntly better than iC'o - end 

those were olaosos from within the caan school. With the cecondery pupiia" 

however, only the scores of 3 boss against those of 3C(2) boys ` reached 

the level of significance. If the teaching style of the school had played 

such an important role, surely the scores of the other cub- *roups (3 girls, 

3T boys awl 3T girls) should have shorn si nificant differences when 

coveriatod SCainat 3C(2)? It does not seem likely that the methods of 

teachin in general are of paramount importanc® in explaining tho discrepancy 

betuen the results of the primrry and cocendcry pupils= the answer may lio 

elsewhor9. 

It was su osted in Part VII, Chapter 4 (p. 3h2) that the teaching 

D3tbodß mihht have boon inappropriate for a nu2ber of pupils in 33 since 

they were inteadod to elicit formal-typo thinking. It the approach, indeed, 

was of that nature then the pupils of ' !S at the low or loyale of thinking in 

history might not have had the noceeeary thinking skills to eppreoiat* the 

_ .. _ 
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methods adopted with thou, yet, r. n the folio ºinr lint ahwa,, oven those 

pupils rradod of the hovel intermediate between concrete and formal thinking 

on the first occasion of caceas ont, earl presumably ro0y to reoponri to the 

methods ucod, did not aluaya make greet raine, uhothor they yore in the 

experinantaliy or traditionally taucht olnccoasi 

_ýrrý! ý ºnt , an . 
"itZ'ý.. jl'ý ýlan_ t , nlutlctý" 

Firnt Arneeo- nt sýýt At±cý±tý ý? nt 

3S 2 bars at 213/3A (6)'N 1 advanced to 3A(7) 
1 roiºrecced to 2B(51 

3T 5 boys at Z3/3A(6) 3 remained at 2B/3A(4); 
2 regressod to 23(5) 

1 girl at 2/3A(6) Ftogreat ien to 23(5) 

A similar, lack of prcgrreas was evident with thorn pupiln in 3: and 3T vhnce 

average scores on the three cteries wore cenoidered epproachini the tormal 

level on the first occasions 

Firs ýsr -"nt ±ýcr, ný Atn ý 

boys 5.33 4.33 

5.33. , 4.83 

6.00 6. oo 

3r boys 5.67 5.83 

5.33 5.00 

5.50 5.33 

3T girls 6.00 5.50 

5.33 4.50 

The gains in the average scores over the year noted in Tsble XLVIII (ass 

p. 329) wre asdo by the pupils at the lover levels of thinking. These 

figures for the core advanced pupils rive rise to a number of cuggeationo. 

The figures in the brackets reprocont the quantification of each level 

(cea Ttble 1XIV I pp. 257-259 . 
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Poaaibly, rather than being at the internadiate label on the Eirat oeaaainn, 

th©oo cubjecta might have been in the final phanec of the roriod of concrete 

operations in history where consolidation was occurring; and they were thus 

unable to-rive evieenco or any learning, effects (c. f. Wallace 1972, 

pp. 201-202). Or, it may be that profrossion through the intermediate stare 

between concrete and formal operations is a lenrthy progress with the 

possibility of regression always evident. Hughes (19 5), indoed f in his 

longitucsinal study on four -Pir.; etiau expor1aat to found a similar typo of 

uneven development, a few of his subjects even re esing fron the formal 

level one year to the concrete level in a subsequent year (op. cit., p. lO 

and Table 27, pp. 135-136). It may boy of course, that some subjects become 

bored on a *ooond occasion of testing and give more superficial answore. 

But it has to be noted here that in the present rooearch the general level 

of responsos improved over the year according to tho messt raw scores (too. 

Table XLVIII, p. 329). In fact, the pupils who bade the most impressive 

proE-ress over the three stories on a numerical scale were three girls of 

who had declared during the year's teaching that they had found the gon'>*ral 

approach difficult to tuxicratand (see also Part VII, Chepter 4, p"342 whore 

their scares on "The Russian Revolution" are rivon for two of theme girlo)s 

COL 2.17 

Fox 2.50 

VA 1.67 

FAcon Ac vis-"n 

3.50 

3.00 

k 

Such results would soon to support the contention that, whether the mathoclo 

of teaching' were predomin&ntly tYPothotico-doductive or not # it in eaoier 

to more from the reopective preceding- level into the concrete. rather than 

the formal' operational ctae. Rd 

ai 

Theee results do teem to ehov that the general tenor of the recearah 

fIndj" a with the ccraondarv pupi. la uael not uniformly depreaain1" tndmaýl, 

advances wore evident in the two taught Irroupa of V: and 3' ' on a nkr of 
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criteria. An already noted, the annysis of covariance indicated that on 

"The Russian Revolution" the boys or 34 improved significantly their scores 

over the year when compared vith the boys of 3C(2). They also made a 

nuaorically' neater Cain than did 3T boys on that "taught" story (. 0.77 

as ejainst f 0.34), but this difference did not reach the level of 

significance (see Table XLVIZI, p. 329). The boys of 3T inprovod 

significantly over the year on the averaro°ncoreo on three storien-uhon 

their scores ware covarir tod against those of the boys of 30 (coo Table LII, 

p. 334). There vcu a ©lifht improvement in general in the raw moan scores on 

various concepts assessing attitudes to history in both 33 and lit "on 

occasions this i: F. rov©mcnt reached a significant level for the boys of IF 

(ceo Table TLIII, Fp"9b"2j5)" When the content or the course van assessed 

through an examination ihich tried to require not only oomory but also the 

ability to evaluate evidence and diacora Implications within courc20 (coo 

sheet M. Appendix K, pp"336-341), both the pupils of 33 and 3T did vell 

on quarr ;e (see Appendix N): Como of the children, indeed, ourpriaod the 

staff with the relatively high marks gained when compared with the grade® 

achieved in previous years. Ar it is obviously this typo of. content 

lecraing on which c'ay schools rely czr from which they make their jtxigminto 

on pupils' perfarm&nceo and poscib1e future achievement. While it is armed 

that the relation of such lorrnin and davelopmnt la 'a relation of 

content to fern (Furth and Wt by 1976), it has already been argued with 

reference to the `prinnry results that content learning may be helpful at 

time of future devolopWnt (of. Loirell 1971 arA roe Part Is, PP"23). 

It is iapocaib1e to rpecity preoics], y which factors helped tovarda 

theca iprom nts in the veccnäery sphere. Fonnibly both olaoios 

responded to courcop with a fairly clear pattern and tch inolu oi eow 

topics either not over-familiar to them or appealing because of. their 

ralovence to present-day issues. Class 3 3., perhepeg benefittod from being 

challenged to put forward ideas and to think about the datat the pupils 
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also aeepad to 'enjoy, on the vhole, tt croup vork approach ®doptod "on n 

amber of oceamionn. , The boys of 3? certainly roew4 to ep ots to it chcnfe 

of t, rcher ci 'thIn'rrocty h1y nffeyoted rri1 of thoir roaulta., '""ttruatura'11y, 

thcurh'g ipArt i`rom` the tan iao-2nted roculto, th+ r, uo nn-vIrnifiät*nt, - 

develäpnrnt' over th3 yorr uhon the oleaaon vim oo pn A ̀ + j*niinot each, oth; r 

'r arttinst*tte, ahn-tsurht corttrol, rrnpo "C rw1 1-r, (2). with thnra1 nl! er 

r, upile it' unr' prohrbl º e"r.. epttniotto to hope fmr inrro"niv* ahnnpin -in euch 

a, relntl'ely 'rhort-tarp totching ro ra .' Ttv 'z aulti tirhht have boon 

eiffnrent', has! ° all th, ) cuff- pof a12- thi nuh , acta tnufht ditrinrI th* ynr -hi4ºn- I 

'^ relm»Z i, tninr`}et improving th. chileron'a thin: ing &ct11ný'. ' r in,. 

thei: hhý, -'thin Can be but n' apocu1ntive " eo nt. 

ý'Tthao boon strocc d throughout thle'th'cte thet "the major nim or tbo 

rcr arch' with the- recont4va7 pupilrt wrc to trr to h+slp them operate sctivnly 

on virbal"data" connioted with htttnryj ' it vic not it try to harre them 

" rkiri, es8 ̀hl tr, rianaý". " Yet, at times p tbarc r*y have b'nn o'ra1rtlonrhip 

betWen" thc -raethMe adopted with 3:, Pie ty cat ote end hftatcri ncý 

obcervetiorc on the nt ture cif their purruit. Fia#'et (Ripple znd ý Fockc aat'l. n 

19A4, p"5), fcr` e7a'? plo, docltreu thct tre educational pros as ne*i C to "'forI 

minds-which can be& critical, can verify# and not cccept overythtnr,, th; y nro 

orrered*' (ro`e Pn. -t" TTI, ' p. 151). Sintlnrli, once a ncholcr hen t merotd 

hior*l. f in'-hie courcns, Elton (19A7) r ecidro that. the hiatorI n, above' all+' 

must be'critical end sceptical (ace Part IV, p. l6I). ' Fenton (19A7) uonciftro 

that learning. tou'u" analytic qucctionn chotll+d bi a k, y objective'of cecial 

studies (reei'arrt N, p. 173) aril titon rtzyc that history bdfinn vith Asking 

a° question (ice Part 1V p. 1A5) t" oimilar1y Fierst (1944) arpw"a that, ` "A 

tescher' vould'cio better"not to correct a child's cchem, e, but to"provime 

situations so ' h&vtll correct then himself" (teer Pert III, p. 1AO). ° 'Theca 

quotations would apphh. r'to shoo vo reremblenco between the c'omendo' ar 

history and the development of inferential thth ctnr cni , ahaa, -povmibly,! ` ',, ' 

inäicata e vup. forvtrd for tuturo research. 
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work inctorz of scceptint; fpro-directed knouleego from outoiro" (1971, 

pp. 159-159). , DeperAing on the topic(s) chosen, the pupils could rarearch 

for their own evidence from text-booko, Aonorrephe, isrinted doounyentc and 

local sources. An far an possible the emphasis would be placed on the tire 

of oricinol sources in order to link the activities an closely as posoibia 

with the "Nuffield" type of-history t! eccribed in Part-IV. In all of this 

heuristic work the rccenrcher-tercher would obviously be tivnileblo an 

adviser, guide and provisioner, The crucial criterion testa for the 

aaceeament' of. the cove ant of tho ht before the rocoerch prorrs'nne began 

and at an interval of at least throe months after it ended would be the 

follov1n zi 

(a) a test on tvo historical issues unrelated to the couraor 

(b) a test on sogn. cta of the topic(n) studied through hourictio moanci 

(a) a test on a topic related to the £en3ral content of, the oourco, 

(d) the topics themselves could be asceoser! separately for levels of 

Oinking displayed aril historical ckillc by, an educational pcycholor; int arxi 

an historian. 

Such a reteerch project nitbt be a wane of placing 'core aachasts on than 

pupil hinaelf, sthich is what uritero uorkin' within the Ceneven fran-iWOrk 

vould viari to kapganz I 
"In the Piarotien approach to toochit , children thus have to be given 

the time and freedom they need to build the prerequisite structures, to 

figure out their own strategy, to mohilica their entire cognitive 

organization ..... 
(and) Teaching; the un1erlyiz proceaeea entaile 

retraining from external reinforce: ent, to Ist'the child figure out for, 

himself" (Kamit 1970, p. Y1) 

"Develop -jent occurs to the child dicccvera lia3ca betwoen events. The 

line cannot be imposed upon him; it occurs iicýa result of his interactions, 

with objects and people" (Schnabel and itaph 1972, p. 37) 

"To knov, is,..... an activity of tho cubject" {Furth 1969, p. 1 ) 
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"All tho oaphooio in plaoee, on the activity or the cubjeot himaoit1 

er1 I think without this activity there io no pocaiblo didactic or p tdaropy 

which significantly trcn5torru3 the subject" (Pie ; ot in Ripple s. ai fockaaatln 

19&4, p. 1fl) 

such "an approach mirht eloo land tho pupils into caurchinn for evidence, 

caking qu ctionn of that ovieenco, frr? ainr rolationnhipa onion,; the voriouo 

itemD of information, and coning to an evaluative conclusions s'ki11" which 

room to reflect ear of the activities of tha hiotori xi. 

Another conceivable approach ate ma from tho i ecc on "irocaoa 1ecrnir t" 

sugj'ested by : hroder et a1. (1973) who dealme with approval that a 9turlont 

should "explore a riven environment through questions co that he can acquire 

a sufficient body of facts to causa hypotheceo" (op. cit., p. 42). Thora 

seems some recocblanee here with Kitcoa C1 rk'p explanation (19'7, p,; A) of 

an historian's activitys "The hictorla&c first duty is careful and! export 

obtorvation ..... "t from which rosa explanation ui11 follow] and "Any 

explanation ..... cunt in effect Freaant some hypothoals about the cautrea 

vhich tue the sequence of events happen in the way it did" (see Part IVs 

p. 181). There would thtw be available a certain amount of basic evV-eace 

on, say, the Chartist moveint through contemporary speeches, diaries, 

minutes of meeting, parliamentary debatoe, statistics of un3zploYv3nt and 

price chcngea, and eecondtry source ttarial. - Essential guastionc to be 

addreaced to this evidence vould be devitod by-the olcee, with the assistance' 

of the teacher. Thilo are likely to be similar for any body of evidence 

and mi'ht be of these typos: 

'Uho mro they? " 

1"o1hy l they have 'thew air? " 

"How dice they try to echievo them? " 

"Hau far were they successful in achisvinir their ath D' 

Kathy was so little/not more achieved? ' 
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The children would coarch through the jrov ded material ardý alno far their 

own evieence to try to ancver euch quoctiona. It is debatable whether auch 

activities would leer. to the formulation of hypotheeec or whether the 

toacher, vould have to provieo them, but the teacher would proeuraebly havo 

auch hypothetical quastienc an theca in hie eirAs A 
"How far can it be aanaidered that the Chartiot movement wan a failure? " 

"'Jere the derrnnde of tho-Ch, mrticto too far in nav noa of their ti. 

to be cuccescful? " 

The anmrrzro to euch quc rioo might teko the foTa of evaluative ecac n which 

could bo accoacet both on Firgetion aor! historical criteria. 

Such spprocche$ nirht +'roirl the accusation of Ilo'. rara and Hollister 

(op. cit., p. 8) that "tho rmatect instructional fallacy,..... in tho notion 

of tellinr cc lecrning". It micht, however, be that th* och®ac of tho 

pupils would still remain incuzceptible_to radical modification, and that 

development do ¬ s, ineeed override learning activities. It hen been roncrknd 

throughout thin, theois that the Cenevan school emph ciaee the subordination 

of learning *" "I think dovelopn nt explains learning and this opinion to 

c9ntrarp to the videl, 7 hold opinion that development is the moan of diucreto 

learning e riencoc" (Ficget in Ripple, and Rockcnatle 1964, p. g - 000 Alto 

Part I. pp. 147-1U8). Furthorsaorol "learning is always relative to the 

devolopmental, pariokl during which it takes place,, eM to the intellectual 

structures which the subject has at his disposal during thin period. In the 

last analrain,, therefcre1 dovelop#rsnt accounts for lerrninq much more than 

the other vayYarounni" (Piaget in his introduction to Almy 19A7, p. v)., As 

has been observed Piaget's emphasis on the importance or developmental° 

factors has led to the accusation that his to a i; oneticiet -position. 

Wohlvill {Situl, and Hoop4r 19'9, p. h09), for example, states that'tiaget, a 

biological orientation arA interest in structure seeds him to take oxtornal 

tactcrc for granted and to rege rr1 tha form which this interaction take as 
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largely predetermined from the start, there being; left little leeway for 

the differential manifestation or external cenclitiono. Sieget denies such 

gen®ticiot anaumptiono, aecorting that his theory In essentially one of 

interaction (coo fart I, pp. 72-77). But for any learnix ; exprioncee to 

affect significantly the structures of thought, the.. eubjecte must be 

reeaonin at a transitional lovel (too# for example# arfto results its Part 

Is p. 58). Thilo it vag anticipated that pupils ctred "rob 13 to 14'years 

of above averajo ability, an a asured by atandardiced reasoning teats, 

m14 ht in general be approaching the formal level in history, in the event 

thin was not so. Thus, chile isolated significant i: proveients war'* mr. do 

against the control froupo by the boys of .' on "The Russian Revolution" 

and by 7T boys on the average scores, ontogenetic develop°nerit ceeos to have 

set a limit beyond which children of a liven are cannot function (Green 

et 41.1971, p. 99. Experimental evidence from such sources an K (1971 

sea Fart IX, pp. 123-125) nx 
, 
Niles (1971 - see Part Ve pp. 197-199) would 

scram to support these results with the secondary pupils. 

If the pre-eminence of developmental factcra in intellectual progreca 

are accepted, the quoctionýstill remains uhy did the primary pupils in the 

oxpori antal rroUpo shoe a eirnificant improvem3nt against tha'tguht tni 

control Frbups`on the Pt©ught" story while the boys of 37. seem-, d to Five 

somo evidence of transfer to similarly structured atoriec. Part of an 

answer may lie in the particular rroupc used in the reeearoh. Statistically, 

a eazplo of average ability in more likely to ahoy evidence of improve x3nt 

than aro samples of above averai; e ability (cos, for example, ' B1oo'm 1964P 

p. 13, where he states that there is a general ceiling effect in which 

persons with initially high scores tend to mako smaller changes than 
I 
persons 

with initially low scores). While' f3loWo (1964) tindin'a were based on 

criteria other than thoao used in the present recearch - though V ruon 

(1969, p. L40) states that the Piafetian battery in hie research, when 

scored for total urrare, xain1y acted an a feneral intellit; enco test, - 
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Dloom has arf ued that the period from 2 to In pears is the on whou# "the 

moct rcpie chcncan take place in rn rs1 inteUlljoncß". How However, flloon 

continuos, "in the period cges 2 to 17 the line is more n, nrly n parabolic 

function terd für to a plateau after or. * 9" (op. cit., p. fh). Bloom than 

states that-"the affeate of the environnento ..... appear to be froetoct 

in tho early (and more rapid) pprioclc of intelligence dovo1op nt 6r dl 

in the later (and leoc rapid) paricx! a of, eevelormInt" (op. cit., POO* 

Furthermore, "a shift from one envircnznnt to another gill have greatest 

possible concequencea in a period of rapid normal growth end will have little 

effect on the individual during the period of leant rapid normal frowth" 

(op. cit., p. 194). It has to be admitted that Bloom's thesis has boon 

ctitieised recently. ) ajoribanks (1974, p. 0), for example, says that 

the environmant makes "a small cxx' steady, rather than diminishin4 

contribution to the growth of intellirence", and that, "the Overlap fiypothoaie 

does not take into account the pocoibility of ronetically programed effects 

occurrinr throughout the development of Intelligence, analogous to adoleccence 

growth spurts and sexual maturation". But a strong body of opinion would 

teem to support the viewpoint that during the earlier years children's 

thinking skills are more labile, more open to the effect of environmental 

circuu. stancec. L1kind (Crean at ei. 1971, p. 24) certainly puts his weight 

there: "Apparently, therefore, onvircnmenta1 variation during the 

elementary school period is more significs. nt for later intellectual attain- 

cents of the Firgetian variety ..... Like it or note the years from 6 to 12 

are still the crucial ones with respect to later academic achievement". 

Related to the actual chronolorical area at which they vero being 

taught, another possible roazon for the ouccess of 1S on the *taucht" 

storios Is that tho pupils on cvorcro were at a transitional level between 

pro-operational cnc1 concrete operational thinkit in history. Inhelcior 

(1: us: 6on at al. 1969s p, f) c1mims, for axmLzp1e, that truer pro tYG 

in development takes p]Aca only when children are at an intermmdistO otaIG 
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their thinkis (of. Fart II, p. 1+ß for I1a: e1. 'a (1972) results). Cinco tho 

eawnM to during the lessons wore preau-sably not too for ah4ed or their 

thinking levels,, those children on average isay have boon reedy for more 

challeug ; :? thoda than merely "listen and write",. "hen the difficulty 

in not too frost, does not teem inouriountable", then the child is motivated 

to apply his rche eu becuuve "the obstacle itself creates a viluotirn in the 

form of a need to conquer", that is, there is a "zone of optimal interest 

for thtt which to neither too knovn nor too nee" (picgot in Miechel 1971, 

p. 332). 

F1cvell'n (Croon at al. 1971, rp. 19 -191) analogy of developmont an a 

core seems useful as a man of conoltulin, this discussion on the 

differential rates of developiat. "1T trage or develop nt Is .... "a sort 

of cons or morapbani, with its small scr3 towards birth ar 1 its larre W 

towards Qaturity. The circumference of the walls represents the constraints 

on what the child can develop into at each are porioi. " Hence, it would 

siesm that less movement 10 necessary at the yowor spe levels for prc resa - 
to be =do into, say, the concrete operational p< riod then to r edoc1 at the 

older ages vhere the constraints are far wider. It has to be renamberod, 

though, that the boa and girls , of 11 together improved on only the "taught" 

atcry. Thus,. vhile the results with the girls support the arguaent that 

verbal instruction will not lead to transfer effects outside the area is 

which the children are trained (tee Part It p. 112), yet the teat that the., 

boys did rive come evidence of transfer effects leade to the possibility 

that there may be methods through which the thinkinr of a eider group of 

children ray be it proved. 

It vas thoutht vorthwhile to invectiiate the consistency or both the 

t 

primary cad aecoudcry pupils' thinkinr skills across the verbal passages 

end also across the three tacke of verbal puaacgca, equilibrium in tho 

balanco mud the combination of colourless liquids. . mpirical research hoc 

not terx ed to support Picget'a notion of "structures A1enceable" at the 
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succeeoivo ctaCe or concrete ari formal oporntiona+l thought (tree Fart I, 

pp"hO-43; pert I1, pp. 14Z-14i Part, V, pp. 2O .. 21h). If thtnkinr cannot 

be choxn to bo stable &croon a aeriov of problo n, thin two major ty c of 

modification have been pontuletod. Ncponceti may be more veriablo during; 

the early etageo of a period, becomir moro otable durini the latter part 

of that period (cf. Wallace 1947, see Part To p. /2). On the other hnnrl1 

it may be that ctz'uctureo d'encomblo should be looked at no a family of 

separate structures, each folloutn its own eavelop intal ti tcblo (Fletroll 

and Elkind 1949, cee Part II, p. 135). 

As the follouic figures show, the ovidonce from the pro ont recoarch 

tends to lend support slightly more to the necond of the modifications than 

the first. When the nubility of . the ccorec on the historical paetsgoc for 

the various sub-croups ryas aocoececi through KenciaU'e coefficient of 

concordance, there figures resulted: 

ihr ix ry: 

: eaondar rt 

"fir" ranged from . 31,9 to . 919 on the two occasions of 

testing (coo Part VI, p. f2). 

Kd" rant; od fron . 499 to . 835 on tho tv occasiono of 

testing (see Feat VII, p. 331). 

Research evidence with tecondcry pupils teems to indicate that.. individuals 

have preferences for non-verbal or verbal teats (Davies 1965, Dart 1971, 

Lo wick 1972 - cce Fort. V, pp. 211-214). When Kendall's "J" van calculated 

for tho three different tc ke, a moderate level-of coneictency in the 

pupils' responses vcs discovered for both the'priniry and cecoz cry subjcctns 

Prlncrys . 477 (P <. 001) for the first occasion 
(sae Part VI, 
p. 267) . 41.97 (p < . 001) for the second occasion 

ecorilarys -4200 t . 001) for the firtt occasion 
(roe Part VII, 
p. 335) . 422 (P < 

. CQ'1) for the second occasion 

The pupils found the questions on the Fiapatian erperrirntc evolar to answer 

than those on the historical paws ; oa on all occcetons. 
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An far or there firuroc. can ho cccepte!, than, the pupils in fcnornl 

maintained similar levels in relation to each other more for the historical 

passages . then for the more disparate tacke, a tinclin4 iah r* *1 (1 71# p. bO) 

anticipated, "if the pauso. roo do, not differ greatly in difficulty, 

sophistication end area of coverage they ß+i11 evoke anovlra from any one 

person at not too dirpcrete levels" (see Pert V. p. 214). Writin& with 

regard to the fcraaal level, elthouph it is curelp likely, to be true for 

both, the concrete and fereal lovoia, both Lunzar atxl Ncuon and Johnson-Laird 

five ureful ir'eaa to help account for the lore consistent rocponroc ccroae 

different teaks. Luna©r (in Wo11r an and Xarplun 1973, coo Part V, pp. 2lO. 11) 

thinks that operational thought is 11koly to be elicited when individwil0 

are suitably motivated and have the correct cue, vherecc Mason and 

Johnson-Laird (1972, see Fart I, pp. 37) consider that the fanillarity of 

the tasks is important t "content to vital". Such an omphasic on the mature 

of the content %mulä suroly not violate Picget'c c! evelopaontal mociol at 

least in relation to history in schools. Structures have to be constructed 

through interaction with the eaviroz nt (coo Part I, p. 7A); hence 

appropriate types of experience are essential to nUov for the possibility 

of equilibration taking place. 

And such experiences -- reading nllvepcpers; diccuuein, 'political iccuoc, 

visiting historic sites and museu. s, rvndic , accounts of historical events, 

attendiw particulcr hictory 1enson$ - Lora part of that Central devolop ont 

which Ficget emphasises is to important in each person's prorrecc through 

the various stures. It may be, that this In the tyke or experience roterred 

to b Wohlvill (Ripple szxl Rockcaatle 1964 - roe Fart n,, p. B1) t "the lore 

gewrralieed tho experience that the chit pots at an earlier point, the lees 

ý'wý 

specific toschiar instruction will bo necocsu7 later". It must bei rowmbored, 

though, that a vital r: epoct of each child'o develop nte1 pattern is hin 

ability and desire to regulate the experience for htmzolf t those are also 

aspects of roncral dov. 1opnant. Thus, while ono %muld not e ct teachers 
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with similar aj o groups to concentrate exclusively on the improvo ont of-, 

logical thinking in history but rather treat their subject for the ny 

traditional values it has always had . the love of a powerful atrry, the 

excit©mont of the ingqination, the extension of cultural limits, and co on - 

on the other hand, they choulc! always try to be aware of children's 

dovelopmintal levels and of takini the chance to improve their pupils' 

comprehension and analysis of historical data*-"If the content uni nithocia 

are of an appropriate fora such attempts should not load to boredom and 

resistances in the present research, for exnmplet there did not seem any 

significant 'evidence of dislike towards the more challenging s thoc? c ubed 

with lE end 33. So, while it muy be true that' "development explains 

learnit " (Piaget in Ripple and Rockcastle-l9%!, p. 9) end that ""cotiouat 

history requires so: maturity" (Elton 1970, p. 221)', the results should 

not be used to support the view that because children arc 6fa certain a t,, & 

nothing can be done and, therefore, - nothizi should be done. ý i)ro'reos was 

evident on the "taught" stories with the primary school children and come, 

little progress was noted with the boys in the secondary school. riaget's 

theory is ono of the interactioa of the organic and the onviron ant erb ' 

the visa teacher will structure the environent no that a suitable interval 

exists betauen the childrents schema and the cc+ntsnt in order to challo e, 

involve rnd possibly improve the pupils' thinktn4 cicills in the subject of 

history. 
R 

" ... sI.. s".. s"ss 
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